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ENGINEERING INSTRUMENTS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS.
The faculty firmly adhere to the belief that a large amount of practical ap-
plication of the theories taught is indispensable to a thorough understanding of
engineering subjects. The methods of instruction are based on this belief,
and consequently necessitate the use of numerous engineering instruments
of all kinds. This requirement has always been met in the most liberal manner
by the college authorities.
Throughout the whole college year classes in civil engineering from the
second, third, and fourth years are at work in the field on problems in
land surveying, topographical surveying, railroad location, geodesy, etc., and
the arrangement is such that no work is ever delayed by the lack of instruments.
The classes in mining engineering are also well provided with instruments espe-
cially adapted to mine surveys
An unusual feature of the department of engineering, and one that has
given great satisfaction, is that the students have at all times access to, and un-
restrained use of, all instruments required for the proper execution of their
work. Some of the instruments have been in constant use for a quarter of a
century, and have been taken to pieces and put together by every civil engineer-
ing class that has entered the university; and yet they are in fair condition.
The students are proud of the instruments and consider it their duty to use them
with care and to keep them in good condition. No important injury has ever
been done to any instrument; and such damages as the breakage of rods or
tapes, or the loss of arrows, etc., are paid for by the students, but this amounts
usually to a merely nominal sum
The astronomical observatory is provided with a 12 inch alt-azimuth instru-
ment reading to seconds, an astronomical transit with attachment for zenith
telescope work, two sextants reading to 10 seconds, three chronome ers, and a set
of meteorological instruments.
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THE MECHANICAL LABORATORY.
The mechanical laboratory is of brick, 126 feet in length and 88 feet in
width. It contains a machine shop, blacksmith shop and foundry, shops for car-
pentry and cabinet-making, and a testing laboratory.
The machine shop occupies a room 124x80 feet and contains twelve engine
lathes of different makes, varying from twelve to twenty-four inch swing, ten hand
lathes, a planer, two shapers, three drill presses, a small milling machine, a univer-
sal milling machine, a universal grinding machine, sixteen vices with correspond-
ing benches, standard calipers, gauges, taps, dies, drills, reamers, etc. Thirty two
cases of pattern maker's tools with suitable benches. The blacksmith shop con-
tains sixteen forges with power blast, and an equal number of anvils with
equipment. The foundry contains a cupola for melting iron, a moulding floor
with sand, flasks and the necessary small tools sufficient to accommodate sixteen
persons. The carpenter shop contains an endless bed surfacer, pony planer,
moulding machine, tenoning machine, shaping machine, jointing and rabbeting
machine, boring machine, morticing machine, scroll saw, six sets of carving
tools, and forty-eight cases of cabinet maker's tools with suitable benches. The
testing laboratory contains a Riehle testing machine of 100,000 pounds
capacity, a Riehle cement testing machine, hydraulic apparatus for deter-
mining the flow of water through orifices and over weirs, friction brakes and
transmitting dynamometers suitable for carrying on a large variety of tests, a
mercury column for the accurate testing of steam gauges, a stone grinder
for preparing test pieces of stone, a machine for testing the resistance to abra-
sion of brick, standard scales, weights, measures, measuring instruments, etc.
The fifty horse-power engine furnishing power to the mechanical building
was finished by the students of mechanical engineering. In the same room is a
thirty horse-power engine fitted for indicator and brake work. A surface condenser
and pumps, for experimental purposes, may be used with either of the engines.
The boiler room, 32x36 feet contains two fifty horse power boilers which may
be used separately or together, and also contains necessary pumps, tanks, weiijh
ing apparatus, calorimeters, etc., for making complete tests of the economy and
capacity of boilers.
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
This comparatively new department of the University has for its quarters
the entire ground floor of the east wing of the main building, also a large lec-
ture room for physics and electricity on the second floor. The lecture room is
well equipped for illustrating all of the more important electrical phenomena.
It is supplied with current from the dynamos and storage batteries in the base-
ment, and is wired for both arc and incandescent lighting. The lower floor is
occupied by a laboratory, dynamo room, battery room, photometry room, and a
room equipped with tools for the repair and manufacture of special and experi-
mental apparatus.
The dynamo room has for power a fifteen horse-power gas engine and a sixty
horse power high-speed steam engine. The dynamos are connected to the main
shaft and so arranged that either or both engines may be used. Several of
the leading types of dynamos and motors are represented and more are soon to
be added. The battery room is provided with a large storage battery made by
the department and a collection of the leading forms of primary batteries. The
room is to contain a tank and cable for localizing of faults, testing of insula-
tion, etc.
The instruction in electricity begins with the third term of physics in the
sophomore year, which is devoted to lectures and text book work upon the theory
of electricity and general electrical phenomena. In connection with this is
taken up in the laboratory the simple problems in electrical measurements,
which are designed to acquaint the student with electrical terms and the use of
electrical apparatus. Later on the student in the more advanced electrical
measurements, takes up the testing of primary and secondary batteries for effi-
ciency, cable testing, designing of electrical machines, installation of light
and power plants, the transmission of power by electricity, and lastly photom-
etry.
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THE ARCHITECTURAL ROOMS.
The architectural rooms are situated on the fourth floor of the main building
in the east wing. They are well lighted, having a sky light over half their area.
Recitations are conducted in these rooms, which contain from seventy-five to
one hundred drawing desks. The imperative necessity of an engineering build
ing is here illustrated, since the architectural rooms offer better facilities than
any of the other engineering rooms.
The room shown in the cut is used as a class room by the seniors and jun-
iors. Recitations are conducted in the eastern portion of this room near the
windows. The cabinet contains a variety of catalogues, journals, etc., and a
large collection of engravings and photographs mounted on bristol board and
classified as described by Mr. White in an article in this number of The Techno-
GKAPH. Above the blackboard is a large chart, some twenty feet in length, ar-
ranged by Professor Ricker for his classes in history of architecture. Each
style of architecture is designated by a certain color, together with dates of
their origin, flourishing periods, and decadence.
A smaller room, the entrance of which is directly in the rear of the profes-
sor's desk, is used as a private ofiice by Professor Ricker and his assistant, Mr.
White. This room contains a number of the latest improved computing ma-
chines, an architect's level, two large upright drawing boards, and a private
library.
Mr. White's room connects with the designing room by folding doors and
is used as a class room by the Sophomores in construction and drawing. Both
rooms open separately into a long hall, which again opens into the main hall.
The rooms are open all hours of the day including Saturday.
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THE BUILDING PROBLEM IN CHICAGO FROM AN EN-
GINEERING STANDPOINT.
By Gen. Wm. Sooy Smith, Consulting Civil Engineee, Chicago.
A lecture delivered before the engineering students of the University of Illinois.
Young Gentlemen: I assure you that it gives me sincere
pleasure to meet you this evening. It carries me back to the days
of my youth when I was a struggling fellow trying to get a knowl-
edge of the sciences that lie at the basis of the great engineering
profession. I sympathize with you most heartily, most deeply, most
sincerely, in every effort you make to prepare yourselves for the
duties which will devolve upon you. The duties of the civil engi-
neer are peculiarly responsible. The lives of your fellow-men are
often involved. You can not be too scrupulous, too conscientious,
too faithful, in all your studies, and hereafter in your practice as civil
engineers. Above all there are no qualities so essential as strict
honesty and truthfulness. I have seen many a brilliant engineer go
under by yielding to temptation. The engineer who stands firmly
by his convictions, does his work faithfully and honestly, and is well
prepared, is bound to succeed in a great and developing country like
ours. Be hopeful, aim high, work hard, be honest and faithful, and
just as surely as you live success will come to you.
I congratulate you on being students of a great institution
like this, so munificently endowed, so lully equipped, with such an
able and faithful faculty, and with a curriculum covering every ne-
cessity. With the advantage of such a preparation you cannot fail to
succeed, if you will improve the opportunities here so generously set
before you. I need not go back into the history of this institution. I
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need not inquire what your instruction has heen. T have had samples
of its products, and, as they buy grain on the Board of Trade at Chi-
cago by sample, so I am always willing to take graduates of this
University to the full of my retiuirements and pay the highest mar-
ket ])rice.
Our theme this evening is The Building Problem in Chicago
from an Engineering Standpoint.
Let us first consider the existing conditions in the City of Chi-
cago which control the character of its great buildings. There are
no special difficulties which have to be overcome in the construction
of ordinary light ones.
The main business of the city took up its residence at an early
day on the narrow strip of land lying between the south branch of
the Chicago River and Lake Michigan, and it has clung persistently
bo the northern end of this strip, only extending southward as its
increasing volume demanded more space. This has been mainly due
to the fact that the territory under consideration is most easy of ac-
cess to the people living in the three divisions of the city. As a con-
sequence of this concentration of business on this small area prop-
erty lying within it has always been very valuable as compared with
that exterior to it. This fact has made it a great object to ow^ners
to build very high buildings on their lots.
In the very " nick of time " the elevator put in its appearance
to make a sixteen-story building with it more convenient than a
four story one had been without it. And so it is practicable, on a
given area of ground surface, to get four times]the rentable floor space
that could have been had with the old-fashioned four-story build-
ings ; and four times as many business men can now occupy such
surface as could before the construction of the tall buildings ; and
this effects a four-fold concentration, and gives the lots a greatly in-
creased value. The rental of offices in the business district amount-
ing to about $1.50 per square foot per annum, landlords were nat-
urally anxious to build many-storied buildings, and to economize
floor space to the last degree. And *' Presto Change ! " each new
building was planned higher than its predecessor, and even some
old buildings put on new airs and new stories. Up went the eye-
brows of our good citizens at these '' Towers of Babel," and up
went the citizens themselves into them— with some misgivings at
first lest they should be dropped through one or two hundred
feet by the breaking of a cable, or by failure of some part of the
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hoisting apparatus. But these fears soon disappeared—as scarcely
any accidents o£ this kind ever occur—and less harm to life or limb
comes from this late great help to civilized life, than from the old-
fashioned stairway, up and down which struggling humanity has
been plodding its weary way through all the generations of the
past. Convenience sanctions the tall building which necessity de-
mands, and it has come to stay, and to [draw the most diligent and
energetic population on the face of the earth nearer and nearer to-
gether, and thus facilitate its labors and expedite its business trans-
actions.
But a tall building, if of the same construction as a low one,
will be proportionately heavier. And here comes in the first trouble-
some condition of our problem. The city stands on a low. Hat plane.
The highest point in its original plat was but five feet above high
water level in the lake. The grade of the streets has been raised,
however, until the curb lines are now about 14 feet above city datum,
or mean low water surface. The material underlying the surface is
clay, varying in consistency from firm to very soft at different points
and different depths, these variations occurring often within the area
covered by a single building. Its sustaining power, as determined
by many tests that I have made with actual loads, is from 2,500
to 4,000 pounds per square foot. It is the common practice
of Chicago architects to load the soil at the rate of 3,000 pounds per
square foot. Under this load a small initial settlement takes place
within a few hours, due to compacting of the soil at the surface up-
on which the load rests, and in part, perhaps, to displacement of
water from the earth immediately adjacent to this surface by pres-
sure of the loads applied. No further measurable settlement took
place during the time (some weeks) covered by my longest experi-
ments ; but experience with heavy buildings shows that in the course
of months and years they do continue to settle when the soil is not
loaded to exceed the limit above stated. Experience also shows that
while the initial settlements under a given load may be uniform
throughout the area covered by a building, the progressive ones may
eventually so differ as to cause serious cracks and demoralization in
the structure.
The slow progressive settlements result from the squeezing out
of the water from the earth—as was clearly seen while the wells were
being sunk under the stage of the Auditorium for receiving the hy-
draulic cylinders used for operating the scenery. I sank these wells
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after the adjacent walls of the building were built. Some of them
went to a depth of 24 feet below the footings of the foundations
and were only 4^ feet from them. The weights resting on the soil
amounted to 30 pounds per square inch, or 4,820 pounds per square
foot.
I had made the borings and tests of the soil and knew the na-
ture of the materials at different depths well. The clay, which was
of the usual character when the borings were made, had all become
compact and hard, and contained very little water—none had to be
pumped while the wells were being sunk.
Extraordinary precautions were taken to prevent the movement
of the earth around the walls, as such movement might have caused
serious settlements of the walls. Strong steel rings were used, and
tongued and grooved sheathing was driven outside these rings, and
kept well in advance of the excavation as this proceeded. We got
the wells down without the slip])ing of a spoonful of earth outside
of them, and this without the difficulty anticipated,— owing to the
improvement that had taken place in the material, as described
The method of designing and building foundations in Chicago
was very clearly explained in a recent address delivered tt) you by one
of our best known architects, W. L. B. Jenney. These founda-
tions are detached and independent of each other, and of such area
in plan as to equalize throughout all parts of the building the load
per square foot which the underlying material has to sustain, and to
keep this load within safe limits. Thus far, this has l)een thought
to be the best that could be done to secure buildings against unequal
or excessive settlements.
For greater safety another of our very ablest and nnjst distin-
guished architects, Henry Ives Cobb, designed the foundation of the
Owings building, making it one strong platform of steel and con-
crete covering the whole ground plan of the building.
Unfortunately, while the loads may be made equal, the strength
of the soil to sustain them varies in many instances considerably,
and unequal and troublesome settlements take place. And now we
are face to face with the second great difficulty with which we have
to contend.
In view of the great height, and consequent great weight, of
our principal buildings, it is important that materials should be used
in their construction which unite in the highest degree lightness and
strength with the other qualities of good building materials. And
SMITH—THE BUILDING PROBLEM IN CHICAGO. IS
SO steel natunilly came to the front with strongest sinews and head
erect—too proud to bend—saying to the architect and engineer " Pile
your mountain loads on my shoulders, and place them in the firm
grip of my hands, and I will hold them for centuries, though the
storm wrestles with me and the earth quakes beneath my feet." The
men of science accepted the proffered service, and the men of affairs
poured out their money to pay for it. And as a great building now
goes up in Chicago, a gaunt skeleton of steel first rises aloft, which
is gradually clothed from stor}'^ to story with a rigid flesh of stone
and brick, tile and mortar ; and with such integument it becomes a
habitable edifice.
But with each change of temperature the steel skeleton expands
or contracts and becomes a creeping, crawling thing, apparently
striving to throw off its clothing—especially if exposed to such heat
as results from the burning of the great quantities of combustible
materials collected and stored in a mercantile building, or from the
occurrence of great heat in the burning of adjacent buildings ; and
this last danger may threaten even an office building, which itself
contains very little combustible material. And this in spite of the
means usually employed to protect the metal from heat,—the tile
covering put upon it. For this covering will become so hot as to
conduct enough heat to the steel to expand it and to crack off the
tile. This has happened already—notably at the burning of the
Tribune Building at Minneapolis about two years ago, which resulted
in its utter destruction.
There may be steel buildings in which the fireproofing has been
so well done that they will pass through an ordinary fire without
such failure ; but if the steel becomes even moderately heated, its
stiffness will be measureably diminished, and the strength of the up-
right members so reduced as to cause them to bend and yield. This
is the more likely to occur since the horizontal beams and girders
will at the same time expand (unequally from the different degrees
of temperature) and throw the posts out of vertical and into buck-
ling positions, in which case the building will be likely to come down
with a crash. It is as if a man was required to stand upright and
take upon his shoulders all he could stand under, then take a strong
dose of physic and have some one push his knees from under him.
Here is the third difficulty.
Under these circumstances, if floors were built of perfectly rigid
materials the unequal settlement would crack them into pieces and
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ruin them. The elasticity of the steel beams now used in the floor
systems }iartially obviates this difficulty, but not wholly, as many
floors in which they are employed— notably those of the post office
and custom house buildings—are badly demoralized and broken up
by unequal settlements. This is the fourth difficulty, and our pres-
ent system does not seem to provide for it satisfactorily.
But supposing Ave have succeeded in overcoming the great diffi-
culties already pointed out, if steel and iron are used as principal
parts of our buildings, and if these parts are not perfectly protected
from corrosion, the building will still be comparatively short-lived.
There are many imperfections in minor details—such as weak-
ness of brackets and their fastenings, want of proper provision for
resistance of strains resulting from wind pressure, etc.,—which we
need not here describe or discuss. They are only alluded to because
they are liable to occur in the class of building we have under con-
sideration unless they are guarded against by the architect who de-
signs, and the superintendent or contractor who builds, the struct-
ure. There is little danger of such defects in the buildings planned
by many of our excellent Chicago architects and erected by our
many first-class builders. The well do not need prescriptions ; they
are only for the sick.
Having thus considered the difficulties of our problem, let us
endeavor to discover proper remedies for them ; for we perform the
most valuable service when we do not merely discover a difficulty,
but when we ])oint out the best way to overcome it.
And first, we must, if practicable, secure an unyielding, in-
stead of a yielding, foundation. In the central and northern parts of
the city, near the lake, the soft materials described are underlaid by
rock at a depth of from GO to 100 feet. The rock rises to the south-
ward and westward, coming to the surface at points in the western
and southwestern parts of the city. Wherever it is practicable, the
foundations of heavy buildings should rest upon the rock, or upon
the hard-pan immediately overlying it.
As timber is everlasting under water, excavations for founda-
tions can be made well below water surface in the lake, and piles can
be driven in the bottom of such excavations down to the rock, or into
the hard-pan immediately overlying it. These piles should be cut
off at a level below^ that of any conceivable deep drainage system
that may become desirable or necessary in the city (say, 15 feet
below city datum). Platforms of timber and concrete should be
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laid on the piles, and on these platforms, pillars or walls of masonry
or concrete should be carried np to the level of the basements, or
snb-basements of buildings. In this way sub-basements could be
provided in which the machinery necessary for operating elevators
and electric lights, and for heating and all other purposes, could be
accommodated, leaving the first basements free for other uses, and
thus making them rentable at high rates. The enhancement of the
value of property consequent upon this increase of rents would far
more than pay for the deep system of drainage, which the City of
Chicago so much needs.
Where rock is found within easy reach, the excavations can be
made to the rock, and the masonry or concrete construction can be
carried up from the rock without the use of piles. (See Figs. 3 and 4,
page 16). And so we may put unyielding and imperishable foun-
dations under our buildings, and avoid all the danger and losses which
may result from placing very high and heavy structures on com-
paratively soft and compressible materials.
A pile driven at the bottom of a pit 30 feet deep and well into
hard-pan, or to the rock, where this is within reach, may be safely
relied upon to sustain from 30 to 40 gross tons. When the weights
of all parts of a building have been carefully computed, it is a sim-
ple matter to determine the number of piles required to sustain
these loads. And in cases in which the rock is within easy reach by
wells, say, at a depth not exceeding GO feet, they may be sunk to
the rock and a pillar or column of rubble masonry or concrete may
be carried up to the level of the basement or sub-basement floor
(See Figs. 1 and 2, page 16).
Careful estimates show that these foundations will cost less,
than those which are now generally employed ; namely, platforms
of steel and concrete, resting upon compressible soil.
Our safe and accomplished architects Adler and Sullivan have
taken a long step in the direction of the plan of foundations above
recommended, in causing piles to be driven under the foundations
of the German Theater they are now building on Randolph between
Dearborn and Clark streets. The foundation^of the County Build-
ing in Chicago also rests on piles ; but these were so small and so
carelessly driven that they are of nowhere near full value. Some eleva-
tors and warehouses, the Shot Tower, and other structures rest upon
pile foundations simply, but I know of no instance in which wells
or pits have been sunk and piles driven in the bottom of them in
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order to reach rock or its equivalent, and to place the pile heads and
the platforms built on them below the level of perpetual moisture
when the deep drainage the city so sorely needs has been secured ;
and there is no instance in which foundations of stone-masonry or
concrete have been carried down to the bed-rock as here suggested.
By the construction of foundations of this character, we dispose of
our first, second, and fourth difficulties, namely : that of placing
very heavy buildings on a weak soil,the unequal settlements of different
parts of the same building resulting from the unequal sustaining
power of the same soil, and the consequent cracking of walls and
floors.
The third difficulty, resulting from the expansions and contrac-
tions of metals em))loyed in the construction of tall buildings, may
be obviated by protecting these metals absolutely from any consid-
era])le change in temperature, or by throwing out the metals alto-
gether and substituting tile, brick, and stone as far as may be prac-
ticable. As the weights to be borne by the vertical members of
buildings such as we have described, are very great, it becomes nec-
essary to use materials and modes of construction which will make
these vertical members as small in cross section as may be consis-
tent with the loads they have to carry, in order to economize floor-
space, which is the revenue-producing part of the building.
Now, first-class cut-stone masonry laid in hydraulic cement
mortar has less than one fourth the compressive resistance of the
stone of which it is composed. If, therefore, the stones themselves
can be placed in absolute contact, without the interposition of mor-
tar, it is fair to presume that much greater compressive resistance of
the material would be obtained. To test the truth of this supposi-
tion I had a square pillar of Lemont limestone made by the Wes-
tern Stone Company, one square foot in cross section and about 9
feet high. It was composed of seven stones taken from their thick-
est stratum, and so cut as to lay on the natural bed in the pillar
when this was set up. The bearing surfaces of the blocks were
planed perfectly true. I sent this pillar to the government testing
machine at Watertown, Mass., and asked that it be set up by sim-
ply washing the beds with a very thin grout of the best English
Portland cement. This pillar was subjected to the entire crushing
power of the machine—800,000 pounds,—and it was only when the
full strength of the machine was employed that the pillar showed
the slightest symptom of yielding. Then small flakes were chipped
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off of the outside surfaces of two of the blocks, which is proof con-
clusive that the pillar was on the point of yielding. If pillars or
columns having a cross section of four square feet instead of one
were used, the total resistance of such pillar to crushing would be
far more than four times 800,000 pounds, for it is a well-known fact
that the crushing resistance of any substance increases in greater
ratio than the area of cross section of the test specimen.
If, however, we assume that the strength is increased in that
simple ratio, a pillar of Lemont limestone two feet square made as
already described, would sustain a weight of 3,200,000 pounds. One
third of that load, or say 1,000,000 pounds, would be a safe load for
such a pillar. If we add a covering 2 inches thick on all sides of a
pillar—which is sufficient to afford it all necessary protection from fire
if a method is used which will shortly be described,*—the whole size
of the pillar so protected would be but 2 ft. 4 in. each way, which is but
little larger than many of the steel columns with the fire-proofing
now used. These pillars would, of course, decrease in size as the
loads decrease, story by story, from bottom to top of the building.
The blocks of which they are composed may be doweled by a steel
rod running down through the center of the pillar and connecting
cap plates of cast iron that should be put on the pillars at the level
of each story. These plates may project sufficiently to furnish a
support to arches of tile, or Beton Coignet, which should be used
for the floor systems. In wide buildings the pillars should be set in
lines at right angles to each other, and at suitable distances to make
it practicable to construct the whole floor by a groined arch or dome
system supported by these pillars.
This system of floor construction is by no means new, as it has
been in use for centuries in Spain and Italy. It has been recently
introduced into this country by a Spanish engineer, Mr. Guastavino,
and has rapidly come into use in our eastern cities. It has been
found practicable to make strong floors with a very slight rise of the
arch in proportion to its span. Steel rods have recently been built
into the material of the floors thus constructed, so placed as to
resist the horizontal thrust of the arches.
*After the lecture the speaker exhibited a plate of a lately invented fire-
proofing, consisting of a mortar composed of one fourth ground talc and three
fourths plaster of Paris, spread upon the two sides of a steel-wire netting. The
plate exhibited was about three quarters of an inch thick and 15 inches square.
It was stated that this particular plate had been heated to a white heat on one
side for half an hour, and. then the other side placed on a man's hand who car-
ried the plate away without any unpleasant sensation.
—
Ed. Teohnogbaph.
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If the mode of construction here pointed out is adopted, the
building would be practically unchangeable in its dimensions, indes-
tructible by fire, abundantly strong, and as durable as the materials
of which it is. composed. It also seems, from the best estimates I
can make, that a building constructed in this way will cost less than
one with steel and iron framing.
Tile, brick, and stone do not corrode, and while mistakes may be
made, and imperfections in design and workmanship are quite as
likely to occur in the use of these materials as in that of iron and
steel, these can be obviated in both cases by skill and fidelity, with-
out which no system of building can be made successful.
As the subject of my talk to you this evening was ably treated
from an architect's standpoint, for your benefit, recently, I am glad I
have been honored with the privilege of discussing it from the point
of view of an engineer. The two professions are closely allied, and
each should lend a helping hand to the other whenever opportunity
affords. In this spirit I have presented you my thoughts this even-
ing, and hope they may be of some little benefit to you when you
step out into the great working world, and put into use all that you
can learn in this noble institution—the University of Illinois.
[Extracts from the above lecture were published in the Chicago
dailies, and created considerable discussion among the architects of
that city. Three of the most prominent architects have per-
mitted us to present their views concerning the new form of construc-
tion proposed by General Smith.
—
Ed. Technograph.J
W. L. B, Jenney, a warm friend and admirer of Gen. Sooy
Smith, says :
'' I have seen Gen. Sooy Smith but for an instant, since he re-
turned, but it seems to me the published account of his paper con-
veys rather a more sweeping criticism of the present building meth-
ods than he really meant. We all know there are some high buildings
which are not sufficiently fire proofed, or, in general terms, are
too cheaply constructed ; but we know also that the high buildings
put up by reputable builders, architects, and engineers are entirely
free from criticism on that score. All good builders will fire proof
sufficiently to guard against any heat possible from the materials to
be stored in the building, or from the burning of surrounding struct-
ures.
"There is almost no limit to the possibility of protection from
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heat by fire-clay. Take for instance the hn<^e blast furnaces used
by the great steel companies. They are constructed of iron and steel,
protected from heat by fire-clay, and in spite of the temperature
being 3,500 to 4,000 degrees, and of the iron preduct raging
in them at a boiling heat day and night, these furnaces last four
years before they have to be renewed. We fire proof according to
the use to which the building is to be put. For instance, in the
Fair and the Leiter Building much greater precaution is taken than if
they were to be used as ofiices instead of for storing highly combus-
tible merchandise. It is entirely possible to make a fire-proof build-
ing which would stand the test of a fire from petroleum on every
floor. The precaution that we take is enough and there is no use in
taking more, because it would be a useless expense. These build-
ings are for an investment, and they must be made sufficiently substan-
tial to serve the purpose intended^ in the best possible manner— with
due regard both to safety and to economy, not a dollar must be
wasted,and on the other hand with nothing omitted necessary to insure
safety.
" Gen. Sooy Smith mentions the Minneapolis Tribune Building
as an example of a fire-proof, steel-frame building which went to
pieces in a fire. That is not a fair example, as I have been inform-
ed, by one of the tenants of that building at the time of the fire,
that the part that burned was never claimed to be fire-proof, and
that the part of the building that was fire-proof did not burn.
"As for the use of limestone pillars instead of steel, limestone
behaves worse than steel when subjected to heat, and to make it ser-
viceable it would have to be fire proofed as much as steel, and worse
still, they would from necessity be large and occupy valuable space.
Limestone is friable and at a comparatively low temperature turns
to lime.
" As to the deep piling with tops fifteen feet below datum, rec-
ommended by the General, while it would doubtless be a good thing,
it is unnecessary in my estimation, and would be only a waste of
money. The great high buildings put up on foundations supported
by piers at datum are proving highly satisfactory. For instance, the
Home Insurance Building has settled so uniformly that the greatest
variation throughout is only three fourths of an inch. The difficulty
with Gen. Smith's proposed sub-basement would be that large pumps
would have to be constantly worked to keep it dry. Chicago sewers
are about 2 to 4 feet above datum ; and the large quantities of
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seepage into a basement 15 feet below datum would entail a con-
stant and heavy expense for pumping. In my opinion the objec-
tions to Gen. Sooy Smith's plan is that it is needlessly expensive.
The present method of putting up buildings, if carefully and sci-
entifically followed out, leaves nothing to be desired. Gen. Sooy
Smith's ideas are above scientific criticism, but I am afraid it would
be hard to persuade capitalists to pay the extra money to put them
in practice. Nothing but an Eiffel tower would demand them."
Dankmar Adler, of Adler and Sullivan, says :
'' I am disposed to think highly of any proposition made by
Gen. Sooy Smith, as he is an undoubted authority on engineering
subjects. His paper to the boys down at Champaign is a valuable
contribution to architectural and engineering science. His plan is
so wide a departure from current practice that I should not like to
discuss it until I have given it more thought and study. General
Smith is right in saying that piling should be sunk so deep that the
tops of the piles will be perpetually below the water line. In the Ger-
man Opera House, which we are building, the tops of the piles are
6 inches above datum. Unless the lake itself is lowered this will
be deep enough for all time. The bottoms of these p^les penetrate
a very hard hard-pan which overlies the stratum of rock."
D. H. Perkins, manager for D. H. Burnham, says :
" I do not like to criticise so great an authority as Gen. Sooy
Smith at a moment's notice. I will say, however, that we favor the
iron and steel construction and look upon it as the very best there
is. All our buildings for 1892 will be built in that way. In my
opinion aii iron or steel column covered with fire-clay will stand
more heat than anything yet known. It will take more heat to
penetrate this coating of fire-clay than will be generated by the
combustion of any ordinary merchandise or furniture. As to the
piling principle we do not use it and all our buildings stand on sep-
arate column footings which rest on the blue clay. We have not
found that piles are necessary and our buildings have not suffered
for lack of them."
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FIELD RIVETING.
By Z. F08TEU, '92, School of Civil Engineebing.
In designing field riveting it is the usual custom not to consider
the friction between the parts joined, but to proportion the rivets so
they will transmit the strain and have enough bearing area not to
crush the metal. The pressure per square inch allowed for shop-
riveted joints is generally reduced by one third for field riveting to
allow for imperfections of field-work. The riveted field connections
of floor-beams, stringers, struts, etc., must be accurately matched
before leaving the shops, and all unmatched holes reamed to fit.
All rivet holes of joint connections should be so accurately spaced
that rivets of the proper size can be passed through all the holes in
the joint connection after the parts are placed in position, without
the use of drift pins. Wherever possible rivets should be driven
with a machine, which '' should be direct acting, capable of exerting
a yielding pressure and holding on to the rivet after the upsetting is
completed."
Machine riveters have steam, hydraulic, or electric power. The
electric riveters have the advantage that they can be used at any
distance from the original source of power, and do rapid work.
The latest hydraulic machine is a French invention. It is claimed
that it is capable of upsetting the largest rivet in from 8 to 10 sec-
onds, and that with it one man can upset 1.000 to 1,200 rivets per day.
Most of the riveting required in the field on bridges or on build-
ings is done by hand-work. The ordinary rivet gang consists of
two strikers, a holder on, and one man to heat rivets. Their out-
fit comprises a forge, tongs, hammer, snaps, dolley, drift pins,
and rivet buster. When supplying one gang the heater usually has
4 or 5 rivets in the fire at one time.
The amount of riveting a gang can do depends on the charac-
ter of the work, the accessibility of the rivets, the number of rivets
to be driven in each connection, and upon the men who drive them.
There is practically no difference between steel and iron riveting
when men become accustomed to using the steel. In pin-connected
bridges a gang of four men can drive on the average 125 rivets per day
of 10 hours, and when the rivets are small or easy to get at 300 can
be driven in one day. " On a lattice truss bridge 500 rivets can be
driven in a day of 10 hours, the work being easily reached. On lat-
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tice spans of from 135 to 150 feet a gang ought to average 400
rivets per day without trouble."
As the cost of field riveting is not often kept sej)arate from the
cost of erection of bridges, accurate data is hard to get. Bridge
erection is contracted for by the lineal foot of span or by the
pound of metal in the structure, and each item of cost is not given
separately. In making estimates some contractors allow $1 per ton
of metal for the expense of rivets and field riveting. A gang of four
men costs from |13 to $15 per day of 10 hours, varying with the
location of the work. The actual cost of field riveting will vary
with (1) the designer, (2)' the class of structures, i. e., pin-connected,
lattice, plate girder, through or deck bridges, etc., (3) the location of
the structure, (4) the time of year the structure is erected, and (5)
on the amount of riveting a gang can do in an average day's work.
Mr. Lincoln Bush, class of '88, U. of L, gives the following as the
result of his observation while inspector of erection on pin-connected
spans of from 147 to 208 feet. "The cost is for actual time worked at
driving rivets by experienced men, and does not include cost of false
works and preparation for driving. For |-inch rivets the average
cost was 4| cents per rivet, while 1-incli rivets cost from 10 to 15
per cent, more owing to the extra time and care in heating the
larger rivets. The rivets in the drum of a draw span cost about
10 cents each. These prices include rivets that are lost from not
being caught. Where loose rivets were found, they were cut out
and replaced."
The estimated cost of field riveting, as given by engineers of
bridge work, is: Berlin Iron Bridge Co.,*"about 10 cents per
rivet in place;" Phtienix Bridge Co., **"varies from 5 to 10 cents
per rivet;" Missouri Valley Bridge Works,t"uses in making estimates
10 cents per rivet, though they sometimes cost more;" King Iron
Bridge Co., ^''varies from 5 to 20 cents." On lattice truss
bridges, a gang of riveters costs $15 per day for 10 hours, and can
drive on an average 400 rivets, which makes the cost 3f cents
each.^
" According to with Mr. S. V. Ryland, the contractor for
*U. M, Jarvis, chief engineer Berlin (Conn.) Iron Bridge Works.
**J. Sterling Deans, Prin. Assist, engineer.
fA. J. Tullock, proprietor Missouri Valley Bridge Works.
JF. C. Osborn, engineer of King Bridge Works.
ilA. Ziesing, U. of I. class of '78, superintendent of Lassig Bridge and
Iron Works, Chicago.
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the erection of tin; Htiwkesbury bridge, the cost of the field rivet-
ing in that bridge was not far from 10 cents each, and many of the
rivets cost over 20 cents each, the riveting being done by English
and native workmen. The cost of field riveting in Great Britian as
given by Sir Benj. Baker in a letter several years since, was : 'The
floor of the Tay bridge, over 2 miles long and 26 feet wide, was all
riveted up with portable hydraulic riveters in the field and cost 00
cents per 100 rivets. In plain girder work, field rivets driven by
power usually cost on an average about 72 cents per hundred rivets.
Joint covers, lattice, and connections cost from $1.92 to $3.36 per
100 rivets, or 2 cents to 3^ cents each.' In one of our large railways
where lattice and plate girders predominate, the field riveting costs
about 5 cents per rivet, which includes many re-driven in old struct-
ures. The metal work of the Clyde Viaduct, on the C. M. & N. R y.
near Chicago, is made up of two pin-connected spans 148 feet and-
162 feet and three plate girder spans 60 feet—all through bridges.
The pin-connected spans had stiff bottom chords, and all had solid
box floors. On this work the field riveting cost the contractor on
the average a little over 5 cents each, not counting profit nor wear
on tools, etc. A fair estimate of the cost of field riveting is 6 cents
per rivet, though many field rivets in badly designed connections
doubtless cost as much as $3 each, and some possibly $5, but these
are occasional cases."*
In iron and steel building construction the number of rivets
driven per day is about the same as in bridge work, and depends
upon accessibility, fit of joint, etc. Furdy & Phillips, prominent
civil engineers, Chicago, give the cost at from 4 to 4| cents per rivet
in l)iiilding construction, and "in making estimates the price should
not be less."
The contract price paid in 1891, on the Wainwright, a ten-story
building, St. Louis, was 8 cents per rivet. On the German Opera
House, Chicago, the cost price is 5| cents per rivet. In the Cook Co.
Abstract BuiUling, Chicago, 17 stories, the cust is 5| cents per rivet.
On the American Express Co's. barn the field rivets were driven for
4 cents each. lu this barn the rivets were easy to get at, yet the
men scarcely made ordinary wages. The weight of iron and steel
in this barn is estimated at 1,450 tons, in which will be used 12,000
three-fourth inch rivets, costing about 2^ cents ])er pound; and with
riveting at 4 cents, the cost of field riveting per ton of metal is
about $0.44. This is probably lower than the average cost.*
*A. F. Robinson,U.of I., class of '80. formerly bridge engineer of ('.M.& N.R'y.
*The above data on lield riveting in iron buildings was received from J. H.
Frederickson, class of '91, U. of I.
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FOUNDATIONS FOR BRIDGES.
By V. MoGENSEN, '94, School of Civil Engineeking.
Probiibl}^ one of the most varied subjects submitted to the con-
sideration of civil engineers, is the design and construction of bridge
piers. From the simple wooden trestle and the equally simple crib
built of ties and used for temporary purjjoses, to the gigantic pier
of the Firtli of Forth bridge innumerable gradations are found, and
in many cases the engineer is called upon to overcome seemingly in-
surmountable difficulties in connection with such works. It is far
beyond my power to treat of any part o£ the more intricate struct-
ures ; my object is merely to call attention to a few simple details in
the construction of masonry foundations in shallow rivers where
underground water is encountered, or in other words, where pump-
ing is required.
The surface-water is often a source of great trouble, and claims
the attention of the constructing engineer as soon as the location of
a bridge has been fixed, especially if a stream is found running where
excavations are to be commenced. To make the position of one or
more piers accessible, it will generally be found convenient to divert
any such stream. It is not essential that the diversion be made close
to the bridge; it may be effected where it can be done at least expense.
However, as such diversions generally require dams, it should be
within a reasonable distance for easy inspection.
When the river-bed consists of sand, a secure foundation may
be made by sinking cylindrical wells to a depth of say twenty feet,
but in all cases lower than any underground current that might be met
with. The depth to which the wells must be sunk, naturally depends
u|)on the resistance offered by the sand, the number of wells employed,
the weight they are required to support, and other considerations.
Where a large pump is required, the inside diameter of a well
should not be less than six feet, or large enough to enable
two men to work along-side the suction tube. The wells should be
built of bricks in cement mortar, to a height of about ten feet
above ground before the sinking of them is commenced. A strong
wooden frame should be placed under each well and another on the
top of the section built, both being firmly fastened by strong
bolts passing through the brick work. The top frame may be re-
moved when it is required to add to the well.
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Whatever the number of wells in a pier, they should be sunk
simultaneously. This is done by loading the top frames with long,
heavy objects such as rails, girders, etc., for the purpose of forc-
ing the wells down when the material underneath the bottom frames
has been removed. If the amount of water flowing into two or
three wells does not exceed the capacity of one pump, the water
should be drawn from a well sunk somewhat deeper than those ad-
joining, which are by this means drained. The excavated material
is taken out with a small windlass.
The pump should be fastened to a wooden frame, placed
on the top of the objects used as weights. A derrick with
blocks and tackle should be erected over the pump and kept in readi-
ness for raising the suction tube whenever the foot-valve fails to
act. If a sliding suction is used, it should hang supported in the
pulleys. Sometimes the pump may be entirely dispensed with. The
wells are then excavated by means of grab-winches, the buckets of
which fill automatically when let drop on loose material. It is need-
less to say that this method will be impractical when stones of con-
siderable size, trunks of trees, or other obstructing bodies are en-
countered.
When the wells have been sunk to the required depth, they
should be filled with cement concrete up to ground level, where neat
work may conveniently be commenced. Small arches should be
built to support the body of the pier where it overhangs the open-
ings caused by the curvatures of the wells.
Instead of brick wells iron cylinders are advantageously em-
ployed where they can be procured at a relatively low price, and es-
pecially where a large diameter is required, as in this case the
brick wells are liable to collapse. The iron cylinder has the further
advantage of presenting a smaller anuulus to be cleared at the bot-
tom, and having a smoother outside surface its own weight is often
sufficient to force it through the ground. The methods of sink-
ing iron cylinders and masonry wells are essentially the same.
Where the river-bed consists of layers of sand and rough gravel
mixed, with or without a certain amount of smaller and larger
stones interspersed, it will be found cheapest and quickest to make
an open excavation without lining or shoeing of any kind except in
the pump-well. This can be done by giving the sides a slope of one
half or three quarters to one. The excavated material can be taken
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out either with a crane or with wheel-barrows, and should be placed in
such a position as to offer additional security against any breakage
in dams, floods caused by heavy rains, or other natural agencies.
The pump-well should be made in one corner of the excavation,
and for a pump of from five to ten inches bore a well with an area
of twenty or twenty-five feet is required. This can be sunk ad-
vantageously by placing planks about six feet long on end and out-
side of two wooden frames, one about a foot from the bottom end and
the other close to the top.
As the excavation inside this lining proceeds, the suction tube
should be lowered, and whenever the lower end of a plank has been
left free by picking out the obstructing material, it should at once
be driven down as far as possible. By giving the part of the well
above the lining a slope of about one half to one only one length of
planks will be required, and this method will be found cheaper and
more convenient than lining the well through the whole depth.
The well should be continually at least two feet lower than the ex-
cavation so that this may be the better drained.
Many engineers, when not directly interested in the cost of the
work, disapprove of the idea of making an open excavation in water-
bearing ground without lining, and generally suggest some more
complicated method, it is true that the open excavation requires of
the constructing engineer his personal supervision of details, which
means hard work ; but it is also true that, when at all practicable,
this is by far the cheapest way of doing the work.
Under circumstances as those described, if is customary to place
the brick or stone masonry on a concrete foundation of from one to
two feet in thickness and with an offset of nine or twelve inches on
all sides. When, therefore, the excavation is down to the proper
depth and the bottom has been made as nearly as possible the exact
size of the concrete foundation, the latter can be made very satis-
factory by letting concrete, mixed in the ordinary way, down a
chute to the bottom of the excavation. To prevent the inflowing
water from washing the cement of the concrete into the pump-
well, the water should be allowed to rise to a convenient height so
as to become calm with no applicable current towards the
well. When good Portland cement or its equivalent is used, and
the earth acts as a casing, it will be quite safe to commence
building on the top of the concrete foundation twelve to eighteen
hours after it has been made.
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Before any inasonry is started, the work should be carefully
marked off. If the pier has a base with one or more offsets, as is
usually the ease, no threat accuracy is necessary until the level of
neat work is reached ; but if at any stage of the work below ground-
level it is necessary to mark oft' the work, this should be done
in accordance with some one convenient method. I have found the
following })rocess simple, rapid and reliable : A thin wire is stretch-
ed between two center line points, across the excavation ; and with
a plummet this line is projected on the work below. The center of
the pier is found by measuring along the center line the required
distance from the nearest fixed points. This measurement can be
accurately made with a steel tape held as nearly level as possible,
on which the distance is read off and projected on the center line in
the usual way. The pier can now be marked off with an ordinary
wooden square and a straight edge.
Another way of marking the cross center-lines of the piers is to
place stakes on both sides of the excavations and at right angles to
the center line of the bridge, before work is commenced. But as
these stakes are much exposed and likely to be disturbed during the
progress of the work, they should be used only for marking off exca-
vations, foundations, and such work as does not require any great
accuracy.
A good centrifugal pump is very efficacious for drawing the
water from the wells and excavations. As it occupies little space, is
simple to erect, easy to move, and seldom gets out of order, it is
more suitable for this kind of work than any other form of pump.
An easy-working, sliding suction and a simple, effective foot-
valve are essential to a successful and economical management of
the work. The sliding suction usually consists of a pipe or cylinder
having a stutiiing-box at one end and a flange for the foot-valve at
the other. It is preferably made of sheet-iron so as not to be un-
necessarily heavy. Inside this cylinder is placed a pipe of the same
bore as the pump. The gland of the stuffing-box should run easily
on the pipe, so that the cylinder may be moved freely up and down
when the gland is loosened. A good foot-valve is made of an or-
dinary valve-chamber with an iron flap on hinges, movingfreely,
and with a leather edge to make a water-tight joint with the valve-
seat.
It is very important that close and constant attention ))e given
to the pumping machinery, as any interruption in the discharge of
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the water will cause it to rise in the excavation, and when it is af-
terwards pumped out it is likely to Avash down the material of the
sides and entail considerable loss.
These remarl\s have been written with reference mainly to work
on new railways. Other conditions will often suggest changes to be
made in the methods of working, of obvious advantage.
PRECISE LEVELS OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER COMMIS-
SION.
By R. J. Dickinson, '93, School of Civil Engineeeing.
It is the custom of the commission in the general survey of
the river to run first precise levels, then triangulation, and lastly
topography, the bench-marks of the levels serving as a basis for
the subsequent surveys.
These benches are from 2 to 3 miles apart, and are mostly on
the foundations of buildings, the piers of bridges, or natural ledges
of rock; and are marked U. S. P. B. M. (United States Permanent
Bench Mark). The exact point is the top of a small copper bolt,
leaded into the rock. In case there are no buildings or natural
ledges, the copper bolt is leaded into a hole in the center of a slab
of vitrified fire-clay 18x18x5 inches, buried about 4 feet in the
ground,and accessible from the surface through a 4-inch pipe. Besides
these, temporary or ordinary benches are taken at the end of a
stretch, usually about 1,200 meters apart. They are merely points
of reference from one day to another, but are made as permanent as
possible. Usually they are points on large embedded boulders or
on foundations of buildings, or on spikes in the roots of trees.
The instrument used is what is known as the Swiss or Kern
level. It has three leveling screws, an auxiliary tangent screw under
one wye, a striding level with a radius of curvature of 380 feet,
and three cross hairs for reading the rods. The latter are graduated
to centimeters, and are read by estimation to millimeters and half
millimeters. The rod is three inches wide, one inch thick, and
three meters long, with a strip along the back to stiffen it.
Two rods are employed with each instrument, according to the
method described in Baker's Leveling as System II.
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The usuul part}' is rs follows : One insfci-ument miiu or observ-
er, one recorder, two rodmen, and two umbrella-men one of whom
under ordinary circustances serves as ax-man, and in case of thick
underbrush or other like obstruction an additional ax-man.
The length of sight varies from 40 meters to 125 meters, the
average being about 70 meters (230 feet) except in extraordinary
cases, as, for instance, a river crossing, where sights are 200 meters
(050 feet), or over, when a series of observations are taken.
The cost of these levels varies greatly with circumstances, and
runs from $15.00 to $35.00 per mile. The average cost, however, is
about $20.00 per mile. One reason why this is so high is that only
six or seven hours per day can be utilized, on account of the tremu-
lousness of the atmosphere in the middle of the day. From 5 to 8
or 9 a. m., and from 3 or 4 to 7 p. m. are the best hours of the day.
All stretches must have two lines run over them, and the
results of these two compared. The limit of difference allowed is
3 m. m. Vdist. in kilom. (0.012 ft.Vdist. in miles.)
The direct line between terminals is called the main line, and
any other linf;s, such as connections with bench-marks, city datum,
etc., are called the side line. In the work of 1891, between St.
Paul and Savanna, a distance of 301 miles, there were 394 stretches
in the main line and 300 in the side lines. Of these 694 stretches,
55 were run more than twice and 11 more than four times, on ac-
count of the results differing more than the allowed limit. The
total length of the main line between St. Paul and Savanna is 486.09
kilometers. The probable error of the difference in elevation is 13.7
m. m., or 0.62 m. m. Vdist. in kilom. (0.0026 ft. Vdist. in miles.)
The rate of progress for a double party was about 3,200 meters,
or 2 miles, per day. The longest run made by a single party in a
day was 5,600 meters, or about 3-| miles.
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RIVER GAUGING.
By Hobaoe Dunaway, '89, School of Civil Engineeeing.
In the hydro^raphical survey of rivers, the problem of deter-
mining the water discharge is one which requires much time and care
in making observations for the necessary data. If it is required to
find out the amount of water passing a given point annually, these
observations must extend over a year's time. If it is required to
determine the discharge during extreme high or extreme low
water, then the observations would terminate with any considerable
change of stage.
In the improvement of the Mississippi river it is desirable so to
construct levees and training walls that sufficient water may be fur-
nished to maintain transportation during low water, and yet not so
confine it as to cause damaging overflows during times of flood.
For this reason it is necessary to know the amount of water pass-
ing certain points annually and at all stages from greatest flood to
extreme low water. For determining this varying discharge three
different methods have been employed on the Mississippi river and
its tributaries. These methods are designated by the names, " Rod
Floats," ^'Double Floats," and "Current Meter." The latter method,
being considered the least liable to error, the simplest and the most
inexpensive, is the one now generally used.
The current meter in use is the one invented and patented by
W. G. Price, for a good description of which the reader may refer
to the instrument catalogue of W. & L. E. Gurley. The number of
revolutions of the meter wheel is recorded by an electric register,
which is also connected with a chronometer and records the time on
the same strip of paper ribbon, so that a full record of the num-
ber of meter revolutions,with the corresponding number of seconds,
is obtained at each station for every observation. The paper ribbon
for this record is one half inch in width and after being used has
the appearance shown in Pig. 1, the dashes representing the inden-
Fig. 1.
tures in the paper. In the upper line each long dash represents a half
revolution of the meter wheel and the blank space the other half.
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Siiniliirly in the lower line each short dash represents a quarter sec-
ond, and each blank space the same length of time. The chrono-
meter is so arranged that every fifteenth half second is left unrecorded,
leaving a long blank space to facilitate the counting of time.
For the purpose of making observations, a " velocity section "
must be established and all observations taken at different points,
called stations, on this section. In locating a section several impor-
tant points must be considered. It should be at some place where
the water is well confined by high and regular banks ; and also
where the river has practically a straight course for a considerable
distance both above and below the desired place of observation. In
order that eddies may not interfere, it should be at some distance
from any large tributaries where waters of two streams are inter-
mingling; if the waters were of unequal temperature, those of the
warmer stream would rise to the surface, so that we might hav ea
very slow under-current with a strong one at the surface or vice
versa, according as to which stream had the more rapid descent
above the junction. Here we might expect also to find the waters
of the two streams running at an angle to each other, which fact
would cause very serious trouble in observation readings. Should
the direction of the current on opposite sides of the stream not be
parallel, an angle may be made in the section, though evidently
this would not be desirable.
Having selected a suitable section, normal to the current, nec-
essary signals must be established for the location of velocity sta-
tions. The method generally used is to erect a line of signals on
shore at right angles to, and up the river from, the section, the
length of signal line being one fourth the width of the river and
the signals being twenty-five feet apart. Points one hundred feet out
on the section are located by means of a sextant set at an angle of
14°02' (this being the angle in a right angled triangle such that
the base is four times the perpendicular) read in the boat on an initial
station on shore and the successive signal stations. Then every twenty-
five foot space covered by the sextant, represents one hundred feet out
on the section ; or any fraction of twenty-five feet subtended by
the sextant angle, corresponds to the same fraction of one hundred
feet out from the river bank. But I think a better and simpler
method is that shown in Fig. 2, which was used near New. Madrid,
Mo., in 1889, by Assistant Engineer E. L. Harman, on which work
the writer also was employed.
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Establish points C and C" near the shore line and points B and
B' three or four hundred meters ])ack, all being on the section line
prolonged. The pivot signals A and A' are placed at any suitable
points as indicated in the figure. Then having determined the num-
ber of velocity stations required, from the known triangles ABC
and A^B'C^ calculate the direction of lines radiating from the
pivot signals to pass through those stations,; and vv^ith transit set at
yl, turn off angles from B to intersect the sections at the required
stations, as 1, 2, 3, etc., setting signals along the shore line at «, &, r,
etc. All signals may be on the same bank, but with a
wide river, it is less confusing to have two sets, one on each side
and reaching half way across, as shown in the figure. For signals
white cloths are fastened to the top of long, straight poles. If any
confusion of signals is experienced, certain ones may be doubled or
have different colored cloth.
Experiment has shown that the mean velocity of the current is
at six tenths the depth of the water, and the meter is lowered to
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that point for each observation. Soundings are made just before
each observation, or the whole section is sounded first and the meter
observations made immediately afterward. The former method is
perhaps preferable, especially if the river is rising or falling, for a
few inches in rise or fall may produce a greater scour or fill at the
bottom. In making observations, a steam launch is generally used,
though a large row-boat may answer the purpose where the current
is not too strong. The launch being run to any desired station, as
at 1, the meter is lowered into the water to the desired depth, while
the steersman holds on line aA with bow up stream, and the en-
gine-man keeps on line CB. After raising the meter the same
operation is repeated at stations 2, 3, 4, etc., across the river. The
meter being lowered from the stern of the launch by means of a
pulley and derrick, and held from floating down stream by guy lines
extending from the bow.
Great care is required in the rating of the meter. If still
water can be obtained for this purpose, it is very desirable, though
frequently this is not possible. To determine the rate, the meter is
lowered into the water as at any observation station, and the launch
passes back and forth a number of times, at different velocities,
over a known base—say 300 feet in length.
Then if
a=constant to be determined.
6= the friction constant.
w=numberof observations.
ni=number of observations down stream.
7/2=number of observations up stream.
?;=summation.
^;= velocity of meter through space.
it;=number of registrations per second.
iCi=meter registrations per second down stream.
a;2=meter registrations per second up stream.
.
^1=meter velocity through space down stream.
1J2—meter velocity through space up stream.
y=velocity of meter through water.
2!=velocity of water (supposed constant).
y=v—z-\-b (meter down stream.)
y=v-\-z-^b (meter up stream.)
Therefore
y—v-{-h=a or-\-h, in still water.
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The norniiil equations for finding the values of a and b, are as
follows :
Tn still water,
n ^ x'^— {^ .r) ^
l)=<
^' c//—C-^ t (-y ?/)
n ^ X ^— (s^ ip)
^
Then
(wifw^) z-\- {n,—fi2 ) H (s: .r,— r, ^2 ) a— (?: y^—?: y^ )= o (1)
{th—iu ) z-\- (>?i+??2 ) H (s: '^1+?: -^2 ) a— (?: ?/,+2: ^2 ;=o (2)
— [?:(-^''
.'/i //>) + ?: (^2 y2 )]= o (3).
Equations (1 ) and (2) are simplified when th 7I2 fire equal. The
preceding equations are obtained by combining the separate observ-
ation equations, as follows :
For observation No. 1, y^ =0 x^ -\-b-\-z )
=a x^ -\-b-\-z > up stream (A)
=a X2 -\-b-\-z )
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Computation of Discharge of Mississippi River at Jfatson's Landing, Ky.
T>ate—:4pril 10, /890. Gau^e Reading, /5.48 feet. Width, 6,/05.9 feet.
Direction and force of wind, X, brisk.
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TERRA COTTA.
C. J. BUTTEEFIELD, '94, SOHOOL OF AkCHITEOTUBE.
The great advancement in the manufacture of iron and steel
and in its application to building construction has largely increased
the demand for Terra Cotta. This material has had many vicissi-
tudes, but is now admitted to be the best medium for ornamentation
and is quite generally used as a substitute for stone.
It was first thought that terra cotta was not durable and would
not stand exposure, but many tests have shown the contrary. Mr.
Smith savs, " Terra Cotta has been burnt to a white heat for at
least two days. Heat and cold cannot again affect it. It is too hard
to absorb moisture. Frost will not chip it in the winter, as it does
stone carving. Being non-absorbent, it will keep its color forever,
and not, like stone, suck in all the defilements of the atmosphere.
" If you take a piece of well-burnt terra cotta and soak it for a
year in the sea, then burn it for a year in a furnace, then let it be
frozen for a year with the thermometer at thirty degrees below zero,
then tumble it down a mountain side, or drop it out of a balloon,
and then examine it carefully and you will find it about the same as
it was at the beginning, with the exception of an odd scratch or two
on the surface, where it may have come in contact with a flint."
The ingredients of the clay used in the manufacture of terra
cotta are:—alumina, silica, lime, magnesia, iron oxide, water, and a
small per cent, of alkalies. To obtain different colors, some manu-
facturers use a mixture of clays, varying the combination to obtain
the desired appearance which is sometimes light, or a soft buff color,
at other times cherry-red or a hard brownish-red. The color obtained
from rich clay varies from a light cream color to a soft buff. If
oxide of iron enter abundantly into its composition, the terra cotta
will be a dark red. Alkaline salts yield an efflorescence, which acts
upon the silicates of the surface, vitrifying to a greater degree the
exterior of the terra cotta.
The mixture of clays, and other ingredients, having been
brought to a floury mass of the right consistency, it is formed in a
mould, usually composed of several parts, into which it is pressed b}'
hand. In making molds for intricate designs great care must be
taken and experienced help employed. The plaster cast is covered
with grease or soap, and then protected by a rubber cloth, on top of
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which clay is j)liiced to the depth of four or five inches, covering the
surface of the cast. Against this, the backing of plaster is built
which makes the backing of the mold. When hard enough, the
plaster is removed and the rubber cloth and clay taken out, the back-
ing of plaster being again replaced. The space between the model
and the plaster, before occupied by the clay, is now filled with liquid
gelatine. After about fourteen hours, the impression in gelatine is
removed and placed upon the backing of plaster ready for reproduc-
tion. This process may be repeated five or six times on the same
model without destroying the sharpness of the lines. The advantage
in the use of gelatine is the accuracy of the reproduction. The
yielding nature of the substance is especially adapted for under cut
carvings and can be handled easily without fear of destroying the
sharpness of the outlines. When the clay is drawn from the^ molds
it is generally put into a drying room, which is especially adapted
for this and which has good ventilation. Greatest care is exercised
in the handling of these " green goods" as they are in a perishable
condition before being returned from the kiln.
Kilns for burning terra cotta are generally circular in form, and
are built expressly to obtain a greater degree and better distribution
of heat. The application of heat in the burning is done by the over-
draft system. In these kilns the heat is carried to the top through
flues in the walls, and as the kilns are covered and the draft toward
the bottom, the heat descends through the pieces. In this class
of kilns, the pieces are not so liable to twist, warp, or crack. The
advantage of the circular kiln is the equal distribution of heat, thus
producing a uniformity of color so much desired. One of the
hardest colors to obtain uniformly is the so much admired soft buff
color. Wood fuel must be used and the clay well burned. For red
and dark-colored ware, coal is not objectionable.
During the process of drying, the terra cotta will lose about one
twenty-fourth of its bulk and one-twentieth of its weight, and this
shrinkage continues during the process of burning, which lasts from
five to seven days. At the end of these processes, the total contrac-
tion is about one-twelfth, and the reduction of weight about one-
fourth. If the size of the piece be moderate, it will shrink without
cracking or distortion, and with but small risk of failure. The sur-
face is also affected, since unequal drying causes varied contraction,
which the light of the sun apparently magnifies. For this reason,
terra cotta should never have a smooth finish for exterior work.
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Many treatments of the surface are in vogue as toothed, combed and
crinkled finish, all of which are used to convey the idea of a soft,
plastic material.
As a rule, all building materials are carefully inspected before
using, and terra cotta should be no exception. The point of a steel
instrument should not pierce the surface, and is a good test of its
texture. If through contact with the ware, the point should strike
fire, all the better. A sharp, metallic, bell-like ring, and a clean,
close fracture are good proofs of compactness and strength.
The modern architectural uses for terra cotta are for balusters,
bases of columns and pilasters, belt courses, capitals, columns, cop-
ings, cornices, friezes, mouldings, newels, niches, panels, pedestals,
skew-backs or springers for arches, string courses, tiles, window
heads and mullions.
It is sometimes considered as very light in weight, but this is
only true in regard to the pieces when shipped, for when set in place
and properly filled, to protect the crevices from water, it has the
same weight as brick work, and all large projections and openings
should have a backing framework of iron.
The shade of color, which is so essential to good artistic effects,
is very hard to duplicate and is unreasonably demanded. There is
said to be no objection to the use of paint, and as lead paint lasts
longer on terra cotta than on either wood or iron, why should we
not give the artist a chance to produce the desired effect? A
thorough study and knowledge of the uses and applications of terra
cotta by the architects of to-day would do much to raise the standard
of artistic effects and would probably create the so much desired
American Order of Architecture.
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LEAD REVERSIBLE BATTERIES.
By B. V. SwENSON, '93, Sciioor- of Mechanical Engineering.
Tlie secoiidiiry, or, as it should rather be called, the reversible
battery, dates })ractieally from the discovery that electric currents
could be produced by the agency of chemical action, and its develop-
ment progressed with the increase of our knowledge of the laws
which govern electrolysis.
It was not till Faraday's discovery of the laws relating to the
conversion of mechanical into electrical energy, and of a
cheap source of electricity, that much attention was paid to reversi-
ble batteries.
In 1859 Plante made a number of experiments with copper, sil-
ver, tin, lead, aluminum, iron, zinc, gold, and platinum voltameters,
to discover which was the best couple to use for a reversible battery,
and in March 1860, he decided on lead plates in dihite sulphuric
acid, because in discharge both plate.>5 were active, that is, not only
did the peroxide of lead plate combine with hydrogen, but the re-
duced metallic lead plate combined with oxygen. Thus the E. M. F.
of the cell was due to chemical actions occurring on both plates.
In those days the action of the cell was ascribed solely to the
decomposition of water and the effect of the sulphuric acid was left
out of account.
In 1872 Plante improved the ''formation" of his cell by intro-
ducing the process for alternate reversals of the current. In the
decade which followed, with the improvement of the dynamo and
the consequent growth of electrical engineering, the need for some
means of storing electrical energy arose, and the reversible battery
passed from laboratory into general use.
In 1880 M. Camille Faure invented his cell, in which the elec-
trodes consisted of lead plates smeared with pastes of red lead and
litharge respectively, and covered with a protection of felt. On
charging, the red lead was oxidized to peroxide of lead, and
the litharge was reduced to metallic lead, thus forming a
couple of considerable storage capacity. The immediate results ob-
tained with the Faure system deeply impressed electricians. The
mode of sup))orting the active materials by means of felt partitions
had to be abandoned, but the principle of heterogeneous formation,
by the addition of oxides, still remains in use. The lead grid now
came into use, and consisted simply of a lead grating as light as
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possible, which supported some form of lead oxide, the electrolyte
consisting of dilute sulphuric acid.
The tests from which the data of this article were obtained,were
made upon a battery of twenty-six cells, of the common lead
grid Faure type. The positive plates were pasted with red lead and
sulphuric acid, and the negative plates with litharge and sulphuric
acid. For the latter water would answer the purpose, but the
paste thus obtained would not be so coherent. The number of plates
in each cell was nine, four being positive and five negative, and these
were arranged alternately. The number of negative plates is always
the greater in these cells, as the chemical reactions require more
litharge than red lead. The plates were about six by eight inches,
that is, about 48 sq. ins. of surface, and as each plate has two sides
the total active surface per plate would be about 96 sq. ins.
The proper limit of current for charging this kind of cell is 5.3
amperes per square foot of positive plate. The limit for discharge is
greater, but should not exceed G.l amperes per square foot of positive
plate.
The chemistry of the cell is not as yet thoroughly understood.
The positive plates when formed with H2 SO4, make lead sulphate,
Pb SO4, and the negative plates remain litharge, Pb 0.
The reactions are probably as follows, according to Sir David
Salomons:
POSITIVE.
1st stage—Pb SO4
2nd '' —Pb 0.
3rd " —Pb04
The first stage indicates the discharged cell.
In the second stage, a molecule of H2 has been removed from
the electrolyte, and one of Ha SO4 has been added, thus increasing the
strength of the acid solution, which remains unaltered in stage
three, and thus we see why the specific gravity of the electrolyte
increases as the charging advances.
The chemical actions are probably far more complex than those
given above, but in general the explanation is fairly correct.
According to the researches of E. Frankland, DCL., FRS., the
chemical actions expressed as formulae are as follows:
ELECTKOLYTE.
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1st—Reaction of litharge and sulphuric acid.
5 Pb + 8 II2 SO4 = S3 Pbs 0,4 + 3 H3 0.
Buff lead salt-
2nd—Reaction of minium and suli)huric acid.
Pl)3 04 + 2 H, SO4 = Sz Pb3 0,0 = 2 H. 0.
Red lead salt.
It is not definitely known which of these plates is the active
material during the chemical action which takes place in charging
and discharging. But if the buff lead salt is considered the active
material, we have the following reactions during charging:
POSITIVE PLATES.
S3 Pbs Oh + 3 H. + Os = 5 Pb 0, +3 H^ SO4
Lead peroxide.
NEGATIVE PLATES.
S3 Pbs 0,4 + 5 Hz = 5 Pb + 3 H3 SO4 + 2H. 0.
For discharge:
POSITIVE PLATES.
5 Pb O3 + 3 H, SO4 + 5 H3 = S3 Pbs 0,4 + 8 H. 0.
NEGATIVE PLATES.
5 Pb + 3 H2 SO4 +50 = S3 Pbs 0.4 + 3 H2 0.
If the red salt be the active material, the reactions would be
during charging:
POSITIVE PLATES.
Sz Pb3 0.0 + 0. + 2 H2 = 3 Pb O2 + 2 H2 SO4.
NEGATIVE PLATES.
S2 Pl)3 0.0 + 4 Hz = 3 Pb + 2 Hz SO4 + 2 Hz 0.
For discharge:
POSITIVE PLATES.
3 Pb Oz + 2 Hz SO4 + 2 Hz = Sz Pb3 O.'o + 4 Hz 0.
NEGATIVE PLATES.
3 Pb+ 2 Hz SO4 + 2 Oz = Sz Pb3 0,0 + 2 Hz 0.
From these formulae, the deduction is drawn that in the case of
the red lead salt, only one half as much active material is electro-
lytically decomposed on the negative plate as on the positive, and
this is substantiated in practice.
The cells used in this experiment had been set up but a short
time, and had only been charged and discharged twice ; but the
first charge was light, so that practically this was only the second
good charge which had been given them. In the first charge no
data were kept. In the second the efficiency was found to be 45.7^,
while in this test the efficiency is 72.72^, which is a little better
than can be expected in common use.
One thing which is shown in the data given in this article, and
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which frequently puzzles the users of cells, is worthy of mention.
When a new battery is erected, on its receiving a considerable
charge the specific gravity of the electrolyte is found to rise which
is usually the case. But after standing a few days or even hours,
this increase of specific gravity is partly, and sometimes even almost
wholly lost; a state of things which may continue for many chargings.
When this does occur it is a proof that the plates have not, as yet,
been fully formed,and that chemical action continues within the plates
while the battery is standing. The opposite effect is produced upon
discharging.
The voltage, in all cases, seems to rise and fall with the specific
gravity, yet no disadvantage is attached to this phenomenon.
For charging the batteries a 110-volt incandescent machine of
35 lights capacity was used.
CHARGE.
VOLTAGE. SPECIFIC GRAVITY.
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The cells having a counter electro-motive-force of about fifty-
five volts, the voltage above that of the battery was about fifty-five
volts also, which was the voltage of charging.
A Weston ammeter and voltmeter were used. Four cells out of
the twenty-six were selected at random, from which data were ob-
tained, and two of these sets of data were selected for a graphical re-
presentation of the cells during charge and discharge. In the
graphical representations the voltages and specific gravities are dif-
ferent for each cell, but as the cells were in series when charged,
the current would necessarily be the "same for each cell.
Readings were taken every hour, the current being thrown off
when the voltage was taken. And whenever a stop-over was made
each cell was disconnected at the switch-board from every other
cell so that no action between cells could occur.
The first six hours of the charge was continuous. Between the
sixth and seventh hours, and also between the ninth and tenth hours,
a stop over night was made.
In discharging, a number of 50-volt 10 c. p. incandescent lights
were used for resistance in connection with a variable resistance con-
sisting of 30 one tenth ohm coils, made of very heavy iron wire.
The Weston ammeter was used in registering the current, and a
constant current of 13 amperes was discharged for eight hours.
The charging cement consisted of 11 amperes for thirteen hours.
EfficienCy— ^'^P^'^^ hours discharge.
ampere hours charge.
Therefore, Efficiency^ 8x,3 ampere hours.
'
-^ 13x1 1 ampere hours-
And the efficiency is 72.721
In discharging, a stop over night was made between the third
and fourth hours. In discharge the voltage runs along very nearly
the same until the cell is about discharged. When the cell has nearly
reached the point of exhaustion, the E. M. F. falls very rapidly.
All lead reversible batteries give a voltage of ''two" or a little over.
The proper time to cut out a cell from the circuit is just when
its E. M. F. is beginning to fall rapidly, which in these cells is about
1.8 or 1.9 volts.
It will be seen from the data that cell number twelve did not
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last through the entire discharge, and also that cell number twenty-
six was falling rapidly and had gone beyond the proper limit.
The internal resistance of storage cells is very seldom stated, and
then generally only approximately. In measuring the internal re-
sistance, the "condenser method" was used. Two measurements
were made, one of a single cell, and the other of the whole battery
together with the connections of the cells to the switch board.
A one third micro Farad Standard Condenser, a "Legal" ohm re-
sistance box, and a Thompson square pattern galvanometer, were used
in making these measurements.
The internal resistance of a single cell was found to be .0247 ohms,
while the resistance of the whole battery was 2.847 ohms. The re-
sistance of the connections would be the difference between the re-
sistance of the whole battery and the internal resistance of the
twenty-six cells, or 2.2048 ohms.
The great problem now with the lead reversible battery is how
to reduce the weight of the cell without injuring it. Because of its
high E. M. F. and efficiency, it is the best storage cell yet devised,
and if it were somewhat lighter it would be in great demand for
street railway power, and other uses of a similar nature.
JAPANESE TEMPLE ARCHITECTURE.
By Shigetsura Shiga, '93, School of Architecture.
What Greece owed to Egypt, Phoenicia and Assyria, Japan owes
to Corea, China and India. The early civilization of Japan was un-
doubtedly derived from the three nations above mentioned, for if we
trace the literature, art, and sciences, which existed at an early period
in Japan, to their origins, we find them in the majority of cases,
among these three nations. At the time when the Persian invaders
were totally defeated by the Greeks, and the latter were hurrying the
construction of monuments and temples, Japan had not yet come
into contact with either China or Corea. The rulers as well as the
subjects were enjoying the log-hut, in primeval state. The purest
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typical buildin<? of this time, now over 1,200 years old, is still to be
seen in Nara, in the province of Yamato.
In all nations and all ages of antiquity, the tenii)les are the most
important and the most interesting^ buildings, so in dealing with the
architecture of any nation, the first attention of an observer is given
to the religious buildings of the country. The object of my theme
is to set forth a general idea, or the general characteristics, of the
temples in Japan, but since temples as well as other buildings are
subject to the influence of the religion, manners and customs of the
people, also the climate and nature of the country, allow me to speak
briefly on these points first.
About 700, A. D., Buddhism was introduced into the country
through China. At first it only converted the royal families and
nobles, for they at that time were the best educated class of the
people. Soon after it spread all over the empire with overwhelming
power; huge temples were erected; priests and monks were highly
honored; which finally made the temples the seat of learning. Its
doctrine, being purity of life and benevolence of mind, did not con-
tradict, in some respects, the original native religion called Shintoism,
which teaches simplicity and purity of mind and body. The
simplicity of Japanese residences is surely affected by this religion.
The Buddhist who is taught the successive transmigration of human
beings, from the past to the present, and from the present to the
future, carrying the idea of benevolence to an extremity, will not
destroy even an insect or injure any animal in creation. This idea,
it seems to me, has instilled the Japanese artists with a love of nature.
Beasts, birds, insects and flowers in different combinations are sub-
jects of carvings, reliefs, and paintings. I do not assert, however,
that love of nature in general owes its origin to Buddhism, but more
or less so in Japan. Buddhism in Japan is divided into eight sects,
and these are subdivided into several smaller sects, some of them en-
tirely spiritual, and others, utterly idolatrous. Notwithstanding the
difference of principle in the two religions, they work in such perfect
harmony that one could be a Shintoist and Buddhist at the same
time; a peculiar circumstance, indeed!
As Shintoism in one sense is a sort of hero-worship, there are as
many gods as heroes, and not only heroes are worshiped, but very
old trees, mountains, valleys, and all kinds of natural objects. To
the mind of the good-natured Japanese country rustic, Nature over-
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flowed with deities. We find here, a good deal of similarity to the
early Greeks; they had an idea that every grove had its presiding
genius, every stream and fountain its protecting nymph Earth and
air were filled with invisible spirits, and the sky was crowded with
translated heroes.
Writers on Japan have pointed out in many cases a likeness be-
tween the manners and customs of the Japanese and ancient Greeks,
and a writer in the Cosmopolitan mentions numerous resemblances
between the ways and traits of the modern Spaniard and Japanese.
This is not the proper place to dwell upon such an irrelevant subject,
but according to my observation concerning the manners and cus-
toms of the "Land of the Rising Sun," it is quite surprising to note
that the modern Japanese and ancient Greeks resemble each other so
much that if a change of a few words were made in the description
of certain customs and manners of theirs, the same expression would
be precisely applicable to the Japanese.
Climate in Japan is almost the same throughout the country,
the average temperature being about 50 degrees. From May to
June they have constant rain, followed by intense heat until August.
Rain falls more or less throughout the year, and there is plenty of
snow in winter in the northern part.
The country is very rich in woods; all mountains which extend
longitudinally from North to South are covered with trees. Rivers
are abundant and give the best opportunity for transportation of
lumber. The climate and soil are particularly favorable to the
growth of trees, and the people are very careful not to cut down any
kind of tree unless they find a special use for it.
The woods which are used for constructive purposes, especially
for temples, are as follows: Keyaki {Zelkawa keaki Sieb.) is used
chiefly for columns, beams, etc., of temples and other important
buildings. It is nearly always used for massive structures. Cherry,
oak, persimmon, camphor-wood, and white mulberry, are used for
the doors, windows, furniture and joinery of temples. White pine,
cedar, and paulownia, are used for residences and Shinto temples.
Buddhist temples in Japan are all of about the same plan, con-
sisting of main building, gateways, treasuries, and small cells.
Characteristic of the structure of the temples are their ponderous,
heavy concave roofs, of very steep pitch. It is covered by rows of
black tiles, the lower end of each row decorated by circular orna-
ments in which a uniform design is cut in relief. The ends of the
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ridge of the roof are also decorated with several designs cut in relief,
bearing the arms of a family, if the temple has been dedicated to a
certain family. This style of roofing might have been derived from
China; the same thing is also to be seen in the Island of Java, and it
somewhat resembles that of the temple of Jupiter Olympus at Athens.
The long, ogee-shaped roofs, which are common in temples, might
have been suggested by the Dravidian style of architecture, which
includes that of all southern India.
The way of laying tiles was a very singular one; the horizontal,
massive keyaki beams support web members and tie beams, purlines
and rafters. The rafters are concave and project to a considerable
distance from the wall line, and all visible parts are decorated with
black lacquer. Upon the rafters very thin shingles were laid and
then covered by clay; upon this clay the tiles were placed, sometimes
being kept in position by the use of large nails driven through the
tiles into the rafter, so that the roof of a temple must have been ex-
ceedingly heavy.
Mouldings were very rarely used in temples, high relief wood
carvings of designs of waves, animals, flowers, birds and plants, being
substituted for them. Different patterns were employed for mould-
ings, the ''Greek" or "Greek Key" patterns being frequently used on
string courses and girders.
There is no portion of the temple which we can properly call a
pediment. Its place was decorated with curious shapes of wooden
carving. The horizontal beams, which were usually decorated with
lacquer or sometimes by reliefs, were upheld by compound brackets,
which were joined one upon another. In the famous gateway in
Nikko, hundreds of thousands of brackets were used, all carved and
painted.
The gateways of temples are of two forms; one is merely a gate,
the other is a gateway with a gallery over it. The gallery itself is
supported by bracket work which is similar to that which supports
roofs. The railing of the gallery is decorated with metal.
There is nothing that we could properly call a capital in Japan-
ese temples, except perhaps the lion capital, which might have been
derived from either Buddhist architecture in India, or bull-head capi-
tals in Greece. The bracket work takes the place of the entablature,
architrave and capital of the Greek order. Columns are diminished,
but oftentimes they are simply cylindrical, decorated with diaper-
patterns and dragon reliefs, and treated with masterly skill. The
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columns in the Nikko temple are not diminished, but those of tem-
ples at Nara, which were erected twelve hundred and eighty-three
years ago, shows considerable diminishment. The lotus capital which
decorates the columns of the great temple of Karnak is also to be
seen at the bottom of web members of a temple in Kioto.
The Nikko temple is dedicated to the Shogun family; it was
erected in the 17th century l)y the aristocratic Shogun government.
It contains about one hundred and eleven cells, shrines, gateways,
and pagodas. That was the golden age of fine arts in Japan, when
it was designed, it is the place where once the artist spirit of the
age was concentrated. The plan and details of this temple have not
been published, so these facts are not well known. Most careful and
delicate work was wrought in each building. Dresser says of one of
the gateways: "The elaboration of detail in this gatehouse is abso-
lutely indescribable. There must be thousands of brackets support-
ing the gallery alone, while as many are employed in sustaining the
roof. Here we have dragons in full relief by the score, kylins in
almost every attitude, carved flowers, groups of figures, clouds, water,
diaper-patterns, and ornamental compositions wrought by the chisel,
drawn by the brush, or hammered up in metal; while the whole con-
stitutes a mass, beautiful in its proportions, pleasant in its 'quantities,'
correct in its structure, and a very world of color harmony. This is
the most marvelous architectural work that I have ever seen, and
days might well be spent in considering it.''
The most noticeable feature in Japanese temples is the delicate
bronze and brass work which decorates the terminations and angles
of girders and beams, and the ornamentation of the whole mass by
lacquer, which is a special production of the Japanese. The use
of metal for structural purposes is of comparatively recent date,
even in civilized countries. Iron construction is quite a new sub-
ject in Japan; a suspension bridge which was built about twenty-
five years ago, in the imperial garden in Tokio, may have been the
first use of iron for such purposes, but the use of metal in ornamen-
tal work is of ancient origin. All the frame work of the windows
and doors in temples is decorated with repousse work of silver, cop-
per, bronze, or brass. Every important part of beams and girders,
where the members are joined together, is covered by a peculiar form
of repousse work.
The coloring material of temples is uniformly lacquer, in which
the Japanese displayed their manipulative excellence. It offers but
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the primitive colors, as these only can he applied. As to its manu-
facture and the i)reparation of colors, there are several processes,
which are monopolized hy their inventors and kept secret. It is said
that this work had its origin in Corea. Whatever its derivation may
have heen, it was perfected hy the Japanese. Lacquer work in Japan
flourished most in the 17th and 18th century, and the Nikko temple
is the production of this era. The whole temple is a tremendous
mass of lacquer work. As the work needs great care in its execution
and the utmost caution to prevent cracking, great patience is neces-
sary to finish it, and it is consequently very costly. A certain En-
glish lady, as the story goes, paid gold in equal quantity for goods of
this material. The permanence of Japanese temples, some of which
have stood for over two hundred years, may be due to their coating
of this material.
Stone masonry was not used for building material, except for
the walls and floors of the temples, though sometimes it was
used in bridge construction making arches in successive spans.
It seems to me that the fear of using stone in construction was
caused by the frequency of shocks of earthquakes, which are most
dangerous to stone work. As a whole, Japanese temples seem to
be too massive and to have too lavish a use of wood, but it may be
necessary to do this in order to preserve the equilibrium of the
whole mass. From this point of view the principle of construction
of the Japanese temples becomes clear.
Plaster was used from an early time. As wall paper was not
extensively used, peculiar color effects were secured for walls by
mixing various colored sands into the plaster; this is mostly used for
residences. For temples, only white or dead black walls were used.
Bases of walls enclosing temple grounds were constructed of Cyclo-
pean masonry without mortar, and both sides of the walls were
sometimes battered. Their top was always protected by tiles, form-
ing a small gable with dark shaded projecting eaves.
Rock-cut temples, which were very common in Western Europe,
India, and China, are never seen in Japan so far as I know. Occasion-
ally we find small cells or shrines for deities. These may interest the
archaelogist, but they are not worth while to be considered as speci-
mens of architecture. We must not forget that the colossal statues
or lions which were common in Western Europe and Central Asia
are also to be seen in Buddhist temples in Japan.
The faith of old Japan being Shintoism, its temples are
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exceedingly simple, the materials being wood and thatch, and no
tiles were Used. The characteristic of Shinto temples is the toyii.,
which is the simplest and purest form of frame work of a gateway.
Another characteristic is the spindle-like bodies, which, differing in
length according to the size of the temple, cross each other in X
shape upon the ridge. "The great symbol of Shinto is a mirror; for.
just as a mirror reflects our image, so, symbolically, Shinto is to be
considered to reveal our innermost actions, or to reveal our innermost
heart." This mirror is placed in the back part of the main cell. The
symbol itself is simple, so also the construction of the temple, cylin-
drical or square uprights, finely dressed, set on a carefully laid foun-
dation. A gallery which is accessible by a flight of steps surrounds
the main building seven or eight feet above the ground. Upon the
uprights large beams are laid, supporting rafters, whose ends form
large eaves. The metal repousse work is only an ornament of Shinto
temples. It is simple, in harmony with the general spirit of sim-
plicity, which produces a deep impression of reverence in the wor-
shippers.
One point is to be noticed particularly in Japenese temples, no
matter where they are placed. The site of the building is quite
picturesque; the surrounding garden is like a park. Isolated from
the busy life of the town, it gives a better effect to the temple, and a
better 'opportunity for repose to the restless mind.
On the whole the ancient Japanese as engineers were like chil-
dren, when compared with the Romans; as decorators or artists they
stand side by side with the Greeks; but the tender ideas of the love
of nature were revealed in carvings instead of scul})tures, and more
stress was laid on beauty and careful workmanship than on the
grandeur and magnificence of the buildings.
Although the metal casting executed in Japan for ornamental
purposes has greatly attracted the attention of European artists since
the International Exhibition in France, and the last Vienna Expo-
sition, their wood carving is not very well known. Fancy work on
balconies and cornices of frame houses in this country has became
quite prevalent in the past few years. Why cannot carved work with
finely chiseled out birds, plants and animals, like that which decorates
every part of the temple at Nikko, be adopted in the decoration of
frame buildings in this coantry? I have noticed the idea already
used in terra .cotta designs, and I believe that the time will come
when I shall see a finely carved ceiling, such as that of the great
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temple, decorating the hall o£ a society or the parlor of some palatial
dwelling in the United States.
Since the introduction of Western civilization in their country,
the Japanese architects have been so busy building houses of European
style, that the study of the invaluable works of the temples has been
almost entirely neglected. As very few American and European
architects have an opportunity to peep into the great temples in
Japan, the work of enlightening the architectural world concerning
these masterpieces is left for the young men of Japan.
TEST OF THE ENGINE AND BOILER OF THE ELECTRI-
CAL LABORATORY.
By W. A. Maktin, '93, and W. Snodguass, '92, School of Mechanical
Engineering.
The data of the following paper are taken from one of a series
of tests on the engine and boiler of the electrical laboratory. The
engine is one of the two engines in the dynamo room, and the boiler
is in a separate building, which contains other boilers used for heat-
ing purposes. There is a Stratton steam-separator in the steam pipe
G feet from the engine. It is made automatic in its working by means
of a sceam trap connected to the drip pipe. The exhaust steam
is returned to the boiler-house, where it passes through a Baragwanath
feed-water heater. For convenience the description of the tests are
given separately.
Engine Test.
The engine is the Ideal, manufactured by the A. L. Ide Co., of
Springfield, 111. It is rated at 50 horse power when set to run at 300
revolutions with 80 lbs. of steam. The engine and boiler tests were
made at the same time. On account of the flange of the belt wheel
being slightly deeper than that of the governor wheel, the brake was
applied to the belt wheel and the flange utilized to hold the water to
cool the wheel. The brake was of the ordinary Prony pattern, with
blocks 3x9-in. and held together by a J x3-in.wrought iron strap. It
was lubricated by two oil cups supplied with good heavy engine oil,
and also by lard applied from time to time with a small paddle. The
water was supplied by means of a ^-in. pipe reduced to f-in., and
this made slightly smaller form to a ,6-in. nozzle. The §-in. pipe
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was bent to follow the curve of the wheel so that the high rate of
speed of the wheel would not spatter the water away from the rim.
For an outlet a ;^-in. pipe was filed to a sharp edge, and flattened on
one side, and placed on the opposite side of the wheel from the inlet,
where it scooped oat the water. On account of the shallow flange
and the small place left at each side of the balancing weight attached
to the rim, it was difficult to keep the wheel cool after running for a
few hours with a heavy load. The centrifugal governor worked
efficiently. The reducing motion for the indicator was formed by
screwing a standard to the cross-head aud connecting with a panta-
graph fastened to the floor. The two ends of the cylinder were con-
nected with the indicator by a three-way cock. The tests were made
in the usual way.
The areas of the indicator cards were measured with a planimeter
and the indicated horse power calculated by the well-known formula
H.P. "
33(j(jQ . The brake horse power was found by the formula
TT p Speed of pulley rim X Pull on rim
•'^•"*
33,000
*
The boiler and engine are connected by 125 ft. of 3^- in. pipe,
containing seven bends. On account of the long distance and the
number of turns in the pipe the steam pressure would have to be
carried at 110 lbs. at the boiler to get the full rated power from the
engine.
The results of the test are shown in Table I and by the plate of
sample indicator cards. Fig. 1 is for the lightest load applied, and
Fig. 4 for the heaviest. The efficiency of the engine is the ratio of
the brake horse-power to the indicated horse power, and was found
to be 82.2%. The ratio of engine friction to indicated horse power
is larger in Table I than the average found from several tests we
have made. The average engine friction from the series of tests is
14.4%.
Table I
—
Engine Test.
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Boiler Test.
The test was made on a Stirling boiler. No extended descrip-
tion is needed, as there is a cut of this type of boiler in the adver-
tisements of this annual. It is of the water-tube safety pattern,
having 54 tubes 3^-in. in diameter. The principal data of the boiler
are given in Table II (page 58).
Two barrels were used in obtaining the weight of the feed water,
the one on the scales being above the other so that the water would
jflow out. City water was used, as no extra pump was at hand to
draw water from the cistern. The feed pump had to be run with
steam from the boiler that was being tested, as none of the other
boilers carried a sufficient pressure. The suction tube of the feed
pump was kept in the second barrel so that the pumj) could be run
at a constant speed.
The coal was weighed on platform scales in wheelbarrow loads.
Before starting the test the lire and ash-pit were cleaned, and at the
end of the test the fire and steam gauge were brought as nearly as
possible to the same conditions as at the beginning of the test. The
ash in the pit was taken as refuse. No allowance was made for
small particles of coal, because the grate bars were close. As the
experimenters were not used to firing this style of lioiler, the efficiency
and capacity are probably less than an experienced fireman might
have obtained.
Iji calculating the efficiency of the boiler, the heating power of
Odin coal was taken at 12,663 B.T.U. per lb. of coal, as found by
F. H. Clark, '90—see Teghnograph, No. 5, pp. 22-23. Peabody"
tables on saturated steam were used in the computations. The re-
sults of the test are shown in Table II (page 58).
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Table II
—
Boiler Test.
Duration of test 5 hours
Temperature of feed water 208"
Average pressure of steam 5)6.5 lbs
Weight of coal charged 1,»>()2 lbs.
Weight of water evaporated '.),3.3ri lbs.
Weight of refuse 402 lbs.
Refuse 2.5.1^
Weight of combustible 1.200 lbs.
Evaporaticm per lb of coal .').82 lbs.
Evaporation per lb. of combustible 7.78 lbs.
Evaporation per lb. of coal from and at 212° 6.07 lbs.
Evaporation per lb. of combustible from and at 212 8.12 lbs.
Grate surface 13.25 feet
Coal burnt per ft. per hour 24.2 lbs.
Ratio of grate surface to heating surface 1 to 41.5
Heating surface 550 feet
Water evaporated per ft. per hour 3 3'J lbs.
Efficiency of boiler 72 9;?;
Rated capacity ,50 H. P.
Horse power developed, by Centennial Standard 56.4 H. P.
Per cent, above rating 12 8
Kind of fuel Odin lump coal, hand fired.
Calorimeter Test.
In order to allow for the water carried away by the steam, we
used the Barrus Universal Superheating Calorimeter. The later form
of this calorimeter, a? described in the Transactions of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers for 1890, was used, This consists
of a chamber where a part of the moisture is deposited, and the re-
mainder is evaporated by wire-drawing the steam through an oritice
about one-eighth of an inch in diameter. At the lower part of the
separating chamber is a drip cock and glass gauge. The steam was
permitted to blow through the calorimeter continuously to keep it
at a constant temperature. The water was brought to a mark in the
glass guage at the start of a test, and after a certain time the accumu-
lation was drawn off. The temperature of the steam before and after
throttling was read from two thermometers placed in brass cups filled
with oil and surrounded by the steam. On account of the absence
of apparatus, the steam blowai through the orifice could not be
measured, and was therefore calculated by the formula, Q=51.4x
Pressure above zero X Area. This formula is taken from Barrus, the
51.4 being a constant found by experiment. Q gives the quantity in
pounds per hour. The per cent, of priming was calculated separately
for the water drawn from the separator and that shown in the super-
heating part.
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The formula for priming shown by water in box is: Per cent.
priming=
^^f^7^'^'^J;°^^ . The formula for priming shown by the de-
_h + c (f—t")—
q
Weight of steam"
gree of super-heating is: Per cent, priming- iu which
h=total heat, c=.specitic heat of steam, t'=temperature of steam
as shown by lower thermometer, t"=temperature of saturated steam
at atmospheric pressure, and r=latent heat of steam at absolute
pressure in boiler. The sum of these per cents, gives the per cent,
of priming in the boiler. This per cent, was subtracted from the
total water pumped into the boiler to find the water actually evap-
orated.
Referring to Table III the percent, of priming is seen to be low.
It would have been possible to dispense with the separator part of
the calorimeter and use only the super-heating part. The limit of
use of the super-heating part is about 3 per cent, priming, and our
test shows a less amount than this.
From the tests made at different pressures it was found that the
boiler gave much dryer steam when the pressure was high. If the
pressure indicated by the gauge fell below 80 lbs., the boiler was apt
to foam when more than 30 indicated horse-power was developed by
the engine.
Table III
—
Calorimeter Test.
TIME.
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MANUFACTURE OF PAVING BRICK.
Bx F. M. Spalding, "93, School of Civil Engineebino.
A paving brick must be of such density as to be practically
impervious to water, and consequently not subject to the action of
frost. It should also possess toughness and tenacity to such a de-
gree that the edges will not break off and that the surface of the
brick will,not wear rapidly when exposed to heavy traffic. A tough,
thoroughly vitrified brick possesses these qualifications, as it com-
bines iniperviousness to water with great strength and durability.
The shale clay used in making terra cotta pipe generally will
make good vitrified brick. A strictly pure clay, that is, one which
does not contain any alkalies, is not desirable, as it should not only
be able to stand a very high temperature, but should also contain
some fluxing agent which will vitrify the brick. The presence of
any considerable quantity of lime is particularly to be avoided, as it
will cause the brick to disintegrate and scale. At Gralesburg the clay
is tiaken from a bluff, and although it resembles sandstone some-
what, it is almost entirely free from grit. Along the Ohio river,
shale and coal are taken from the same mine. At present fire-clay
is extensively used in the manufacture of paving brick, yet the best
results are obtained when it is first mixed with some other kind of
clay, since it is almost impossible to vitrify fire-clay. One prominent
engineer gives the following as the average composition of paving
clay: 69.1 per cent, silica, 15.5 per cent, alumina, 5 per cent,
chemically combined water, 2 per cent, moisture, 2.5 per cent, iron,
2.5 per cent, magnesia, and 3 per cent, of lime.
The practice of weathering clay has been extensively followed
and has j)roved to be very beneficial, yet in most larger factories
tempering machines are now used instead. During the process of
weathering, the clay separates into fine particles so that the contact
is very intimate when it is finally made into a brick, hence the brick
will be dense and contain very, little moisture. The clay must be
well mixed and tempered before it is sent to the brick machine.
There are three methods of accomplishing this, the soft mud, the
stiff mud, and the dry pressed. The average clay can be worked
most advantageously as a stiff mud, hence this process is extensively
used. In one form of this process the clay is placed in a large iron
dry pan as soon as excavated, and then crushed by means of heavy
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revolving rollers, into powder, when it drops through the perforated
bottom of the pan on a carrier which takes it to the tempering
machine. Here it is moistened just enough to make a stifE mud. In
another form of the stiff mud process the clay is taken directly from
the bank and dumped into a pit, where it is thoroughly worked over
by men with spades, then while still in the moistened state it is
passed through a crusher and carried directly to the machine. In
the soft mud process the clay is placed in a large circular vat where
it is mixed into a soft, pasty mass by a rotating wheel having two
motions, one along, and one around, its axis. In either method the
clay is now ready for the machine. The dry pressed process is very
rarely used for paving brick.
The brick machine should compress the clay the utmost possible
amount. The softer the clay leaves the machine the greater will be
the shrinkage from drying and burning, and also the greater will be
the loss in handling. With the stiff clay process the clay is forced
out of the machine in a continuous bar, which is cut off as it leaves
the machine, by means of wires strung in a frame which works
either automatically or by hand. The brick may be either side or
end cut. In the soft mud process the clay is forced into molds,
which are removed as fast as filled.
The next step is to dry the brick. While some of the old-time
brickmakers still persist in using the sun as their only means of
drying, the majority of intelligent brickmakers use some form of
artificial dryer. In one form, which is frequently used, there are
coils of steam pipe under a slatted floor. The brick are loosely
tiered up on this floor, and are dried by the radiation df the heat
from the steam pipes. In another form the floor itself is heated by
means of brick or tile flues, the brick being dried by direct contact
with the heated surface. In the tunnel dryer the brick are placed
on iron cars and run into the tunnel, and heat and smoke allowed to
pass directly through the tunnel. The brick are completely dried in
the tunnel dryer in twenty-four to thirty-six hours. Sun dried brick
are usually only partially dried when placed in the kiln, which neces-
sitates a great deal of water smoking. A prominent brickmaker
says: " It costs from $1.00 to $2.00 per thousand to dry brick in the
kiln, and the result is second or third class brick; while the brick can
be thoroughly dried before being set in the kiln for 25 to 50 cents
per thousand, and the result is first-class brick." *
The last and most important step is the burning. There ar e
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two classes of kilns, the up and the down draft. The up draft kiln
is simply a great rectangular pile of brick tiered loosely, with the ex-
ception of the .outside courses, which are laid solid with mortar. The
top is left open to permit the heat and smoke to pass off. The fires
are built under the kiln on all sides, and the heat and smoke passes
up through the brick and out at the top. This kiln can be used but
once, and a new one must be built for the next lot of brick. It is
not so generally used for burning pavers as the down draft. The
most popular form of the down draft is the Eudaly. This is a per-
manent brick structure having 24-inch walls and a thick brick arch
top. It may be built either round or sc|uare, and the capacity varies
from twenty-five to two hundred and fifty thousand. There are
furnaces all around the outside of the kiln, and within the walls of
the kiln at frequent intervals are small chimneys extending from the
flues below the floor to a few feet above the crown. The heat and
smoke from the furnaces pass through the walls of the kiln into fire
boxes which conduct the heat to the top of the'kiln before coming in
contact with the brick. The heat then passes down through the
brick and out of the perforated bottom into a system of flues which
connect with the small chimneys. Each chimney is provided with a
damper so that the heat may be shut off from any part of the kiln,
thus placing the kiln under perfect control. It usually takes sixty
hours to water smoke, and from four to six days more to finish the
burning. The amount of coal consumed per thousand brick varies
from 600 pounds to 2,000 pounds, according to the character of the
clay and the quality of coal. A number of brick makers are using
oil or gas fuel in firing their kilns, claiming that it makes a cheaper
fuel and one which is more easily regulated. The time required in
burning pavers is slightly more than for burning common brick,
owing to the increased length of time which the heat must be held
for vitrification.
The process of vitrifaction is as follows: ''Clay, is a silicate of
alumina with foreign admixtures of sand, iron, lime, magnesia, and
alkalies. Under the action of heat the alkalies melt and at the
same time, the lime, iron, and magnesia begin to act as fluxes.
Continue to increase the heat and the solvent action increases. When
all the particles have become impregnated with the melted portion
we have reached vitrifaction." A uniform temperature must be
maintained and if the burner finds one part of the kiln is vitrifying
faster than another, he must retard the heat in that portion. The
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teinperiitiire required for vitrifaction is 2,000" to 2,500° F. The
kiln must be allowed to cool very slowly, as it is the slow cooling
which tempers the brick and gives it the required toughness. From
75 to 90 per cent, of the brick placed in the kiln are fit for pavers,
and nearly the entire remainder can be used for building brick.
The following table taken from " Durability of Brick Pave-
ments'' by Prof. I. 0. Baker, gives the results of some tests made at
the University of Illinois on bricks which have been extensively
used in pavements, and which have shown great durability.
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PRIMARY BATTERY TESTS.
By W. G. Miller, '92, and W. H. Foster, '!)2, School of Mechanical Engineer-
ing.
A primary battery may be defined as a cell in whicb the materi-
als that compose it are in such a state of combination as to generate
an electric current. There are two classes of these batteries, distin-
guished from each other mainly by the nature and action of the
depolarizer used,—the "Open" and "Closed" circuit batteries. Open
circuit liatteries are those that are adapted to stand on open circuit,
and to generate a current at intervals of a few seconds only, without
loss or waste. Those are termed closed circuit batteries which work
on a closed circuit for a considerable time, through a small resistance,
with very little change in the strength of the current. The dry
bnttery is a form of the open circuit type in which the excitant is in
the form of a porous, pasty mass.
Our tests were made on three open circuit batteries, two of
which—the "Gonda" and the Gonda "Porous Cup"—were of the
liquid type, and the third—the Mesco—the dry type, and also on the
Taylor battery of the closed circuit type.
A complete test of a battery consists in determining its electro-
motive force, difference of potential at its terminals, internal resis-
tance, and output in amperes when its circuit is first closed, the rate
at which these quantities change because of the polarization when
its circuit is kept closed for a considerable time, and the rate at which
it recovers from its })olarization when the circuit is left open. Al-
though the open and closed circuit batteries differ so materially, a
test of each is conducted by the same method, the test of the closed
circuit battery merely taking a longer time.
The method used in these tests is known as the condenser
method. This consists of charging a condenser with the battery
under consideration, and then by means of a discharge key, dis-
charging this charge through a high resistance galvanometer. Since
the capacity of the condenser remains constant, the deflections of
the galvanometer will be proportional to the electromotive forces;
and by comparing these deflections with the deflection given by the
known electromotive force of a standard cell, the electromotive forces
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become known. A Cahart-Clark standard cell, liaving an electro-
motive force of 1.441 volts, was used for this pnrpose.
The potential difference is determined in the same manner, the
condenser being charged and discharged through a known resistance
while the circuit is closed. Since the current is equal to ^-> it be-
comes known upon the E being determined. Also the internal re-
sistance becomes known, being equal to i?
—
^,
—
. In both of the
relations R is the external resistance, E the electromotive force, and
E^ the potential difference at the terminals.
To determime the rate of change caused by polarization, the
circuit is kept closed through the known resistance and the potential
difference read at definite intervals. The electromotive force is also
taken at intervals by breaking the circuit long enough to charge and
discharge the condenser. The rate of recovery is obtained by noting
the electromotive force at intervals after the circuit is open. A one
third microfarad standard condenser and a Thompson's square-
pattern, high resistance galvanometer were used in carrying on these
tests. The data observed in making the tests may be expressed
graphically in curves, the time being nsed as abscissas and the volts,
amperes, ohms, and watts as ordinates. B}' means of these curves
one can see at a glance the exact electromotive force, potential differ-
ence, internal resistance, and current of the battery under considera-
tion at any time during the test.
Referring to the upper diagram of Plate I, page 68, we observe
that for the Gonda "Porous Cup," the electromotive force commences
at 1.63 volts, and daring the first ten minutes drops 0.35 volts, and
then the polarization is gradual to the end of the test, when the
electromotive force is 1.195 volts. The recovery shows a rapid rise
during the first six minutes after the opening of the circuit, when it
increases more slowly in value, and after three quarters of an hour
was still 0.14 volts less than the initial electromotive force. The
recovery curve is plotted back from the end of the polarization curve
toward the left, so as to show better the action of the voltage at the
end of the hour and a half test.
The terminal potential difference decreases in electromotive force
about the same rate as the polarization from 1.29 volts down to 0.97
volts. The shortening of the vertical intercepts between the two
curves shows the decrease in the internal resistance during the test.
The current is quite regular and averages 0.2 of an ampere.
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Upon the same di;xwra,in are shown the curves of the "Gonda" bat-
tery. Here the p(»hirization is more continuous and does not de-
crease so suddenly. The potential difference is also nearly contin-
uous from the start, while the internal resistance is smaller than in
the "Porous Cup.'' The recovery shows a gradual increase until the
end of the test, when it is but 0.04 volts less than the initial electro-
motive force. The current is very regular, the total fall being but
0.03 amperes, showing a very steady current for an open circuit
battery.
The Mesco Dry Battery, the curves of which are shown in the l)ot-
tom diagram of Plate I, represents a good type of that class of batteries.
The polarization decreases slowly from 1.5 volts to 1.37 volts, and
recovers leisurely to 1.45 volts. The potential difference decreases
leisurely from 1.41 volts to 1.265 volts. The increase at the
start in the length of the vertical intercepts shows an increase in
internal resistance. The current gradually decreases and the fall
during the test is 0.03 amperes, making an average current of 0.20
amperes. Any person comparing the curves of this battery and
those of the Gonda cannot help but admit that this battery makes a
favorable showing with the type of the zinc carbon battery set up
with a liquid excitant.
The Taylor battery, the curves of which are shown in Plate II,
was a new battery, carefully set up, and is of the closed type of bat-
teries. It was given a most severe test, being in circuit twenty-
eight hours. As shown by the curves, it started with the wonder-
fully high electromotive force of 1.86 volts and the current of 1.38
amperes. After fifteen minutes these had fallen only to 1.8 volts
and 1.2 amperes, while for the next twelve hours they remained
practically constant. This shows how well this battery is adapted
for running motors, etc., where a high electromotive force and a
large current are required to be constant for a considerable length of
time. The energy obtainable for power is represented by the curve
marked "external energy" and shows the comparative constancy of
output for the first half of the test. The internal energy is large
throughout, showing a mean of about 0.6 watts, while the maximum
external energy is but 2.05 watts. This large loss of energy inter-
nally, as compared with the external energy, is due to the high in-
ternal resistence, being at least 0.5 of an ohm for all but the first
fifteen minutes, while the external resistance is but little over 1.0
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ohm. This shows that the battery woukl be more etficient when
used with higher external resistance. The recovery is very rapid,
the battery recovering upon the opening of the circuit 0.4 of a volt
in a few minutes, while it finally reaches its voltage at constancy of 1.8.
The makers recommend that the solutions of the battery be no
longer used after they show a certain loss in density, but this was
disregarded to notice what the results would be. What the results
were, are represented by the curves and show a rapid decrease in all
but the internal resistance, which, rising quite rapidly near the end,
shows that the battery was working at a great disadvantage because
of some local action. This culminated in the peculiar jump repre-
sented by all the curves, the internal resistance being particularly
effected.
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DIAGRAM FOR FLOW IN PIPE SEWERS ACCORDING TO
KUTTER'S FORMULA.*
By Abthub N. Talbot, Pbofesboe of Municipal Engineeeing.
Kutter's formula for the flow of water in pipes, conduits, chan-
nels and streams has obtained wide acceptance among engineers on
account of its great flexibility and adaptability to varying conditions
of slope, depth and roughness of channel. Its objectionable feature
is that its complex nature requires tedious computations in its appli-
cation. Within the range of the gradients of sewers, the formula
may be simplified and yet remain within the necessary limits of ac-
curacy; and the diagrams herewith presented render the use of this
reliable formula simple and rapid for obtaining velocity and discharge
of ordinary vitrified pipe sewers.
Kutter's formula in feet measure is
1.811 0.00281
41.66 + —^ + —^-
V=CsfRS=— 0.00281, n - "^^S
in which
/j'=hydraulic mean radius, found by dividing the area of cross
section by the wetted perimeter.
/S=:gradient, or sine of inclination, or fall in feet per foot.
Fr= velocity in feet per second.
fi=coefficient of roughness, depending upon surface of })ipe.
C=coefficieut represented by fraction.
The value of the coefficient of roughness, «, is generally con-
sidered by engineers as .013 for pipe sewers under usual conditions.
For clean, smooth pipe, it may easily be
,
and some observations
have given as low as .010. For pipe sewers laid under usual condi-
tions, even when they are not thoroughly flushed, .013 may be used
with safe results, and this value has been chosen for calculating the
diagrams. For selected pipe, well laid and thoroughly flushed, .012
will probably give correct results.
*8ince this article has been put in type, the writer has accidentally found
that a diagram involving the same principles was published by Rudolph Hering,
C. E., in Trans. Am. Soc. C. E. for 1879. It is believed that its publication here
will be of value to many who would have no opportunity to use the other
diagram. The writer desires to express his obligation to A. B. Loomis, 'i)3, and
R. C. Vial, '93, for valuable assistance in the computations and iu the preparation
of drawings.
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Calculations on the effect of substituting .012 for .013 show that
the increase in the velocity, and therefore in the discharge, ranges
from 101 per cent, for 24-in. pipe to 1 1.3 per cent, for 6-in. pipe,
with an average of 10.7 ])er cent, for all the sizes of pipe used in the
diagram. However, it will be sufficiently accurate to add 10 per
cent, to the values obtained with n = .oi^ in order to find the values
with ?/ = .oi2. In a similar manner it may be shown that /<= .oi5
gives results 17 to iS per cent, less than ?i=:.oi3.
While changes in S at the light grades of rivers, canals, and very
large sewers affect the value of C considerably, the widest variations in
the grades with which pipe sewers are used has a comparatively small
effect. If C be calculated with aS^-ooi, and this value of C be used
for computing F for other gradients, the result will exceed the true
value of the original formula for grades steeper than .001 and fall
short for lighter grades. For 24-in. pipe this error will be i 3 per
cent, when Sz^ 0005, and also when *S'=.04. For 12-in. pipe the error
reaches i 8 per cent, at the same gradients. As these inclinations
represent the extremes of practice, and as the error decreases rapidly
toward 6'=.ooi, this form is well within the limits of accuracy re-
quired in sewerage practice, especially as there are considerable vari-
ations in the size and roughness of pipe and great uncertainty in
other data for sewer requirements.
Using S=.ooi and calling m = .oi3, .013 and 015, respectively,
the coefficient C in Kutter's formula becomes
195.39 183.78 „.,,i 16.5.2and
..534
,
.578
,
.667
\^R VR Vb
When B for })articular sizes of pipe is substituted in the formula,
it reduces to the form Vz^m^/S., where m represents the resulting
constant. Substituting .r for V-^', the formula becomes V—mx., the
equation of a straight line passing through the origin. This prop-
erty may be utilized by platting the square roots of the gradients as
abscissas and the velocity as ordinates, when the flow of any pipe
will be represented by a straight line. The diagrams are constructed
on this principle. The abscissas are laid off as the square root of
the gradient and the ordinates directly as the velocity, and each size
of pipe is represented by a straight line. The origin does not come
within the limits of the diagram. The axes of abscissas and ordi-
nates are placed at an oblique angle in order to obtain better inter-
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sections and to increase the range of the diagram. The equation of
discharge of pipes will likewise be shown by straight lines, since it is
the product of the velocity by a constant area of cross section.
Great care was taken in the construction of the diagrams.
Every computation was made by two computers, usually with the aid
of the Thomas computing machine, the Thaclier slide rule, or log-
arithms, and four points were obtained for every velocity and dis-
charge line; so the check on both calculation and drawing makes it
reasonably certain that there are no errors of any consequence.
Explanation of Diagram of Velocities.—The abscissas represent
gradients and the ordinates velocities; hence all points on a vertical
line have the same gradient, and all points on a nearly horizontal
line represent the same velocity. The gradient is the sine of the in-
clination or the fall in feet per foot. To find the velocity at a given
gradient, follow the vertical line representing the gradient to its in-
tersection with the diagonal line of the desired pipe. The velocity
line followed to the side of the diagram will give the resulting
velocity. Intermediate values may be interpolated by the eye. The
velocity is for pipes running full or half full. For values at other
depths, see table given elsewhere. For m = .oi3, add lo per cent, to
the results of the diagram.
Explanation of Diagram of Discliarge.—The abscissas repre-
sent gradients and the ordinates discharge in cubic feet per second;
the vertical lines represent all points having the same gradient and
the horizontal those having the same discharge. A scale giving dis-
charge in millions of gallons per day is added at the left margin.
To find the discharge of a pipe running full, follow the vertical line
representing the gradient to its intersection with the line of the de-
sired pipe. Then follow the discharge line to either side of the
diagram. Intermediate values may interpolated by the eye. For
pipes running less than half full, see table given elsewhere. For
n= .oi2, add lo per cent, to the results of the diagram. To deter-
mine necessary size of pipe, enter the diagram on the line of the de-
sired discharge and find its intersection with the line of the ])ipe, and
read the gradient line. To determine size necessary to carry a given
discharge, find intersection of discharge line and gradient line. The
next pipe above will give the necessary size. Since the discharge of
6-in. and 8-in. i)ipes would not be within the limits of the diagram, lo
times their actual discharge was platted. For 6-in. and 8-in. pipes,
then, the results of the diagram must be divided by lo. The dotted
0^ THE
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with n = .013.
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lines show the velocity in the pipes at the gradients crossed. Inter-
mediate velocities may be correctly obtained by interpolating propor-
tionally, since each line of pipe is divided uniformly by the veloci-
ties.
Velocifi/ and Discharge of Pijics Partially Full.—The flow of
pipes partially full is frequently of importance, as when the depth
and velocity of a. sewer at its minimum dischange are desired. While
it is common to consider that for the same pipe the velocity varies
as the square root of the hydraulic mean radiius of the section cov-
ered at the given depth, or in other words that C remains constant
for different depths, yet Kutter's formula gives different results.
The Darcy-Bazin experiments are the only ones known to the writer
in which observations at different depths of circular pipes have been
made, and these extended only to half full. The results are consid-
erable closer to Kutter's formula than to the assumption that C re-
mains constant. As Kutter's gives a smaller value for depths below
the center it is on the safe side. While the formulas indicate a
greater flow for depths from eight-tenths full to full than when
flowing full, no great reliance should be placed on this excess. It is
safe to say that above eight-tenths of the diameter the discharge is
at least as great as when flowing full, and that above half the diam-
eter the velocity is more than when flowing full or half full.
The following table gives the velocity and discharge at different
depths in terms of the velocity and discharge when flowing full,
both on the assumption that C remains constant and that it varies as
given by Kutter's formula. The values by Kutter's are averages for
the different sizes of pipes, but the variation in any case is compara-
tively small. The depth is given in terms of the diameter.
Table of Velocity and Discharge of Pipes Partially Full.
All values are given in terms of values for full pipes.
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To find the velocity or discharge at any given depth, divide the
depth by the diameter and multiply the velocity or discharge of full
pipes as found in the diagrams by the value given in the table oppo-
site the partial depth. To find the depth of flow, divide the given
velocity or discharge by the quantity found in the diagram and find
in the table the depth which gives a value nearest this quotient.
It was intended to include in this paper diagrams for sewers
larger than 24 inches, both circular and egg-shaped, but the time for
publication did not permit. It may be added that the approximate
formulas on page 71 may be used advantageously in the following
form :
195.4 U s/
S
183.8 Rs/ S 16.'->.2 R s/ S
/^R + .534 V/j! + 534 ^U + .667
NOTE ON THE COMPRESSIVE RESISTANCE OF BRICK.
Bv Ika O. Bakeb, Pbofessob of Civil Engineeeing.
Elsewhere the writer has called attention to the fact that the
flatness of the pressed surfaces greatly affects the crushing strength
of cubes of brick or stone. The present note is written to present
the results of some experiments made to determine the effects of
different methods of preparing the pressed surfaces of the test speci-
mens.
In testing some paving brick, the writer made some preliminary
experiments by preparing the surfaces in five ways, viz : 1, grind-
ing as nearly flat as possible upon the convex side of an emery stone,
and crushing between self-adjusting, parallel, cast-iron plates ; 2, re-
moving the irregularities of the surface by grinding, and crushing
between blotting paper ; 3, removing the irregularities of the sur-
face, and crushing between straw board ; 4, removing the irregular-
ities of the surface, coating with plaster of Paris and placing under
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slight pressure until set (12 to 24 hours), and then crushing ; iiud 5,
coating with plaster of Paris which was afterwards ground down on
a sand-paper disk, to the surface of the brick so as to leave a mini-
mum thickness with a perfectly flat surface, and then crushing.
After a considerable number of experiments, it was decided that
there was no great difference between the fk-st three methods, while
the difficulties in applying the last two were so great as to render
them worthless. With a grnde of brick which was quite uniform
in quality, the first three methods gave 7,000 to 9,000 pounds per
square inch as the crushing strength of cubes. The fairly close
agreement of the results was considered satisfactory evidence that
the method employed secured the full strength of the brick. Sub-
sequently the writer decided to determine the strength of cubes
when the pressed surfaces were prepared with the greatest care. The
samples were prepared on a rubbing bed at a marble dressing estab-
lishment, l)y the ordinary workmen, with instructions to secure per-
fectly flat surfaces. The brick were of the same grade as those re-
ferred to above, and many of the samples were the second halves of
the brick used in the first experiments. The strength of the carefully
])repared cubes ranged from 1(3,000 to 21,000 pounds per square inch,
and averaged a trifle over 18,000.
The conclusion derived from the two series of experiments is
that an almost imperceptible difference in the flatness of the test
specimens makes a very great difference in the strength. Obviously
this difference is greater the harder and more brittle the brick or
stone. It is perhaps well to repeat that tests of compressive resist-
ance of blocks of stone or brick are useful only in comparing dif-
ferent samples, and give no idea of the strength of masonry con-
structed of these materials.
It is interesting to notice that Rankine and Trautwine, standard
British and American authorities, in editions of their engineers'
manuals published a few years ago, give the crushing strength of the
best brick at 1,100 and 4,000 pounds per square inch, respectively ;
while there has recently been tested in the University testing labora-
tory three lots of brick which averaged from 15,000 to 18,500 pounds
per square inch. The difference is probably due mainly to improve-
ments in the manufacture of brick. The crushing strength of
granite, when tested under similar conditions, is from 12,000 to 20,-
000.
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OUR CEMENT WALK.
By R a. Mather, '92, School of Civil Engineering
The University grounds were further iui[trove(i, hist fall, l)y the
laying of a cement walk leading from the street-car line to the main
building and to the chemical laboratory. The building of this walk
gave the engineering students an excellent opportunity to keep a
force and material account. This paper is written simply for the
interest of the engineering students, to give an example showing
how one may learn the approximate cost of labor and material in
such works. The data were obtained by daily observations of the
work while in progress, and has been checked by inquiry of the
party furnishing the gravel and sand and at the freight office, and
is reasonably correct. It is perhaps well to say that the writer made
these observations as a part of his work in the study of masonry-
construction, and that he had no official connection with the build-
ing of the walk. There was no engineering supervision of the work.
The bid was $1.00 a square yard for three and one fourth inches
of concrete of one part of cement to six of gravel, and three fourths
of an inch of mortar of one part of cemeat to one of sand, if the
University furnished the foundation ; or $1.80 a square vard if the
contractor furnished it. Since there was a cinder walk already laid,
which was suitable for a foundation, the University accepted the first
bid. The difference between the two bids is too small, for the
foundation ought not to be less than six inches of gravel—the
cheapest material in this locality. A six inch layer of loose gravel
would cost, at the price the contractor did pay for gravel delivered,
eighteen cents a square yard, which would leave but two cents a
square yard for labor in excavating, laying, tamping, and for shrink-
age.
The cinder walk, built about six years ago, serves as a foundation
to the cement walk. In constructing this cinder walk eight inches
of earth was dug out, and the trench thus formed was partly filled
with broken brick. The brick were covered with coarse cinders,
which were rolled until packed into a hard mass four inches thick.
The coarse cinders were covered with a well-rolled layer of screened
cinders, which completed the walk.
The contractor for the cement walk removed the layer of fine
cinders, after which he was ready to lay the concrete. Two scant-
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lings, two by four inches, were laid lengthwise with the walk and six
feet apart. Between these the concrete was laid and rammed. The
gravel used was medium coarse and contained some sand. On the
concrete the mortar was laid and smoothed over with the trowel.
The walk was divided into blocks six feet long, by an iron blade
about a quarter of an inch thick, which was pounded down as it was
drawn across the walk. The walk was left to harden, exposed to the
open air. In four or five days it was ready for use.
Since the opening of spring long cracks have opened in the
walk, which are probably due to the settling of part of the founda-
tion. As the cinder walk was not quite wide enough, it was neces-
sary to dig away the earth and fill in on each side. It will readily
be seen that if this addition to the foundation was left in such a
condition that it would settle after the walk was completed, the top
covering of concrete and mortar would settle along the sides and
produce a bending moment at the center, which, if great enough,
would cause the walk to crack.
Table I,
—
Dimensions of the Walk.
121 feet of 41^-feet walk 550 square feet.
480 " " 6 " " 2,280
17 " " 3 " " 50 " "
160 " " 1-foot " 160 " "
Total area 3,640 square feet.
Table II.
—
Cost of Material and Labor.
60 barrels of German Portland cement, @ $3.00, at Chicago $180.00
5 " ' " " " @ 4.25, at Champaign 21.25
Freight on cement 25.00
40 cubic yards of gravel, @ $1.00, delivered 40.00
11 " " " sand, @ $1.00, " H-OO
4 men, Q% days, @ $2.00 52.00
2 " " " @ $4.00 52.00
Total $381.25
Let US try to determine whether the material furnished is suffi-
cient to fulfill the contract. The area of the concrete is 3,G40 square
feet, its thickness is 3^ inches, and the cubic contents is 36.5 cubic
yards, which will require approximately an equal amount of gravel.
According to Table II., we see that 40 yards were used, which satis-
fies the specifications reasonably well, if allowance be made for waste
and for shrinkage in ramming.
The area of the wearing coat is 3,640 square feet, its thickness
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is three fourths of an inch, and the cubic contents are 8.43 cubic
yards. This was to be a one to one mortar, and according to Prof.
Baker's " Treatise on Masonry Construction," page 86, one cubic
yard of one to one mortar requires 0.58 cubic yards of sand and 4.16
barrels of cement, and therefore 8.43 cubic yards of mortar would
require 4.89 cubic yards of sand and 34 barrels of cement. Accord-
ing to Table II, 11 cubic yards of sand were used, or, allowing for
waste, the amount was twice that called for by the specifications.
The concrete was to be one part of cement to six parts of gravel.
Therefore the 36.5 cubic yards of concrete, as stated above, would
require a little more than 6 cubic yards of cement. From Prof.
Baker's " Treatise on Masonry Construction," page 86, we see that
7.14 barrels of Portland cement make one cubic yard ; hence 6 cubic
yards will be 42 barrels. The wearing coat required 34 barrels as
shown above. Therefore there should have been used 42-}-34=76
barrels of cement. If the proper quantity of cement, 42 barrels,
was used in the concrete, only 33 barrels were left for the top coat-
ing. The cement in the wearing surface was only two thirds, and
the sand was twice that required for the one to one mortar as speci-
fied ; or, in other words, the wearing surface is a one to three instead
of a one to one mortar. The walk is wearing rough, which shows a
lack of cement.
Table III.
—
Profit and Loss Account.
404.4 square yards @ $1.60 $647.10
Material and labor as in table II $381.25
Jyumber for mortar boxes, drayage, supervision, etc., (estimated) 70.85 452.10
Net profit, 30 per cent, on $650 $195.00
RELATIVE EFFICIENCY OF DIFFERENT CUTTING AN-
GLES IN LATHE TOOLS.
By E. S. Keene, '90, School of Mechanical Engineebing.
The following experiments were made to determine the relative
amount of power required to operate lathe tools having different cut-
ting angles. The apparatus used was a spring dynamometer attached
to the face-plate of a lathe, as shown in Fig. 1. A^ A are two blocks
screwed into the face-plate. One end of the spring was fastened to
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the left hand block, the other to the axis of the spring. The axis
of the spring passed freely through holes in the blocks A, A, so as
to receive the thrust of the dog driving the piece operated upon.
The strip of paper upon which the diagram was to be traced, was
carried by a series of rollers, B. R^ B. The feed was produced by
means of a screw and wheel motion, 7?, C, run by a belt and pulleys,
D and P, back of the face-plate In tracing the diagram two pen-
cils were used, one of which was attached to the frame of the regis-
ter and traced a straight line. The other was attached to the axis of
the spring in such a manner as to move with it and register the com-
pression of the dynamometer spring. Before taking an experiment
the pencil points were adjusted by means of suitable screws, T, T,
so as to trace the same straight line. Therefore the distance between
the two lines traced is proportional to the force required to drive the
piece.
The spring was tested by compressing it between a fixed beam
and the platform of a pair of scales and measuring the shortening
corresponding to known compressions. From the average results
thus obtained it was found that a compression of one inch required
189.6 pounds. The length of arm pressing against the axis of the
spring changed with the different degrees of compression. The
length of arm was six inches when the spring was compressed three
tenths of an inch, which was about the average compression. Any
considerable variation of the compression from that amount was
noted and the corresponding change of length of arm allowed for
in computing the force at the center of the cut.
For measuring the angles of rake of the different surfaces, a
bevel protractor was used and the angles taken which the different
surfaces made with planes, horizontal and vertical to the axis of the
tool. By rake is meant the inclination
or angle, above a horizontal line or in
the direction of the arrow, Fig. 2. The
angle made by the forward inclination
of the tool will be called the clearance.
That to the side, the side rake., and the
=^'=
angle made by the surface 5, Fig. 2,
with the horizontal plane, the top rake.
The strength of the cutting edge is determined by the angles
of rake and of clearance. The keenness of the tool, though depend-
ent to some degree upon the amount of clearance and side rake, is
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much more dependent upon the ano;le of the top face. In a tool
havinf^ twenty or twenty-five degrees of top rake, the chip will come
off almost straight and the thickness very nearly the amount of the
forward feed ; but with no top rake, the chip will be very much
thicker than in the first case, and will be ragged and broken up.
This thickening and bending requires an expenditure of driving
power diminishing the depth of cut the lathe is capable of driving.
The diameter of the curl of the chip, depends upon the amount of
top rake, the greater the rake the greater the coils of the chip, and
therefore the less the amount of power expended in bending and
thickening the chip. But if the cutting edge is thin it dulls sooner
than when it is thick, so that what is gained in large angles of top
rake is to some extent lost in the tool soon becoming dull.
In the tables the first column shows the number of the experi-
ment, the second the average compression as taken from the dia-
gram, the third the pressure in pounds on the axis of the spring as
calculated from the average compression, the fourth the force at the
center of the cut, i. e., the product of the pressure on the axis of
the sjf-ing into the length of the driver arm divided by the distance
from the center of the piece operated upon to the center of the cut,
(the last given in column eight). The depth sheared given in col-
umn six depends upon the obliquity of the cutting edge of the tool,
and the depth of cut, column seven, shows the depth sheared per
pound of force at the center of the cut. Columns nine, ten, and
twelve give respectively the side rake, the top rake, and the clear-
ance as already explained. The eleventh col-
umn shows the angle obliquity of the cutting
edge, oc. See Fig. 3.
The tools compared were all of the class
known as the diamond point or front tool.
The angles of top rake range from zero to
twenty degrees. The side rake from twenty-
five degrees to ten degrees. The table shows
that between the first and last tools compared there was a difference
of over one and one third times the smaller value, or 134.4 per cent.
With tools having twenty-five degrees side rake, the average increase
in cutting value for each five degrees of top rake was 18.73 per cent.
With twenty degrees side rake the increase was 23.8 per cent, and
with ten degrees the increase was 38.63 per cent. For all the exper-
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Fig. 1.
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inients without regard to side rake, the average increase in cutting
value for each five degrees of top rake was 21.G per cent.
Table 1.
—
Data of Tests of Lathe Tools.
1
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MANUFACTURE OF VITRIFIED SEWER PIPE.
By Wm. C. Klingelhoefee, '92, Scuool of Civiij Engineebing.
The process herein described is that used by the well known
firm o£ Evens & Howard, St. Lonis, Mo., to whom the writer is in-
debted for information kindly furnished. Their mine and factories
are located at Howard Station, on the Missouri Pacific, and St. Louis
& San Francisco railroads. The sizes manufactured by them vary
from 8 to 24 inches in diameter, and the capacity of their works is
100 tons of pipe per day, which is equivalent to a mile of 10-inch
pipe, a half mile of 15-inch pipe, or one fifth of a mile of 24-inch
pipe-
The ingredients of the clay from which the pipe is made are as
follows :
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sists of a horizontal rotary disk, or pan, in which roll two heavy
wheels. The disk is of east iron and is 9 feet in diameter ; that por-
tion upon which the wheels grind is solid, while the portion from
the wheels outward is perforated, so as to allow the finely ground
material to drop through. The disk is fixed to a vertical shaft, which
carries at its upper end a mitre wheel, which latter gears with a sim-
ilar wheel on the main shaft. The wheels are of cast iron, with
hard cast-iron tires which can be replaced Avhen worn out, are 4 feet
in diameter, and weigh 0,000 pounds each. They are mounted on
a horizontal axle, which is free to slide between vertical guides, are
placed four feet apart and rotate by contact with the horizontal disk.
Into this dry mill the fire clay and grog are thrown and ground.
The material on leaving the wheels is thrown outward by the rota-
tion of the disk, the fine material falls through the holes in the disk
and the coarser particles are again brought under the wheels by two
scrapers at opposite parts of the pan. The finely ground material is
carried over a set of screens ; that which passes the screens goes to
the bin, while the coarser particles again return to the dry mill.
The wet mill differs from the dry mill in that in the former the
disk is not perforated and the wheels weigh 3,500 pounds each in-
stead of 6,000 pounds. Otherwise the two are alike.
From the bin the dust is allowed to run into the wet mill where
it is mixed with water and re-ground until it forms a paste. Then
the surface soil is added, and the whole wetted and ground until it
forms a stiff mud, when it is delivered, by means of a scoop, into the
elevator which conveys it to the press.
The press consists of a steam cylinder and piston, a mud cylin-
der and piston, the bell, the die, and the bell or socket former. The
steam piston is 40 inches in diameter and is connected to the 20-inch
mud piston by means of three rods. When the steam pressure is 90
pounds per square inch the pressure exerted by the mud piston is
300 pounds per square inch.
The mud cylinder is vertically underneath the steam cylinder,
and has attached to its lower end the die. This die is of cast iron
Its lower end shapes the outside of the bell, or socket, of the pipe.
Above the socket former the die is a right cylinder for two or three
inches. This part shapes the body, or straight portion, of the pipe.
Above this the die is divergent or convergent, as the pipe is smaller
or larger than the mud cylinder. The bell also is of cast iron, two
or three inches of its lower end being a cylinder of a diameter equal
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Bell and Bie
for largerpipe.
to the inside diameter of pipe. Above this part the bell is made
tapering to connect it with a heavy rod which passes through the
mud piston and is fastened to the steam cylinder. The bell hangs
in the center of the mud cylinder and die, with its bottom flush with
the bottom of the cylindrical part of the die. Inside the die, and
even with the bottom of the beil, is a knife which travels in a circle
and cuts the pipe to the desired length.
The socket former is a cast-iron disk with holes perforated in its
surface, and is equal in diameter to the inside diameter of pipe socket.
It is fastened to the top of a vertical rod, and is held in place by
means of hooks on the lower part of the die.
When the mud and steam pistons are at their upper limit, the
socket former is put in place and the mud cylinder filled with mud,
steam is admitted and the mud is forced by the mud piston and con-
ical bell into the die. When the mud oozes through the holes of the
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socket former the socket of tlie pipe is finished. Then the socket
former is released and it descends, and the straight part, or body, of
the pipe is formed as the mud is forced out of the mud cylinder be-
tween the die and the bell. When of proper length the pipe is cut
off by the knife.
All sizes of pipe can be made in the same press by changing the
hell, the die, and the socket former. Curved pipe are molded by
moving the bell slightly to one side, allowing the clay to be forced
out faster on one side than on the other.
Junctions are deftly made by hand. A hole is cut in the side of
the larger pipe by a knife, the smaller pipe is trimmed or mitred to
fit it at the proper angle, and the joint is plastered up with clay.
This is done while the pipes are green, and no pattern is used or
measurements taken.
The pipe is next conveyed to a room heated by steam pipes,
where it is set on spigot end to dry, remaining from 3 to 15 days,
according to the weather.
When the pipes are perfectly dry they are stacked up in the
kiln, spigot end downward, the small ones inside the larger ones.
The bottom layer of pipe is set on extra rings provided for the pur-
pose; otherwise they would be damaged by cracking. The kiln is
essentially the same as the down-draft kiln used in burning farm
tile, but the heat used is considerably greater. After the kiln is filled
with pipe all doors are closed and the contents gradually heated, coal
being used for fuel.
The time of burning depends upon the size of the kiln, kind of
clay, etc., but usually is about five days. The temperature of the
kiln and the progress of the burning are determined by means of
small clay test pieces placed within reach in the kiln. When the
pipes have nearly reached the point of vitrification, the heat is raised
to between 1,400 and 2,500° F, and a shovelful of common salt is
thrown in on the fire. This is repeated three or four times in an
hour. The salt is volatilized in the presence of moisture, hydrochloric
acid is disengaged, and the sodium unites with the silicon of the clay,
forming with the silicate of alumina a fusible double alkaline silicate
or glaze on the pipe. This glaze is a union penetrating the surface
and forming part of the pipe instead of being a mere skin. For per-
fect glazing it is necessary that the salt be used when the tempera-
ture of the kiln corresponds to the temperature both of the fusion of
the pipe and of the fusible condition of the glaze. Such glazing
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renders the pipe non-absorbent and impervious and gives it a smooth,
slippery surface. A barrel or less of salt is used for a 20-foot kiln,
15 feet high. Sometimes a single dose of salt is used, much less
than the preceding. Sweepings from packing houses are utilized.
This finished, the fires are banked, and the annealing process is
effected by allowing the kiln to cool down slowly, requiring from
four to five days.
In drying and burning, the various sizes of pipe shrink about 10
per cent, in length and 10 per cent, in diameter, so that each pipe is
molded five forty-eighths of an inch larger per inch of diameter than
its desired diameter.
In burning, under-vitrification is better than over. When over-
burned, blisters show on the surface, the material expanding and
appearing in layers and the pipe becoming rotten. If underburned,
the pipe has the appearance of clay.
The following table is given as representing the usual list prices
of manufacturers. Variations in price are made by changes in the
discount. While these discounts fluctuate with the demand, etc.,
they are usually as much as 75 or 80 per cent, on pipes not over 12
inches in diameter, 70 per cent, on 18-inch, and 60 per cent, on 24-
inch pipes, when bought in car lots, 12-inch pipes cost, then, about
15 cents, 18-inch 45 cents, and 24-inch $1.00,
List Price of Vitrified, Salt-Glazed Sewer Pipe.
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ITEMS OF CONSTRUCTION FROM THE WORLD'S FAIR.
}!y F. W. Clahk. "91. School of Akciiitfx'ture.
Oil the 12tli of October, 1892, the magnificent buildings of the
World's Columbian Exposition will be formally dedicated. The
almost niiigical erection of these stately palaces, already so nearly
completed in Jackson Park, Chicago, is in a great measure typical of
the development of the new world in the last four centuries. Imagine
nearly one-third of the land area of a park of 685 acres, covered by
buildings which surpass in size and rival in architectural grandeur,
excellence of disposition, and perfect adaption to the uses for which
they are designed, all buildings ever constructed for similar pur-
poses. The stupendous scope 'and magnitude of this enterprise is
understood by few and only a thorough study of all the departmental
functions of the Exposition Company could ever give one an adequate
idea of it. As I have said, however, the buildings serve as an index
of the extent and intent of the whole enterprise. When we consider
that just one year ago, where now stand the triumphs of the skill
and ability of our American architects, there w^as then a dismal
swamp, and that the preliminary dredging that was found necessary,
had scarcely been begun, we see that the Construction Department
of the World's Columbian Exposition has accomplished wonders.
Since that time 1.000,000 cubic yards of earth have been removed,
foundations for a dozen of the more important buildings have been
laid, and the superstructures of most of them so far advanced as to
be clearly expressive of their final appearance.
Summary of the Eleven Main Buildings.
NAJIE.
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The problem the Construction Department had to solve, was to
erect these great buildings with a minimum amount o£ time, labor
and material, and 3^et obtain a maximum efficiency in strength and
rigidity. To accomplish this, as all of the buildings but one are of
a temporary nature, somewhat different methods have been used
than are ordinarily employed on buildings of a more permanent
character and of less magnitude. In stating these methods I shall
omit all dimensions, for these are dependent upon conditions peculiar
to each building and impossible to generalize. The foundations in
use are of three kinds, designed to meet the special requirements of
the superstructures imposed upon them and the nature of the soil
upon which they rest. As will be remembered the major part of
Jackson Park was swampy and therefore there is a large area of made
ground on which buildings are erected. It is easily understood that
in such parts the necessity for pile foundations occurred. One-half
of the Agricultural Building is on piles, and they also are used where
exceptionally heavy loads occur, as under the dome of the Adminis-
tration Building and the heavy trusses of Machinery Hall. The
ordinary methods for pile foundations prevail, and the sills and
girders on which the superstructure rests are secured to the piles
wherever necessary, with bolts and plates. Brick foundations occur
in but one case, the Art Building, in which brick walls are used with
continuous concrete footings. The other, and by far the most uni-
versal foundation employed, is that of wooden piers and timber foot-
ings. These footings are sunk at least four feet into the ground,
the depth and form varying according to the exigencies of the case,
and they consist in the main of a post or a combination of posts ex-
tending into the ground and securely fastened by a wooden or special
iron shoe to a short timber, generally of the same section, and a
length determined by calculation. The latter rests horizontally upon
other timbers slightly longer, which in turn are similarly placed as
regards others below them. The final tier, generally the third or
fourth, rests upon 3-inch planking carefully leveled upon the earth
beneath. The Architectural treatment of the majority of the build-
ings places pavilions at each of the four corners and a dominating
entrance at the center, which makes it necessary to have stronger
supports at corners and centers. In fact for each building there
are probably fifteen or twenty styles of footings. Sketches taken
from the Machinery Hall drawings will illustrate the style and
7
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practical development of footings for different cases far better than
description. No. 1 represents a typical foundation for floor support
only. No. 2 gives an exterior wall truss post foundation. No. 3, a
foundation for the outer foot of one of the great arches of the nave.
No. 4, a further development where the two arches meet. No. 5, a
still further modification to accommodate the three arches which
meet in forming the central dome of the building. On all of these
sketches points marked X will be noticed which provide footings for
subordinate posts supporting the small arches running longitudinally,
and of the same form as those that span from No. 2 to No. 3.
In the construction of the wall is to be found the peculiar and
distinctive feature of the method adopted. In covering such large
areas, an immense amount of material would be used, if some means
of economy were not devised. The walls consist of trussed posts,
intermediate studding, and the external and internal covering,
but the extensive and almost universal application of diagonal
sheathing and bracing constitutes the essential difference between
this temjiorary construction and the more permanent one which
would ordinarily be used.
The trussed columns and piers are of all shapes and consist of
posts at the salient and re-entrant angles, tied and bridged securely
on the interior, both horizontally and diagonally, and sheathed on
the outside with diagonal sheathing of ^-inch stuff, laid in alternating
directions on each side of the pier. Sometimes solid sheathing is
used, but oftener spaces are left between the boards. This forms a
very stiff column, but one of great lightness. The walls are built of
double sets of single studding, the dimensions of which as also the
distance between centers are determined by special calculations.
Where a double line of studding occurs the outer is securely tied to
the inner and rests upon the same wall plate system. At required
intervals over the sheathing are nailed furring strips, blocks and
lookouts, with a variety of braces and devices where projections are
great and the possibilities for supports are limited. The former
serve as grounds for lath and staff covering, while the latter provide
a basis or form for the various embellishments which denote the
architecture of the building and give it its aesthetic value, such as
cornices, mouldings, panels, etc. Staff, the covering for all external
surfaces and for open colonnades and loggias, is a material formed
of a mixture of plaster paris, burlap and cement. On large, unbroken
surfaces, it is applied to the lath while wet, and is in reality a kind
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o£ weather proof plaster. On smaller surfaces, mouldings, cornices.
bas reliefs, figured panels, etc., the staff is jireviously formed in gela-
tine moulds, and when dry is attached to the forms before mentioned,
by nails or wire fastenings. The staff can be finished as marble and
this will be done in several of the buildings. For columns, cylindri-
cal staff shells are fastened in sections upon the wood framing.
Interior surfaces are lathed and plastered, except in obscure or in-
visible places, where sheathing is substituted. Three kinds of lath-
ing are used; expanded metal, ordinary lath, and Byrkitt's sheathing
in which dove-tail grooves run the length of the 4-inch boards. The
Art Building is sheathed with the latter kind, the plaster keying
securely in the dove-tail.
In dome construction, radiating trusses are used and if the dome
is large there is an interior and exterior dome. The exterior one is
considerably stilted and has windows in the drum, while the in-
terior one has a circular opening left at the top, to admit the light.
All large domes are covered with prepared canvass stretched over
^-inch sheathing. Smaller domes and cupolas are roofed with staff
or galvanized iron. Towers are used on only two buildings, machin-
ery hall and the electrical palace. In such construction a series of
continuous timbers are run the whole height of the tower and tied
k)gether at intervals with heavy timbers, thus dividing the entire
area into comparatively small rectangles. Each of these is bridged
and made rigid by diagonal struts resting upon wooden shoes notched
into the vertical posts. The whole is then sheathed diagonally in-
side and out, and when necessary the construction is further unified
by iron rods, plates, etc. Spaces over openings are treated as lat-
ticed girders.
There are many other special points which must be seen to be
appreciated, and which mere description necessarily brief and with-
out illustrations, would only make more obscure.
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HORSE POWER TEST OP AN ELECTRIC MOTOR.
By H. M. Lyman, '87, School, op Meohanioal Enqineeeing.
The following table gives the results of a test made on a 15-HP,
motor built to operate at 220 volts potential and installed at Canton,
Ohio. The Prony brake method was used, and had to be applied
while the motor was being used for manufacturing purposes, neces-
sitating the placing of the brake on a counter-shaft driven by the
armature pulley. The brake consisted of a lever about eight feet
long placed over the pulley, with a piece of belting bearing hard
wood blocks, running from one end around the pulley and up to a
screw used for tightening. Fig. 1 shows the brake in position. The
lever was held in equilibrium by a spring balance attached to the
floor. A small stream of water was kept constantly running on to
the lever and blocks to prevent heating and sticking to the iron
wheel.
Fig. 1.
The dimensions were as follows: Length of arm to center of
wheel, 7.017 feet; diameter of wheel, 1.51 feet; radius of wheel, 0.756
feet; circumference of wheel, 4.75 feet; ratio of brake arm to radius
of wheel, 9.328.
The values and significations of the letters in the formulas be-
low are given in the table on page 95.
Electrical HP., c=^ ; e=Q.d28(l; h=4.15g ', mechanical HP.,
he ni • 7 ^"
^=33000' '^^^'^^y^ ^=-
Since the power consumed in the shafting, belting, etc., had to
be accounted for to get an efficiency test, we had to compute it, as no
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dynamometer was at hand by which it could be measured, so we took
readint^ No. 1 (see table page 95), which gives 2.976 as the electrical
HP. consumed in shafting. The mechanical HP. could not be meas-
ured, but was arrived at by aid o£ readings Nos. 2 and 2a. Reading
No. 2 giving 8.686 electrical HP. for shafting and 4.229 HP. for the
brake; hence the difference between 8.686 and 2.976 gives 5.710 elec-
trical HP. required to give 4.229 brake HP. From these two results
we find the efficiency to be 74.07 per cent. Substituting this value
for the efficiency in test No. 1 we get 2.204 as the mechanical HP.
consumed in the shafting, belts, etc., as no machines were running
at any time while readings were being taken. This result was de-
termined several times, and is, I believe, reasonably accurate, but is
liable to slight error since a motor running at 10 amperes has not the
same efficiency as when running at 30 amperes. It is assumed, how-
ever, to be constant throughout the test, and is substituted for the
power consumed in the shafting in all the experiments, though it is
probably a little low for those of a larger HP., as the shaft, etc.,
would consume more in friction when the brake was on heavily than
when on lightly. In taking a reading the brake was applied and the
brushes set at the same time, and when the neutral point was settled
the volts and amperes were read.
The table on page 95 gives the data and results of the several
tests.
The test shows that this motor is not a very good one inasmuch
as only three fourths of the power taken was accounted for in useful
work, while in a good motor ninety per cent, should be accounted
for. The motor brushes required a swing of about one inch on the
commutator for a change of current between 10 and 60 amperes,
and even then sparked badly all the time. Beside it are running
Edison 8| K. W. motors with changes of load from 2 to 8 HP. with-
out any shifting of the brushes and without a perceptible spark.
The motor is of the common over-type pattern with bearings
coming up from the yoke. The yoke and cores of the magnets are
of cast iron. It was made by an amateur "electrical engineer" who
claimed great things, both electrically and mechanically.
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too laroe for these being folded and pasted on one side only. This
makes it necessary to procure duplicate copies of pul)lications which
print illustrations on both sides of a sheet. The card adopted in
this case is 8-ply mounting board, 11x14 inches, and the paste is
ordinary flour paste with the addition of alum and a little essence of
cloves to prevent souring. For mounting photographs the addition
of liquid glue will be found to facilitate matters.
The plates are arranged in portfolios, which are set on end in a
case pigeon-holed to receive them. All illustrations are classified as
historical or modern American. To each of the historical styles is
assigned a capital letter and to each sub-style a lower case letter.
Subdivisions of the sub-styles are indicated by figures. Each card
is then stamped with the letters and figure of the style, sub-style and
class to which it belongs If the number of illustrations of any one
style is not enough to make subdividing necessary the letter of the
style is stamped upon each card and that of the sub-style may be
added at any future time when additions to the collection make it
necessary.
By referring to the following outline it will be seen that V
stands for Gothic. Va for French Gothic, and Va3 for French Gothic
residences. All plates of French Gothic residences are therefore
stamped Va3 and placed in a portfolio which is stamped Va3 on the
back, or which has on the edge of the shelf below it a card stamped
Va3. It will facilitate expanding and revising the collection if these
cards are simply slipped into tin clips instead of being tacked or
pasted to the shelf.
When there are not sufficient cards in one style to fill a port-
folio there is no objection fo grouping several together if each card
is properly stamped and the same stamp also appears on the edge of
the shelf below the portfolio.
The classification of the modern American illustrations differs
from the above only in the use of capitals for both main divisions
and subdivisions, but a different color stamping ink is used to pre-
vent any possibility of confusion. This system has proved to be
admirably adapted for the purpose, but would not be applicable in
all its divisions to any collection other than the one for which it is
now used, though the general scheme and the main divisions will
serve as an excellent basis for subdivisions which will suit any col-
lection. An index sheet containing the system of classification
should always be near at hand to facilitate reference.
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The University of Illinois collection now numbers about 8,000
cards and about 2,000 more will be added during the coming summer.
Classification of Historical Illustrations.
A. * Kgyptian.
B. Assyrian.
C. Persian.
I). Sassanian.
K. Phoenician.
F. Jewish.
G. Pehvsgian, Greek.
H. Pelasgian, Asia Minor.
I. Etruscan.
J. Chinese.
K. Japanese.
li. Indian.
M. Mexican.
N. Peruvian.
O. Pueblo, etc.
1
P. Grecian <
8.
9.
10.
11.
Principal Mt)nnnients of AtliPiis.
Views of Atlu'iis.
Otlicr Triucipal Momimonts.
Lesser Monuments.
Doric Order.
Ionic Order.
Corinthian Order.
Scale Details.
Architectural Details.
Industrial Art.
Color Decoration.
Q. Roman
Principal Monuments of Rome,
Other Principal Monuments.
Lesser Monuments.
Orders.
Scale Details.
Roman Views.
Architectxu'al Details.
Color Decoration.
Industrial Art.
R. Early Christian.
S. Byzantine
Color Decoration.
Armenian.
Servian.
Russian.
T. Mohammedan
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
I f.
Spanish.
Turkish.
North Africa.
Egyptian.
Persian.
Indian.
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U. Romanesque •
r+oii..., * 1- I'lincipal Monuments.a. Italian
-^ ., i^^.^^,.,. Monunu'iits.
( 1. Principal Monuments.
b. Froncli-(2. Lesser MonunKMits.
I 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. Stone Ueta ils.
( 1. English,
e. British •< 2. Scotch.
{ 3. Irish.
r\ Pnvmn.i * 1- Pi'incipal Moiiumeiits.d. Geiman
-^
.,_ Lesser Monuments.
e. Scandinavian.
f. Spanish.
g. Portuguese.
( 1. Color Decoration.
'',. Relief Decoration.
a. French
Gothic {
1. Principal Cathedrals.
3. Lesser Churches.
3. Residences.
4. Public Buildings.
.5. Details, etc.
b. Netherlands.
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a. Italian
W. Renaissance
r 1.
2
3'.
4.
8.
b. Spanish.
c. Portuguese.
Color Decoration.
Architectural Details.
Public Buildings.
Principal Churches.
Lesser Churches.
Principal Palaces.
Lesser Palaces.
Sculpture.
Tombs, etc.
cl. French <!
English.
f 1. Principal Palaces and Chateaux.
I
2. Lesser Chateaux.
Houses.
Churches.
Archiicciiu'al Details.
Coldi' Di'i'dration.
Public IJuildiugs.
1. Elisabethan.
2. Later.
3. Scotch.
3.
4.
5.
0.
L 7.
f. German
1.
I »i.
Color Decoration.
Public Buildings.
Palaces.
Residences.
Churches.
Architectural Details.
s. Netherlands.
Danish.
Swedish.
Mexican.
k. The Orders
1. Miscellaneous Details.
2. Tuscan.
3. Doric.
4. Composite.
1 5. Ionic.
(^ (3. Corinthian.
m. Metal Work.
Old Colonial
1. Public Buildings.
2. Houses.
3. Churches.
4. Church Details,
.f). House Details.
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X. Modern ^
a.
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D. Exposition Buildings j ^^- World's Exposition.
E. Transportation Buildings) A. E^^wiBuiMhg.
F. Storage Buildings
-j
^- SSge."'''''
G. Manufactories
j A.
( B. IiisaiK
H. Hospitals - Medical.
I. Asylums A. Homes, etc.
Prisons and Jails.
K. Reformatories.
li. Buildings for Refreshment and Recreation.
M. Music and Drama ^ I}.
I C.
Music Halls.
Opera Houses.
Theatres.
O, Non-Christian Churches.
(A.
I
B.
C.
Christian Churches ' 1).
E.
F.
G.
Cathedrals.
N. Y. Cathedral Competition.
Large Stone Churches.
Small Stone Churches.
Brick Churches.
Wooden Churches.
Interiors and Details.
Q. Cemetery Buildings and Monuments
A. Public Schools.
B. High Schools.
C. Aciuleniies.
D. TccliiiiiMl Schools.
E. Ndiinal vSchools.
F. Pi-()f('ssi(inal Schools.
G. Coilcgr Ituildidgs.
^H. University JJuildings.
R. Educational
(A. Cemetery Buildings.
B. Cemetery Chapels.
C. Tombs.
D. Personal Memorials.
E. War Memorials.
F. National Monuments.
G. Other Monuments.
H. Equestrian Monuments.
I. Fountains.
J. Pedestrian Monuments.
K. Tombs.
L. Sculpture.
(A.
Museums and Libraries
-( B.
I C.
Museums.
Small Libraries.
Large Libraries.
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T. Residences
( 1. Wooden.
A. CotUigc^s
-^
:.'. Mixed.
( 3. Masonry.
( 1. Wooden.
15. Country •< 2. Mixed.
( 3. Masonry.
F.
UJ.
C. Suburban
1. Wooden.
3. Mixed.
3. Masonry.
D. City
Snuill.
Double.
Hloeks.
Medium.
Mansions.
E. House Interiors Photographs.Drawings.
Details.
Apartment Houses.
A. Club Houses.
U. Clubs and Societies^ B. Society Buildings.
C. Y. M. C. A. Buildings.
( A. Modern.
V. Hotels^ B. Mixed.
( C. Masonry.
A. Gate Lodges.
X.
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RA.TES OF MAXIMUM RAINFALL.
By Abthub N. Talbot, Pbofessoe of Municipal Engineebing.
The maximum rate of rainfall for any locality is an important
element in the determination of the size of storm-water sewers.
The total precipitation during a storm is of comparatively little
value for such purposes, but the intensity or rate per second or per
hour during the period of time necessary to charge the sewer for its
entire length is a chief consideration. It is the object of the writer
to present the available data of rainfall and to show what maximum
rates of rainfall may be expected.
For the purpose of determining the probable maximum rate of
precipitation for any given number of minutes, the records of rain-
fall are extremely meager. The ordinary records of storms as re-
ported by the Weather Bureau and by private observers generally
give only the total precipitation for the whole storm, with possibly
the duration of the storm. Since many of the larger storms extend
over several hours, and since the intensity of the storm is very un-
evenly distributed, the total precipitation will bear no relation to the
maximum rate. A storm giving 6 inches of rain in 10 hours may give
3 inches in 1 hour and possibly 2 inches in 20 minutes, or at the rate
of 6 inches per hour. There are numerous records of daily, monthly
and yearly rainfall extending back nearly a century. However valuable
these may be for many purposes, they are useless in the application to
the design of sewers. Long continued drizzling rains may make-up a
large annual rainfall in some climates, while short, heavy rains are
common in some localities having a small annual rainfall. The
so-called cloud-bursts occur frequently in districts having a small
annual rainfall. Even where the amount falling in a short period of
time is given, the result is frequently untrustworthy, since the time
may not have been accurately judged.
What is needed, then, is an accurate record of the time and
amount of rainfall throughout the storm. Such a record is obtained
by the self-registering rain gauges, in which the amount of rainfall is
automatically recorded on a sheet moved by clock work in such a way
.that the time of rainfall is also accurately shown. Such gauges
have been in use for several years in a few cities, and in 1888 the
United States Weather Bureau placed them in the principal cities of
the country. It may be expected that these records will in time
give valuable data for determining probable rates of rainfall.
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The data herewith presented have been selected from the records
given in the Weather Bevieiv of the United States Weather Bureau
and from other records furnished the writer by the Weather Bureau,
and also from the records of cities and private observers. It is
divided into two parts:
1. General records of heavy storms from all stations reporting
in the states considered.
2. Records of individual cities.
The reports of these storms are shown on the diagrams. The
ordinates represent the rate of rainfall in inches per hour, and the
abscissas the duration of this rate of rainfall in hours and minutes;
thus if 2 inches fell in 30 minutes, the rate of 4 inches per hour
would be platted on the 30-minute line. Notice that the rate of
rainfall per hour is given and not the total precipitation. If the
latter is wanted, the rate may be multiplied by the time.
By a study of these diagrams, two curves were deduced, one ex-
pressing the rate of rainfall which is rarely exceeded in either of
these sections of the United States, and the other expressing the rate
of frequent occurrence. The equation of rare rainfall is
</= 1^ ' where i/ is the rate of rainfall in inches per hour for the
time X expressed in hours. This is indicated in the diagram by the
upper curve. The equation of ordinary maximum is
!/— . , where // is the rate of rainfall in inches per hour for the
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time X expressed in hours, or !/=~^pr^, where x is the time in min-
utes. It is shown by the lower curve on the diagrams. These two
curves give the following rates of rainfall, respectively: 10 minutes,
9.0 inches and 4.2 inches; 20 minutes, 7.2 inches and 3.0 inches; 30
minutes, CO inches and 2.33 inches; 45 minutes, 4.8 inches and
1.75 inches; 60 minutes, 4.0 inches and 1.4 inches.
1. General Records. These are grouped together as New Eng-
land and North Atlantic States, South Atlantic States, Gulf States,
and North Central States, and contain all the available data of heavy
storms in these states, the smaller reports being omitted from the
diagrams. In the diagram for the North Central States, records
from only the following states are shown: Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Missouri, Kansas, and Iowa. As few of these records are from self-
recording gauges, the duration of the storm is somewhat indefinite.
There is a tendency to make the time an even 30 minutes, 60 niin-
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utes, etc. Generally, only one record is given for each storm. As
comparatively few short periods are given, and as the heavy hour
rains probably would show high 5-niinute and 10-minute records, the
frequency of heavy precipitation for a short period is not fairly
shown by the diagram. While many of the records may be con-
sidered uncertain, yet it is probable that very many high precipita-
tions for short periods in these same storms are unrecorded.
These diagrams represent reports from 499 stations, for periods
varying from 1 year to 50 years. It is unfortunate that the in-
definiteness of the reports will not permit the determination of the
total number of years covered by these diagrams. Many of the rec-
ords are discontinuous, reporting only occasionally and omitting
many whole years. While it is liable to considerable error, the fol-
lowing represents the number of years' observations platted as nearly
as can be judged: New England and North Atlantic, 500 years;
South Atlantic, 640 years; Gulf, 1,200 years; North Central, 1,000
years. In other words these periods represent the time a station in
each of the sections named would secure such a diagram.
The carve of rare rainfall is exceeded as follows: New Eng-
land and North Atlantic, 6 times; South Atlantic, 6 times; Gulf, 12
times; North Central, 11 times; or, if the range of observation may
be trusted, once in 83, 107, 100 and 91 years, respectively. These can
not, however, be taken as proving that such rainfalls are more fre-
quent in any one section than in another. It is the writer's belief,
moreover, that such rainfalls are of more frequent occurrence than
this would indicate.
The curve of ordinary maximum is reached or exceeded as fol-
lows: New England and North Atlantic, 140 times; South Atlantic,
210 times; Gulf, 315 times; North Central, 270 times; or, once in
3.6, 3.1, 3.8, and 3.7 years, respectively. While the record indicates
that the curve is reached at only the point where time is reported, it
is probable that the curve is at least touched at many shorter periods
during the same storm.
2. Records of Individual Cities. Most of these records, as
shown by the titles, are from self-registering rain gauges, so that not
only is the time of precipitation accurately determined, but the rates
for different portions of the same storm may be given. For many
of the storms two to three reports for times varying from 5 minutes
to 1 hour are given, so that the number of storms reported is much
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less than the number of points phitted on the diagrams. While the
number of years the diagrams cover is small, the results are i)rob-
ably fairly representative of ordinary rainfalls.
The records for New York City are those furnished by the
Director of the Central Park Meteorological Observatory for the
years 1SG9-1887 and those by the Weather Bureau for 1888-1891.
In the 23 years, 12 storms reached the curve of ordinary maximum
rate of rainfall, y—^rr^-, while 3 of these gave considerably higher
results.
The records for Boston, Mass., are taken from the report of
Desmond Fitz Gerald in Trans. Am. Soc. C. E., Vol. 21, for the years
1879-1888, and from the Weather Bureau records for 1889-1891. It
covers a period of 13 years. 5 storms reached the curve of ordi-
nary maximum, and no storm seriously passed it.
The records for Washington, D. C, are from the reports of the
Smithsonian Institution and the Weather Bureau for the years 1871-
1891. In these 21 years, storms reaching the curve of ordinary
maximum rate of rainfall occurred 9 times, and only 2 storms ex-
ceeded it to any extent.
The records for Chicago, 111., are from the reports of the
Weather Bureau for the years 1889-1891. In these three years,
storms reaching the curve of ordinary maximum rate of rainfall oc-
curred twice. In addition to these, several storms occurring between
1875 and 1888 and measured by ordinary gauges are shown by crosses
inclosed in circles. However, these are not reliable indications of
the rainfall for short periods.
The records for Indianapolis, Ind., and Cairo, 111., are not from
self-recording rain gauges, and hence are not trustworthy. Indian-
apolis covers the years 1871-1891, and Cairo 1871-1888.
The records for St. Louis, Mo., are from" the reports of the
Weather Bureau for the years 1889-1891. In these three years, two
storms nearly reached the curve of ordinary maximum rate of rain-
fall and none exceeded it. Additional heavy storms, occurring be-
tween 1843 and 1848, but not from self-recordingjgauges, are shown
by the crosses inclosed in circles. A rainfall of 5.05 inches in 15
minutes, or at the rate of 20.20 per hour, has been widely quoted as
occurring August 15, 1848. The Weather Review in different places
records the time of this precipitation as 15 minutes, 1 hour, and 1
hour and 15 minutes. Since the 'plate was made. Prof. Mark^W.
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Harrington, Chief of Weather Bureau, informs the writer that 1
hour and 15 minutes is the correct time. 4.04 should then appear
above 1 hour and 15 minutes.
The records for Leavenworth, Kan., are a mixture of two sta-
tions, and it is not known what dependence can be placed upon theiu.
In summarizing the data of the 71 years of rainfall from
self-recordiug gauges shown on these diagrams, it may be noted that
the curve of rare rainfall has not been reached in a single instance,
and that the curve of ordinary maximum rate of rainfall for periods
less than 40 minutes has not been exceeded to any marked degree
but once. It is further probable that in each of these cities storms
giving rates of rainfall for any length of storm up to 40 minutes
will reach the values given by the curve, y=-q|7|^, a-t least as fre-
quently as two or three times in ten years, though not necessarily
during the same storm.
The uniformity of the maximum rate of precipitation in differ-
ent parts of the United States as indicated by the data presented is
quite contrary to the generally accepted opinion. Nor does there
seem to be any relation between the value of these maximum rates
and the total annual rainfall, as has sometimes been stated. How-
ever, even if the curve of maximum rate of precipitation is nearly
the same, the frequency with which it is reached may vary consider-
ably with the climate, and more complete data would be necessary to
show what this variation is. The most prominent variation would
seem to be in the total rainfall in a single storm, but rainfalls of 9
to 12 inches in 3 to 8 hours appear to be as common in Ohio and
Iowa as in Mississippi and Texas.
Determination of Storm Water Reaching Sewers. Space will not
permit much more than a mere reference to the relation of the maxi-
mum rate of rainfall to the quantity of storm water reaching any
part of a sewerage system at the same time. Gaugings of sewers
show that within the ordinary limit of sewerage districts the period
of flood flow is practically of the same length as the duration of the
maximum storm, and it is known that these heavy storms extend
over an area larger than the ordinary sewerage district. The pro-
portion of rainfall reaching the sewer at once depends upon the
character and condition of the surface of the district drained. Por-
tions well built up, covered with roofs and paved areas, with paved
streets and well-kept gutters, give a high percentage of storm water
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flow. Tnipervious soils, frozen ground, and steep side slopes give
large amounts; while wooded and grassy areas and flat, open soils
give a comparatively small amount of storm water. It is difficult to
formulate what this proportion will be, but for cities it will range
from nearly 1 for roofs of buildings alone down to .50 for closely
built up, paved, and sewered districts. Suburban districts, paved and
sewered, will give .40 of the rainfall, while districts sewered but not
paved may run as low as .25.
Of the attempts to state the storm water flow in mathematical
language, the Burkli-Ziegler and McMath's formulas are probably
best known and most widely used. They are
Cubic feet per second per acre=fr {-^)' - - (Burkli-Ziegler),
Ciihic feet per second per acre=f r {-j-)^ - ~ - (McMath),
where S is the mean surface grade in feet in a thousand; A the drain-
age area in acres; r the rate of rainfall in inches per hour ''during
the period of greatest intensity of rain''; / a coefficient ranging
from .37 for rural districts and suburbs to .90 for cities, with .62 as
the mean value. Though / is called by Mr. McMath and others
"the proportion of rainfall that will reach the sewer," it is a mere
coefficient in the Burkli-Ziegler formula and would seem to be prop-
erly so in the other. An objection to these formulas is that while
the "period of greatest intensity" may be sufficiently definite where
storms have a uniform rate of precipitation throughout, in this
climate a definite period of rainfall must be stated, or an arbitrary
selection of r made, as in the case of St. Louis where 2.75 was de-
cided upon. These formulas take no account of the fact that long,
narrow districts will require a longer time for the storm water to
reach the outlet than a compact district of the same area, and hence
that the amount of storm water concentrating at the outlet will be
less.
The real rate of rainfall causing the maximum discharge from
a given district will be the rate which may be expected for a time
equal to that necessary for the storm water from the remotest part
of the drainage area to flow to and through the sewer to the point
under consideration. If this time can be determined, the rate may
be found from the equation of ordinary maximum rainfall and will
be the rate which will charge the sewers.
The number of inches of rainfall per hour differs from the
number of cubic feet per second falling on an acre by less than 1
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per cent., and hence one may be used in place of the other. Calling
/' the proportion of rainfall reaching the sewer during the maxi-
mum flow, / the length of sewer, v the average velocity in feet per
second in sewer, and h the time in seconds required for the water to
reach the sewer inlets, we have directly from the equation of ordi-
nary maximum rainfall a general form of equation for the rate of
rainfall reaching the sewer and hence of the storm water per acre
which may be expected in such a storm.
Sto7-)u icater in cubic feet per second j^er acre^=~ —
-
—
1-*+90'0
While this method of finding the discharge has been criticised
on account of the introduction of the element of time, it is at least
rational and allows a much safer use of the engineer's judgment and
experience, since his knowledge of its derivation will permit a more
satisfactory application of his acquired data. It is hoped that more
data on the proportion reaching the sewer will make this a satisfac-
tory form.
As a matter of interest it may be added that if the proportion
of length of sewer to area be 3—an average ratio—which gives
I
-^2)^0 s/ A , and if an average velocity of six feet per second be used,
300 seconds be taken as the time to reach the sewer inlet, and /' be
used as .50. the above formula would beconie for well built up dis-
tricts,
Storm icater in cubic feet per second per acre^—=
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COMPARATIVE TESTS OF BRICK.
Hy a. W. Gates, "9:i. and J. W. Page, '92, School of Civil Engineeking.
A series of tests of brick have recently been completed at the
University testing laboratory. The table below gives a sum-
mary of the results. The object of the tests was to determine the
relative qualities of brick in general use for pavements, buildings,
sidewalks, sewers, etc. The samples were from different makers in
Illinois, Missouri, and Indiana. Tho values given in the table are
the means for the several tests. The results given for modulus of
rupture do not differ materially from those found in former tests.
The values for crushing strength are higher than those usually found,
which is probably due to the fact that the surfaces were accurately
ground to planes on a rubbing bed, and also that the specimens
were crushed between self-adjusting parallel plates.
The tests for abrasion were made by revolving the specimens
for one hour in a foundry rattler, 2 feet long by 15 inches in diameter,
making 25 revolutions per minute, and containing 53 pounds of
foundry stars. The samples designated A. B. C. D..were intended to
be used for paving brick, E, F, G, for building brick, H, 1, J, for sewer
brick, but the last would not fulfill ordinary sewer specifications.
Summary of Results of Tests of Brick.
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DEEP PILE FOUNDATIONS IN CHICAGO.
By Gen. Wm. Sooy Smith, Consulting Civil Engineer, Chicago.
[In the preceding volume of The Technograph was an article
by General Smith, an able civil engineer who has large experience
with foundations for heavy buildings, on the building problem in
Chicago, in which a new plan for deep foundations was proposed.
In the following article General Smith gives an account of the
method now being emplo3'ed by himself in sinking one of these
foundations.
—
Editors. ]
The acceptance, by the Board of Directors who are now erecting
a building for the Chicago Public Library, of a design for deep foun-
dations for that structure, marks an era in the history of heavy
building construction in Chicago. It has for some time been evident
that the system of independent steel footings, spread or floated upon
the unstable clay which underlies the business district, is far from
satisfactory. At many points in the city small areas of the clay
surface have been tested by imposing loads to a maximum of three
tons per square foot. It has been found in this way that as the load
is increased, a proportional settlement takes place with all weights
under two to two and one-half tons per square foot, and that this
settlement apparently ceases in a short time. With rapid sinking
and with loads above two to two and one-half tons per square foot,
depending upon the location of the test, the ratio of settlement be-
comes greater with sometimes a well marked "point of failure," though
in every case, with the maximum load thus applied, a point has soon
been reached where the settlement apparently ceases. From infor-
mation obtained from these tests, it has been the custom among
architects to assume 3 000 pounds per square foot as the load to be
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safely l)onie, and to depend upon a careful calculation of dead and
live loads to insure an equal amount of settlement for each pier. An
inspection of the older buildings constructed upon this plan shows
that where the full load was imposed, there has been a constant sub-
sidence since the initial settlement, usually imperceptible except by
observation at long intervals, in one case as much as jg of an inch
per month. In many of our heavy buildings there is to be found
abundant evidence that this sinking has not taken })lace uniformly
over the area covered by the buildings.
These facts make it evident that the system of spread founda-
tions must be abandoned. At most points in the district to which
tall building construction has been confined, there is found at about
45 feet below city datum a very compact bed of clay containing con-
siderable shale gravel which overlies the bed rock,—the latter being
from 90 to 110 feet below city datum. The foundations of at least
three of our later buildings reach this lower clay bed by means of
piles sawed off and capped just below present water level. At the
Grand Central Passenger Station these piles sustain loads of 24 tons
each with no settlement to date. In driving test piles at the Schiller
Opera House it was found that when the point of a pile had entered
the hard clay, the succeeding blows produced but little effect. In one
case it required forty-two strokes of the steam hammer to produce one
inch of penetration. This lower clay bed, then, is practically as un-
yielding as the rock itself.
To secure a foundation in which there shall be no settlement, to
provide for the possibility of future deep drainage or disturbance of
the upper strata by excavations near the building, to I'ender possible
any change in distribution of loads which may become necessary or
desirable, and to utilize area to a depth greater than that reached by
ordinary footings, the following plan was devised, and the progress
of the work on the Public Library Building has demonstrated that a
perfectly satisfactory solution of the problem has been reached. For
this building trenches were excavated upon the lines of the various
walls, of a width to permit the necessary shoring and to include
three rows of piles to be driven three feet between centers. The
character of the upper clay stratum was shown by the fact that it
crowded through the smallest crack in the sheet piling almost as if
it were quicksand. The depth of excavation permitted sawing and
capping the piles at a point such that the highest level of timber
used in the grillage is fourteen feet below city datum, which is
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about lake level. From this grillage rabble masonry is carried up to
the neat masonry courses of the basement.
While the work was in progress, a test was made to determine
the bearing power of four of the piles as they had been driven in the
trench. The piles are of Norway pine. The driving was done with
a steam hammer weighing in all 8 300 pounds, the hammer alone
weighing 4 500 pounds, and delivering fifty-four blows per minute
with a stroke of 42 inches. The last 20 feet of driving was by
means of an oak follower. The penetration was about one inch for
six blows. The piles were driven 2 feet 6 inches between centers.
The bearing power of the piles was tested by constructing a
platform on top of four piles and loading it with pig iron. Levels
were carefully taken on each of the four piles. They stood
four days with a loading of 5.5 tons per pile, eight days with a load-
ing of 37.3 tons per pile, and ten days with a load of 50.6 tons per
pile, all without appreciable settlement—at most, not as great as one
hundredth of a foot. If 250 pounds per square inch be estimated for
point resistance, the average frictional resistance will be about 3.2
pounds per square inch of side surface of pile, or about 432 pounds
per square foot.
For an ordinary pile, 7 inches at top and 14 inches at butt,
driven 45 feet, the frictional resistance is 59 000 pounds, and
the point resistance 6 000 pounds; hence, the total earth resistance
is 65 000 pounds, with a factor of safety of 5 to 6. The resistance
of the pile, considered as a column, is 65 000 pounds, with a
factor of safety of 3 to 4. The minimum safe load, therefore, is 33
net tons.
This form of foundation commends itself from an economical
standpoint.
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A DEEP PILE FOUNDATION.
Hy C. .1. Mitchell, '91, Asst. Civil Enoineer I. C. R. R.
The new Illinois Central Railway Passenger Station and Office
Building at 12th street, Chicago, is 180 by 220 ft.; and consists of
the office portion 9 stories high, the tower 13 stories, and the
station 3 stories high. The train shed with connection to the
station covers 8 tracks, and is 680 ft. long.
Borings taken on the site showed from 10 to 20 feet of mis-
cellaneous rubbish which had been dumped there immediately after
the great fire. Below this made ground were found irregular layers
of stiff blue clay and quicksand. Rock was not struck until a depth
of more than 60 feet was reached. Soil of this character could hardly
be trusted to carry the ordinary Chicago type of independent pier
foundation, more especially since, owing to the nature of the building
and the arrangement of the tracks, trains running near and
under a portion of it would have a tendency to cause a settling of the
foundations.
It was determined to use a deep pile foundation the peculiar feature
of which consists in driving long piles to a firm bearing and sawing the
tops off "at a level below that of any conceivable deep drainage
system that many become desirable or necessary in the city."
Naturally the rather uncertain quality of the soil made it neces-
sary to use a large number of piles, about 1 700 being driven. The
piles were arranged in groups or clusters under each column. In the
head-house portion consisting of three stories above the passenger
tracks, these groups were of three sizes; viz., 8, 13 and 16 piles each.
In the office portion (9 stories high) the groups contained 20 to 42
piles each; while under the tower (13 stories) one of the corner
clusters has 73 piles. The piles in the groups were sometimes ar-
ranged on the square, lining both w^ays; but usually alternating in
rows 18 inches apart making the distance between centers 25^ inches.
This is as close as these piles could be driven, and sometimes in hard
ground the position of the tops when cut off bore no resemblance to
that in which the tips were started, while in a few clusters the piles
did not vary more than 1 inch from where they were started.
The piles varied from 11 to 16 inches in diameter at the butt end,
and w^ere from 40 to 60 feet in length, averaging about 51 feet. It was
specified that the piles should have a uniform taper, and no crooks,bends,
knots, windshakes, etc.; but before driving care was taken to reject
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those having too much or not enough taper and also those having
bends in two directions. 32 % of the piles were black gum, 22 %
pine, 7 % basswood, 21 % oak, 15 % hickory, with a few maple and
elm. A cast iron cap was used in driving, but in spite of this 8 % of
the heads were crushed or split. The pine piles had the poorest
driving record, the heads of 12^ % of them being crushed and 5 %
broken; the gum came next 7 % being crushed and 0.6 % broken;
the oak had 5 % crushed and 0.8 % broken; the hickory had 3 %
crushed and none broken; 8 % of the basswood piles had the heads
crushed. In several of the oak piles, the sap wood was separated
from the heart, the cores being driven through the shells. All of the
piles were pointed to 4 inches square.
The drivers used, three in number, were of the usual pattern of
drop hammer, the weights of which were 2 800, 3 200 and 3 800
pounds respectively. The driver having the heaviest hammer made
the best record; viz., 26 piles driven home to a depth of at least 60
feet below the surface. However there is some doubt as to whether
this result was due to the greater weight of the hammer or to the
greater ability of the crew of the driver.
The fall of the hammer at the last blow was usually 35 to 40 feet,
though when driving close to a dwelling a fall of 25 feet was used with
about as good success. The penetration at the last blow averaged
about 3 inches, though a large number went less than 1^ inches. The
cap prevented much loss by brooming of the heads.
The distance to which the vibration due to driving was felt
varied with the height of fall, the character of the. soil, and the spac-
ing of the piles. The vibration was easily felt at a distance of 400
feet, while the effect at 75 feet was quite marked. However, in
doing instrumental work it was sometimes found that the vibration
within 25 feet of the driver was less severe than at several times that
distance.
One curious effect that the driving of piles had on adjacent
objects was observed when a group of sixteen piles was driven about
15 feet from a group of eight which had been sawed off to a uniform
height and had waling pieces drifted on; the latter was raised 4 inches
next to the driver and 1 inch on the opposite side. Under similar
conditions when sixteen piles were driven about 15 feet from a finished
pier consisting of eight 47 ft, piles, 2^ feet of grillage and con-
crete, and 12 feet of stone masonry, the pier raised | inches on the side
next to the driver, but on the farther side (32 inches distant) it re-
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mained at the original elevation. Two weeks later this pier was
tested and the high side was found only ^ inch too high, while the
other side had not changed. Again, in a group of seventy-two piles
a spike was placed in the head of the first pile driven, and elevations
were taken daily; the first two days the pile sunk |- inch, then rose
steadily until fifty piles had been driven, when it was 3 inches above
the first height, the greatest rise in one day being | of an inch. This
pile was 55 feet long, of which 45 feet was in the ground.
The piles were usually driven in groups till the tops of all were
below the leads; then the driving was completed by means of a
follower. Water was kept running around the pile at the
surface when the pile was being driven, which seemed to help the
driving to a considerable extent. After the piles had been driven, the
tops were sawed off to a uniform height of 3 feet below datum in order
that all timber should be below low water. As this was from 10 to
14 feet below the surface, it was necessary to excavate and sheathe the
pits for the foundations and also to keep pumps running.
In excavating, the old pile trestle work up on which the Central
formerly entered the city was uncovered in several places. It had
been in the ground at least 21 years; but that portion which was below
water was perfectly sound and was perhaps a trifle more dense than
when first used, although the portion of the same piles above water
had almost rotted away.
After the piles were cut off, the earth was excavated 18 inches
below their tops and rich Portland cement concrete was tamped in
even with the tops of the piles. Oak caps 12x12 inches were fas-
tened on by a drift bolt in the center of each pile, and the space be-
tween the timbers was filled with concrete ; on top of this came the
masonry work. Under the head-house, the masonry work on each
pier consisted of 10 feet 6 inches of limestone and a plinth of Bed-
ford limestone 2 feet thick in two courses about 12 inches each.
All joints were about 1 inch thick. Under the office building there
was 8 feet 6 inches of limestone, 2 feet of sandstone and 2 feet
of granite, the granite being the plinth.
The stone was all set by a carriage running on tracks placed on
either side of a row of piers ; hooks were used to handle all the foun-
dation stone. The top stone was brought to grade by laying a bed
of mortar ^ to g inches too thick and hammering the stone down to
within 1-16 inch of the right height. The stones, even the heavy
granite block 8 feet by 4 feet by 2 feet, were brought to center lines
within I inch without trouble.
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A BIT OF EXPERIENCE WITH PILES IN CHICAGO.
By Simeon C. Colton, '8.5, Civil ENaiNEER, Chicago.
When drivino- the piles for the foundation of the Edison Light
Co.'s Power House, corner of Harrison street and Chicago river, the
representative of the architect of the building expressed a doubt as
to the efficiency of a steam pile hammer. To settle this point three
test piles were driven as described below.
Pile No. 1, 50 feet long, was driven with a drop hammer weigh-
ing 3 600 pounds. The sinking was as follows:
8 feet inches in 10 blows of 6 feet eacli.
6 '
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The last Wow of the steam hammer moved this pile 0.0 inch,
while the same fall of a drop hammer having almost the some weight
gave a penetration of only 0.4 inch. However the last penetration
was after the pile had stood over night. The penetration of 1.7
inches for a fall of 20 feet shows pile No. 3 (driven with a steam
hammer) to be better driven than No. 1 (driven with a drop ham-
mer), which sunk 1.9 inches under a fall of 20 feet.
After standing over winter it became necessary to remove these
test piles. In attempting to lift them a 1| inch chain was twice
broken. Finally a vertical lifting strain of 40 tons was put upon
each of the piles for a considerable time, with a sort of dancing
motion, without "fazing" any one of them. While trying to pull
pile No. 1, a water-jet pipe was pushed down 35 feet alongside of the
pile, but did not seem to effect it in the least. Each was then driven
about 4 feet further, when thev struck hard pan and could not be
driven further with a 4 200 drop hammer.
The foundation was completed by sawing off the piles and con-
structing a layer of concrete 2 feet thick over their heads. The
foundations of the walls are separated from the engine foundations,
by a clear space of 12 inches, so that any settlement of one will
not affect the other.
BRTCKMAKING ON SOUTH AMERICAN RAILWAYS.
p. MoGENSEN, '94, Civile Engineering Course.
When railroads are constructed in territories where the bullock
cart and the mule wagon have (as far as transportation is con-
cerned) held undisputed sway for centuries, and when substantial in-
ducements are offered the constructors either in the form of a gov-
ernment guarantee of from five to seven per cent, interest on the cap-
ital invested, or the certainty that a lucrative passenger and freight
traffic is awaiting the completion of the work, and perhaps the possi-
bility of competition has been removed by statutory enactments, it
will generally be found neither profitable nor convenient to erect
temporary structures such as trestles where waterways have to be
bridged and wooden sheds where station houses are required.
Such are, or at least have been, in a large measure the conditions
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attending the construction of railways in the Argentine Repub-
lic and other South American countries bordering on the Atlantic.
As it is always desirable to complete a line in the shortest time
possible and to have the masonry work in bridges and station houses
going on at the same time the roadbed is being built and the track
laid, it often becomes necessary to have large quantities of bricks de-
livered in places far out of reach of established brick factories. This
circumstance has called into existence, or properly speaking, revived
the trade of making bricks in the field, the more important features
of which it is my present purpose to describe briefly.
In selecting a site for a temporary brick field two things are
primarily sought for—abundance of loam and ample supply -of
fresh water. The latter is indispensable but the former, though very
desirable because of its easy preparation, is not an absolute necessity.
When the loam only is used it is dug out and spread in layers in a
pit ; each layer is thoroughly saturated with water, care being taken
to break up the earth as much as possible in the operation. It is left
in this state for a day or two when it is again treated much in the
same manner as before. This operation, which is called tempering,
has the effect of making the clay more homogeneous, and as a result
the bricks are better able to withstand the drying and burning pro-
cesses without cracking. The earth is next worked to and fro with
a hoe and, when necessary, is further disintegrated with a pounder
until the required degree of plasticity has been obtained, and it is
then ready for moulding.
When the material is refractory clay or '' joint clay " with little
or no black soil, the tempering is more laborious and expensive; and
though the methods employed are essentially the same as those des-
cribed aboye, it requires a much longer time, often a period of from
one to three months. It frequently happens that urgent need for
brick makes it necessary to begin moulding before the tempering is
complete. In such cases more care and time must be given to dry-
ing and to burning than would otherwise be rec^uired.
In districts devoted to grazing purposes and where horses are
plentiful a somewhat peculiar kind of "pug mill" is in general use.
A round pit about 3 feet deep and 40 feet in diameter is dug in the
ground and paved with bricks set on edge. In this pit the clay is
placed in layers and well watered; on the top is sometimes added a
layer of short straw which when intermixed makes the bricks less
liable to crack. A troop of mares, sixteen to twenty in number, is
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then driven into the pit and kept constantly traveling round during
a time varying from two to three hours according to the nature of
the clay. At each step the hoofs of the animals sink to the hottom
and the effect is readily imagined.
To the question, which naturally arises, why machinery is not
used, the answer is that even though a large number of bricks could
be made on one site without unduly increasing the cost of transpor-
tation, it would generally be a matter of no little difficulty to get the
machinery in place ; and if this could be accomplished it would in
most cases be next to impossible to secure the services of workmen
capable of operating it efficiently.
The floors on which the raw bricks are placed for drying are pre-
pared by smoothing the ground with spade and hand-scraper. A
thin layer of sand or screened ashes is then applied to prevent ad-
hesion between the bricks and the natural surface of the soil.
Before going further it might be well to state that the size of
the bricks is usually about 11| x 5| x 2| or 3 inches, which by the way
is an economical and convenient size to employ in the construction
of bridge piers and station houses. These diminsions have probably
been introduced by Italians and Spaniards in later years, and are not
those used by the old fashioned natives who still prefer the adobe
bricks, which are 17 inches (a half vara) long, 8 inches wide, and 2
inches thick.
Two general methods are employed in moulding. One consists
in placing a frame, having four or six divisions, on the floor and press-
ing the soft clay into the moulds, smoothing the top with the hands,
then lifting the frame leaving the bricks behind. This is the
quickest and cheapest way, but as the result is ordinarily defective
bricks, particularly as regards shape, it is allowed only on inferior
and unimportant works.
A better result is obtained by moulding on a table or bench. The
moulds used are then either single or double, with or without bottom
according to the desire of the brickmaker. Commonly they are dip-
ped in water before the clay is pressed in, for the purpose of making
the bricks slip smoothly from the sides when placed on the floor.
This end is also attained by strewing the inside of the mould with
fine sand. A good man working in this manner and with proper
attendence can mould 2 000 brick per day. A fair average for each
member of a gang of men doing all the work, including the prepara-
tion of the clay and loading of the kiln, would be about 500 per day.
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The drying process is a matter of no little concern to the brick-
maker, especially if " joint clay "" or similar material has been used
and a strong, hot wind is blowing. Various means are employed to
prevent cracking. Sometimes a thin cover of sand is put on the top
of the bricks shortly after moulding to protect them against the
rays of the sun. In favorable weather they are left lying flat from
one and a half to two days, when they are tilted and allowed to stand
on edge about one day. They are then put in piles six to eight high,
with wide openings between them, and when sufficiently dry to sup-
port considerable pressure they are placed on edge in long dikes
about twelve high where they remain until ready for burning. The
dikes are usually covered with corrugated iron sheets or with boards,
and the sides exposed to the wind are protected either in a similar
manner or by small bundles of weeds placed close together. The
dikes stand on ridge like elevations covered with sand, and hence the
bottom courses are less affected by the moisture of the ground.
In burning, or baking as it is sometimes called, the skillful
brickmaker has a good opportunity to display his talent. His duties
do not consist merely in loading the kiln and attending to the fires
but embrace the construction of the flues.
The substructure of the kiln is ordinarily built as shown in Fig.
1, page 18. Sometimes the outer walls are carried up a foot or two
above the flues, though this is usually done after the raw bricks have
been put in place. The figures given are of course approximate as
no fixed plan is adhered to. This work should not involve any con-
siderable expense but it should nevertheless be sufiiciently durable
to withstand the action of more or less numerous fires. Second
class bricks and mud constitute the building materials.
The fire openings, which extend from side to side through the
kiln, are commonly bridged by projecting the bricks as shown.
In loading, the first three courses are put on edge, at right an-
gles to and overhanging the flues so as to completely cover the
openings. The fourth course is placed diagonally, and the following
course is sometimes put on end, after which the rest all run parallel
to the flues. This arrangement seems to be conducive to a favorable
distribution of the heat throughout the kiln and to prevent undue
deformation of the bricks. Its use can not be said to be general,
as it is varied to suit different classes of material and, to some
extent, the taste of the brickmaker. The height of the kiln when
loam only is used is seldom more than ten feet above the flues, and
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Fig. 1.
when the bricks are made of "joint clay "it is usually somewhat
less. When loaded the kiln is covered on the sides and top with two
layers of half burned, broken, or otherwise defective bricks laid flat.
The sides are plastered with mud and the top is further covered with
a layer of loose earth.
From 50 to 70 hours are required for burning, loam taking less
time than the harder clays. During the first 12 or 16 hovirs a gentle
fire is applied to drive all moisture out of the bricks, the temperature
is then gradually raised to the full height. The effect of the fire is
carefully watched and if indications of melting appear the fire in the
corresponding flues is dampered and loose clay is thrown on the top
of the kiln to send the draught through other parts. When the
burning is complete the fire-holes are closed to exclude the atmos-
phere and prevent a rapid lowering of the temperature. The kiln is
left in this condition for two days when openings are. made in the
cover to accelerate the cooling, and in the course of another day the
fire-holes are opened and the cover removed.
The fuel ordinarily consists of branches and trunks of trees cut
in lengths of four to five feet, of any thickness up to nine
inches. A cord of wood will burn about 3 000 bricks.
In favorable weather a competent brickmaker can turn out 95 %
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first class and 4 % second class material of all the bricks moulded;
the remaining 1 % is lost in the various stages of the work.
In some parts of the immense pampas firewood is exceedingly
scarce, and tall thistles and other large weeds are the only fuel avail-
able. In such cases short straw or other organic substance is often
mixed in the clay when prepared for moulding. The bricks are then
easily burned, some 18 hours fire being sufficient, but the material
obtained is very porous, of little strength, and otherwise defective.
Perhaps it should be mentioned that in the aforesaid countries
stone is not employed in the construction of bridges and culverts,
except when found in the vicinity of the structure erected, and there-
fore the demand for bricks is correspondingly increased.
THE PONT-Y-PRYDD ARCH.
By W. D. Pence, Assistant in Applied Mechanics.
There are often associated with engineering structures of lesser
magnitude many facts which, when known, prove to be of real in-
terest and value. A notable instance of such is the Pont-y-Prydd
masonry arch at Newbridge in south Wales. In presenting the fol-
lowing brief sketch, in which are collected from various sources the
leading facts in regard to this arch, it is hoped to secure to its de-
signer and builder some portion of the credit due him for this, his
masterpiece.
In 1746 William Edwards contracted to bridge the river Taff
at the site of the present Pont-y-Prydd, and completed a three-span
arch, which, on account of its admirable execution, gained for its
builder much praise. However, it seems that Edwards had failed
to provide sufficient water way for the passage of extraordinary
freshets, for one of the latter occurred only two and a half years after
the completion of the bridge. The mountainous character of the up-
per Tafl^ watershed and the union of several important branches
above Newbridge caused a rapid concentration of water at the latter
point during times of flood. In the particular freshet above referred
to, much drift in the shape of trees, haystacks, etc., lodged against
the piers of the newly completed structure and the waterway
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was soon entirely blocked. The water rose above the parajiets, re-
sulting in a short time in the total destruction of the arches and
piers, the force of the current carrying the materials far down the
river.
Being under bond to maintain a bridge for a period of seven
years, Edwards soon resumed his work, and profiting by the expe-
rience gained in his previous attempt concluded to construct an arch
of one span only. This was of course a much more difficult task, es-
pecially as the length of span determined upon was 140 feet, and
the rise 35 feet, making the radius of the intrados 87 5 feet.. This
arch was completed with the exception of the parapet walls, when it
failed upon removal of the centering by the sinking of the haunches
and the consequent rising of the crown. However, this second mis-
fortune did not prevent Edwards from making a third effort in which
he was guided strictly by the experience gained in the previous fail-
ures. The span and rise were identical with those of the second arch,
and in order to reduce the danger which had occasioned its destruc-
tion, Edwards devised the ingenious plan of placing over each
haunch three cylindrical openings which materially reduced the
weight at those points. It is also said that he filled the spaces be-
tween these openings with charcoal in order to still further reduce
the load over the haunches.* The depth of the face stone is 2 feet
6 inches, while the interior portion of the arch has a thickness of
only 18 inches. The roadway is 11 feet wide between parapet walls
and is very steep, having a grade of apparently more than one in
four. The width of the soffit at the crown is 14 feet 5 inches, in-
creasing by six offsets on each facef to 15 feet 10 inches at the
springing. The arch stones consist of thin slabs, the quarry beds of
Avhich were quite uniform and received very little dressing. The
spandrel filling and parapet walls are of rough rubble. The masonry
about the cylindrical opening was constructed with much care and
the parapet walls were capped with a course of flat stones set edge-
wise. The masonry was laid in mortar made from Aberthaw lime,
which has hydraulic properties.^
*Crosy's History of Civil Engineering, p. 43(5, London. 1861.
tEncyc. Brit. "Hridgcs" (Fleming Jenkin). Phila.. IS'Jl.
^Obtained from a carboniferous limestone found near Cardiff, Wales, the com-
position of which before burning is (see "Notes on Building Construction," part
3. p. 1.5.5.)
Carbonate of Lime - 86.2
Clay 11.2
Water 2.6
100.0
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This arch was successfully completed in 1755, nine years after
the first bridge was begun and four years subsequent to the failure of
the second. The final success of this hazardous undertaking gained
for its proniotor much praise locally; and it did not pass unnoticed
among the earlier eminent civil engineers, for in 1809, when con-
sulted upon a proposed bridge over the Thames similar in design to
Peyronnet's celebrated Neuilly bridge, the great Rennie said:*
^'There is a bridge over the river Taff, in the county of Glamorgan,
of upwards of 135 feet span, with a rise not exceeding 32 feet.f and
what is more remarkable is, that the depth of the archstones is only
30 inches, so that in fact that bridge far exceeds in boldness of
design that of Neuilly.' Also, after referring to the well known
excessive deflection in the French bridge, he adds: ''No such change
of shape took place in the bridge over the TafE (Pont-y-Prydd).
The sinking after the centers were struck did not amount to one
half of that of Neuilly, although the one was designed and built
under the direction of the first engineer of France without regard
to expense, whilst the other was designed and built b}' a country
mason with parsimonious economy.'"*
The accompanying reproduction of a recent photograph of the
Pont-y-Prydd shows its present condition. The excellent state of
preservation of the rubble masonry after exposure for nearly a cen-
tury and a half certainly indicates that much skill and excellent ma-
terials were used in the construction. The newer three-span bridge
in the background has superseded the Pont-y-Prydd for general use,
on account of the steepness of the roadway of the latter structure.
In Fig. 1 are given some of the details of construction of the
Pont-y-Prydd, based mainly upon dimensions given by Smith. J There
is, however, a disagreement in regard to the diameters of the three
openings over each haunch. Those used in Fig. 1 are 8, 5 and 3
feet respectively, which were carefully scaled from the only trust-
worthy drawing available.§ Cresy. an authority that seems to have
been used by Smiles, gives the diameters as 9, 6 and 3 feet respec-
tively. The latter set of dimensions, when tried upon the arch, do
not give a satisfactory agreement with the photographic view.
However, a series of very careful measurements made upon the pho-
tograph itself, using the depth of the face stones of the arch as a
*Smiles "Lives of the Engineers."" Vol. 2, p. 268, London. 1S91.
tTiiis dimension is in error. Tlie rise is 35 feet.
IProc. Inst. C. E., Vol. V. p. 474. plates 38 and 30.
gibid., plate 38.
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unit of comparison, has given diameters which agree in the two
groups of openings at opposite ends with surprising closeness. The
diameters thus determined are 9 feet, 5 feet 5 inches, and 3 feet 3
inches respectively. Taken in connection with other similar measure-
ments as to the position of the holes with reference to the springing
line and to each other, these dimensions have formed the basis of
a careful investigation of the strains in the arch, as shown in Fig. 2.
In making this investigation, it is assumed that the loads acting
upon the arch are vertical, which seems correct, inasmuch as the
spandrel filling is rubble masonry laid in horizontal courses through-
out. If the charcoal filling were used, a saving of over 100 i)ounds
per cubic foot would be effected, provided the charcoal be dry, the
difference decreasing of course with the increase of moisture
absorbed. However, as this filling, if used at all, would probably
have been confined to the small space above and between, rather
than beneath, the masonry barrels over the haunches, the effect upon
the loads in that portion of the structure would be relatively small.
It is further assumed that the surplus in the depth of the face stones
over that of the interior arch stones is sufficient to bear the weight
of the parapet walls in such a manner that the entire arch acts as a
unit. In Fig. 2, a longitudinal slice one foot thick is assumed, the
upper limit being the surface of the roadway. Subdivisions of the
intrados of five degrees each are taken, and the sectional areas are
computed, and the centers of gravity determined on the assumption of
uniform density of masonry in both arch and filling. The crown thrust
was then computed by taking moments of all the loads acting between
the crown and each joint, successively, for assumed positions of the
center of pressure in both the crown joint and in the joint considered,
the center of moments being in the latter. Two assumptions were
made for each joint; viz., (the usual one) that the center of pressure
in the crown joint is at the upper limit, and in the joint considered
at the Jower limit, of the middle third; and, vice versa, that the cen-
ter of pressure in the crown joini is at the lower limit, and in the
joint considered at the upper limit, of the middle third.
Under each of the above assumptions the crown thrust was
found to be a maximum when considering the entire arch, which
locates the "joint of rupture" at the springing line. These crown
thrusts, amounting to the weight of 314.0 and 326.4 cubic feet of
masonry, are used in Fig. 2, in the construction of the two lines of
resistance, shown in full and dotted lines, respectively. 3
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Table I, below, gives the niaximiim pressure in pounds per
square inch for each joint under each of the above assumptions. The
weight per cubic foot of rubble masonry is taken at 150 pounds,*
and it is assumed that no tensile resistance is given by the mortar in
the joints of the arch.
TABLE I.
MAXIMUM PRESSURES AT GIVEN^ POINTS IN THE PONT-Y-PRYDI) ARCH.
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ployed to build an iron forge at Cardiff, a contract which was satis-
factorily completed. As occasion offered, he visited and studied with
much profit to himself, the extensive ruins of Caerphilly Castle near
by, and by making frequent application of the principles of construc-
tion there observed, his progress was deservedly rapid. It was there
that he gained his knowledge of the principles of the arch, which he
first applied in building a mill near his native place.
The contract to bridge the Taff in 1740—when Edwards was but
27 years of age,—the destruction of the first, the fall of the second,
and the successful completion of the third arch, have already been
described. Edwards's inexperience in bridge design will excuse the
first failure, if indeed the extraordinary character of the flood was not
the sole cause. The second failure may justly be attributed to the
premature striking of the centers, a natural error in view of the dan-
ger in keeping the channel of the river obstructed for a great length
of time; also it was quite natural to complete the spandrel filling
and parapet walls over the center of the arch last, which would also
contribute to the cause of failure. All these dangers were foreseen
and provided for in the third effort.
The Pont-y-Prydd has been referred to as "a fine example of that
ignorance which often passes for boldness."* While it is doubtless
true that Edwards was not aware of the fact that the span chosen
for his bridge exceeded that of any masonry arch then existing, and
however appropriate the above accusation may have been against the
earlier and unsuccessful arch, the existing structure certainly does
not deserve it. And, too, it would seem that common justice to the
zeal and energy which won for him many successes in bridge build-
ing, of which the Pont-y-Prydd was first and most noteworthy, should
set aside as inappropriate and outgrown the title of "uneducated
country mason," so often used in this connection.
It is hoped that there may in future be less obscurity about this
remarkable arch, and that in searching the records of men noted for
their zeal and inflexibility of purpose, we may not fail to find the
name of
^/'^^/7^ (j^^ojar^
*TraiJtwine's Engineers' Pocketbook, p. <)96.
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TRANSVERSE STRENGTH OF BRICK MASONRY.
By M. a. Earl, '93, and A. E. Loomis, '93, Civil Engineering Course.
INTKODUCTION.
In spite of the fact that brick masonry is very generally used
in engineering structures, comparatively few experiments have been
made to determine its transverse strength. In fact, this strength has
not usually been counted on in designing, as so little definite knowl-
edge was to be had concerning it. For instance, when an opening
for a door or window is cut in a brick wall, it is known that the
masonry immediately above is subjected to transverse strains. Trans-
verse strains also come in walls subjected to water or wind pressure
and in tall chimneys. Brick arches, which theory shows would fall,
considered simply as arches, do not fall, and it is undoubtedly the
transverse strength of the masonry which prevents failure.
''Much surprise was expressed, at the time, at the comparative-
ly enormous strength of some narrow strips of brick arches, 15 feet
span, and only 4| inches thick, tested by Mr. Fairbairn; but there
were no just grounds for surprise."* The surprising strength of
the arch was due to the transverse strength of the masonry.
The supports of masonry over doors and windows are some-
times considered as supporting the entire weight of the masonry
above them. This involves the idea of fluid brick and is fallacious.
When a wall is "green" it will have to be supported above openings,
but if built up slowly the supports may be removed in many cases as
soon as the lower courses have set. Knowing what modulus of
rupture can be relied upon, the computation is simple.
PART I.
EXPERIMENTS BY OTHERS.
Investigation shows the literature on this subject to be exceed-
ingly limited. The experiments made have been few and poorly
performed. The following references bear more or less directly
*Engmeerin)i, Vol. 14, p. 73.
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ujx)!! the subject: Engineer and Arcliifect's Journal, vol. 1, pp. 30,
45, 102, 185, (1837); vol. 11, p. 294, (1848); vol. 14, p. 510, (1851).
Engineering, vol. 14, p. 1, (1872); Indian Engineering, Jan. 9,
1892, or Railroad Gazette, Feb. 26, 1892.
We will give a brief account of some of the most important ex-
periments mentioned in these articles.
BRICK AND CEMENT BEAMS.*
Three experimental brick beams were built and broken by
weights applied at the center. The beams were 10 feet long, 18
inches wide, and 12 inches deep. No. 1 was built of bricks with neat
cement joints. No. 2 was the same, but had five pieces of hoop iron
in the joints, one at center joint and two at each of the other joints.
No. 3 was built with hoop iron and lime. One object in the experi-
ment was to ascertain the additional strength given by the hoop
iron. No. 1 broke with a load of 298 lbs. S=modulus of rupture
=13.8 lbs. per sq. in. The bricks themselves were broken.
No. 2 broke with a load of 4 779 lbs. The hoop iron apparently
increased the strength 16 times.
THE ''nine elms" BRICK BEAM.
This was a brick wall 24 feet 6 inches long. Distance btween
supports 21 feet 4 inches. It supported about 11 tons for two years.
There were seventeen pieces of hoop iron laid longitudinally in the
beam. The mortar used was 1 part Roman cement to 1 part sand.
The total breaking load was 68 326 lbs. The modulus of rupture
Iw
given by Eng'r and Arclit's Jour, is ''8= 1—^=641'' lbs. per sq. in.
Engineering, vol. 14, p. 45, gives 8^=290 lbs. per sq. in. We believe
the latter to be the correct value. "There is no doubt that the iron
supported by far the greater part of the weight." Some claimed
that the hoop iron added practically nothing to the strength of the
beam.
"Subsequent experiments have shown that the truth was to be
found between these extremes, and that the hoop iron contributed
just as much, and no more, additional strength as theory would in-
dicate. In the case of the "Nine Elms" beam this would be a com-
paratively small amount, since the hoop iron was of no great section
and the relative elasticities of the materials are such that in no case
*£/i(7'r. and Arch'Va Jour., vol. 1, p. ^0.
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could a large strain be imposed upon the iron in a compound beam
until after the fracture of the brick work had occurred."
EXHIBITION BEAM OF iSSl.f
A brick beam, very similar to the "Nine Elms" beam, was
constructed of hollow and Portland cement mortar, 1 to 1.
Dimensions: Span, 21 feet 4 inches; depth, 4 feet 6 inches;
width, 1 foot 6 inches. The beam cracked when the concentrated,
load reached 41 GOO lbs., and broke with a load of 62 800 lbs.
There were fourteen strips of hoop iron, 1^ inchesXl-16 inch,
reaching through the beam. Seven strips were broken and seven were
drawn out. Modulus of rupture = 350 lbs. per sq. in. The strength
was due largely to the iron, and the experiment gives no idea of
what the beam might otherwise have held.
EXPERIMENTS ON CEMENT. J
The following experiments, a summary of which is given on
page 32, were made at Great Scotland Yard:
"1. Seventeen stock bricks were cemented together with Roman
cement and projected from the face of a wall. They broke down
with 7 lbs, placed on the end.
"2. Eleven stock bricks, cemented together with 1 part sand
and 1 part Roman cement, broke down with 7 lbs. placed on the end.
"3. Thirty-eight bricks, cemented with neat Portland cement
broke down with 14 lbs. placed on the end.
"4. Thirty bricks, cemented with 1 part Porthuad cement and
1 part sand, broke down with 15 Bbs. at the end.
"6. Twenty-five bricks, with 1 part Portland cement and 4 parts
sand, broke down with 56 lbs. at the end.
"7. Twenty-six bricks, with 1 part Portland cement and 5 parts
sand, broke down with 74 lbs.
"8. Sixteen bricks, with 1 part Portland cement and 1 part
sand, supported at both ends, broke down witli 1500 lbs. at the
center."
The unreliability of these experiments is shown by a compari-
son of 4 and 9 with 5, 6, or 7; and by comparing 6 and 7 in the fol-
lowing table:
\En(fr (inil jlrch't's Jaur., vol. 14, p. 510.
XE)i<j'r (ukI ArrJi't's Jour., Vu\. 14, p. ,510.
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TABLE I. Tests of Cantilever Brick-Beams.*
NO.
OP
BEAM
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PART II.
EXPERIMENTS BY THE AUTHORS.
The following experiments were performed by the writers in the
testing laboratory of the University of Illinois, and represent as
nearly as may be the conditions of actual practice.
MORTAR USED.
The mortar for the first beam and first pier was made thus
:
One part by weight of Louisville cement to two parts of sand, i. e., I
volume of cement to 1.35 volumes of sand. The mortar for the re-
mainder of the beams consisted of 1 volume of cement to 2 volumes
of sand.
In making these experiments the mortar was never frozen al-
though nearly reaching that temperature some of the time.
The mortar was laid within 15 or 20 minutes after water was
added to the cement.
The bricks were moistened before laying and the mortar made
of about the same consistency as ordinary lime mortar.
TESTS OF CEMENT.
Fineness. 93.8 % passed sieve No. 50 (2 500 meshes per square
inch); 8G.3 % passed sieve No. 80; 83.8 % passed sieve No. 100.
This was on the basis of 100 % of original cement placed on each
sieve.
Tensile Strength. The tensile strength was determined by
breaking American standard briquettes on a Riehle testing machine.
TABLE III. Tensile Strength.
POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH.
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TEST OF SAND.
Fineness. The sand used had all passed a No. 12 sieve (144
meshes per square inch), 98.3 % passed a No. 20 sieve; 78.3 %
passed a No. 30 sieve. Coarser sand was not available.
BRICKS USED.
The bricks measured 7 inches by 3^ to 3f inches by 2^ to 2J
inches. They were ordinary sand-molded building brick. Average
weight =4.45 lbs.
Transverse Strength. Ten bricks were broken as simple beams
and the following values of the modulus of rupture obtained: 606,
1 348, 606, 808, 1 313, 1 666, 1 010, 1 010, 1 010 and 960 lbs. per
square inch. Mean value, 1 034 lbs. per square inch.
DESCRIPTION OF THE BEAMS.
To obtain values of the modulus of rupture of brick masonry
eight beams and two piers were built and broken. The beams were
broken as simple beams with concentrated load at center. The
piers were first broken as cantilever beams and afterwards as simple
beams.
Beam No. 1—Distance between supports=43.75 ins. Age when
broken = 28 days.
The beam failed at the center, about as much from lack of co-
hesion in the mortar as from mortar separating from the brick. This
statement will apply to all the beams. One brick was broken by
tension.
Since the weight of the beam (350 lbs) acts as a uniform load,
its effect is the same as 175 lbs. at the center. Hence the breaking
load =-- 1652+175 = 1 827 lbs. Therefore,
,
,
„ , 6M 6X1827X43.5
modulus or rupture =-rrT = -,—s~sp
—
o-ir< r»^ d^b 4X7.75X217.56
Pier No. 1. Pulled over as a cantilever beam. Age=28days.
Failed by mortar separating from brick. Weight of pier^=295 lbs.
Force to break^^205 lbs. applied 42.5 ins. from joint of rupture-
Maximum tension per sq. in.
_Ml
_
W__ 205X42.5X1H
_
295
~2/ S '2X^X7iX(lH)^ %Xin
Beam No. 2 consisted of pier No. 1 broken as a simple beam.
Length between supports, 43 ins.; depth=7^ ins.; width = 11^ ins.
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Weight 295 pounds. Load to break: concentrated, 100 lbs.; weight of
beam considered at center, 148 lbs.
., QM 6X308X43
_„,,
^= hd^
=
4x iiix m-
=
^''-^ ^'''- '^''' '^^-
^"-
In this case, and also in the pier, the unit stress is necessarily
small since there is no interlocking action of the brick as in an ordi-
nary beam.
Beam No. 3. Built essentially the same as No. 1. Age=56
days. Length =4 feet; depth=4| inches; width =7^ inches; distance
between supports=43 inches. Weight=350 pounds. Concentrated
load=3 273 pounds. The beam did not fail, thus showing a strength
6M 6X3 448X43
or at least = t~f^ < vx/A<-^\'>wrjQ ^^117.2 lbs. per sti. in.hd- 4X(04|)-X7| ' ^
It was then turned on the flat side and broken with a coneen-
6X1682X43
trated load of 1 507 lbs. <S'= . ,-.
.^>^ ^ .-,^^-2= 122.4 lbs. per sq. in.
Beam No. 4. Age=49 days; depth and width consisted of the
same number of courses as No. 1; depth=15 inches; distance between
centers=r22 inches; width=7| inches; weight=l 000 lbs.
Five bricks broke when the beam failed. When this beam was
broken deflections were taken at the center by means of a level and
rod. These are given in Table IV.
TABLE IV. Deflections.
DEFI.ECTION IN INCHES. DIFFERENCES. WEIGHTS APPLIED.
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.05 0.05 WT. OF BEAM
0.06 0.01 " + 200 lbs.
0.07 0.01 " + 400
0.11 0.04 "
-f GOO
0.17 0.06 " + 800
0.23 0.06 " +1000
Beam Broke " +1234
At the vertical joints the mortar separated from brick; at the hori-
,,..,.,
- n-, .• 1 • ^ 6M 6X1724X122
zontal loints the mortar railed in cohesion, o-^
, „
^
, ^^ ,-,
.s ^ ,, ^o
' bd' 4 X (lo)- X7|
= 181 lbs. per sq. in.
Beam No. 5. Depth=15 inches; width= 7^* inches; distance
between supports=55 inches; weight=500 pounds; age=61 days;
, ,.
,
, 1- J . . i^r,o,, o 6M 6X1928X55breaking load applied at center=l 678 lbs. b=^^r-r> = a .. ^., ./,-t^^ ^^ Of/" 4 X 7| X (lo)"
= 91.2 lbs. per sq. in.
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Beam No. 6. Width and depth same as No. 5; distance be-
tween supports^55 inches; age^=62 days; load to break =2 070 lbs;
^, t ^ Kf^f^u c
6X2320X55 ^_. „
weight 01 beam=500 lbs. b>=
, ,^ -,o ^^ .,... 2=115.0 lbs. persq. in.
"^ 4 X 7| X (15)^ ^ ^
Beam No. 7. Age=62 days; distance between supports=44
inches; depth=7| inches; width=3^ inches; center load=378 lbs;
weight of beam=80 lbs. Beam was not broken.
iS'=^ at least
-r^r= at least -, ,, ,„.,,., ^/.-.v ^^at least 153.8 lbs. per sq. in.ba 4 X ((^)- X d^
Beam No. 8. Two courses high and two courses wide. Depth
=4^ inches; width=7^ inches; distance between supports^45
inches; weight of beaui=125 pounds; breaking load=200 pounds;
^^ , ^
6X45 + 262
,,^ ^ ,,age=62 days; '^^=4x71 x (41)-=" ^^ P®^* ^^^' ^^'
Beam No. 9. Same section as beam No. 2. Built as a pier.
Distance between supports=37 inches; width=7f inches; depth=
11| inches; age=62 days;"weight of beam=270 lbs.; center load=970
6x970x37 J., .3 „ -1
,
—
—
,
—
,,,,-.,
= 54.3 lbs. per square inch.
4X7|X(11|)- ^
Beam No. 10. Age=35 days. Distance between supports=6
feet; depth = 14 inches; width=8 inches; center load-1000 lbs.;
•
1 . * 1 -ft-n 11 a_ 6x1 435x72weight 01 beam—6(0 lbs. b
. .
. ~
.. -1 n^^ 4 X 0X196
lbs. S=-
=99 lbs. per square inch.
TABLE V. Summary of Results.
!2!
p
>
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CONCLUSION.
The table shows, roughly, that the beams built as regular ma-
sonry have a modulus of rupture of about twice the tensile strength
of the mortar used. With the best construction we believe it may
be even three times the tensile strength of the mortar, as shown by
beams No. 4 and 7. When built as piers, with no interlocking ac-
tion, the modulus of rupture is about the same as the tensile strength
of the mortar used.
The experiments on deflections with beam No. 4 while not
enough to draw any certain conclusion from, would seem to show
that brick masonry is elastic and that up to a certain point the de-
formation is proportional to the stress applied.
The result of experiments in the past, while showing a certain
transverse strength, have not been definite or uniform enough to
furnish reliable conclusions. We believe we have shown that this
strength can be counted upon in designing.
While the nature of this subject does not permit of its being
carried in an experimental way as far as might be desired, without
considerable expense, we would suggest that much can yet be done
towards finding the strength actually obtained in brick buildings.
The tearing down or failure of such buildings affords an excellent
opportunity for this and it is to be hoped that experiment and obser-
vation will be turned in this direction.
A BIG SIPHON.
By J. N. Chester, '91. Constructing Engineer, New York City Suburban
Water Co.
The writer recently had charge of the construction of a large
siphon, which on account of its unusual lift and great length may
be worthy of description. This siphon has a length of 925 feet, and
its' maximum lift of 23 feet is made with a head, or difference in
level of the water at the intake and outlet, of only 2 feet. So far
as ascertained these conditions are far more severe than those of any
siphon on record.
Mount Vernon, a city of 18,000 inhabitants, on Long Island
Sound, 14 miles northeast of the Grand Central Depot, New York
City, is furnished water by the New York City Suburban Water
Company. Up to 1892 the source of supply was the Pelhamville res-
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ervoir on Hutcliiiisou rivei" at the point where it is crossed by the
New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad. The watershed of
the Hutchinson river above this point was 8 miles long and contained
3 000 acres, but the reservoir of the New Rochelle Water Company
six miles up the river cut off 1 000 acres of this. The further con-
struction of another reservoir three miles up by the New Rochelle
Water Company in 1891. through a prior right, reduced the available
water shed to 1 000 acres. About May 1, 1892, the water ceased to
flow over the spillway of the Pelhamville reservoir and by August 1
th'e flow into the reservoir stopped. As the reservoir holds only 17,-
000 000 gallons and as the daily consumption by Mount Vernon was
about 1 250000 gallons, the problem of securing water until Decem-
ber 1, when the flow of the stream would ])robably become equal to
this daily consumption, was foreseen to be a grave one.
In May, 1892, Mr. J. N. Howells of Chicago, made an examina-
tion for an additional supply and settled on the Tom Paine brook as
the source of supply, and upon the Mahlsled ice ponds and vicinity
as reservoir sites. At this point, which is just below the lower
reservoir of the New Rochelle Water Company, the brook is within
one half mile of the Hutchinson river. In order to conduct the water
to the Pelhamville reservoir. Mr. Howells decided to construct a
siphon over the divide between the brook and the river and thence
allow it to flow either by pipe or through the river channel one and
three fourths miles to the reservoir. The construction of the wqw
reservoirs required time, but the emergency necessitated the im-
mediate construction of the siphon and channel, and as the result of
our effort the water from the ice pond was flowing through within
four weeks from the commencement of the work.
The siphon is 925 feet long and is made of 12-inch pipe. The
profile, manholes, valves, air chamber and priming supply at the
summit are shown in the cuts. During priming the valves at the in-
let and outlet are closed and the supply takeii through a meter from
the main of the New Rochelle Water Company till the water spurts
from the air cock. The latter is then closed and the valves opened.
The discharge has been found by weir measurements to be approxi-
mately the same as that in a pipe of the same length and size under a
head equal to the difference in level between the water at the two ends,
as long as the accumulated air is contained within the air chamber.
With air in the siphon the flow of course diminishes and finally
stops altogether. Much of this air is given off from the water, bat
while the greatest care in calking the joints possible under the cir-
cumstance of construction was taken, some of it enters through
leaky joints, as the pipe is very poor, so poor that it would certainly
have been rejected if time had allowed other pipe to be secured. It
is impossible to say what proportion is received from leaky joints.
As constructed it requires 5.5 hours to charge the empty pipe and
1,25 hours to run in 125 cubic feet. If charged every 6 hours, but
15 minutes is required, and one man can keep it running 23 hours
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out of 24 and have plenty of time to sleep. The accuninlation of
air is about twice as rapid with a lift of 23 feet as it is at 17 feet.
With a lift of 20 feet, 125 cubic feet of air accumulates in 12 hours.
Among the things that this experience in siphon building shows
are that a rai)id method of filling should be provided and that the
air chamber should be proportioned to the lift. When water is re-
lieved of the atmospheric pressure, it gives up the air held by it much
more rapidly as the pressure increases. Our air chaml)er will be en-
larged to contain 125 cubic feet. This will be constructed as shown
in Fig. 1 and 2.
To pump the water over the divide or to lay the ])i])e to grade as
a conduit would have been much more expensive and would have
taken more time for construction. To lay the pipe to grade would
have required a cut of 37 feet at the highest point, 25 feet of which
would be rock. Considering the conditions, the results obtained from
the siphon have been very gratifying.
d
•Mi^.
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GAS ENGINE VALVE SETTING.
W. H. Cornell, '93, and E. V. Swenson, '93, School of Mech. Eng.
The engine in question is the one in the electrical laboratory of
the University, and was put in for the purpose of running dynamos.
It is known as the ''Cycle," and was manufactured by Henry Warden
of Philadelphia, under Atkinson's patents. The engine was set up,
but for some reason, refused to run.
Considerable time was spent on it, but with little success, and no
one seemed to be able to discover what the trouble was.
In January, 1893, we determined to make an investigation, and
if possible to locate the difficulty. When we began our work, the
engine would run, but on applying the friction brake, it was found
that all, or nearly all, of the power was used in overcoming the
friction of the engine.
At that time the chief difficulty seemed to be in securing the
ignition of the charges. Ignition is secured bv compressing the
charge,- and thus forcing the gas into a small tube, closed at one end,
and heated to incandescence by the flame of a bunsen burner. The
difficulty was caused by the suction of the engine, which reduced the
bunsen flame to such an extent that the temperature of the tube was
too low to ignite the charge. The air holes of the burner were en-
larged, giving a much better fiame, and a gas bag inserted in the
burner supply pipe. After this we had no further trouble with it.
We found the piping in a very defective condition, the jacket
water being admitted from the top of the cylinder instead of from
below, making it impossible to keep the cylinder cool, and the gas
pipes so small and so full of elbows, as to seriously impede the flow.
The piping was changed, and a larger gas pipe inserted. It did not
appear, however, that the efficiency of the engine was materially in-
creased, aad an investigation of the valve setting was begun.
An indicator was attached, and cards taken. Card No. 1, Plate
1, was taken, with the engine in its original condition. As it was
taken with a 100 pound spring the faults of the valve-setting are not
very apparent. We then determined to use a 20 pound spring, and turn
the engine over by hand. Card No. 2 was the result. To understand
the cards, it is necessary to understand the action of the engine. By
referring to Plate 2 it will be seen that the valves are of the poppet
4
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pattern, opened by cams, and brought to their seats by powerful
springs. The piston makes four strokes, two long and two short,
during each revolution of the fly wheel. Referring to Card No. 2,
and supposing that the piston is at b, the events of the strokes are as
follows: The piston moves from b to a, making the exhaust stroke.
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It then moves forward to c. making the admission stroke, then back
to a', making the compression stroke, at the end of which explosion
takes place, the piston moving from d to 6, making the working
stroke, and completing the cycle.
The action of the valves should be as follows:
The exhaust valve should open at h. and remain open until the
piston returns to a. It should now close, and the admission valve open'
remaining open until the piston reaches c. It should then close, and
remain so until the piston is again at a. That this is not the case is
shown very clearly by card No. 2. It is plain that the exhaust valve
closes and opens too early in the stroke, losing considerable power by
introducing compression at the end. This causes a considerable
amount of the products of the combustion to remain in the cylinder,
diluting the succeeding charge, and thus reducing the effect of the
explosion. By referring to Plate 2, it wil be seen that both cams
are on the same shaft. The shaft is driven by a worm gear connec-
ted with the main shaft in such a manner that the cams make the
same number of revolutions as the fly-wheel. By disconnecting the
worm gear, the cams may be rotated back or forward while the fly-
wheel is at rest, thus changing the events of the stroke.
Card No. 2., shows by the line a e, that the admission valve
opens at the proper time, but whether it closes at the proper time
can not be told because admission takes place on the atmosphere line.
How it is told will be shown later. It remains therefore to cause the
exhaust valve to work properly. The gear was disconnected, and the
cams rotated back one cog of the worm wheel. Card No.. 3, shows
the effect. It is seen that the exhaust valve works perfectly, while the
loop, at a shows that the admission valve opens late, and as the line
a c is shorter than a c in card No. 2 it shows that it also closes late,
thus allowing a part of the charge to be driven back into the airpipe,
reducing the effect of the explosion more than the retention of the
w^aste gases did, and leaving the engine in worse condition than be-
fore. To remedy this, it was necessary to reduce the angle between
the cams. The cams are firmly fastened to the shaft by means of
set screws, and are not supposed to be adjustable. The screws were
removed, the cam was turned forward, a new seat for the set screw
drilled, and card No. 4 was taken. This shows perfect action of the
valves, as by card No. 6, in which the line traced during the ad-
mission stroke lies below the atmosphere line, the point at which the
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piston stops is clearly shown. This card Avas taken while setting the
valves, and is valuable only as showing the end of the admission
stroke. Comparing cards 4 and 6, it will be found that a <) in No. 6
and a c in No. 4 are equal, thus showing perfect action.
After making the last change, the engine was started, and card
No. 5 was taken. This is an almost perfect theoretical card, and
should show a high efficiency. A test made with the engine in this
condition, shows a brake horsecower of 5 while the uiaximum indi-
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cated horsepower was 7.27 showing a mechanical efficiency of 69 per
cent. The engine ran steadil)^ at 80 revolutions per minute, with a
pressure of 110 lbs. on the scale, the brake arm being three feet.
This is the minimuni efficiency. As it was impossible to count
the number of explosions, and as the intensity of the explosions
varied considerably, the computation was made on the assumption of
an explosion every revolution. The largest diagram on the card was
taken, thus giving the largest possible indicated horse power, and the
minimum efficiency. The real efficiency is much greater than this.
Our experience is an illustration of one of the many uses to
which the indicator may be put, and is unique in that so far as we
know, the indicator has never before been applied in this manner.
The results of our experiments seem to show that with positive
ignition the engine should show a horse power greater than its
rating, which is 10, while running at normal speed, which is about
130 revolutions per minute.
THE ARCHITECTURAL SCHOOLS OF THE UNITED STATES.
By Edward C. Earl, '94, Architectural Course.
The most important schools in the United States which have
departments of architecture are the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, the University of Illinois, Cornell University, and the School
of Mines of Columbia College. Other schools giving instruction in
Architecture are: University of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia^, Uni-
versity of Minnesota (Minneapolis), Case School of Applied Science
(Cleveland), Art Institute of Chicago, Pratt Institute (Brooklyn),
Brooklyn Institute (Brooklyn), Cooper Union (New York), and The
Metropolitan Museum of Aft (New Yoi'k), besides several private
schools.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology was granted a char-
ter by the legislature in 1861; the architectural department was es-
tablished five years later, though there were no regular graduates
until 1873. Wm. R. Ware, an architect of Boston, and a former
pupil of Mr. Hunt, was given charge of the department and con-
tinued at its head until he was called to the Cohunbia School of
Mines in 1881. The present high standing of the school is largely
due to his efforts. W. P. P. Longfellow and T. M. Clark, succeeded
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him as associate professors, but after one year Prof. Longfellow re-
tired. Prof. Clark had worked under Richardson for several years
and was employed in the building of Trinity Church, Boston, and
several other of Richardson's large works. He has recently retired
from the Institute and is now a practicing architect in Boston. Pro-
fessor Francis W. Chandler is now at the head of the department.
In 18'72 Prof. Letang came from Paris and from that time until his
death, (1892), had charge of the architectural drawing and design-
ing.
Equipment. The department library contains 650 volumes,
some 3 000 photographs, a collection of casts and models of architec-
tural fragments, and a number of fine French school drawings. The
library is freely accessible to students. Besides this special library,
there are several thousand photographs, prints, drawings, and casts
in the architectural museum; models and illustrations of architec-
tural details and materials, arranged in the rooms of the department;
a large part of the casts of architectural sculpture and details, in the
museum of Fine Arts and a museum of sanitary and building
appliances, mostly the donations of manufacturers.
Methods of Instruction. The Institute aims to prepare its pupils
not only for their years of work as subordinates when accuracy
rapidity, and taste, in dmwiug and design, with knowledge of detail,
will be the most useful qualifications; but also for their subsequent
independent career, when the value of technical knowledge will be-
come most important. The instruction comprises the study of
building processes, and of professional practice, as well as that of
composition and design, and of the History of Architecture.
The study of the Five Orders, and of Architectural History in
the second year, is the beginning of strictly professional work. The
instruction in Design is much the same as in the School of Fine
Arts, Paris. An average of about fourteen hours per week for two
and one half years is given to this work. The designs are criticised
before the classes by a jury from the Boston Society of Architects.
This Society has established two prizes of the value of ^50, in books,
for students who, at the end of the year, exhibit the best work.
The student is made familiar with the materials and principles
of construction and the methods of heating and ventilating, by lec-
tures and visits to buildings. Prof. Clark's Buildiug Superintend-
ence is used in connection with the study of Specifications, Superin-
tendence, etc.
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The regular course of instruction occupies four years. Grad-
uates receive the Degree of Bachelor of Science. The school year
is divided into two terms of fifteen weeks each. A special course of
two years is offered to draftsmen who do not wish to take the full
four years course.
To be admitted to this course the student must be a college
graduate, or twenty-one years of age with not less than two years
office experience, and he must also pass examinations in plane geom-
etry, and in free hand and mechanical drawing.
Admission. The candidate for admission to the Freshman class
must, have attained the age of seventeen years and must pass satis-
factory examinations in Arithmetic, Algebra, Plane Geometry,
French or German, English, and United States or Ancient History.
Fees. The tuition is $200 per year.
University of Illinois.
The University of Illinois was opened in 1868 and has had a
nominal department of architecture from the beginning. Mr. James
Bellangee, a graduate of the Scientific department at Ann Arbor,
had the direction of the department during the first two years. He
was followed in 1871 by Mr. Harald M. Hansen, a graduate of the
School of Architecture in Christina, Sweden, and a student, for two
years, at the Ban Akademie in Berlin. In Sept. 1873 Professor N.
Clifford Ricker came to the chair of Architecture. He was a grad-
uate of the University and had studied abroad, having been a special
student at the Bau Akademie. Prof. Ricker has ever since been at
the head of the department and it is to his labors that the Univer-
sity owes its present place among the Architectural Schools of the
country. Mr. James M. White was appointed Assistant in Archi-
tecture in 1891 and now has charge of Architectural Drawing and
Construction.
Equipment. The University library contains about 750 volumes
upon Architecture. The collection of photographs, prints, and en-
gravings, placed in the architectural drawing room, numbers 12 000
cards and is at all times at the disposal of the students. In addition
there is a collection of large architectural photographs and engrav-
ings, in the Art Gallery. The Mechanical Museum contains a col-
lection of building materials, casts of ornament, and a number of
drawings. The School of Art and Design has a good collection of
photographs and casts of architecture! ornament, the collection of
Moorish work being especially complete.
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Methods of Instntcfion. Shop-practice is the only architectural
work done in the first year. Two hours a day are devoted to this.
"Shopwork was introduced into the University by Professor Ricker,
in 1873. after having made an investigation of the Russian system
as illustrated at the Vienna Exhibition." As the University of Illi-
nois was the first institution in this country to teach shop practice
the honor of introducing the Russian system of Manual Training
into the schools of the United States is due to Prof. Ricker.
In the second year the study of building materials and construc-
tion is taken up by means of blue print lectures, problems and draw-
ings being worked out by the class. In the Spring term Sanitary
Science is studied.
In the Junior year the Five Orders are taken up, drawings
made illustrating office work, and two terms devoted to Architec-
tural History.
Architectural Design is first introduced in the Senior year. In
that year Perspective; Estimates, Specifications, and Superintendence;
Heating and Ventilation, and Designing of Ornament, are studied.
In the second year three terms of optional work in free hand draw-
ing, modeling, sketching, coloring, etc., are offered, and in the fourth
year three terms are required.
Nine terms are devoted to Mathematics, pure and applied, but
further changes are contemplated in the Architectural course so as
to still farther differentiate it from the course in Architectural En-
gineering.
The school year is divided into three terms, one of fourteen and
two of eleven Aveeks. Graduates are given the degree of Bachelor of
Science.
Admission. Applicants for admission must be at least fifteen
years of age and must pass examinations in the common branches
and in Algebra, Plane and Solid Geometry, Physics, Botany, Phy-
siology and Rhetoric.
Fees. Tuition is free. An incidental fee of $7.50 per term is
charged to all University students.
Cornell University.
Cornell University was incorporated in 1865 and was opened in
1868. The Architectural Department was created in 1871 through
the efforts of President White. Professor Charles Babcock has been
at the head of the department from the beginning. He received his
earlier Architectural training in the office of Richard Upjohn and
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was a partner with him for five years. In 1880 C. Francis Osborne
was appointed Assistant Professor of Architecture. Tlie work in ap-
plied construction and design is under the supervision of Prof. Os-
borne while Prof. Babcock has the general direction of the whole
and has to do especially with the theory and history of Archtecture,
Aesthetics, etc.
Equipment. The Architectural Museum contains about 1,500
photographs, several hundred drawings, and over 500 models in stone,
wood and plaster, illustrating various constructive and ornamental
forms of the various styles. The White Architectural Library con-
tains over 1,000 volumes Both the Museum and Library are open
at all times to students.
Methods of Instruction. History of Architecture and the de-
velopment of the styles runs through five terms. The instruc-
tion is by lectures illustrated by photographs, engravings, drawings,
slides, casts and models.
Office work is regarded as a necessary supplement to the course
and the second year is so planned that the student may enter an office
during the summer vacation after that year, special attention being
given to construction, working drawings, specifications and contracts.
Design is first introduced in the first term of the Junior year.
During this term special attention is given to house planning with
illustrations drawn from the work of the best architects of the coun-
try. Problems in design, given out about once a week, are worked
up at eight inch scale and criticised before the class. Exercises are
given in sketching plans rapidly, forty minutes being allowed for the
exercise, to develop the students capacity for getting his ideas into
shape in the least possible time. In the third term of the Junior
year a complete problem in design is worked out at eight inch scale;
plans, elevations, sections, and perspectives, of some large building of
a public class being required.
In the Senior year the work in design is intended to illustrate
the historic styles. Roman, Gothic, and Renaissance buildings are
worked up during the three successive terms.
Construction is taught chiefly by lectures illustrated by models.
•The course extends over four years. Graduates receive the de-
gree of Bachelor of Science. The school year is divided into three
terms of eleven weeks each.
Admission. To be admitted to the Freshman year the student
must pass examinations in English, Geography, Physiology and Hy-
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giene, Arithmetic, Plane and Solid Geometry, Algebra, American
History and French, German or Latin.
Fees. Tuition is $125 per year.
Comparative statement of the number of hours devoted to each
of the following studies at the Massachusetts Institute of Technogy,
(M. I. T.,) at the University of Illinois (U. I.) in Architecture (A.)
and in Architectural Engineering (A.E.) and at Cornell University
(C. U.)
STUDIES.
Elementary Mathematics
—
(Algebra. Trigonometry) .
Advanced Mathematics
—
(Analytical Geometry,
Calculus)
Applied Mathematics
—
(^lechanics. Strength of
Materials)
Materials and Construction
Elements of Drafting and
Descriptive Geometry.
Sanitary Science
Heating and Ventilation
Estimates, Business Rela-
tions, &c
Stereotomy
Graphical Statistics
Surveying
Hydraulics.
Masonry Construction
Bridges
History of Architecture
Perspective
Architectural Design
Freehand Drawing
Decoration
Photography
Landscape Gardening
Shop Practice
Physics and Chemistry
Language and Literature ..
General Science
History, Political Econo-
my, &c
Military Science
Hygiene
Tliesis
*Total number of horrs
Number of Hours at Different Schools.
M. L T. U. I.—A.
110
110
.51
75
295
15
30
90
30
50
105
30
1020
570
211
405
1,50
90
Included in
Architectur-
al Design.
120
240
144
240
3(50
()()
60
ISO
(In Mat'ls and Const.'
120
120
*
240
120
240
360
120
360
33(5
288
168
No time
)1I
assigned.
3437 3876
U. I.—A. E. C. U
120
240
144
240
360
60
60
180
n Mat'ls and Const
)
120. Elec. 120
120
84
84
180
240
120 Elective
240
360
336
288
168
No time
assigned.
3744
120
110
143
132
110
33
11
.)•>
187
33
440
220
55
11
"o
209
165
110
44
3265
The School of Mines of Columbia College.
The School of Mines of Columbia College established an Archi-
tectural Department in 1881. Its organization and control were in-
*Not including thesis.
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trusted to Professor William R. Ware who has since continued at its
head.
The Department has at all time had the generous support of the
Trustees, besides which, one of their number, Mr. F. Augusts Scher-
merhorn has borne almost the entire expense of equipping the De-
partment. In recognition of these benefactions the Trustees in 1889
set aside $13 000 of their invested funds to endow a Traveling
Scholarship to be held by graduates of the Department. In the same
year Mr. Charles F. McKim gave to the Trustees |20 000 for a
similar purpose. These Scholarships are available in alternate years,
two students receiving a thousand dollars apiece one year and one
student receiving $13 00 the next. The choice is made by means of
a competition in design held every winter.
The officers of instruction are as follows:
Wm. R. Ware, B. S., Professor of Architecture.
Alfred D. F. Hamlin, A. M., Adjunct Professor of Architecture;
Ornament; History; Design.
Frank Dempster Sherman, Ph. B., Adjunct Professor of Archi-
tecture; Graphics; Elements of Architecture; History; Architectural
Engineering.
Grenville Temple Snelling, B. S., Tutor in Architecture; Archi-
tectural Engineering; Design.
Maximilian K. Kress, Curator of the Collections; Archaeology;
Ancient History.
Charles A. Harriman, Instructor in Architectural Drawing.
George 0. Tolten, Jr., A. M., Assistant in Drawing and Design.
Equipment.—The library contains about 700 volumes. It ad-
joins the drawing rooms and is at the disposal of the students at all
times. The collection of photographs amounting to 12,000 is freely
accessible. The books and photographs may be taken from the build-
ings. A number of water color drawings and a large number of
architectural drawings made in the Ecole des Beaux Arts are used for
copies and examples. The department has also a limited number of
models and a collection of about 150 casts mostly presented by Mr.
McKim. A classified collection of several thousand prints, engrav-
ings and wood cuts, serve as examples in History and Design. The
College Library besides containing a large number of architectural
books comprises the Avery Architectural Library which now contains
7,000 volumes and is constantly increasing. The Libraries as well as
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the library and drawing rooms of the Deparment are accessible to the
students until eleven o'clock P. M.
MetJiods of Instruction.—Architectural work is begun in the first
year. In that year the student takes up Ancient Architectural His-
tory, the Elements of Architecture, Projections, Shades and Shadows,
Designing from description, and Free Hand and Architectural
Drawing.
In the second year Perspective Problems in Design, and Model-
ling are added. The third and fourth years are always more technical.
Vacation work of some kind is required in all the courses. In
the Architectural Department the student must present seventy -five
sketches made during the summer, half of which are to be of archi-
tectural subjects. There are few restrictions as to the amount or
kinds of sketching, but results show that there is no inclination to
slight the work. The student is encouraged to spend his vacations
in an architects office and each day so spent is counted in lieu of one
sketch.
In the study of Architectural History it was found that the
more carefully the lectures were prepared the less the books and photo-
graphs were studied. To remedy this in the study of the Gothic and
Modern Styles, which are taken up in alternate years, the lectures
are now condensed so as to occupy only half the year. During the
second half year the books and photographs are diyided into parcels,
one of which is given to each student each week, to report upon. In
this way each student goes through every book and looks at every
photograph.
In the first term the Architectural Designing is done in some
one of the classical styles. In the second term it conforms to the
style that is being studied historically.
Free-hand drawing is practiced mainly with the pencil and pen.
The students are also taught the use of the brush with india ink
and with color.
French and German are taught by reading works upon Archaeo-
logy in class.
The course extends over four years. Almost all the class in-
struction is given in the first three years, the last year being mainly
occupied with work in the drawing rooms. This year may l)e de-
voted to History and Design or to Construction and Practice, at the
option of the student.
The school year is divided into two sessions of fifteen weeks
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each. The degree of Bachelor of Philosophy is conferred, upon the
graduates of the Department of Architecture. There are about 85
regular and 15 special students in the Department this year.
Post-graduate and university courses in history and design and
in construction and practice are open to graduates of Colleges and
Scientific Schools. Any men are admitted to these courses as special
students who are qualified to pursue them. In general draftsmen
who have spent three years in an architects office are considered
qualified to follow the University course in History and Design.
The course in Construction and Practice requires a knowledge of the
higher mathematics. These special students are allowed to attend
such other exercises as they have time for. "The Trustees have
just begun to receive special students. They will probably continue
to do so but to confine this privilege to men of considerable pro-
fessional experience. Beginners are received only in the regular
course, and however far advanced in this are not allowed to change
and become special students except after a year's absence."
Adinission.—Candidates for admission must be eighteen years of
age, and must pass satisfactory examinations in Arithmetic, Geome-
try, Algebra, Trigonometry, Physics, Chemistry, German, French,
English, Physical Geography, and Free-hand Drawing.
Fees.—The tuition is |2 00 per year.
The number of hours work is somewhat difficult to state but
may be put very nearly as follows:
60 hours. Advanced Mathematics (Analytical Geom. Calculus).
180 " Applied Mathematics, Materials and construction.
(Mechanics, Strength of Materials, graphical statis-
tics. Engineering).
40 " Sanitary Service.
10 '' Heating and Ventilation.
60 " Stereotomy and Descriptive Geometry.— Shades and
Shadows, etc. Surveying, (Optional during sum-
mer vacation).
200 " History of Architecture.
440 " Free hand drawing.
• 40 " Perspective.
2 000 " Architectural Drawing and Design.
120 '• History of Ornament.
270 '^ Physics and Chemistry.
180 '' Language and Literature.
50 " Hygiene.
3 650—Total number of hours.
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THE BACTERIOLOGICAL EXAMINATION OF SEWAGE.
By R. J. Dickinson, "'.U, Sanitary ExGiNEERiNr; Course.
The great obstacle in the study of bacteria is their extreme
smallness. Because of this, one can only see, even with the best
microscopes, the mere form, with often no distinguishing char-
acteristics. For the same reason it is very difficult to seal the cul-
ture to outside bacteria and still allow free access of air. Such being
the case too great care can not be taken to prevent contamination.
The method here recommended is merely an outline of the work,
every step being hedged in by precautions, and even then the culture
sometimes becoming contaminated.
In the examination of sewage two things are wanted: first,
the number of bacteria in a given volume; second, their s})ecies.
To determine the number: Melt a tube of gelatin (any gelatin
will liquefy at 40°C). Put into this a definite volume of the sewage
to be examined and mix thoroughing by shaking. Pour out on a plate
and cover with a bell-jar to prevent contamination. Place this cnlture
in a temperature slightly below the melting point of gelatin—about
30° to 83°C. The first indication of the growth of the bacteria will
be the appearance of small, unusually white dots. Each dot is a col-
ony, reproduced from a single bacterium. When new colonies cease
to appear (usually at the end of two or three days), place a counting
apparatus, a thin glass plate with the surface divided
into small ecjual i^areas,';; over the culture and count the colonies in
each of a number of these areas. From this counting estimate the
total number of colonies, which is the number of bacteria in the
volume examined.
The best ratio of the volumes of sewage and gelatin can be de-
termined by experiment. It varies between very wide limits, the
object being to have as much sewage as possible without having the
colonies so numerous as to make counting difficult.
To determine the species it is necessary first to obtain a pure
culture. This may be done as follows: Transfer from the plate-
culture to a tube of distilled water, as small a quantity as possible
from the colony whose species is to l^e determined. Mix thoroughly
bv shaking. From this tube inoculate a tube of melted gelatin.
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Place this tube on ice or in a stream of cold water and roll itrajiidly,
so that in cooling the gelatin will form a thin film on the sides of
the tube. This gives the same isolation of colonies as the plate-cul-
ture with much less danger of contamination, and hence is preferable.
On account of the comparatively few bacteria transferred from the
culture to the water, this inoculation will contain a correspondingly
small number of bacteria. Hence there will be but little chance for
two colonies to grow together as might be the case in the plate cul-
ture; therefore any colony will almost certainly be from one bac-
terium and consequentl}^ of one species. As soon as a colony is vis-
ible in the tube, inoculate a tube of bouillon from it. In most cases
twenty-four hours will show a growth in the bouillon. When the
growth appears, transfer some of it to a slide and examine it with a
high-power microscope. If no difference in appearance can be dis-
tinguished it is called a pure culture. If differences, not due to
known different styles of growth, are distinguished, the culture is not
pure and the process must be repeated. If the culture is pure, inocu-
late tubes of bouillon, agar, gelatin, and milk. The appearance of the
growth, the effect on the culture media, and the size and shape of the
organism are the data by which the species is determined.
The bouillon used is made from beef. In making the solid
medium, agar, bouillon is solidified by the addition of agar-agar (a
species of gelatinous algae). In making gelatin, use the best French
gelatin instead of agar-agar. Many other subtances, such as blood-
serum, potato, fruits, etc., are sometimes used, but those first named
are by far the most common.
The media are generally used in test tubes which are filled about
one third full and closed with tight cotton plugs.
For methods of preparing these media, growing the bacteria,
and details of sterilizing, the reader is refered to Bacteriological
Technology by Salomousen, or Manual of Bacteriology by Crook-
shank. For a key by which to determine species see the work on Micro-
organisms by Flugge and Report the Massachusetts State Board of
Health for 1890.
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NOTES ON THE OVERFLOW OF THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL
R. R., IN LOUISIANA.
By E. (). Strehi.ow, '94, Civil Engineering Course.
During the exceedingly high stage of the Mississippi river early
in the spring of 1892, a break of some two thousand feet occurred in
the Belmont levee about hfty miles above New Orleans, causing the
overflow of hundreds of square miles of the Louisana swamps
through which the I. C. R. R. passes. Immediately after the
break began a large force of men was engaged in an effort to repair
the levee, but without success. All available forces were then em-
ployed in the protection of the roadbed and in the increase of exist-
ing waterways by raising the bridges. Sacks filled with clay or
earth were placed at the ends of bridges, along the slopes of em-
bankments, and at the ends of ties, to afford protection from the
scour. Brush was laid on the slopes and weighted down by old rails.
To preserve the line where the track was submerged two methods
of anchoring were used; 1, stakes about three feet long, were driven
on each side and near each end of the ties; and 2, a long iron
rods shaped like the figure 7 so as to fit the top and sides of the tie,
was driven at each end of a tie. The results obtained in the use of
these methods were very satisfactory. About fifty miles of
track was submerged, the maximum depth of water being thirty-one
inches above the top of the rail at the lowest point in the track.
Considerable damage to the rails resulted from the traffic which was
maintained during the overflow. Freight trains were run continuous-
ly by substituting wood for coal; passenger trains were run over the
submerged track for some time but were discontinued before the
water reached its maximum elevation. The approximate cost of
raising the track was 166,000 and the renewal, repairs, and raising
of the bridges cost about $20,000 more.
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NOTES ON THE ROAD QUESTION.
By E. E. Barrett, '93, Civil Engineering Course.
A great deal has been said concerning the roads of Illinois, but
in the voluminous literature on the question nothing has ever been
given as to the amount actually collected for road improvement. By-
correspondence with a large number of county clerks in all parts of
the state, an endeavor has been made to obtain the approximate
amount collected in Illinois per year for road purposes.
The amounts collected in the counties given in Table I below
are assumed to be fairly representative of that collected in the various
counties throughout the state.
TABLE I.
Road and Bridge Tax Collected in 1892 in Ten Representative
Counties of Illinois.
No.
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as the average rate of road and bridge tax, we have $3 948 724
(47.5 cents per $100 of $831 310 306) as the amount of cash collected
for roads and bridges in 1892.
Of the cash tax a very large proportion is spent for bridges. In
order to determine an approximation to this amount correspondence
was had with one of the county supervisors of Champaign county
who has been a member of the bridge committee of the County
Board for a great many years and has had a wide experience. He
says that one half of the road and bridge tax is spent for bridges
and culverts.
In Illinois, county funds may be expended for bridges on county
line; or, when for the past two years the town levy has been 60 cents
per $100, the major part of which was needed for ordinary purposes,
the county may contribute one half the cost of constructing a bridge;
or, when the district has that year levied the full rate of $1, the
major part of which is necessary for ordinary purposes, and when the
cost of a bridge exceeds $100, the county may assume the total expense.
Table II below shows the actual amounts spent for bridges
in all the townships in Champaign county securing aid in 1892.
This does not include the amounts spent for bridges for which no
county aid was asked.
TABLE II.
Amount Spent for Bridges in 1892 in Towns of Champaign
County Receiving County Aid.
No.
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as spent for bridges, we have but $1 900 000 as the amount spent in
road improvement proper.
The maximum amount of cash tax spent per square mile, or for
two linear miles of road, was a trifle less than $64, or $32 per mile of
road; while the minimum was only $13.12 per mile of road. The
average amount was $23.10 per mile of road.
The amount of road and bridge tax per square mile, as shown in
Table I, is strictly speaking more than the average amount spent on
the two miles of road. In the smaller cities and towns a certain
proportion of this tax is used on streets, thus making more than the
two miles of road to each square mile of land. If half of the cash
road and bridge tax is spent for bridges,which seems probable as shown
above, we shall have a very small magin left with which to improve
the roads. It is no wonder that our roads are in poor condition
!
SHOP INSPECTION OF BRIDGES.
\
By C. O. Baughman, '94, Civil Engineering Course.
The term inspector is generally applied to a person employed by
the engineer or the persons for whom the work is being constructed,
having power to reject all work that does not comply in every re-
spect with the specifications. (Such persons may be termed shop
inspectors, but not in the sense that the term is used in this paper.)
A shop inspector is a person employed by the manufacturers his
position is in the shops and his duties are to see that all errors due to
workmanship are corrected before the material is taken into the field.
It is not only his duty to see that the work complies with the speci-
fications, but that the painting is done properly, and that the material
is loaded for shipment in such a manner as to be unloaded in the
shortest possible time and at the least possible expense.
The method of inspecting the various parts of a structure will
be briefly mentioned. First consider the floor beams and stringers,
which are generally the first parts of a contract completed. See
that all the rivets are tight. This is accomplished by tapping them
lightly with a hammer, generally made for that purpose. If any
loose rivets are found, do not have them cut out until their position
in the piece has been carefully considered. Notice the plates that
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are riveted tof^ether. If they have been pressed closely together, have
the rivet cut out and replaced by another. But if the plates do not
appear very close together, most likely there is a burr formed around
the rivet between the plates. Hence to back out a rivet of this kind
would necessitate shearing off this burr, which in many cases
proves to be more injurious than the loose rivet. Calking rivets is
advisable only in such cases as this. Special care should be taken in
the inspection of the riveting in large beams, especially plate girders
where there are four or five cover plates riveted to the flange angles.
If too many loose rivets are found, the foreman of the riveting crew
should be notified, since they are often caused by the machine being
out of adjustment, or the rivets not being of equal temperature when
driven. Every riveted piece of a structure should be thus inspected.
Proceed with the inspection of the floor beam by examining the
lateral hitches. See that the pin holes which take the lateral bolts
are the right size and the proper distance apart. If the lateral
system is composed of angles, be sure that the spacing of the field
rivets is correct. Measure very carefully the spacing of the rivets in
the web plate provided the stringers are connected to the web plate,
and also the spacing in the end vertical angles of the stringers, and in
the filler which goes between these angles and the web of the beam.
If these measurements are not satisfactory, and you are not perfectly
satisfied that the pieces will fit, you should have the pieces assembled
and the holes reamed. Mark the pieces so that the erector may have
no difliculty in putting them in the same position when erected.
The stringers should be faced so as to make a flush joint with the
beam. Measure their lengths; also apply a steel square at the ends to
see that they are perpendicular with the flanges. The length of
stringers with faced ends should check within one thirty-second of
an inch. If the beam connections are made by riveting to the inter-
mediate posts, their length should check within one sixteenth of an
inch.
A steel square should be used to test all planed surfaces and
also to test the perpendicularity of pin holes with respect to the axis
of any section. Pin holes should be calipered and the distances from
center to center should check within one sixteenth of an inch with-
out regard to the distance. The four columns in the cantilever
span in the bridge across tie Mississippi River at Muscatine, Iowa,
checked between centers of pins within one thirty-second of an inch
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in a distance of fifty-seven feet. If the pins are finished at the time
you are inspecting the chord members, it is well to fit them into the
holes and put on the nuts. Thus you are enabled to inspect both
pins and pin-holes at the same time, and also check lengths of pins.
Intermediate posts should check within one thirty-second of an inch
between pin centers. Distance from center of pins to connection
holes for knee braces should be correct; while the distance from pin
center to sub-strut or longitudinal strut may vary even as much as
one fourth of an inch and make no difference. Notice that the
posts are in pairs with reference to these connections.
It was once customary to assemble all end top chord sections and
end posts when the hip pin-hole was bored, and mark the several
pieces so that they could be fitted together when the
structure was erected. This took considerable time and has been
almost done away with except where the specifications require it.
When these pieces are bored separately the bevel should be checked,
and the distance from the planed surface to the center of the pin hole
should be measured on a line perpendicular to the planed surface, in
both top chord section and end post, to ascertain the opening of the
joint. In many cases the end sections of top chord as well as the
end posts should be in pairs, the former with reference to top strut
and top lateral connections and the latter with respect to portal and
bracket connections.
Bottom chord bars and diagonals should check very closely, es-
pecially with respect to each other. Probably the best method for in-
specting bars of this character is to place two pins of the required size
the proper distance apart and have the bars placed on them. By this
method the slightest variation in the length of a bar may be detected.
All loop bars and rods, such as counters, top and bottom laterals,
portal and sway rods, should be carefully examined about the loops to
see that they have been properly welded. The lengths are not very
important, as they are all adjustable and a half or three fourths of an
inch either way makes no material difference.
In the inspection of roofs and general structural material the
field connections are very important. In roofs where all the trusses
are alike, one set of templates is used, and hence if there should
be an error in any piece of a truss, it may possibly occur in the same
piece throughout the entire roof. This same precaution should be
used in the inspection of columns, since many times a great number
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are made from the same set of templates. It is customary to assemble
one truss of a roof before it leaves the shops, thus avoiding all errors
in lengths of pieces.
The painting of the various pieces is not very often considered,
since many deem it of such little importance. Yet there are many
parts of a bridge, more especially in columns, that are inaccessible
to the painter after they have been assembled and riveted. The shoes
of a bridge and bases of columns are examples. Hence these parts
should be copiously painted vi^hen the pieces are being built.
Almost every car load of finished material should be examined.
See that the pieces are in such a position with respect to each other
that none will be strained by the motion of the train. If there are
long sections, and it becomes necessary to load over the ends of the
car, the pieces should be placed far enough from the side of the car
that there will be no danger, when rounding a curve, of the ends
projecting too far over the side of the train. If the pieces are very
long and a bearing on two cars is necessary, swinging bolsters are
required in almost all cases. Be sure that the timber of which the
bolsters are made is of sufficient cross section, so that the ends will
not have a bearing on the car when the load is upon them. They
should turn freely, since a refusal to turn often results i^ derailment
of the car or the falling off of the load.
In considering what has been said concerning the duties of a shop
inspector, it is not to be understood that he must be able to execute
all branches of the work himself, but he should have a sufficient
knowledge of the various departments to be able to judge whether
the work is or is not as it should be. There are many inspectors
who have only a knowledge of a drawing, they are able to tell whether
a thing looks like the structure or not; but as regards a knowledge of
the workmanship and ability to judge of the quality of work that a
shop with certain facilities ought to turn out, they are often deficient.
Hence there are many embarrassing positions, not only for the in-
spectors but for the manufacturers also. It is to^be hoped that in the
near future the duties of a shop inspector may be considered of more
worth than at present, so that experienced and competent men may
aspire to the position.
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A PECULIAR INSTANCE OF GRADE REDUCTION.
Br P. K. Vial, '85, Asst. Civil Engineer Belt Railway, Chicago.
My attention was recently called to what at first ap})eared to be,
if true, a peculiar instance of grade reduction. It occurred on the
Belt Railway of Chicago.
The road was built to furnish a simple and rapid means of trans-
ferring freight cars from one road to another. The general surface
of the ground upon which the road-bed rests is practically level, but
it was necessary to carry the grade over the important railroads, and
as is usually the case with new roads, the grades were rather heavy.
The traffic has become heavy and trains of great length are hauled.
The ruling grades are of course the approaches to the viaducts,
one of which is over the C. B. & Q. R. R., at Hawthorne. The south
approach to this viaduct was originally a 1% grade, but was recently
changed to a 0.54% grade, when it was found that there was no ap-
parent benefit to operation, but rather a detriment, inasmuch as the
change necessitated a reduction in the length of train previously
handled.
It is my purpose to analyze the problem in a general way and to
show that the original grade line was an easier operating grade, for
long trains, than the new grade. It is not my intention to arrive at
exact results, but only to show the reason why the new grade does
iiot benefit operation in proportion to the change. For convenience
of calculation I will use only round numbers and will not adhere to
the exact profile.
It will answer our purpose to suppose a grade, B C, Fig. 1,
page 30, 2 400 feet long rising 24 feet above the horizontal, with
100 feet level at the summit, CD, and then a descent by a 1 % grade
to the original level.
The grade on the south side was changed to about 0.5%,
so we will call the new grade 4 800 feet long, at the foot of which
the Chicago, Madison and Northern Railway crosses at grade, as
shown in the diagram.
Suppose a train of 100 empties, weighing 18 tons per car, has come
to a stop for this crossing. Let us find how much power would be re-
quired to carry it over the old grade. It has been shown by experi-
ment that freight trains require about 6 pounds tractive
force per ton to overcome the resistance of friction on a level track,
and as the train begins to ascend a grade the resistance increases ac-
cording to the well known laws of the inclined plane. Thus, the in-
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creased resistance per ton due to a 1 % grade is 2 000 pounds X (1-^100)
or 20 pounds (considering the track to be the same length as the
the horizontal), and on a 0.5% grade the increased resistance per ton
is 2 000 X (0.5-100) or 10 pounds.
Suppose the tractive power of the locomotive to be 22 000 pounds.
According tp our supposition there were 2 400 feet of level grade on
the old track between the point where the train stands at A and
the 1 % grade at B, The total weight of the train would be 100x18
tons = 1 800 tons, and 6 pounds resistance per ton would require
10 800 pounds of the power of the locomotive to overcome the resis-
tance of friction, leaving 11 200 pounds to give motion to the train,
making itself manifest by the constantly increasing velocity. All
the power thus stored in the train is returned to assist the engine at
critical points.
It will first be necessary to find the point upon the descending
grade, which must be reached by the locomotive before its tractive
force will again equal the train resistance. Suppose the
cars to be 36 feet long, then the train length will be 3 600 feet.
When the last car of the train reaches the foot of the 1 % grade at B
the engine will be 1 100 feet from the summit, D, on the descending
side. Since the weight of the train is one half ton per foot,
there would be 1 200 tons on the grade, 50 tons on the level CD,
and 550 tons on the descending grade. The resistance for this posi-
tion would be
10 800+(l 200x20)—(550x20)=23 800 pounds,
or 1 800 pounds more than the engine can pull; therefore enough
more cars must pass the summit to overcome this deficiency, and
for every car that passes the summit there is one less on the grade
BC; and as each ton on the descending grade, DE, returns 20 pounds,
there would be 40 pounds less resistance for each ton that passes to
the descending grade. It would be necessary for (1 800^-40)=45
tons more to pass the summit before the power of the engine would
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just equal the train resistance. There would now be 595 tons on the
descending grade and 1 155 tons on the ascending grade. Let us see
how many foot pounds of energy it would require to move the train
from its standing position at the crossing A to the above position.
For the first 2 400 feet, AB, the resistance would be uniform and
to overcome it would require
2 400X 10 800=25 920 000 foot pounds.
For the next 2 400 feet, BC, (until the engine reaches the top of
grade) the resistance would increase uniformly from 10 800 to
10 800+ (1 200X20)=34 800 pounds.
The average per foot for this distance would be (10 800+34 800)^-2,
which multiplied by 2 400=54 720 000 foot pounds, which is the
energy required. For the next 100 feet, CD, there would be a uni-
form resistance of 34 800 pounds requiring 3 480 000 foot pounds of
energy. For the next 1 100 feet, DF, the resistance would decrease
uniformly 10 pounds per foot, the average resistance per foot b-^ing
(34 800+23 800)
^^^.^^^ multiplied by 1 100=32 230000 foot pounds.
It is necessary that 45 tons more pass to the descending grade
before the engine can handle the train. The resistance per foot for
the distance of 90 feet is which multiplied by 90==
2 061 000 foot pounds.
The total work required to move the train from the starting
point. A, to the position where the resistance just equals the power
of engine is
25 920 000+54 720 000+3 480 000+32 230 000+2 061 000
=118 411000 foot pounds.
The total distance traveled by the engine is
2 400+2 400+100+1 100+90=6 090 feet.
The engine has then exerted energy equal to 6 090X 22 000=133
980 000 foot pounds, or 15 566 000 foot pounds more than the work
of train resistance over this distance.
Now had the grade been level the train resistance would have
been
6 090X 10 800=65 772 000 foot pounds,
and this subtracted from 1 18 411 000 leaves 52 639 000 foot pounds of
resistance due to grade; this divided by the total weight of train in
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pounds will give the actual amount the center of gravity has been
raised.
52 639 000-3 000 000=14.62 ft.
14.62-6 090=0.24 % grade.
This is if a grade line extended from the center of gravity of
the train when the engine is at A to the center of gravity when the
engine is at F, the rate 0.249 would be equivalent to the grade line,
ABCD, to the point F.
But this assumes that A is raised and that the whole train is on
the grade. Considering the train as it actually is on a level, since for
the first train length the effect of the operating grade varies from
at starting to the full amount when the engine is 3 600 feet from A,
the equivalent operating grade is ^X3 600 shorter than 6 090 feet.
Hence the operating grade is-^nxr|Y==.34%. If the train were to be
carried beyond F, the grade would evidently be less.
Now let us analyze the new grade line. As before, we will fix
the point at the summit where the train resistance just equals the
tractive force of the locomotive. We have the train resistance for a
level grade 10 800 pounds and the resistance on this line due to grade is
10 lbs. per ton, or 18 000 pounds, which, added to 10 800 pounds, gives
the total train resistance 28 800 pounds. It is therefore evident
that a portion of the train must be on the descending grade before
the engine could handle it. When the engine reaches the point D,
there would be 50 tons less upon the grade, and the resistance re-
duced to 28 300 lbs. For every ton that passes to the descending
grade the train resistance is reduced 30 pounds—hence 210 tons
must pass the summit before the train resistance would be reduced to
22 000 lbs., making 420 feet from D to E. Th6 total resistance from
the point A to this point E would be
15««+^8M?x3 600+(l 200X28 800)+?8M+_2M25xioo+
28 300+22 000 ,„^ .-.no^oAAAi; i.
^ X 420=119 258 000 foot pounds.
and the distance traveled is 4 800+100+420=5 320, an average re-
sistance of 22 417 pounds of which 11 617 pounds are due
to grade. This corresponds to a grade of 0.323 %, which multiplied
by 5 320=17.17 feet, the amount the center of gravity of the
train had been raised in a distance of 5 320 feet.
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Computing a grade line from A to the point E, since as before
the equivalent grade line will be for a half train length less than the
1 ri -1 rf
full distanee 5 320 feet, we have
-^pn7r=0.487 %.
It is therefore evident that the operating grade for the original
grade line was 0.1 % easier than the new.
These results will show that the actual profile bears but little re-
semblance to the virtual or operating grade line. Hence the im-
portance of fixing the operating profile before attempting to change
an existing gi-ade line, especially a momentum grade, i. e., a grade
where momentum is depended upon to overcome the resistance in ex-
cess of the tractive force of the locomotive.
There are conditions which change the result; e. g. if the train
was not required to stop at the crossing (which has an interlocking
appliance), the two virtual profiles would be more nearly alike. Also
the shorter the train, the nearer the profiles would correspond, until
the limit is reached when the whole load is concentrated at one
point. In this case all possible profiles between A and G would
be identical so far as operation is concerned.
The assumption that the train load is equally distributed is not
strictly correct but approximates closely enough for these notes.
It is also evident that not only has the grade line A, B, C, D not
been improved but the grade line in the opposite direction G, D, C, B,
A has also been increased for the center of gravity must be raised
higher than on the original grade before the tractive power of the
locomotive equals the train resistance. Going in this direction how-
ever the train has a longer stretch of level grade upon which to ac-
quire velocity and seldom has difficulity in passing the summit, al-
though the grade is about 1.2 %.
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RELATIVE COST OF HEAVY VS. RE-INFORCED BRIDGES.
By At>bert F. Robinson, '80, Engineer Bridges and Building, C. R. I. & P.
R'y.. Topek.\. Kansas.
Frequently an engineer must decide what is the heaviest bridge
he can build with economy. In 1882 and 1883 the writer had charge
of the designing and construction of some heavy iron bridges for one
of our best western railroads. At that time the bridge companies
bidding on these struciures considered them unusually heavy; but
during the past season several of these bridges were taken down and
re-inforced because they were already considered too light for the
service required. The writer has frequently found it necessary to
urge the use of heavier bridges, and the data prepared for such dis-
cussions has suggested the following tables.
Tables I (page 73) shows a comparison between the cost of
building a light bridge and afterwards re-inforcing it, and the cost
of building the heavier bridge orginally. Only single track structues
are considered, though the same relative proportion of cost and weight
doubtless exist in double track bridges.
The bridges built in 1882 were according to the Erie Railroad
specifications of 1879, and the "heavy bridges'" are in accordance
with the Lehigh Valley Railroad specifications of late date. The
actual "shipping weights" were used in nearly every case. The
prices, 4.7 cents and 5.1 cents per pound for the work erected and
painted, are the lowest of which the writer has any record for the
year 1882. During the year just passed the prifces for bridge work
have been about 3.75 cents per pound for griders up to 80 feet and 4
cents per pound for truss spans of ordinary length. These prices in-
clude erection, painting, and freight to Chicago, 111.
The reasons for taking 15 years as the period for comparison
are: 1st, It is almost 15 years since the first "Erie" specifications
were published (about the limit of our observation for purposes of
comparison). 2d, A large portion of the bridges which were fully
up to the requirements at the time they were built, have had to be
re-inforced within less than 15 years. 3d, It is hardly safe to pre-
dict the probable direction or rate of increase in the rolling load
for a greater period than 15 years.
In Table I no charge has been made for freight between the
bridge and the shops, for the delay or interruption of traffic on ac-
count of the work, or for the danger from floods when the track is
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carried on temporary false work. Taking these items into the ac-
count, we may conclude that at any time during the past 15 years,
the heavier bridge would have been the cheaper.
Under ''Cost of re-inforcing bridges after erection," (^see the
second portion of Table I), the price per pound for the new part of
the work has been taken at 3.25 cents, not including cost of erecting
and painting. New bridge work is 3.25 cents per pound, excluding
cost of erecting and painting, but re-inforcing old work is always
more expensive per pound of the new material added than entirely
new bridge work.
The cost of lower false work for carrying teams and supporting
iron and upper false work during erection, was taken from Table II.
TABLE II.
Cost of False Work for Carrying Traffic,
Items of Cost.
Cost of new false work per lineal foot of track
Relaying track after putting in new floor*.
Value of false work after use, per lineal foot of
track
Cost of removing false work
Net value of old false work, piled on bank
ready for loading
Net cost of false work per lineal foot of track -
Spans Less
THAN 100
Feet.
^.00
1.00
$3.00
$8.00
.30
$8.30
$3.00
$5.30
Spans 100
TO
300 Feet.
$4..50
1.00
$3.50
$9.50
.30
$8.30
$3.50
$6.30
*This does not include the cost of new bridge ties or their framing.
In computing Table II, the caps were assumed to be double or
treble, and the lower or main caps not less than 22 feet long. Sway
bracing and piling are used as in ordinary pile bridges, but the piles
are frequently of pine or some cheap timber. The stringers are not
usually bolted together, but are so arranged that they can be easily
removed.
On a road built in a large river valley where side streams had
to be crossed near their mouths, the total pile and timber trestle
bridging averaged about 280 lineal feet per mile of road. The aver-
age cost of this bridging was a little more than $10 per lineal foot.
On a line in Kansas and Colorado, averaging less than 100 feet of
bridging per mile, the cost was from $10.50 to $13 per lineal foot of
bridge. In view of these facts the prices assumed for false work can
hardly be considered as too high.
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Judging from the past it is safe to assume that the rolling load
will contine to increase for some time to come. The reasons for this,
are: 1. This increase may not be proportionally so great as in the
past, but the uniform train loading may increase much faster than
the concentrated engine wheel loadings. 2. Even though steam be
superseded as the motive power, it is hardly probable that the maxi-
mum car loads will be reduced; on the contrary this may result in
increasing them. It is not likely that the demand for cars to carry
extra heavy pieces of machinery will cease. This demand has steadily
kept pace with the increased strength of rolling stock and permanent
way; and has in fact generally been the chief cause for these in-
creases. 3. Competition and the demands of the traveling public
have been continually for a higher average speed for trains of all
classes. At present it is not uncommon for special classes of valuable
freight to be carried at express train speed. The higher rate of speed
for all classes of business must cause greater wear on bridges and
this will naturally call for heavier structures.
With the prevailing tendency towards heavier service in view,
the writer has prepared Table III, page 75, which gives the cost of
heavy bridges at present market prices and shows the percentage
that can be added to the weight (when the structures are built),
without having the extra cost amount to more than the prospective
cost of re-inforcing after 15 years.
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HEATING AND VENTILATION OF RESIDENCES.*
By James R. VVilltctt.
Copyrighted l y the author, 18P3.
Young gantleiuen,—I have been invited to speak to you on the
subject of heating and ventilation, in its practical applications. The
theory o£ the subject, I presume you have been, or will be, instructed
upon by others. My purpose is to show you the way in which a per-
son engaged in such business may prepare designs for executton.
Many years ago, long before you young gentlemen were born a
young architect had prepared designs for a residence, and had acquit-
ted himself to his entire satisfaction; and, as he thought, to the
satisfaction of the owner. One day, when the building was nearly
completed, the owner asked the architect, "What size furnace would
yon use in the house?'' For in that day, heating by hot water and
steam, at least as applied to residences, was uncommon. The young
architect could not answer the question, for he knew nothing about
it. However, he said he would consider the matter, and in that way
postponed the decision.
How was he to ascertain the proper size for the furnace? He
could find books of the subject of heating and ventilation, but they
did not enable him so arrive at a prompt and definite answer to the
question asked.
The young architect at last found that the only way to acquire
knowledge on the subject was to go to the^contractors who were en-
gaged in putting up furnaces. After acquiring all the information
he could from them, comparing their statements, etc., he arrived at
a conclusion which he gave to the owner in, perhaps, a somewhat
oracular manner.
The statements made by the furnace men did not, in many in-
stances, agree. Each man was, of course, interested in the sale of
some particular furnace. They possessed a large amount of informa-
tion derived from actual work, and they carried on the work largely
by their "judgment." The only rule which appeared to be general
was: They would take the volume of the building, and they knew,
*Adclress delivered before the Engineering College of the University of Illi-
nois, March 23, 1893.
- - .
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from previous experience, about such a size furnace would be sufficient
for such ;i building. The experience they had acquired was ver}'
valuable, but it was not digested and arranged so that the general
rules could be deduced and applied to other buildin'gs.
We propose to give "office" rules—that is, such rules as can be
prom})tly and readily applied in making out designs and s|)ecifications
for such Avork. It is to be understood that these rules are ap])roxi-
mate only. But they are sufficiently correct for practice, as experi-
ence has shown. Every practitioner has such rules, must have such
rules, and every practitioner who has written on the subject has given
such rules. The endeavor has been made to give rules so that the
field for judgment will be limited, and to prevent grievous errors
from being made; but judgment in the use of these rules is required.
No rules can be made on any subject that do not require the use of
the judgment in their application.
There are many methods or systems of heating and ventilation-
There is no one that is, under any and all circumstances, superior to
every other. This lecture will be confined to the heating and venti-
lation of ordinary residences in a simple manner. There are several
reasons for this; one is that you must creep before you walk. If a
young architect will master the lower walks of a subject, he will be
afterward much better fitted to comprehend the higher branches of
it. Besides the time allotted to this lecture will not admit of an ex-
tensive treatment.
Any ]"esidence which has a heating apparatus designed to be run
in the best manner, and requiring thorough and constant attention,
will be more or less of a failure. The boilers in an ordinary resi-
dence are usually run by the owner of the house, by a servant girl,
orat best by a coachman whose time and attention is mostly occupied
with other duties, and who looks upon the necessity of attending to
the heating apparatus as an infliction and a burden; therefore, it is
essential that in designing a heating apparatus for a residence, it
shall b* capable of working satisfactorily under some amount of
neglect and misuse. This neglect is contemplated and allowed for
in the statements hereinafter made.
The method of heating a building should be decided upon before
the plans for the building are finished, as the method of heating
affects, c5r should affect, both the plans and construction of the
building.
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VENTILATION.
To make a proper design for ventilation, it is necessary to know
or to assume:
The number of persons who are to inhabit the house.
The fresh air that should be allowed to each person. This is
put down by some authors as high as 2 000 cubic feet per person per
hour, and even higher.
The quantity of air necessary to provide for the vitiation of the
air by gas or other lights.
How can anyone tell what number of persons will occupy a resi-
dence and for how many hours per day? How often will the number
of persons change? How many lights will be kept burning, and for
how many hours will they burn? How much air will leak into the
house or be forced in by the winds outside?
All of these questions are somewhat in the nature of conun-
drums. In the same residence the data will vary from day to day.
We must assume a certain data, depending upon the style of
the house, the class of people who occupy it, etc.
It may be assumed that there will be two persons occupying
each bedroom; and the number of bedrooms multiplied by 2 may be
taken as the total number of persons to be provided for.
As to the lighting, that is even more uncertain than the number
of persons in the house. It may be assumed as one burner per per-
son. The number of hours that the lights are burning will probably
not exceed six hours out of the twenty-four. Indeed, all the lights
will not probably burn that long, and four hours out of the twenty-
four may be sufficient, but we will consider them as burning six
hours out of the twenty-four.
The air required for the vitiation by gas lights is given by
Schumann as 1 800 cubic feet per hour for each cubic foot of gas
burned. As each burner may be taken to burn four cubic feet of gas
per hour, then each light would require 7 200 cubic feet per hour.
This is, however, for but six hours out of the twenty-four. If then
it be assumed that a burner will burn six hours, and distribute it over
the twenty-four hours, it will give 1 800 cubic feet per hour. Ad-
ding 2 000 cubic feet, the quantity required for the use of each per-
son, to 1 800 cubic feet, the quaniity required per person for the con-
sumption of one burner of gas, gives a total of 3 800 cubic feet of
fresh air required for personal use, together with gas consumption
i
per person, per hour.
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If we assume the velocity of the eiir entering the fresh-air duct
at six feet per second, and it is usually as much as that, if the rules
hereinafter given are complied with; then to give 3 800 cubic feet of
air per j)erson per hour will require a cross sectional area in the
fresh-air duct of 25.4 square inches per person, or say 25 square
inches per person.
The question of the leakage of the air into the building is a very
considerable one. The more leakage there is, the less area will be re-
quired in the fresh-air duct (and vice versa to some extent). In the
very best built houses the leakage is always large. There is no way
of ascertaining its amount, but it is thought fair to assume that not
less than one-fifth the volume of air that will be required in the
house is furnished by leakage; and when a strong wind is prevailing
it may be much more. It is true that there is leakage out of the
house as well as into it; but the leakage out of the house is less than
into it, because the outward leakage must pass through two walls in-
stead of one and because the heating of the house draws air to it. It
is thought that the difference will amount to one-fifth, as above
stated.
If we take then oue-fifth of the fresh air as furnished by leakage
it will reduce the area of the fresh-air duct to twenty square inches
per person. It is not advisable to make the area of fresh-air duct
smaller than this, and it is much better to make it larger, provided
always that the radiator, or warming, surface for heating the fresh
air, is increased in the same ratio, for if the incoming air is cold it
will be shut off.
The foregoing can be condensed to—
Area of fresh-air inlet in ) .r^ j Number of bedrooms in
square inches,
) ( residence.
On a windy and cold day, it may be found that it is impractica-
ble to keep the house warm with the fresh-air duct fully open. Or,
even if it could be kept open, the consumption of coal would be such
that the owner would not incur the necessary expense.
Here it may be remarked, that the question as to how the owner
is likely to act under certain circumstances is one that the practicing
architect should take into consideration.
If the fresh-air inlet is large, and owing thereto, the house
either becomes cold, or the amount of coal used is, in the judgment
of the owner, excessive, it is practically certain that he will shut the
fresh-air inlet up; probably shut it up altogether, and thereby de-
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prive the house of all fresh air except what it may obtain through
leakage. Long and continuous experience has shown this to be the
case. Whereas, if there is a means of closing the fresh-air inlet to
some extent, but not altogether, the owner is likely to so close it.
This will, of course, decrease the supply of air, but it is better to de-
crease the supply of air than to altogether stop it.
It is well, therefore, to provide a damper in the fresh-air inlet.
This damper, however, should not close the inlet wholly; say one-
third of the damper should be cut off.
If the damper is thus arranged and the proportions given in the
rules observed, the supply of fresh air will still be equal to 1 200
cubic feet per person per hour. Indeed, it will be more, since the
leakage will not be diminished, but rather increased. Besides, when
the wind is blowing hard the velocity in the fresh-air duct will be
increased.
The volume of air in cubic feet that will pass through a duct of
any cross sectional area, with air moving at any velocity, can be
found by recollecting that a duct of 1 inch cross sectional area,
with air moving at a velocity of 1 foot per second, will pass 25 cubic
feet of air per hour. If, therefore, 25 be multiplied by the cross sec-
tional area of any duct, in square inches, and also by the velocity in
feet per second, the product will be the quantity of air in cubic feet
per hour that said duct will pass.
Example: What volume of air moving at 8 feet per second will
pass through a duct having a sectional area of 113 square inches, in
one hour, 25 X 8 X 113 ^ 22 600 cubic feet.
The opening of the fresh-air inlet should be upon the side of the
house against which the prevailing cold winds blow. . (This means,
in the vicinity of Chicago, first the north side and next the west
side.) The openings should not be exposed to the direct force of the
wind. If there are no buildings, fences, or other obstructions close
by to prevent the wind from striking the opening directly, then some
shield should be erected to do so. There should be but one opening
to the fresh-air inlet; but if there are two boilers or furnaces to the
house, then the openings to the fresh-air inlets to each should be on
the same side of the house.
If there be fresh-air inlets on the different sides of the house, it
is not at all unlikelv that the fresh air will at times be driven in one
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inlet through the radiators or furnace, through the house and out of
the other supposed fresh-air inlet.
The fresh-air duct should not be taken under the basement
floor, where it is liable to fill up from flooding of sewers, dirt, dead
rats and other filth; but it should be kept above the ground, brought
along the basement ceiling until it reaches the proper point and then,
and not till then (turning down if necessary), enter the bottom of
the indirect radiator casing, or furnace.
All incoming fresh air mast be heated by indirect radiator, or by
the furnace.
The hot-air flues to rooms will be spoken of when speaking of
indirect radiation hereafter.
The outlet flues through which air passes out of a room, and out
of the building, should be of brick, similar to smoke flues, though
they' are sometimes made of tin. Every room should have such a
flue. The opening from a room into outlet flue should be close to
the floor, in, or just above, the baseboard. This opening should have
a register. This register should be rather small than large, for if
large outlet registers are used some of them are apt to become air in-
lets instead of air outlets—that is, some are apt to "draw downward,"
as it is termed, instead of upward.
A general rule for such an outlet register may be taken as
follows:
For first-story rooms: Divide the volume of the room in cubic
feet by 30, and the quotient will be the gross area of the outlet regis-
ter in square inches.
For second-story rooms: Divide by 40.
For third-story rooms: Divide by 50.
The outleb register should not be much greater than called for
by the above rule unless the fresh-air duct is enlarged.
The sum of the gross area of the outlet flues should not exceed
1| the area of fresh-air inlet duct. If it does, then either they
should be reduced or the fresh-air inlet duct enlarged. The latter is
best.
The fresh-air entrance to inlet duct should be covered with wire
netting to keep out dust, etc., and this entrance should have at least
twice the area of the inlet duct with which it connects, as the wire
netting diminishes the supply of air. If this area cannot be had it is
better to leav« off the netting.
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The rules given are based on fresh heated air being admitted to
the house through an indirect radiator. If indirect radiation is not
put in, then the direct radiation should be increased by one-half
(or more) of the indirect radiation.
HEATING.
Residences are heated in three different ways :
By hot-air furnances;
By steam apparatus;
By hot-water apparatus.
,
How shall a residence be heated? This is a question which is
largely determined by the owner; usually on the score of expense.
The cost of the heating apparatus may be taken in the following
order: The furnace is the cheapest, the steam above that, and the
hot-water apparatus usually costing' the most.
The buildings that are usuall}' planned by an architect are not
nowadays often heated by furnace. Nevertheless, most of the resi-
dences throughout the country that have any heating apparatus, are
heated by furnace, and the young architect should know something
about them.
In hot-water heating the air is often exposed to a temperature
of but 100 degrees Fahr., and is not likely to be over 180 degrees.
The temperature of the water is practically never above 212 degrees,
and usually not more than 150 degrees.
In steam heating the air comes in contact with a surface which
is not usually below 212 degrees Fahr., while it is often much higher,
the air being exposed to a temperature which is seldom less than 200
degress and often as high as 300 degrees.
In hot-air furnace heating the method of heating is altogether
what is tejcmed the indirect system of heating. The inceming fresh
air comes in contact with a surface highly heated. It is liable to be
exposed to a surface which may have a temperature as high as 600
degrees, and which often has a temperature of 400 degrees.
The air which we breathe is full of particles of dust. Now,
when this air comes in contact with a heated surface, such as it may
do in a hot-air furnace, the dust is burned; and the air perhaps other-
wise injured and rendered unfit for breathing. In heating by steam,
the same thing may occur, but in a very much less degree. But in
the open system of hot-water heating, it is practically impossible to
run the temperature over 200 degrees, and it ordinarily does not ex-
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ceed 160 degrees. In heating by steam, you cannot make steam at
all without bringing the temperature to the boiling point of water
(212 degrees) and therefore the temperature of the radiators must be
nearly that height. Now, this may be too high for mild weather.
In the "'open'' method of hot-water heating you cannot raise the
temperature above 200 degrees, and therefore you cannot burn the
air; and you can regulate the heat to an}^ lower temperature you de-
sire, down to the temperature out of doors. These are the great ad-
vantages the hot-water heating system possesses.
In the selection of. heating apparatus for residences preference
should be given in the following order: First, hot-water; second,
steam ; third, hot-air furnace.
While the above is true, yet it is better to have a good apparatus
of an inferior type than a poor apparatus of superior type. A resi-
dence can be heated and well warmed by any of them, w^hen the ap-
paratus is well designed.
Whatever system may be adopted, the following data are needed
for each room to be heated: Volume in cubic feet; exterior wall sur-
face in square feet; exterior windows and exterior doors in square
feet.
In measuring exterior wall surface, include the windows and the
doors areas. In measuring windows (and doors) measure between
the inside jambs, that is include width of sash. This is to compen-
sate for leakage of air. The exterior doors are treated as if they
were windows in order to compensate for the air leakage during the
opening and shutting thereof, etc.
Proceed by finding the value of R for each room according to
the following formula:
I=Inside temperature desired Fahrenheit, usually 70 degrees.
E=Exterior bemperature.
V=Volume of the room in cubic feet.
W=Exterior wall surface of the room in square feet.
G=Exterior windows and exterior doors in square feet.
R=Standard amount of surface of radiator in square feet.
UOO ^ 10 ^ 2 J V I )
In considering the exterior temperature is is not necessary to
assume the very lowest that occurred. Such extreme temperatures
usually last but a short time, and any full sized apparatus will bear
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pushing occassionally. If the lowest temperature is increased by ten
degrees the result may be assumed as the exterior temperature. In
Chicago the exterior temperature is usually assumed as— 10 degrees,
although it sometimes has gone down to—20 degrees and even lower.
T Tjl
The portion of the equation, 0.9 (
—
^
—
j may be reduced to a
constant for any particular place. "F' being taken as 70 degrees
Fahr., and "E" as 10 degrees higher than the minimum temperature.
It is convenient to have these constants, and they are given in Table I.
TABLE I.
I— E 70— E
Table of minimum temperatures, and the values of —^— = —;^7j
—
"E" being taken as 10 degress higher than minimum temperature.
PLACE.
Uuluth, Minn
St. Paul, "
Milwaukee, Wis
Burlington, Vt
Chicago, 111-.
Detroit, Mich
Indianapolis. lud
Albany. N. Y
St. Louis. Mo
Buffalo. N. Y.
Cleveland, O
Pittsburgh, Pa
Portland. Me
Boston. Mass
Louisville, Ky
Cincinnati, O
New Y'ork, N. Y
Philadelphia, Penn.
Washington, D. C...
Baltimore. Md.
Minimum
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If the house is to be heated by indirect radiation there must be
hot-air flues provided to reach rooms in upper stories.
The tendency nowadays appears to be in the first story of resi-
dences to throw the rooms together by having large openings be-
twsen themselves and the stair hall without doors. The wall space
in the first story is thus reduced to a small amount. It is difficult to
find room in it to contain the hot-air flues.
You have flues in the building, very large flues, sometimes more
than one of them. It is true they are not called flues, but nevertheless
they are flues, and, unless you need to throw a small amount of very hot
air into a room, you can do away with the small hot-air flues and use
the large flues already provided. These large flues are called stair
halls. They have several advantages over the small flues. They can
deliver a large volume of air at a velocity so .slow as to be inappreci-
able. The air need not be heated up above a low temperature, say 80
to 90 degrees Fahr. In rooms where there are openings without
doors, the air can pass. Where there are doors the air can enter by
means of a low transom over the door.
One of the difficulties of heating by the indirect system of small
flues is the fact that the large flue, known as the stair hall, is fre-
quently working at cross purposes with the small hot-air flues. On
a windy day it is certainly diftieult to thoroughly heat, by tbe indirect
system alone, that side of the house exposed to a gale. The exclusive
use of the indirect system is not necessary for ordinary residences.
The best result is obtained by a combiiiation. With direct radiators
for the warming of the room and indirect radiators for the warming
of the neccessary incoming fresh air.
By direct radiation is meant that radiators are to be placed in
the room which is to be heated. By indirect radiation, that radiators
heat air and then this heated air is passed into the room.
Usually indirect radiators are placed in the basement just below
the ceiling. This brings the bottom of the radiator down low com-
pared with the boiler. Now the higher the radiators are above the
boiler the better.
A radiator has been introduced in late years which is termed the
direct-indirect. This radiator, to all appearnces, is a direct radiator,
but the sides are partially closed in and a fresh-air duct is brought
below it from which fresh air is received, and i)assed u() through the
radiator. This direct-indirect radiator can be placed on (and above)
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the first floor, and is well above the boiler which is usually placed in
the basement, therefore it works better than if lower down. The
opening in the floor through which the air passes up is covered by the
radiator. We consider this radiator preferable to the old (or base-
ment) indirect radiator.
The indirect system of radiation permits of ventilation, at least
requires the circulation of air both in and out of a room, whereas the
direct system causes the air already in the room to circulate in it,
and does not require the introduction of air from outside of the room.
Each system has its own beneflts and its disadvantages. The indi-
rect system makes it difficult at times to heat some of the rooms
which are exposed to prevailing winds, and has been known to act in
a reverse manner, driving the air in the upcast flue, or what is in-
tended for such, downward. Furthermore, the quantity of heat
necessary to warm the room depends upon the amount of air intro-
duced at the proper temperature. Now, the quantity of air required
for ventilation and that required to carry the necessary amount of
heat, are not usually similar. The requirements of heating and of
ventilating usually clash, and one or the other must be, to a more or
less degree, sacrificed.
The indirect radiators should not have any valves upon them.
If any heat at all is needed they should be in operation; besides, as
they are exposed to the incoming fresh cold air, they are very liable
to freeze up if the flow of steam or hot water is stopped.
In the direct system, the radiators being in the room to be
heated, the question of tne quantity of air introduced, so far as the
warming of the room is concerned, nearly disappears, and a direct
radiation can be proportioned to the necessary amount required to
warm the room and to warm it only, while the ventilating of it can
be treated separately and apart.
In large, expensive buildings there are sometimes built hot-air
flues to each room, and if the building is to be heated solely by indi-
rect radiation this is imperative; but if the rooms are already heated
by direct radiation it is only necessary to heat the incoming fresh air
that is required for ventilation, and this brings the amount of indi-
rect radiation required to a small amount compared with the amount
of air required when heated exclusively by indirect radiarion; besides,
it is very difficult to obtain sufficient room within the walls to carry
up hot-air flues to the rooms in the upper stories, as the upper story
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rooms are usually smaller and more numerous than those in the first
story.
The best place for a direct radiator is under the window sills.
Now this requires a low radiator, while the tendency is nowadays to
lower window sills. We would recommend that direct radiators not
exceeding twenty-three to twenty-four inches high from the floor be
used. In designing a house the window sills should be kept not less
than twenty-six inches ^from the floor. With low radiators they
usually need to be long in order to make the requisite heating sur-
face; this should also be looked after. It is well to keep this matter
in mind in designing a building, and make your windows
either wide or twin or triple windows, which afford room
for the requisite length of radiators. It is not desirable usually to
extend the radiators beyond the window, at least the ladies partic-
ulary object to it.~ If you cannot place the direct radiators under the
window sills, then place them against exterior wall or as near as is
practicable. If you heat the exposed sides of a room you will heat
the whole of it.
Considerable trouble sometimes arises from the objections of the
owners, and especially their wives, in placing the radiators, and some-
times practically objecting to radiators at all, or else putting them in
such places as will not allow sufficient size of radiator to be put in.
The difficulty is increased by the fact that they want the radiators
low down. Less objection is usually made to a low radiator than to a
high one; but a low radiator requires a greater length than a high
one for the same amount of radiator service.
Some owners object to giving any sufficient space for a heating
apparatus, and architects do not usually make proper and sufficient
provision therefor.
The direct-indirect radiators should be the highest made (45
inches) so as to give ample radiator surface to heat the incoming
fresh air and to take up as little floor space as is possible. Do not
place them under windows, but in an unoccupied place in stair hall.
It is usually best to consider the first and second story stair halls
as one first-story room, and treat it accordingly. Where the second-
story hall is large, or much exposed, then a minor portion of theradia-
tionmay be put in second story, otherwise put it all in first story.
Some years ago the manufactures were very apt to overrate the
surface in the radiators. This is not much the case now, except with
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radiators which have what is termed extended surfaces, that is, solid
projections on radiators. Now, while it may be admitted that these
projectons are of some value, they are not nearly so valuable as is
claimed for them. It is not known how valuable they are, but they
are of no very great value and the only safe way is not to consider
them at all. There is no mystery about measuring a radiator and the
surface it contains. You can measure it with a tape line as you can
measure any other surface.
Given sizes of pipe refer to their interior diameters. Boiler tubes
are given by their exterior diameters. Although strictly speaking
they may be a pipe, they are never called so.
There are various plans of boilers, both of wrought and of cast
iron. Unless it is a very large residence it is usual to adopt some
style of boiler already made and intended for house heating; they are
usually of cast iron. There are a number of good ones, and it can
only be said that you must use your best judgement in selecting the
boiler you wish to adopt.
There should be some relation between the grate area and the
surface of boiler exposed to the fire. The heat all comes from the
coal which is burned on the gpate. If you have your furnace large
enough for thorough combustion the heating surface is apt to be
sufficient. It is usual to have the heating surface fifteen times the
grate area; but the surface in the boiler directly exposed to the fire
is much more valuable for heating purposes than the surface of pas-
sages which are not exposed to the fire, but onl}^ to the smoke.
There is such a thing as getting your boiler too complicated.
It is indispensable that all parts of your boiler can be readily gotten
at and cleaned out.
Anthracite coal is almost universally used for heating house
boilers east of the Mississippi river, and it is assumed that that fuel
is to be used.
If the house is a large one, it may be better to use a wrought
iron or steel boiler. For residence use, where the dimensions are
sufficiently large to require such a boiler, perhaps what is known as
the "saddle" and the "fire box" or "locomotive boiler" are the best.
Having ascertained the total square feet of radiation the re-
quired square inches of grate area can be taken from Table II.
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Table II.
The re(|iiired grate Jirea can he taken from the following table,
which gives the requisite square inches of grate area for each 100
square feet of radiator surface:
Total sq. ft.
of Radiator
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THE SEWERAGE OF THE WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPO-
SITION.*
By C. B. McCiatre, "91, and F. M. Spalding, '93, School of Civil ENGiNEERiNf4
The World's Columbian Exposition has complete systems of
water-works and sewerage sufficient in capacity for a city of 400 000
inhabitants. Owing to the flatness of the site and to the cost of
construction of a combined system of sewers, the sewerage is divided
into three distinct systems: 1. Roof drains. 2. Storm water sewers.
3. Sanitary or ejector sewers. The different systems will be de-
scribed in order.
ROOF DRAINS.
The roof drains, carrying the water from the roofs, have their
outlet in the nearest water-way. In designing the size and grade of
these sewers, the maximum rate of rainfall was taken at one inch
per hour, all of which was considered to reach the sewer. The
amount of water-way provided is probably not sufficient for heavy
storms, and the sewers at such times will necessarily flow under a
head, because the assumed rate of rainrall is often doubled and some-
times trebled in short, sharp storms. In a permanent system this
might prove a serious difficulty, but for the few heavy storms likely
to occur during tht continuance of the Fair, there will probable be
no trouble.
On the Mines and Mining Building there are 62 6-inch down
spouts. The roof area of this building is 225 000 sq. ft., making a
down spout for every 3 630 sq. ft. The Manufactures and Liberal
Arts Building has 224 6-inch down spouts, or one down spout for
every 5 930 sq. ft. of roof area. Down spouts are made of galvanized
iron. Connection is made with the sewer by a 6-inch vitrified pipe
leading directly from the bottom of down spout to the sewer. The
total number of manholes in the roof drain system is 49.
The following table gives the total amount of vitrified sewer
pipe used in the construction of roof drains:
Table Showing Length and Size of Pipe.
DIAMETER OF PIPE
IN INCHES.
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stokm water skweks.
The storm water sewers carry all water falling ou the pave-
ments, sidewalks and grass swards. It is very desirable to keep the
water in lagoon, canals and basin free from filth and dirt of all
kinds, and as the storm water sewers will carry a large quantity of
paper, rags, peanut shells, etc., all pavement sewers discharge
into the lake. For this drainage the grounds are divided into
three districts: first, that draining the larger portion of the grounds
including the area south of 59th street, and west and south of the
lagoon and basin and having its outlet in the southern part of the
grounds just north of Forestry Building; second, that draining the
area around the Manufacturers Building and Government Building,
and having its outlet east of the Grovernment Building; third, all
that portion of the grounds lying north of 59th street, and having
its outlet at the head of 5'^th street. The location of the outlets,
mains, man holes, catch basins and connections are shown on the
accompanying map of the grounds.
The maximum rate of rainfall was taken at one inch per hour
over the area drained, excluding the buildings, and it was assumed
that all this rainfall reached the sewer. Kutter's formula, with
n=.013, was used in the computations, and 2 feet per second was the
minimum velocity allowed. This gives approximately the following
minimum grades: 6-inch pipe, 1 in 450; 8-inch pipe, 1 in 250;
12-inch pipe, 1 in 450; 18-inch pipe, 1 in 850. At the time of this
assumed flow the storm water sewers will flow under a head of 2 to 6
feet, but it is not probable that they will often be so heavily taxed.
The sewers consist of salt-glazed vitrified sewer pipe, brick
sewers and box drains. Vitrified sewer pipe are used for lines vary-
ing from 6 to 18 inches in diameter. Brick sewers are used for lines
varying from 18 to 36 inches in diameter. Above 36 inches box
drains are used. The pipe used was first-class vitrified sewer pipe.
Where excessive quicksand and water was encountered, deep-socket
pipe was used, the joints being calked with oakum before cementing.
Deep-socket pipe have a bell three inches deep, and the spigot and
inside of bell are grooved or roughened to hold the oakum in place.
The brick sewers are made of single or double rows of brick, accord-
ing to the amount of water and quicksand encountered and to the
depth of sewer below the surface.
The top and sides of the box-drain are constructed of pine, while
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the bottom is concrete. The sides consist of 3x9-inch tongiie-and-
grooved sheeting 9 feet long driven to the proper grade. Two inches
from the top on the inner side of the sheeting 4x4-inch stringers
were attached. 4x6 inch cross girders were laid on these stringers 2
feet apart. The girders were notched 4 inches to make them flush
with the sheeting. The top is made of 2x6-inch matched plank
securely nailed to the cross girders. The bottom is concrete 1 foot
thick. The concrete consists of one part mortar to three parts
broken stone. The mortar is composed of one part Portland cement
to three parts of sand, both by measure. The radius of curvature of
the bottom varies with the width of the sewer from 3.5 to 5.5 feet.
The width of sewer varies from B to 5.5 feet. The depth at center
varies from 3 ft. 6 in. to 3 ft. 9 in. The box drains were used on
account of cheapness and ease of construction, and are well adapted
to the temporary work for which they are designed.
Manholes on the pipe and brick sewers were put in 250 to 300
feet apart on the straight lines, and also at every change of direction
of sewer. Manholes were built of brick, the walls being 8 inches
thick laid in mortar, and were finished at pavement grade with a
cast-iron suburban manhole cover. The cover is somewhat lighter
than that used in the business portion of the city. The total num-
ber of manholes on the pavement sewers is 316.
Catch basins are usually placed in pairs one on either side of the
roadway, the distance between pairs varying from 150 to 300 feet.
The catch basins are made of a 3-ft. section of 18-inch vitrified sewer
pipe with an 8-inch spur moulded on at an angle of 34 degrees.
Pipes are set on a bed of concrete 6 inches thick and are finished on
the inside with a coat of neat cement mortar, troweled smooth-
Catch basins are finished at pavement grade with a cast-iron grated
cover. The cover is set in cement mortar. The connections with
the sewer are made with curved and straight pipe. The total number
of catch basins of sewer pipe is 473, and in addition there are 50 brick
catch basins.
In order to beautify the interior water-ways and the lake shore
all o'utlet pipes are required to be 1.5 feet below datum. Datum is
taken as the average level of Lake Michigan for several years, accord-
ing to the records of the city of Chicago. The elevation of the sur-
face of the ground varies from 5 to 11 feet above datum. The depth
of sewers below the surface varies from 3,5 to 12 feet. The average
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cut was about 5.5 feet. The ground wa.s excavated in open trenches
to tlie necessary depth, with a width two feet wider than the exterior
diameter of the sewer. The work was carefully back-filled, the earth
being rammed under and around the pipe, the remainder of the
trench being filled without ramming. Pipe were laid in bottoms of
25 feet under a line iii perfect conformity with lines and levels given.
The contractor furnished all pipe specials, cement, yarn, etc.. and
did all excavating and back-filling. Nearly all the ground was sandy;
some gravelly quicksand, necessitating the use of sheeting, was met
at all points below 1.0 foot above datum.
The following tables give the total length of sewers constructed
and the price per lineal foot:
Table Giving Total Length and Cost per Lineal Foot of
Vitrified Pipe Sewer.
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system of sewers for the removal of sewage proper. There are 16
buildings provided for the purposes of the Exhibition, which vary in
size from 1 to 30.5 acres. Besides these there are 40 or more smaller
buildings built by the different states and by foreign countries. There
are in all 150 acres of buildings for which sanitary sewers must be
provided.
A daily attendance of 150*000 with a probable maximum of
400 000 is anticipated. For the accommodation and convenience of
this multitude there are numerous toilet rooms and lavatories with a
total of 3 500 water closets and 1 000 urinals, and with wash basins
in proportion. The maximum attendance of 400 000 will occur be-
tween the hours of 7 A. M. and IIP. M., during 16 hours of a day; in
other words this would be a rate of attendance of 600 000 people per
24 hours. As the maximum quantity of sewage expected is 8 500 000
gallons, which is the capacity of the disposal works, the maximum
quantity of sewage per capita expected is then 8 500 000^-600 000=14
gallons per 24 hours.
Any system of collection of sewage by gravitation sewers alone
would necessitate very light grades owing to the flatness of the site,
it varying from 5 feet to 11 feet above Lake Michigan. If the com-
bined system were used, the sewers would necessarily be large and ex-
pensive. It was therefore decided to put in a separate system of
sewers for the removal of the sewage proper and to pump the sewage
to the purification works in the southeast part of the grounds. The
Shone system was adopted to do this work.
The ejectors are placed in pairs in stations so constructed that
the sewers will flow by gravity into the ejectors.
The accompanying cut gives a section of the ordinary Shone
Pneumatic Ejector. The action is as follows:
The sewage flows in through the inlet pipe and gradually fills
the large chamber till the sewage reaches the under side of the
bell D. This of course confines the air and as the flow con-
tinues the pressure of this confined air lifts the spindle and this opens
the compressed air valve E. The compressed air thus admitted
presses on the surface of the sewage and forces it out through the outlet
pipe. The sewage cannot flow back up the inlet pipe because the inlet
valve is forced shut as soon as the compressed air is admitted. The
sewage continues to pass out of the ejector till the cup C is no longer
supported; then the weight of the sewage contained therein is suf-
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ficient to pull down the spindle and close the air valve E. The air
in theeject(n-s is then allowed to exhaust to atmospheric pressure and
the whole action is repeated. At the junction of the discharge pipes
from the two ejectors there is placed an air chamber similar to those
seen on ordinary steam pumps; this chamber is designed to act as a
cushion for the outrushing sewage and to prevent as much as pos-
sible the shock or water ram that would otherwise result. The air
chamber is 2 feet high and 10 inches in diameter.
There are 26 ejector stations located over the grounds, the ma-
jority being beneath the buildings, some under the grass plots and
some under the roadways. These stations consist of a wooden or
brick pit in which are two ejectors, one ejector being held in reserve
and used only in case of emergency. When the stations are inside
the buildings the pit is built of 4x(3-inch matched sheeting
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and is 10 to 11 feet deep and 11.5 feet in diameter, with 2 feet of
concrete in the bottom. The pits are designed to be water tight.
When the stations are outside the buildings the pits are constructed
with a 12-inch brick wall and have 18 inches of concrete in the bot-
tom. The depth of the pit is 11 feet and the width is 11.5 feet; the
top is covered with two layers of 6x6-inch timbers laid crosswise.
The capacity of the ejectors varies from 60 to 600 gallons per minute
and their united capacity is 11 400 gallons per minute or 17 000 000
gallons per 24 hours. In other words both ejectors in each pit will
have to discharge once a minute.
There are 3 miles of gravitation collecting sewers running into
the ejectors. These sewers are either 6 or 8-inch deep-socket vitri-
fied pipe, except when laid inside the buildings, when wrought iron
pipe is used. The minimum grade for the 6-inch is 1 in 150 and for
the 8-inch 1 in 250.
The air compressing plant for operating the ejectors is situated
in Machinery Hall. Its location is shown on the accompanying map.
It was designed and built by the Norwalk Iron Works of South Nor-
walk, Conn. The plant consists of three compound air compressors
and one double compound air compressor. These compressors are
unique in that they have two air cylinders with a cooling chamber
between. The initial pressure is made in a large air cylinder and the
final compression is made in a small air cylinder. The capacity of
the plant is 4 537 cubic feet of free air per minute.
There are 5 miles of air pipe leading from this plant to the dif-
ferent ejector stations, varying in diameter from 2 to 10 inches.
Those laid under buildings and those less than 4 inches in diameter
are wrought iron screw pipe; all the remaining pipes are cast iron.
The average depth of covering is 4.5 feet. The line was tested to
stand 90 pounds pressure per square inch without loss.
From the ejectors there are 4.8 miles of cast iron discharge pipe
leading to the sewage disposal works. These sewers are shown in
black full lines on the map. The size of pipe varies from 6 to 30
inches. "The maximum lift from the discharging level of the lowest
ejector to the top of the precipitating tank is 67.6 feet and the total
head to be pumped against when the maximum estimated amount of
sewage is being discharged is 107.8 feet. A pressure of 47 pounds
per square inch will be maintained in the air mains, and each ejector
will be provided with reducing valves so that just the necessary
pressure will be used."
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The contractor was paid a certain price per foot for the pipe laid.
Profiles were furnished of the pipe lines, and when the pipes were for
any reason laid deeper, an extra allowance was made for the deeper
cut. All specials and stop gates were put in as required by the engi-
neer. The pipe was all furnished by the Exposition Company.
Cost of Pipe Laying.
KIND OF MATERIAL.
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pipes which conduct the sewage to the vertical tuhes in the precipi-
tating tanks.
Supported on an iron frame work on the top of the tanks are
tubs of chemicals mixed ready for use. Aluminum sulphate and lime
will probably be used, although copperas may be chosen. The
chemicals enter the sewage in the 14-inch pipe, the aluminum sulphate
entering first just above a mixer which thoroughly mixes this chefni-
cal with the sewage. A little farther along the lime is added. The
sewage then flows down the vertical tubes fixed in the precipitating
tanks and is distributed over the entire tank by the radiating arms;
the solid matter settles to the bottom while the liquid slowly rises to
the top in the large annular space surrounding the central tube. The
settling solid matter acts as a filter for the rising liquid and in this
way the highest efficiency is gotten out of the chemicals. Near the
top of the tanks several wooden troughs are rigidly held, and as the
liquid rises it overflows into these, and thence into a larger trough
which empties into an 8-inch cast iron down spout. In this last
trough is placed a weir for measuring the quantity of sewage. There
are two down spouts, each serving two tanks. The two spouts are
connected at their base with a pipe which conducts the purified water
to the lake.
At the base of the precipitating tank are valves which may be
opened; and the head in the tank is sufficient to force the sludge out
and into either of three vertical cylindrical tanks. When one of these
tanks is full the source is cut off and compressed air at 100 lbs. pressure
forces the sludge into the sludge press and presses it into 50 rings or
cakes, 1^ inches by 3 feet in diameter. There are small drip holes along
the bottom of the press so that the water can run out. These cakes
are then carted out to the Garbage Crematory and burned. There
are two of these sludge presses; they will press from 12 to 15 tons
of sludge per day.
It is designed to have all four precipitating tanks in operation at
once. Their capacity will be 6 000 gallons per minute or 8 040 000
gallons per 24 hours. The cost of chemicals will be about $5 per
1 000 000 gallons of sewage, depending on the character of sewage,
difficulty in procuring chemicals, etc. From 6 to 8 men will be re-
quired to operate the plant when running at its maximum rate.
The entire cleansing plant is contained in a building 100x125
feet, and cost $25 000, not including the building.
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THE NEW MERCURY COLUMN AT THE UNIVERSITY OF
ILLINOIS.
By Ciias. H. Trego, '94, Schooi- of Elecricai. Exgineerixg.
Two objects were in view in improving the mercury column as
described below. First, to substitute for the slow and irregular
action o£ the hand pump, some automatic means for |)roducing a con-
tinuous and easily regulated pressure. Second, to provide an attach-
ment for testing steam engine indicators by direct steam pressure
measured by the mercury column. Both these ends have been ac-
complished with entire success, a very rapid, or an exceedingly gradual
rise in pressure up to 200 pounds can be automatically obtained with
perfect ea^e, and the indicator attachments are found to be in every
way an improvement on the means commonly used. The apparatus was
designed by Professor Seribner, and has been constructed under his
supervision.
In using it the weight of a column of mercury is balanced against
the elasticity of the spring of the steam gauge or indicator, and the
pressure thus acting on the spring, is computed from the measured
height of the mercury.
Pressure can be applied by the small hand pump, which
forces oil in through the pipe X; also by steam through the pipe Z, or
by the hydi:aulic apparatus shown at C, the working of which will
be described later. In whichever way the pressure is applied, oil is
forced through the pipe L into the cylinder D. The lower part of this
cylinder contains mercury, which the oil forces out through the pipe
M into the glass tubes TT forming the column. The height to which
the mercury rises depends upon the pressure applied to the oil. The
tubes TT are made of heavy glass, in six foot lengths, and behind them
is ascale divided into inches and running the full length of the tubes.
The joints in the tubes are at different levels, so that the height of the
mercury can always be read in one tube when it is hidden by the joint in
the other. To find the pressure due to the mercury, its height in inches
above the zero mark, is multiplied by the weight of a cubic inch of
mercury at the observed temperature. This gives the pressure in
pounds per square inch. The weight of a cubic inch of mercury at
60° F. is 0.4 911 74 pounds.
The gauges to be tested are screwed to cocks on the pipe R.
This pipe is connected to the vertical pipe R^, which runs downward
and connects to the pipe M containg mercury underpressure; a glass
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New Mercury Column at University of Illinois.
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gauge tube Gj forms part of the pipe R^. Two pipes, U and U^,
branch off from R^ just above and below the glass part G^, and from
these, two other pipes connect to the top and bottom of the horizontal
cylinder E; the pipes U and U^ continue on to the right to another
glass gauge tube G3. Thus the two glass gauges Gj and G3, and
the cylinder E are so connected that when they are filled up to about
the middle of E with mercury, and from that point to the top of
R, with oil, the line between the oil and mercury will be at the same
level in all three. The cock in the pipe from the top of the cylinder
D to the pipe R is only opened to fill R, G^, E, etc., with oil at the
start, and must he kept closed at all other times. The cocks H and
H., can be closed so as to shut off the tube G^, and this is done in
testing gauges. If the vent cock V in the top of the pipe R^ be
opened, and oil forced into the cylinder D, mercury will rise into the
tubes T T and G^ and the cylinder E. At first it will rise rapidly,
but after it gets up to about the center of E it will rise very slowly,
on account of the large volume of E which has to be filled for a slight
rise in height. The vent cock V in top of R^ is now closed, so that
the only way for the mercury to rise further in G^ and E is by forc-
ing oil into, and thus expanding, the springs in the gauges. Of
course this expansion will require very little oil, and as a proportion-
ally large quantity of oil is forced out of E for a slight rise of the
mercury, the level of the mercury in G, and E will now be practically
constant. It will be readiy seen that the cylinder E acts just as if it
were a large bulb blown in Gj at that level.
The zero of the scale is taken at the level at which the mercury
in T T stood, when the vent cock V was closed. Since this cock is at
the same level as the centers of the gauges, the level of the mercury
in T T will be just enough above that in E, as shown by the gauge
glass Gj, to balance the height of the oil up to the gauge centers.
To test steam engine indicators accurately, the test must be made
with the indicator at the temperature it has when in use. Many
schemes have been devised for doing this,but the best way is to use steam
in the indicator at the desired pressure. When this apparatus is used
for testing indicators the cylinders A and B are used in connection
with the part already described. These cylinders are connected at the
bottom by the pipe N, and each has a glass tube, G, and G^, on its
side to show the level of the water with which each is about half
filled. The space in A above the water is filled with steam, which
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is admitted through the pipe Z, and that above the water in B is filled
with oil. When the cock H is opened the oil in B can pass through
a connection between the glass tube (j^ and the pipe U, and on
through into G^ and E. The valve in the pipe from the top of B to
L must he kept dosed when testing indicators.
The indicator I is attached to the pipe V, at the top of the
cylinder A, a steam gauge S being also connected to this cylinder.
This gauge must be known to agree with one on the pipe R. Be-
fore testing the indicator the water levels in A and B, as shown by
their gauge glasses, must be made to agree with each other and with
the mercury level in E, which should be half way up in the latter and
can be read both at G^ and G3. For this purpose the cocks H and
B,, in the pipes V and Uj, are opened and mercury in G^ and the
water in G., and G^ are adjusted to the same level 0-0', near the
center line of the cyclinder E. The cocks H and H^ are now closed
and oil is forced into D and steam let into A until the desired pres-
sure is reached. When the gauges on A and R read alike the cocks
and H and H, are opened, and any slight difference in pressure is at
once equalized. If the levels of the water and mercury in G,, G,,
and G^ have changed slightly, they can be adjusted. A line is now
drawn on the card by the indicator, and the mercury column is read
from as zero; the pressures thus represented are afterward compared
to find the accuracy of the indicator. This process is to be repeated, at
intervals of a few pounds pressure throughout the whole range of the
indicator spring.
A great advantage of this process is that no constant need be
added or substracted from the height of the mercury column as read
on the scale, provided, of course, the zero of the scale is at the
same level as the mercury in G,. This comes from the fact the water
in A and B, and the mercury in E, all have the same level, as shown
by the gauge glasses G,, G3 and G^. From this the water pressures in
A and B balance each other, the oil in B balances that in E, and the
mercury in E balance that below the same level in TT. The weight
of the oil in the pipe R^ will make a little difference in the reading of
the guages, but this does not enter into the result in testing indi-
cators. As previously explained, it is allowed for in testing gauges.
These tests, for both gauges and indicators, should be made both
with increasing and decreasing pressures to eliminate any friction
errors in the instruments tested.
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To use steam for producing pressure on the oil, the cocks H and
H^ must be closed, and the valve in the top of B opened. Steam is
now let into A, and it forces water over into B; this drives the oil
up and out of B and over into D, after which the effect is the same
as before. This method is suitable for gauge testing only.
The hydraulic apparatus shown at C is generally used for pro-
ducing the pressure. All parts of it are within easy reach, and as the
pressure can be regulated so nicely it is probably as convenient an
arrangement as could be devised. It is nearly all made of iron pipe
and pipe fittings, and about the only machine work done was in
turning the large plunger P, which works in the cylinder C. Inside
of P, and fastened to it at the bottom, is the small plunger P, which
works in the small cylinder C^. The areas of these plungers are as
20 to 1. The large cylinder can be filled with water from the city
mains through the pipe in the bottom. Two valves in this pipe let
the water flow in or out as desired. There are a few inches of oil on
the water in this cylinder to keep the plunger from rusting when it
is left out of the water. The small cylinder C^ is filled with oil, as
are the pipes F, F^, F,, etc., that open into it. When the large
plunger is moved up the small plunger rises in the cylinder C^, and
forces the oil in C^ out through the pipes F, F^, etc., over into
the cylinder D. The pipes F^ and F form part of the frame of the
machine. The large plunger is weighted to bring it down again
when the water outlet in the bottom of the cylinder is opened. The
pipe t connects F, with a small oil tank in the second story, so that
the oil can be forced from the machine up into it, or the machine
can be filled from it, as desired.
From the lower part of the oil level in D, the pipe J, runs
over to the open reservoir W. This affords a convenient method
of lowering the oil pressure slightly without lowering the plunger.
In case it is desired to lower the mercury column without lowering
the plunger, the oil can be drawn off through the pipe J; this oil can
afterwards be drawn up into the cylinder C^ by opening the valve in
the pipe from W to F, and lowering the plunger. Drip cocks are
placed on the lowest parts of cylinders and pipes, so that they can be
entirely emptied, and vent cocks on the highest parts let the air out
when the cylinders are filled again.
i
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EQUIVALENT CIRCULAR CURVES FOR RAILROAD TURN-
OUTS.
By R. C. ViAi^, '93, Civil Engineering Course.
In location work curves for branches or sidings are often run
from a main tangent track. It is often desirable to know what
equivalent circular curve may be used, instead of locating the turnout
proper, such that when the turnout is put in, the equivalent circular
curve will be tangent to the center line of turnout at the heel of frog,
the center line of turnout being straight from toe to heel of frog. Fig.
1 shows the parts of the turnout and the equivalent circular curve,
the latter being represented by the light curved line, the turnout by
the heavier lines. There is of course a different curve for each frog
number. The scale of the drawing is greatly distorted in order to
show the parts more clearly.
It may be well before considering the formulas for the curve
to consider the leads used in computing this equivalent curve. Very
frequently leads are used such as to require more or less fudging in
putting in turnouts, even a simple turnout from a straight track.
This is needless. The writer has computed the parts of a turnout from
a straight track for a split switch, (Table I,) and has had some of the
leads tested in actual practice. The road on which they have been
tried is the Belt Railway of Chicago. The parts fit together nicely
and the results have been very satisfactory.
The assumptions on which the computations were based are:
First, that the switch rails are straight—15 feet long—T H Fig. 1.
This is the common length. Second, that the curved rail of the
turnout is tangent to the switch rail, T H, at the heel, H, of the switch
and is tangent to the frog rail at the the toe of the frog, (P. T. in
Fig. J.) Third, that the frog rails are straight from the toe to the
heel of frog, and that the distance B—P. T. is 4 feet. There is no
uniformity in this length but 4 feet is an average for all frogs.
Fourth, that the throw, or the distance between the gauge sides of
the main and turnout rails at the heel of the switch, H, is 5^ inches.
The switch angle, S, is the angle between the gauge sides of the main
track rail and the straight switch rail. It may be seen then that
throw of switch
Sin S
length of switch rail.
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For a 5| ill. throw and 15 ft. switch rail. S = 1°45', and this
has been used in computing Table I.
TABLE I.
Parts of Standard Turnout for Split Switch.
Frog
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The formulas for the parts of the equivalent curve are easily de-
duced, hence their demonstration is not given in full.
Let F=the frog angle,
S=the switch angle,
G=the gauge of track,
R=the radius of the equivalent curve,
P. S., the point of switch when located,
P. C, the point of curve of equivalent circular curve,
H, the heel of switch,
B, the theoretical point of frog,
P. T., the toe of frog,
and D the heel of frog.
By trigonometry AO = R vers F,
ButAO = BDsinF + |G(l + cosF)
Substituting and solving for R,
R=-BD cot| F + |Gcot^|F (1)
EA=:RsinF (2)
Chord OE = 2 R sin ^ F
Substituting for R
OE -= 2 BD cos I F + G cot^ ^ F sin | F (3)
EK = ( R + ^ G ) sin F— BD cos F — KV (the lead for that frog
angle) (4)
Using the values of the lead, etc., from Table I, and the above
formulas. Table II has been computed. This gives the parts of the
equivalent curve for the frog numbers indicated, using BD equal to
the following: values:
FkoCt Number
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TABLE II.—Parts of Equivalent Curves.
Frog
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The following is an important application of the equivalent curve.
To replace a curve by a standard turnout and short tangent. Fig.
2 represents the center lines only.
P. C. is the point of curve of the main curve whose radius is
known. P'. C . is the point of curve of the equivalent curve for the
specified frog number. X is the connecting tangent. The two por-
tions marked X are equal of course.
By trigonometry X = R sin F — R' sin F— X cos F.
(R— R^)sinF
Solving foi- X and substituting, X— 2 cos^i F
R' is known, (see Table IT), hence X is known. Then all that
is to be done in locating the point of switch is to measure from the
P. C. of the main curve a distance equal to the sum of (1) the value
of X for that curve and frog number and (2) the value of E K from
Table II for the same frog number.
In Table III the values of X are given. In Table IV are the
distances to be used in locating the point of switch from the P. C. of
the main curve. The point of switch having been located the frog
point is determined as usual.
To find the distance from the point of frog to the end of the
connecting tangent, add to the length of tangent beyond the end of
frog the length of the straight frog rail from point to heel of frog.
Each of these two quantities is found in Table III.
To illustrate, supposing that a 6° curve has been run from a
tangent track and that it is desired to put in a turnout to connect
the main track with the curve using a No. 7 frog. Looking in Table
III opposite No. 7 frog and under the column headed 6° we find that
it will require 29.0 feet of tangent track beyond the frog to connect
with the curve. But to locate the point of switch for this No. 7
frog turning out into a 6° curve we look in Table IV opposite
No. 7 frog in the column headed 6° and find that the point of switch
for this frog is 40.5 feet from the P. C. of the curve as located.
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TABLE III.
—
Length of Connecting Tangent.
Frog
Number.
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THE NEW ENGINEERING BUILDING,
This handsome building-, for which -3160,000 was appropri-
ated by the last legislature, will be ready for use by the first of
next fall term. Plans were asked for by the trustees from the
graduates of the architectural department of the University of
Illinois. The first prize was awarded to Mr. G. W. Bullard of
Tacoma, Wash., who was made architect of the building-. It is a
matter of pride to the Universit}" that one of her g-raduates should
have furnished the plans for the imposing- building- which forms
the subject of our frontispiece.
The frontag-e of the building- is 200 ft. ; depth of wing^s, 76
ft. ; depth in center, 138 ft. The middle wing- is 72 feet wide.
The first story is of drab sandstone laid in 12-inch courses and
having- tooth-chiseled finish and deeply champfered joints. The
three upper stories are of buff pressed brick with terra cotta
trlmming-s to match. Slow burning- mill construction is to be
used in the interior of the buildiilg-. The ceiling-s will be fin-
ished in Washing-ton fir, and the remainder of the interior in oak
with bronze trimming-s.
The first story of the west and central wings will contain
the laboratories of the department of electrical eng-ineering-,
while the east wing- is to be devoted to the masonr}' laboratory
and the instrument room of the civil eng-ineering department.
The central wing- of the second story will be taken up b^- the
lecture room and preparation room of the department of physics,
and the remainder of the floor is to be used by the departments
of civil and municipal eng-ineering- for recitation and drawing-
rooms, cabinets and studies. The middle wing- of the third story
will contain the laboratories of the department of physics, while
in the side wing-s are to be the drawing- rooms, lecture rooms,
cabinets and studies of the mechanical eng-ineering- department.
The central portion of this floor will contain the library, office
and faculty parlors. The fourth stor}' is to be taken up entirely
by the department of architecture and the blue print laboratory.
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A FEW PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN OF METAL SKELE-
TONS FOR TALL BUILDINGS.
By Petkr Mogensex, '94.
I.
—
Wind Bkacing.
It has been common practice in the past to make no special
provision for the resistance of wind stresses in tall building's, but
as the evolution in such building-s goes on, with a marked ten-
denc}^ to increasing- height of structures, engineers and architects
are becoming convinced of the necessity and propriety of employ-
ing adequate wind bracing, and of designing all parts, at least
as far as the metal skeletons are concerned, in accordance with
the principles of engineering- science.
The determination of wind stresses in a few types of bracing
will be here attempted. Owing to the large number of indeter-
minable factors which enter into the computations, and the con-
sequent equal number of stssumptions that must be made, the
problem is not capable of exact solution.
The stresses in the wind bracing will be greatest when the
direction of the wind is normal to an outer wall and parallel to
the plane of the bracing, therefore this condition will be assumed
throughout the discussion. It is further assumed that the floors
are sufficiently rigid to transmit the wind strains, and no investi-
gation of the horizontal connections between columns will be
undertaken. The magnitude of the wind pressure will be
P=pHL (1)
where P is the resultant pressure, p the pressure per unit area,
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and // and L the heig"ht and width respectively of the area tribu-
tary^ to the bracing- under consideration. Certain classes of roofs
and sheltered positions ma}- in some cases necessitate a modifica-
tion of the above formula.
By reason of the present lack of knowledg-e as to the extent
to which floors, partitions, lining's, joints, covering's, etc., are
capable of resisting- wind pressure, these sources of streng-th will
be disreg-arded, with the exception of the capability of tne floors
to transmit wind strains as before stated.
A. Let Fig. 1 represent the center lines of the members
forming' the skeleton of a partition containing^ wind bracing-.
Then, beginning- with the upper story
Fij. y.
in which the nomenclature is the same as that used in eq. (1),
adapted to a certain story as denoted by the subscripts and indi-
cated in the figure. The height ]\, from the floor to the story
TT
considered, at which P^ acts is equal to -—. The horizontal
shear due to this force will be resisted at r/, i, c, and f/, by the
forces H\ //", //'", H^". The relation between these forces can
not be determined, but it is rational to assume that they are
equal, or if there are >> bays braced instead of two as in Fig. 1,
we have
2n PH^" =^ .... (2)H' = H" = H'" 2n
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The tension T in an}^ diag^nal member in action, making- an
ang"le cc with the horizontal, is given by the formula
2\ =W sec cc = —^ sec ai, (3)
There will be a decrease in load on the windward column and
an equal increase in load on the leeward column of each braced
bay, equal to
W = P. h.
nl '
(4)
in which ]V^ is the decrease or increase in load above referred to,
/ the width of any bay considered, and P^, h^, and n as before
explained.
The stresses in the second story from the top can be found
by substituting" P^ and h^ for P^ and h^ respectively in the for-
mulas (3) and (4). In a similar manner the stresses in any
story may be determined by the insertion in the formulas of the
corresponding values of P and //. It should be noticed that the
values of T and W will vary with that of /, the width of the bay.
B. If all bays are braced the tension in the diag-onals will
still be
2n
sec oc
,
but all the columns on the windward side of the neutral axis.
Fig. 2, will be relieved, and those on the leeward side will re-
Fi^\2
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ceive additional load. This cliang-e of load IT is found by the
equation
from which
W ^
(5)
where \V is the increase or decrease in load on the remotest
columns, d
^
and r/ are the distances of the remotest columns
from the neutral axis, d is a g-eneral expression for these dis-
tances, z is the distance of any column, and - is the familiar sig"n
for summation. The value of W will vary directly with z. Thus
the framework is considered a cantilever beam with all its resist-
ing- fibres concentrated at the centers of the columns.
When two or more ndj(tCi^nt ba3^s are braced this method of
computing- the increase and decrease in column load should be
employed.
V. In Fig-. 3 is represented a different arrang-ement of wind
bracing-. The corner at o is shown in Fig. 3/ on a larg-er scale.
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and from equation (4)
W
and the tension in the brace a h is nearly
2n
Ph'
21.
'
11
(V)
(8)
for which the nomenclature is as indicated in Fig-. 2>n. There
will be the same amount of compression in the opposite corner,
which sug-g-ests the employment of braces capable of resisting
both compression and tension. A bending- moment will be pro-
duced at n whose value is approximately, but sufficiently accurate
for the present purpose, from equation (2),
M = H
^»
4n
(9)
The factor — is used as the column is considered square
ended and fixed by the static load and by bolts. A bending-
moment equal to M will also exist at c. There will further be a
binding- moment M^ at h expressed by the equation
M. = Wl
nl
(10)
Again as in A, the stresses in any other story may be found.
D. When stiffening- portals, outlined in Fig-s. 4 and 7, are
K^ —
m
S
1
m
4^
m
Ci
^
m
Fiy. ^.
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used, and )i is the number of bays braced, there is produced at
the floor level of any story considered a wind moment M which
is as before
F
h.
But owing- to the rig^idity of the framework this wind moment is
resisted by the resisting" moment of the sections of columns and
portal, one on either side of the neutral axis. This resisting"
moment is
SJ
d '
where S is the unit stress on the remotest fibre, /
/r*
^r*
(Fig-s. 5 and 6) of column and bolts; d is the dis-
tance of the fibres from the neutral axis; / is the moment of
inertia of—1st, on the compression side of bay—a section of col-
umn and portal, and—2d, on the tension side—a section of the
column and of the bolts securing- portal to floor beam, indicated
by black tints in Fig-. 5. If a splice occurs in the column the
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section on the tension side will consist of the partial sections of
bolts in cap or sole plate and the bolts throug"h portal and floor
beam already mentioned, Fig- 6. Generally the neutral axis for
this moment of inertia will not be coincident with the center line
of the bay, although ordinarily it will not be far removed from it.
Hence
M
and
P, SI
n a
Phd
71
1
(11
(12)
Further the decrease of load on one side and the increase of
load on the other side of the neutral axis is
R = ^ (13)
with the values of d and d
^
as indicated in Figs. 5 and 6, and Sv
the varying unit stress between these limits of d. R therefore,
is the sum of the lifting tendencies on one side, or the ag-gregate
downward pressure, due to the wind force on the other side of
the neutral axis. This additional load R is not to be considered
as affecting the columns alone. As the portal is firmly attached
to the columns and stiffened by angles it is fair to assume that
the portal takes its proportional share of the load.
There will be a shear at g,
7=ij.7.
d,.
-4/
^
7l
H'
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Fig-. 7, whose value is approximately
Ss=—, (14)m
m being- the number of the story considered, counting- from the
top.
A bending- moment
M=S^d„=^, (15)
must be resisted by the section a h.
Further, a bending moment equal to
^^"^^==T¥' ^^''^
is to be resisted by the section of column and portal throug-h r e.
The location of this section where the greatest unit stress is pro-
duced can easily be found with sufficient accuracy in one or two
trials.
There will also be a bending moment equal to 3/n , equation
16, acting at floor level.
II.-The Design of Connections Between Beams and Columns.
When a beam rests on a bracket attached to a column b}'
means of bolts or rivets, the latter should be of sufficient size and
number to withstand the shear caused by the weight of the beam
and its load. But if the beam is riveted to the column, then a
bending moment on the rigid joint thus formed is to be resisted.
This occurs when, for example, the end angles of a plate girder
are riveted to a box column, or when the web plate of a built
beam is riveted between the longitudinal flanges of a Phoenix
column.
If the beam is considered fixed at both ends the bending
moment above mentioned will be for uniform load
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in which w is the load per unit of leng-th, and / is the leng-th of
the beam.
For a load P at the middle the bending- moment is
PI
8
'
If the rivets are placed symmetrically above and below the
neutral axis of the beam, and the resistance of each rivet to ten-
sion or shear, and of each rivet or surface in rivet hole to crush-
ing- is »S', the distance of the remotest rivet from the neutral axis
is (/, the distances of the other rivets are 2^, z„, etc., and 2: is a
g-eneral expression for the distance of any rivet, then the resist-
ing" moment of the joint will be
2[^-; + 4-'; + ^"--0=2^1~'' w
Hence
and
^S_^ „ wF- ^ PI
" (/ ^ ^
~" 12 '^ 8
'
d w r d PI
24 2' 0-^ 161'z'
If there are 71 rows of rivets the resisting- moment will be
2„4.-,
(2)
and
fl? w r ^ d p I
24n2';2-' 16 nl' 2'
^^
When the rivets are not symmetrically distributed with ref-
erence to the neutral axis of the beam, the resisting- moment
must be computed about a neutral axis perpendicular to the web
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of the beam and passing- throug-h the center of gravity of all the
rivets in the joint under investig-ation. The position of this
neutral axis may not be the same for the rivets in tension, the
rivets subject to shear, and the parts liable to fail by crushing-.
The stress S thus found should not exceed the allowable
working- tensile or shearing- stress of the rivets, or the crushing-
stress of the rivets and of the metal surrounding- the rivet holes
in plates and ang-les.
III.
—
Eccentric Loading on Columns.
A column will possess its g-reatest carrying- capacity when
the resultant line of action of the loads supported coincides with
with the long-itudinal axis. To this condition the ordinary col-
umn formulas apph'. It is, however, often necessary to place a
column under eccentric loading-, i. e. loads whose resultant does
not coincide with the neutral axis. The effect of such loading-
will be here investig^ated.
Let two lines at rig^ht ang-les to each other and dividing- the
section of a column into symmetrical parts be taken as coordinate
axes, Fig-. 8. Let the loads be ii\, ii\, etc., and let the abcissas
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a neutral axis perpendicular to a line drawn throug-h the center
of gravity of the section and a point whose abcissa and ordinate
are ^'irx, and
-<<^//, respectively. This resisting- moment is
SI
in which iS' and d are the unit stress on, and the distance of the
remotest fibre from the neutral axis respectively, and / is the
moment of inertia of the section.
We have then
and
I
The allowable working- stress g-iven by an ordinary column
formula should be reduced by the quantity S computed as shown
above. In the application of the column formula to the compu-
tation of this working- stress the moment of inertia must be found
about the same neutral axis as that about which the resisting-
moment to eccentric loading- was taken.
In practice the forces causing- eccentric loading- on columns
are usually transmitted throug-h beams and g-irders carrying-
walls, floors, etc. Such beams and g-irders are ordinarily sup-
ported in the planes of the axes of symmetry of the column cor-
responding to the coordinate axes. Fig-. 8, and the problem is
thereby somewhat simplified.
It will be noticed that the application of the lig-hter loads at
g-reater distances from the center than those of the heavier loads
will reduce the eccentricity, and complete concentricity of unequal
loads may be produced in some cases by this means.
The determination of the points of application of the loads
will in many cases be attended with difficulties, and the location
of these points will vary with desig-n and workmanship, but the
g-ood judg-ment of the engineer should be sufficient g-uide to a
proper solution of the problem.
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TURNTABLE FROGS.
By Mii,o S. Ketchum, '95.
In the desig-n of locomotive round houses the tracks radiat-
ing- from the turntable ma}^ be arrang^ed in one of several ways,
depending- upon the leng-th of the turntable and the amount of
the stall ang-le. The more usual cases are: (1) for round
houses of larg-e size, the relation of stall ang-le to radius of turn-
table pit is such as to cause the nearer rails of adjacent tracks
to intersect and thus require the use of frog's; and (2) for round
houses of smaller size, the above relation is such that the rails do
not intersect. - A special 'case of (1) is that where the g-ag-e
lines intersect at theedg-e of the turntable pit, but this arrang-e-
ment is objectionable because of the much increased wear from
the blows received as engines leave the table and also on account
of the increased tendency to derailment. When frog-s are used
it is best to select such a stall ang-le as will throw the frog- point
back a distance sufficient to g-ive a full rail section at the edg-e of
the pit. This need of avoiding- the weakening- of the rail at the
edg-e of turntable pit makes it advisable not to cut the rail at all,
unless a proper frog- is used as above sug-g-ested; and it is better
to make the outer flang-e corners of adjacent tracks just touch at
the edg-e of the pit if it is possible to increase the stall ang-le the
necessary amount. This is a special case of (2) and is much
used for smaller round houses and shorter turntables.
The object of this paper is to investig-ate the relations of the
various parts and obtain formulas and tables that will facilitate
the proper desig-n and arrang-ement of tracks in a round house.
In Fig-. 1, C is the center of the turntable. L M N is the
face of the rim wall of the turntable pit. A C and B C are the
center lines of two adjacent radial tracks, the corresponding- in-
tersecting gage lines of which are E E ' and D D ' . F is the point
where these gage lines intersect.
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E D
Fig. 1.
The following- nomenclature will be used:
/*'= ang-le E F /)= ang-le A C /i= ang-le of intersection
of two tracks= frog- ang-le when frog-s are used.
G= 2 A F=2 F B= g-ag-e of tracks.
R= L C= M C^ radius of rim circle.
D^C /''= distance from center of turntable to point of
intersection of g-ag-e lines. (In Fig-. 1 the adjacent
g-ag-e lines intersect outside of the rim circle.
)
d=^ F M= distance from rim circle to the point of inter-
section of g-ag-e lines, F.
wzizilL N= distance between centers of tracks on rim cir-
cle, measured on the chord,
N:= number of frog-.
h^ width of base of rail.
It = width of head of rail.
Then in Fig. 1, we have by trig-onometry:
C F=A F CSC A C F
0=y2 GcscYz F (1)
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From the definition of the number of a froir we have
from which
I)=NG
. . . (approx.) . . . (2)
(1=1)—
R
(3)
L N=2 L C sin F a A
w= 2 R sin y2 F (4)
But A'= —'-
. . , (rnn)rOX.) . . . (5)
'!'('=
-Jf
• • • ("PP'-O'T.) . . . (6)
From similar triang-les we have
^ w : % G :: R : I)
whence if=:——- : (7)
Formulas (2), (5), [6) and (7) may be used as working- rules.
The results obtained by (2), (5) and (6) are not exact but are of
sufficient accuracy for all practical purposes. The error in find-
ing- I) by formula (2) is N G exsec ^ F. For example, taking-
6^= 4.71 ft., the value of D obtained by (2) is .08 ft. too small
when .V=6; .04 ft. too small when ^Y=^9; emd .02 ft. too small
when N^ 12. The value of ir by (5) is .01 ft. too larg-e when
N=7 and /?=30 ft., but becomes more exact for larger values
of iV and /?. Formula (7) g-ives a very simple relation between
the important parts, and as it contains neither N nor F, has a more
g-eneral application than the other working rules.
It is usually more convenient and economical to use standard
frogs and alter the stall ang^le to correspond than to make and
keep on hand odd sized frog-s, especially where the round house
is not a full circle. Table I is of value in this connection, since
it g-ive values of D for the common sizes of frog's, and also values
of (/ and ir for four sizes of turntables. For any other sizes of
turntable d may be found by formula (3), or d and iv may be ob-
tained by interpolating- between the values g-iven in the table.
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The special ceise of the second method, already stated, where
the outer edg-es of flang-es of the nearer i;ails of adjacent tracks
are broug-ht in contact on the edge of the pit, is the standard on
many roads, and it is undoubtedly the most desirable plan for
small-sized round houses.
The following- formulas relate to this case.
, 1 > I /
VD' *C V£
'
Fig. 2.
In Fig-, 2, C is the center of the turntable.
C M = radius, L'.
L N= b + h
NH=}4 G
F is the point of intersection of g-ag-e lines EE' and DD'
Now from Fig. 2, we have by trig-onometry
MH
I
sin MC H= M C
sm Yz /' =
—
—y- (8)
r
'a//?' C^z/tactr^/^^
^/^M^ /^u/ Cf^^-^ /i^r^f^
/
/^«^ y^^^^fe.^?^
'^''^^^-<^=^^'^^^^<:^ (^^^^^^^2=^<^-^>^^:^^^
SIGNATURES OF EARLY BRITISH ENGINEERS.
FROn VOL. I, TRANS. INST. C. E.
\iv \
'^^ftrt*
,«wt^tS/!^^"*
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When the rails meet in a point on the rim circle, as in the
special case of method (1), we have M y^O and
''"'^''^-M ('*'
The first line in Table II g-ives values of the central ang-le F
when the rails meet in a point on the rim circle. The remainder
of the table g^ives values of F for values of {h^h) equal to 53^,
6, 6}{, 6y2, and 6}{ ins. respectively.
Table II.
—
Values of Stall Angle for the Special Cases
OP (1) AND (2). G= 4.708 Ft.
(b+h)
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BLUE PRINTING.
By E. I. Cantine, '87.
The "blue print" process of obtaining- copies of drawing's has
become, in this country at least, an invaluable aid to the archi-
tect and eng-ineer. On account of its wide and common use, it is
thoug-ht that a few lines thereon may be of interest and profit.
The principle involved in blue printing- is that the chemicals
with which the paper is coated, when acted upon by the sunlight
are chang-ed into a compound insoluble in water. In the process
of blue printing-, the dark lines of the tracing- (or neg-ative, it
may be termed) intercept the sun's rays, and that portion of the
sensitized paper beneath these lines remains unchang-ed. The re-
maining- surface of paper is chemically chang-ed, and when placed
in a bath, the chemicals on the unexposed surface are washed
awa3% leaving- white lines on a blue backg-round.
This much being- plain, it will be readily seen that the lines
of the tracing- should be as opaque as possible, and the bod}' of
paper or cloth transparent; the first to obtain clean white lines,
the second to facilitate rapid printing-. The best material for
neg-atives is tracing cloth. It comes in rolls of various widths.
Tracing- paper is supplied in sheets and in rolls. The best g-rade
I have seen is a bank-note tracing- paper sold by the Keuffel &
Esser Co. The paper is much cheaper than tracing- cloth, but
not as g-ood, being- less durable, and not as convenient to handle.
Blue prints may be made from drawing^s on ordinary book paper.
Blue prints can be readily taken from inset sheets such as those
issued b>' Eng-ineering- News and other mag-azines. Prints may
be taken from other blue prints, if the orig-inal is a g-ood print
on a thin or medium thick paper. If it is desired to make a
print of a drawing- made on a Whatman, Paragon or other thick
paper, some device may be necessary to render the paper trans-
parent. For this purpose the following- have been recommended.
Sprinkle the back side of the paper with paraffine, and pass a hot
iron over the surface. The paraffine may be removed with ben-
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zine or other solvent of paraffine. Another plan is to coat the
paper with a solution of castor oil and alcohol. This solution
may be removed by washing- the paper with additional alcohol.
To obtain solid opaque lines, India ink g-ives the best results.
Vermillion red or a cadmium yellow is nearly as g-ood. (Use the
cake water colors and mix them to a thick consistency. The pre-
pared indellible inks are not as g-ood for this purpose). I should
place other water colors in order of opaqueness as follows: Van-
dyke brown, burnt sienna, raw sienna, g-ambog-e, carmine red,
sepia, Paine's g"rey, g-reen and blue.
Preparation of Paper.
Blue print paper already prepared can be purchased in rolls
of commercial width. Where but little printing- is to be done,
this is probably the most convenient and satisfactory. The paper
will keep for several months.
Where a larg-e amount of printing- is to be done it is much
cheaper to prepare your own paper. You may also sometime
find yourself where you can not purchase the prepared article,
and have not time to send away for it, while you may be able to
purchase the chemicals at the nearest drug- store, and the unpre-
pared paper at the newspaper office, if none can be found in the
stationery stores. The best paper is one free from chemicals,
tough, and of medium thickness. The proper thickness will de-
pend upon use to be made of print. If to be used on work where
it is to be handled and thrown around, a thick, toug-h paper is
needed. Dealers in eng-ineers' stationery supplies furnish an ex-
cellent g-rade of paper, "Helios" brand, for this purpose. It
comes in rolls of various widths.
The S01.UT10N.
The following- formula for preparing- paper has been used in
the Blue Print Room of the University of Illinois for several
years. Experiments have been tried of chang-ing- the proportions,
but the following formula has been accepted as the best.
4^ , ,. . \ Red prussiate of potash, (potassium ferricyanide),solution A
-^
^ p^^^ ^^ weig-ht; water, 6 parts by weight.
Q 1 +• -pi Citrate of iron and ammonium, 1 part by weig-ht;boiution i5
-^ water, 4 parts by weig-ht.
Qi^i,i+i^ti r * Solution A one part by weig-ht;solution K.
I Solution B one part by weig-ht.
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Solution .1 will keep for a long- time. Solution />' should
be kept in a dark place, as it is liable to spoil after a week or so
if kept in the light. If used after spoiling- the prints will have
a streaked appearance. Solution C is the one with which
paper is treated. It should be mixed at time of using. It will
not keep.
The water used should be free from iron. It is better not to
use an}' that has been standing in pipes for any length of time.
The chemicals may be purchased at most large drug" stores. Cost
in Champaign, 111., $1.00 per pound.
The solution may be applied with a sponge, brush, or
swab of cotton flannel. Care should be taken to distribute the
liquid uniformly over the surface of the paper. The paper may
be dipped in the liquid. The preparation of the paper should be
done preferably in a dark room. This room may be lighted by
g-as or the sunlight admitted through a yellow or red glass,
which will cut out the actinic rays.
If, as often happens, no dark room is available, paper may
be prepared at nig-ht by lampligh't. After sensitizing the paper,
it should be thoroug-hly dried before using.
Printing.
The time of exposure of a blue print will var}- with character
of tracing, kind of weather, time of day, etc. No rule can be
g-iven. Experience will have to be the guide. With good sun-
light and good tracing, a print ma}- be made in one minute,
while in cloudy weather it may require several hours.
The addition of oxalic acid to the blue print solution will
hasten the printing in cloudy weather. This result was noticed
by Mr. F. W. Latimer, of Vancouver, B. C, and his observations
were printed in Engineering News of Ma}^ 23, 1891, p. 486;
and were afterwards reprinted in issue of Dec. 15, 1892, p. 569.
As most of the members of this society- were not subscribers at
that time and have not the paper, I will quote from that article.
"During his experiments, he (Mr. F. W. Latimer) also found
that an addition of oxalic acid to the ordinary blue print mixture
materially lessens the time of exposure. The solutions used were
:
"1. Ammonio-citrate of iron, 120 g-rains; water, 1 fluid
ounce, to which is added a few drops of strong- ammonia solution
till the odor is quite perceptible.
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"2. Potassium ferricyanide, 105 grains; water, 1 fluid ounce.
"3. Saturated solution of oxalic acid.
"For convenience of reference, call a mixture of equal por-
tions of (1) and (2) solution ((. Call 10 ounces of a and 1 ounce
of (3) solution h; and 10 ounces of a and 2 ounces of (3) solution
c; and 10 ounces of a and 3 ounces of (3) solution d.
"The relative rapidity of paper coated with these solutions is,
in very dull lig-ht, approximately as 1:2>2 :5:10. Solution d is thus
about ten times as rapid printing- as a in the lig-ht mentioned.
For example, a print was made from a tracing- on linen in 35
minutes on Feb. 25, 11:30 a. m., on (/ paper during- a snow storm,
the lig-ht being- quite dull; while ordinary paper takes the g-reater
part of a day in an equal lig-ht. This g-reat difference holds g-ood
only in dark cloudy weather; in direct sunlig-ht, d paper is only
three or four times as rapid as a. An explanation of this probably
is that a weak lig-ht that will reduce the oxalic acid mixture
(partly ferric oxalate) has but a faint action on the ferric citrate;
while with a strong- lig-ht both are acted upon at once. For all
ordinary purposes it is best not to use more than 20% of the
oxalic acid, /. e., the c solution, as it is difficult to g-et the lines to
wash white with a hig-her percentag-e, even with thick black
lines on the neg-ative.
"Ferric-oxalate and potassium ferricyanide mixed makes a
very rapid printing- paper, and can be made considerably cheaper
than paper prepared with ferric citrate; but is too sensitive for
ordinary work, and requires more care than can be g-iven it in
eng-ineering- work, as a rule. Ferric chloride is also more rapid
and cheaper, but has the same disadvantag-es. They seem also
to wash off the paper more than the citrate, thoug-h a different
sizing- of the paper mig-ht remedy this."
WAvShing.
After prints are exposed they should be thoroug-hly washed
in clear water. They should not remain too long- in the bath. If
on account of impure chemicals or lack of thoroug-h washing-
the prints have a streak}- appearance, it may be well to pass
them through a dilute solution of hydrochloric acid. This will
also heig-hten the blue color, making- a very strong- contrast be-
tween the white and blue. Oxalic acid is also said to be g-ood
for this purpose.
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Blue Print Frames.
Fig-. 1 shows a cheap frame easily made. There is nothing-
new or original about it, but it will give an idea which may be
useful when you are in camp in the mountains and suddenly have
a blue print job on your hands and no conveniences for doing the
work. The frame A is made out of 1x4 inch lumber. On the
bottom of it is fastened strip B upon which rests the g-lass. On
this is placed a cover C made of inch boards, well padded on the
back with a blanket, flannel or otherwise. This cover is held
in the frame and tig-htened by the pieces D which fit into the
wedg-e-shaped notches E in the frame. The pieces D are fastened
to the cover C by screws .S". For a small frame a single strength
g-lass is sufficient. For 24 inches by 30 inches, a double strength
glass should be used.
Fig. 1.
For a convenient makeshift, use a drawing board padded for
the occasion, upon which place paper and neg-ative, and then
cover it with a section of plate g-lass. Plate g-lass is heavy
enough to take out all wrinkles in the tracing-. This plan
answers the purpose admirably.
More elaborate blue print frames consist of a plate of glass
attached to suitable pulleys to remove it from its bed upon which
is placed the printing- paper. The entire frame is arrang-ed on
wheels and runs out on a track for exposure. For plans and de-
tails of such, see Engineering- News, Feb. 19th, 1887, p. 119.
With most frames, long prints, sa^^ 20 to 30 feet, can not be
made without splicing- the print. An unique and successful
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device for making- such prints is used in the Eng-ineer's office of
the Northern Pacific Railroad at Tacoma, Wash. It consists of
a cylinder about 30 inches in diameter and 12 feet long-, upon
which is spirally wound first the prepared paper, and then the
tracing- or neg-ative. The cylinder is turned by hand at a uni-
form rate of speed, g-iving- a uniform exposure. The paper and
tracing- are fastened down with thumb tacks. The only objec-
tion to this arrang-ement is that the tracing- may not always be
tig-ht, resulting- in a blurred print. Prints have been made 30
feet long-, and long-er may be taken if desired. This is especially
valuable in making- prints of profiles, rig-ht-of-way maps, etc., in
railroad work.
A long- thin board sprung- to an arc of a circle, after tracing-
and paper are attached, has been sug-g-ested and used by some.
The account of this plan was published in Eng-ineering- News,
but I have not the reference nor do I remember who sug-g-ested it.
THE READJUSTMENT OF LONG RAILROAD
TANGENTS.
By Wm. D. Pence, Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering.
It is a well known fact that few railroad tang-ets of extraor-
dinary leng-th, and, as a rule, of moderate leng-th as well, are in
reality rig-ht lines; or, to state it more precisely, their horizontal
projections are not rig-ht lines. The various causes leading- to
deviations from the true tang-ent are more or less familiar to all
eng-ineers, and it will suffice to refer to the more important of
them without attempting- an extended discussion. In g-eneral
the deflections in a railroad tang-ent are traceable to one or more
of the following- elements: (1) errors in the manipulation of
the transit in -the orig-inal survey, the most frequent and also the
most serious instance of which occurs when in prolong-ing- the
line by reversal, the transitman fails to take double sig-hting-s;
(2) discrepancies in the orig-inal track centers owing- to instru-
mental errors or those resulting- from the use of disturbed ref-
erence points, or perhaps, to the fudg-ing- required to make the
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track bisect a bridg-e or an embankment constructed to one side
of the true line; (3) failure to lay track to true centers; and
(4) shift in center line by repairs. To this list may be added
"atmospheric condition" as reg^ards its influence upon the accu-
racy of the survey. Although the last named element is of little
or no importance in cool or cloudy weather, there is no doubt
that sensible errors may and do result from attempts to take long-
sights under the extreme influence of the solar heat. Since this
condition is usually more aggravated along railroad track than
in the adjacent open country, its influence is found to be consid-
erably g-reater in the case of resurveys along the track than in
location or other surveys made before construction. Notw^ith-
standing this fact, appreciable errors, due to atmospheric influ-
ences alone, undoubtedly occur in the latter class of surveys,
owing- to the long- sig-hts occasioned by the usual rush in such
surveys. Under the extreme atmospheric conditions of the Gulf
Coast country, where the above mentioned influences are fre-
quently magnified by excessive humidity, the writer has been
compelled to adopt special methods of survey in order to secure
satisfactory results. In the above mentioned locality an ordinary
flag- pole at a distance of 1,000 feet, when viewed through the
telescope of an engineer's transit in the middle portion of a hot
day, presents a blurred image apparently several inches in width,
and with a sight of one-half that length it is often found im-
practicable to secure a distinct and stationary imag-e. For this
reason a suspension in the alinement survey for a few hours dur-
ing- the middle of the hotter days, similar to that required in
careful g-eodetic work, is found necessary in order to secure satis-
factory results. In resurveys made for the purpose of readjust-
ing both grades and alinement, such as are usual with extensive
ballasting operations, this midday interval may be utilized in
running the levels, since satisfactory results may g-enerally be
reached by reducing- the maximum leng-th of sig-ht to 250 feet, at
which distance reliable reading-s to hundredths of a foot may, as
a rule, be taken with a self-reading rod.
Under the extreme conditions above described, the writer has
had occasion to develop a system for the resurvey of long tan-
gent lines, which, with proper modifications to suit local require-
ments, has proven generally satisfactory. It should be stated in
giving a brief description of the system just feferred to, that no
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special claim of priority is made, since many others have doubt-
less used an equivalent plan for accomplishing- the same result.
Before proceeding- to a presentation of the matter, a word may
properly be said concerning- the devices which are available to
the engineer for the concealment of lateral deflections in tangent
lines in process of readjustment. At first thought the simplest
plan would seem to be to make such widening of roadbed or
shifting of bridg-es or other track structures as may be required
to permit the restoration of a supposed perfect tangent in the
original location; and indeed, where extensive work perhaps
amounting- to reconstruction is in progress, there may often be
no reason why a true tangent should not be established, particu-
larly when the deviations are slight, or when distinct summits
at which deflections are most effectually concealed do not exist.
Except in such cases, however, the means available to the eng-i-
neer do not usually admit of extensive lateral shiftings merely
for the above purpose, since the operating value of a true tan-
g-ent is of course no greater than that of a line containing visible
lateral deflections.
In the case of tang-ents of unusual length which were
run in with a poorly collimated or manipulated transit in the
location survey, a resurvey often develops the fact that the sup-
posed tangent is in reality an exceedingly flat curve or a succes-
sion of such curves in reversed directions, none of them, perhaps,
being distinctly visible to even a close observer. Where such
curvature exists in a marked degree, it may be thought best to
concentrate the deflections into distinct swing-s at intervals of
several miles, but as this usually means little short of recon-
struction of a considerable stretch of roadbed, besides giving
very unsightly results, the plan is rarely adopted. It has been
asserted that attempts at the precise adjustment of track aline-
ment are a sheer waste of time and money, but unquestionably
there are occasions when the engineer is open to just criticism
if he fails to attend to the finer points of this problem. In the
opinion of the writer, the best plan is that in which a careful
resurvey of the existing center line of the so-called tangent
serves as a basis for the readjustment, the ruling points and
rates of deflection being determined in a manner very similar to
that used in fixing grade lines. Such a system will now be
described.
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The track is carefull}' chained with a 100-foot steel tape,
the measurement being- made preferably along- the tie ends, say
3 or 4 inches to the right of the right hand rail. Eleven chain-
ing- pins are used, and instead of indicating the stations by
means of stakes, an arrow mark made with white lead on the rail
flange opposite the pin is used for this purpose. The number
of the station is marked on the rail flang-e to the right of the
arrow, a small pot of white lead and a suitable brush being car-
ried for the purpose. This plan of marking the station on the
rail flange has much to commend it, and it should be stated that
when properly applied the white lead may be distinguished after
a couple of 3'ears, unless covered over by oil and dirt. The
chaining part}' thus need not consist of more than three persons,
viz. : the front and rear chainmen and the engineer, or a compe-
tent assistant who does the marking and records the station
numbers of all bridg-es, road crossing's and other track structures,
summits when distinct enoug-h to assist in the readjustment, and,
in fact, all important features along- the line.
Reference has already been made to the use of the midday
hours in the leveling operations through a reduction in the
length of sight. The adoption of a 250-foot ma^ximum sig-ht un-
der the extreme atmospheric conditions above described led to
the use of a special plan in the leveling- work, which was found
to largely compensate for the loss of time resulting from the
shorter sights. This plan consisted in driving- a solid bench
stake in a secure place at each tenth station. The convenience
in the subsequent work of setting- ballast grades, as well as the
constant checking of levels by means of these bench marks,
proved the S3'stem to be an excellent one.
The transit part}" consists of a transitman, a rear flagman
and a front flagman, the last named being provided with a flag
pole, tacks, pocket tape, hand axe, and a stout shoulder sack con-
taining a supply of hard wood hubs. Commencing at one end
of the tangent line, (which will be called station for the sake
of simplicity), a hub is driven midwa}' in the space between two
ties, where it will be least apt to be disturbed. After setting- a
tack in this hub to agree with the existing track center, this
point is carefulh' referenced out. This operation is repeated at
stations 10 and 20, except that the referencing- may perhaps be
omitted, provided the track foreman's attention is called to the
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stakes so as to avoid disturbing^ them in the repairs. Now- with
the rear flag- on the hub at station and the transit accurately
set over the hub at station 10, double sig^hts are taken to the
front flag- at station 20, the two sig-hting-s being- fixed by tacks
set in the edg-e of the tie adjacent to the space in which the hub
is located (usually within 8 or 10 inches of it). After repeating-
the sig-hts as a check, the transitman passes to station 20 as rap-
idly as possible, the removal of the transit being- the sig-nal to
the two flag-men to move forward ten stations. Upon reaching-
station 20, the transitman bisects the space between the two
tacks just sig-hted in, and also carefully marks the existing- track
center on the same tie edg-e. He then measures to the nearest
hundredth of a foot the distance that the existing- center is to
the rig-ht or to the left of the mean point and records the same
in the manner to be described. Now settings the transit over the
center huh at station 20, and with back sig-ht at rear flag- on Imh
at station 10, the double tacks are set on tie edg-e at station 30,
adjacent to the center hub, which the front flag-man has in the
meantime established at the latter station. The party moves
forward ten stations, the bisection and measurement at 30 is
made by the transitman as above described, and the work thus
proceeds indefinitely, the full ten stations being- taken as a fixed
leng-th of sig-ht, and the back sig-ht being- taken on the previous
hub. The front flag-man is supplied with a memorandum of im-
portant bridg-es and summits or other local features which may
act as ruling- points in the readjustment, and upon reaching- the
desig-nated object (g-enerally indicated in the memorandum by
the nearest even station) a hub is set and the double tacks are
fixed in the adjacent tie edg-e, after which the front flag-man pro-
ceeds to the even tenth station as before. In moving- forward
the transitman stops at the intermediate point and g-oes throug-h
the process already described, except that the transit is not set
up at intermediates.
The form of keeping- the notes and also the method of re-
ducing- and applying- them in the readjustment of the line are
indicated in Table I, and the "lateral profile" shown in Fig-. 1 was
made from these notes. This "profile" was orig-inally constructed
on Plate "A" profile paper, takings 2,000 feet per inch long-itud-
inally, and 0.40 feet per inch laterally, which' scales are conven-
ient for ordinary cases. Columns II and III in Table I contain
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the deflections measured in the field in the manner above de-
scribed, the fractional stations and the corresponding- notes being-
enclosed in parentheses. Column IV contains the continued sum
of the deflections recorded in II and III, the results being in
reality the rates of inclination of the corresponding- back sights
to the datum plane. Considering this fact, the method by which
the fractional "partials" are obtained is easily seen. Column V
contains the totals with reference to a vertical plane 10.00 feet to
the left of and parallel to the line 0-10 and corresponds to the
"elevation" column in the common system of level note keeping.
The datum plane is thus assumed to one side in order to avoid
totals of opposite signs. The process of making the readjust-
ment to ag-ree with the ruling points, g-iven in columns VI to IX
inclusive, is essentially the same as that of laying- grade lines
and, being clearly shown in Fig-. 1, no description seems neces-
sary. The notes may be checked in a manner similar to that
used in level notes. Thus the alg-ebraic sum of Columns II and
III (omitting- intermediates) should be equal to the "partial"
for station 200 given in Column IV, and the algebraic sum of
Column IV should be equal numerically to the difference between
the first and last totals of Column V.
An examination of the method of working up the totals will
show that the results are practically the same as would be ob-
tained b}' prolonging the datum line indefinitely and measuring-
the deflections direct, the approximation usually being- so slight
as to require no consideration. In the case of a tangent deflect-
ing- continuously in one direction to an extreme degree, it may
be advisable ultimately to assume a new datum plane. With
broken or rolling country it will generally be impracticable to use
the uniform leng-th of sight as above described, but modifications
of an obvious character may be made without aff^ecting- the
efficiency of the system.
If it is desired to record the angular deflections in the tan-
gent, it is sufficient to use the value of one second of arc, .000005
(more exactly .0000048) which is easily remembered as "five
naughts and a five"; or one minute of arc, .0003 (more exactly
.0002^^) which can be remembered as "three naug-hts and a three."
It is thus seen for example, that 0.01 feet subtends an angle of 2
seconds at a distance of 1000 feet.
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THE THOMAS COMPUTING MACHINE.
By O. E Strehlow, '94.
Strang-e to say, few American eng^ineers are acquainted with
the "The Thomas Computing- Machine," which is manufactured
in Europe, and which has been in use there for twenty years. In
this machine unfailing" accuracy, surprising- rapidity of opera-
tion, ease of manipulation, and minimum possibility of making-
blunders, g-o hand in hand. To work a problem a few manual
touches and shifting-s are all that is necessary.
The machine is composed of two main parts, the key-plate
and the fig-ure-slide (see Fig-. 1, pag-e 38). The key-plate (the
lower or front part) is fixed in a raahog-any case, and contains
the interior shifting- mechanism which it covers. The fig-ure-
slide (the upper or back part) is movable both from side to side
between the key plate and the back of the case, as well as round
its axle-rod; /. e., up and down in a manner to g-ive it a slanting-
position. These two parts in their proper position on a level
with each other, form the so-called external working- surface,
and present the fig-ures, stops, g-rooves, handles, knobs, etc., by
means of which all the different kinds of calculation are effected.
The key-plate presents at the front rig-ht-hand corner the
handle, marked K, which when properly turned sets the whole
mechanism in motion. The successive turns of the handle are
indicated by the number appearing- opposite the arrow in the
lower row of holes in the slide. To the left of the handle the
key-plate is slit by a series of g-rooves (10 in number) ; to the rig-ht
of each g-roove there is a series of numbers from to 9 (see Fig-.
1, p. 38). Projecting- buttons move up or down these g-rooves
and may be stopped opposite any fig-ure. In using- a slide rule it
is necessary to exercise care to cause a certain division on the
slide to be coincident with, or a certain distance from, a particu-
lar division on the scale. Such care need not be taken in placing-
the projecting- buttons opposite certain fig-ures on this machine,
since a projection on the lower side of the button eng-ag-es in a
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depression, which insures that the button will come exactly op-
posite a particular fig-ure when the button is placed in an ap-
proximate position. Still further to the left of the grooves is the
steering--knob, !S, likewise movable within a g-roove. When
piis/ird lip this knob indicates the mechanism to be in position for
either addition or multiplication, as shown above the arrow be-
side it; and when A^/o/r the arrow the machine is set for subtrac-
tion or division.
The method of using- the machine is best understood from
an illustration of the solution of an example, say in multiplica-
tion, viz: 9725 X 6376 = ?. The multiplicand is to be set off in
the key-plate g-rooves. The fig-ure 5 will find its place in the
first or rig-ht-hand g-roove, and the other dig-its in order from
rig-ht to left. The fig-ures of the multiplier, 6376, are then turned
off successively by means of the handle, beg-inning- at the rig-ht;
i.e., the multiplicand, 9725, is first multiplied by 6, (the unit fig-ure),
which is accomplished by turning- the handle six times; next the
multiplicand is multiplied by 70, (7x10), which is done by mov-
ing- the fig-ure-slide one space to the rig-ht and then g-iving- the
handle 7 turns. In the same way, in order to multiply by 300,
(3X100), the figure slide is moved another space to the rig-ht
and the handle is turned 3 times; and finally, to multiply by
6000, (6X 1000), the slide is moved another space to the rig-ht and
the handle is turned 6 times, which completes the operation.
The required product, which equals the sum of the four pro-
ducts just mentioned, appears in the top row of the slide (see
Fig-. 1, p. 38), while the multiplier appears in the lower holes of
the slide and the multiplicand still appears on the key plate as
originally set off.
To find the quotient of two numbers, the steering--knob, S,
is made to point to the words "Subtract, and Division," Fig-. 1,
p. 38, as mentioned before. The rest of the work is the reverse
of multiplication.
The method of extracting- square root with the machine is
interesting- and is worthy of mention. It might properl}^ be
celled the extraction of square root by subtraction. The princi-
ple will first be illustrated without the use of the machine, by
the following simple example: i 5329= ?. Having pointed off
in the usual way, thus, 53 29, proceed to subtract 1 from the left
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portion of the power, or what is the same thing-, 1 00 from the
whole number, which gives 52 29 for the difference; subtract 3 GO
from this difference, 5 00 from the next difference and so on, sub-
tracting the successive odd numbers until the difference becomes
smaller than the subtrahend. This particular example requires
7 such subtractions; when the difference will be 4 29 and
the subtrahend 13 00, The first figure in the required root
will then be 7, since seven differences were subtracted. To find
the other figure of the root, 4 29 is taken as the new minuend
and 1 41, ( ] 2X7X10 \ +1 ),=^ as the subtrahend; their difference
is 2 88 which is used for the second minuend; the second subtra-
hend being 1 43, (1 41-J-2), g"ives 1 45 for the second difference.
The next subtrahend will be 1 45, (1 43+2), and since the differ-
ence is now zero the solution is completed. The other figure of
the root is 3, since in the latter part of the solution three sub-
tractions were made. Therefore ] 5329 = 73.
To extract square root by the machine, we proceed as fol-
lows: The given power is set down in the top row of the slide.
The square root of the number is made to appear in the lower
row of the slide in the following manner. Problem, ] 2209 = ?.
Set the machine thus:
In the top row of the slide 32 09
In the first and second groove . 1 00
Then proceed to find the square of the first two figures, 22.
To do this give one turn, raise the setting in the ke^'-plate
grooves by two units, /. e. from 1 to 3; turn again, then raise the
setting- from 3 to 5, and so forth. Always raise the groove set-
ting by two units after each turn, till the sum in the top row of
the slide is reduced below the one in the key-plate. The appear-
ance of the surface will successive!}' present the following phases:
Original setting on top row is. ...23 09 and on lower row
First setting on key-plate is.... 1 00
One revolution gives on top row 21 09 and on lower low 1
Second setting on key-plate is 3 00
One revolution gives on top row 18 09 and on lower row 2
Third setting on key-plate is 5 00
One revolution gives on top row 13 09 and on lower row 3
Fourth setting on key-plate is 7 ('0
One revolution gives on top row 6 09 and on lower row 4
*The new minuend is obtained by doubling the root already found and an-
nexing 1. The succeeding minuends are obtained by annexing the successive odd
numbers to twice the root already found.
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The last sum turned up, 6 09, being- smaller than the key-
plate reading-, 7 00, the 4 turned up in the lower row is the first
part of the root of 22. Further turning- in this position being-
infeasible, shift the slide one space to the left. The key-plate
setting- will then become 81, ( ^2X4X10| + 1 )*. The remainder
of the solution is performed in the same way as before. The
successive operations are as follows:
Previous setting on top row is 6 09
First setting on key-plate is 81
One revolution gives on top row 5 28 and on lower row 41
Second setting on key-plate is 83
One revolution gives the top row 4 45 and on lower row 42
Third setting on key-plate is. 85
One revolution gives on top row 3 60 and on lower row 43
Fourth setting on key-plate is 87
One revolution gives the top row 2 73 and on lower row 44
Fifth setting on key-plate is 89
One revolution gives on top row 1 84 and on lower row 45
yixth setting on key-place is 91
One revolution gives on top row 93 and on lower row 46
Seventh setting on key-plate is 93
One revolution gives on top row 00 and on lower row 47
The difference being- zero, the calculation is done, and the
47 in the lower row is the square root of 2209.
B}' the help of the "Thomas Computing- Machine," every
arithmetical problem, from the simplest work in addition,
to the most intricate calculation, can be solved with sur-
prising- rapidit3\ The writer added a column of ten numbers,
each consisting- of ten dig-its, in a little over two minutes, with
this machine without having- had any previous practice in
adding- with it. A week's practice would reduce the time of
working- this problem to one and one-half minutes, or less.
Where the most extensive table of log-arithms fails to g-ive
the accuracy required in line work, the "Thomas Computing- Ma-
chine" g-ives an absolutely correct result, provided this result con-
tains less than twenty-one dig-its. There is little chance of hav-
ing a larg-er number than one consisting- of twenty dig-its. The
machine is also made in two smaller sizes, the smallest allowing-
twelve dig-its as the maximum in the answer. The machine in
*See foot note, page 40,
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use at the University of Illinois is of the larg^est size, and was ob-
tained from Europe throug-h the Keuffel & Esser Co., New York.
The cost of the different sizes is about $125, $185, and $225.
Another advantag-e which this machine possesses is that the
tiresome mental labor of ordinary calculation is reduced to the
simple jotting- down of the results obtained, either by the person
at the machine or, better still, by a second person. The instru-
ment attains its hig-hest qualities in time-saving* when two per-
sons divide the work between them, thus g-iving- a counter check
upon one another. One person should read the problems and
take down the answers, while a second should be employed to do
the grinding-.
The real work of operation is done by manual touches and
shifting-s, easily acquired within a few hours. A couple of day's
practice will enable any man of ordinary capacity to fully master
this unparalelled invention. •
After the method of operating- the machine has been learned,
it is clear that there is no more strain on the mind of the com-
puter than upon the mind of the street-car conductor when he
tallies the fares on his reg-ister.
Another strong- point for the "Thomas Computing- Machine"
is that the possibility of making- blunders is reduced to a mini-
mum. For instance, in division the divisor may erroneously be
taken for the dividend. In this case the computer's attention is
called to the blunder by the ring-ing- of a small bell inside the
instrument. As soon as the computer is ag-ain on the rig-ht
track the bell ring-s a second time to inform him that all is well.
The writer is of the opinion that others as well as himself would
like to have in their possession a little bell that would ring auto-
matically whenever a mistake is made.
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METHODS OF HANDLING FREIGHT.
By a. M. Munn, '95.
Few persons not connected with the freig^ht department of a
railroad understand the methods which are used in handling"
larg-e quantities of freigfht at terminal or transfer points. It is
comparatively an easy matter to keep account of freight received
or delivered in car load lots, but for merchandise the task is
more difficult.
In this article freig"ht will be considered as divided into two
classes, out-freig^ht and in-freig^ht. The first class includes
merchandise received from connecting" railroads or boat lines
destined to points beyond, as well as shipments originating- in
the city. The second class will include only shipments delivered
to private firms or warehouses within the city.
At Chicag-o, New York, and other larg-e terminal stations,
the business is handled throug"h several warehouses suita-
ble to the service performed. These houses are desig^nated ac-
cording- to the service performed throug-h them, as out-freight
house, transfer house, boat house, and in-freig-ht house. The
in-freig-ht and out-freig-ht houses are usually located as con-
venient to the business district as the facilities of the road will
allow, in order to reduce drayag-e charg-es to a minimum.
The out-freig-ht house' is built parallel to the street forty or
fifty feet from the sidewalk. It is usually one story hig-h, forty
feet wide and several hundred feet long-. The floor is paved
with wood blocks or plank, and is about three feet hig-her than
the surface of the street. The latter should be paved with brick
or other durable material, and should be sloped slig-htly towards
the warehouse. This facilitates backing- in heavy drays and
saves a great deal of time. On the other side of the house are
the side-tracks, laid eleven feet between centres and six feet from
the house. On the receiving- side doors eig-ht feet wide are
placed about sixteen feet apart. On the track side doors ten
feet wide are placed about two feet apart. This allows the use
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of cars of any lengfth. The cars are set so that the doors of cars
on adjacent tracks are opposite, not only to each other, but also
to a door of the house. The intervals from house to car and
from car to car are bridg-ed with iron aprons. Before every other
door on the receiving" side is placed a live-ton scale, the platform
of which is flush with the floor of the house. The doors are
raised vertically by counter-weig-hts. For each door on the
receiving* side a g'ang' of six or seven men under a check
clerk is required.
The question now is how to direct the loading" so that all
shipments for the same station will be loaded into the same car,
althoug"h received from a dozen wag"ons at as many doors. It is
done as follows:* All territory reached by the company's own
or connecting- lines is g-rouped to suit the traffic and secure econ-
omy in train service. Beginning- at the initial point, the sta-
tions are g-rouped according- to the amount of freig-ht received per
day. The g-roups are numbered consecutively, and stations
averaging- a car load (10,000 lbs.) of merchandise per day are
grouped alone, but no two stations not on the same branch of
road are g-rouped tog-ether. At junction points, where there are
several connecting- lines, each line is g-iven a number provided
enoug-h freig-ht is received per day to warrant running- a separate
car. If not, two or more lines are combined and loaded into one
car, a practice which necessitates transferring- the load at the
junction. Having- arrang-ed and numbered the g-roups, the sta-
tions or roads constituting each group are printed on slips of
paper, which are posted on small boards bearing the number of
the group. There is also prepared a lot of boards, 4x10 inches,
one for each group, upon which is painted in large figures the
number of the group. Beginning at the lower end of the house
the doors are numbered consecutively. Over each door is a row
of pegs numbered from left to right, there being as many pegs
as side tracks. The tracks are numbered from the house out.
Then peg "one" designates track "one," etc.
The cars having been set, a list is furnished the foreman on
a form as follows:
*Tlie method here outlined is in use on one of the leading roads entering Chi-
cago, and luis pi'ovcn hif^lily successful.
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known as the "blind tally," tog-ether with the car number and
initials and the number of the section in which it was deposited.
The "blind tally" is then checked ag-ainst the expense bills,
which are made out from the orig-inal wa^-bills, and overs and
shorts are reported direct to the tracing- department. The sec-
tion numbers are entered on the expense bills and the g-oods are
then delivered to consig-nee upon presentation of receipted bill.
BOTTOMS FOR ELEVATKD WATER TANKS.
By Jno. a. Lowry. '94. and Paul Chipman, "94.
Iron tanks on trestle or masonry towers have been used in
this country for water service for a number of years. Until re-
centl}' all such tanks have been constructed with flat bottoms
supported by a system of floor beams; but tanks with conical and
spherical bottoms have been used with success in Europe for
several years, and have recently been introduced into this country-.
The object of this paper is the comparison of the different
styles of tank bottoms with reg-ard to efticiency, appearance and
cost. As between conical and spherical bottoms there is no
g-reat difference. Theoretically the spherical bottom does not
require as g-reat thickness as the conical; but as the plates are
more difficult to shape, being- in double curvature, the spherical
bottom is more expensive. As this difference in cost, however,
is slig-ht, and as the connections are the same in both cases, only
the conical and the flat bottoms will be compared. To ascertain
the relative cost of the different types, thirty-two desig-ns were
made, sixteen for tanks on trestle towers and sixteen for tanks
on brick towers. In each case eig-ht of the desig-ns were for
conical bottoms and eig-ht for flat bottoms. The diameters
chosen were 12, 16, 20, and 25 feet, and with each diameter two
heig-hts were used—30 and 60 feet.
The conical bottoms were g-iven a slope of 30° with the hori-
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zontal for the reason that at that ang-le the thickness of the bot-
tom equals the thickness of the lowest plate in the shell. The
thickness of the flat bottoms was also made the same as that of
the lowest plate of the shell.
The estimates of cost were based on the following- prices:
Rolled shapes, 3 cents per pound; steel plate in flat bottom, 4
cents; steel plate in conical bottom, 5 cents; steel plate in trestle,
'5 cents; built up plate g-irders, 3>^ cents; field rivets, 4 cents
each; brick masonry, $8.00 per cubic yard; concrete, $4.50 per
cubic yard. The prices on steel cover all expenses, including"
erection and contractor's profit, except the actual cost of riveting".
The costs given for bottoms include the cost of the bottom
and its supports and connections.
TANKvS ON TRESTLE TOWEKS.
As far as actual water service is concerned, a properly de-
sig"ned tank is as efficient with one kind of bottom as with an-
other, if there be the same capacity and averag^e head in both
cases. The flat bottom, however, possesses some advantag-es in
reg-ard to ease of desig^n and simplicity of connections.
While it is larg^ely a matter of individual taste, yet probably
all will ag-ree that a tank with a bottom which is a seg^ment of a
sphere, or a shallow cone, is more pleasing- to the eye than a flat
bottom with its system of floor beams. In reg-ard to facility for
attachment of exterior ornament, such as balcony or stairway,
one style is probably as g-ood as the other, and with such orna-
ment the difference in appearance would probably be slig-ht.
For uniformity the number of posts in the trestle was taken
as four in all cases. An increase in the number of posts would
probably be favorable to the conical bottom, owing- to its peculiar
adaptability to a number of points of support.
The flat bottoms are supported by systems of parallel I-
beams resting- upon two main g-irders at right angles to them.
For conical bottoms branching- columns are used, g-iving- twelve
points of support.
The costs of the different bottoms are shown g-raphically in
Fig-. 1.
These results show that for tanks of ordinary heig-hts and
diameters up to 16 or 20 feet, the flat bottom costs less. For low
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tanks of larg-e diameters the conical bottom is the cheaper. For
other sizes there is no g^reat difference in cost.
TANKS ON BRICK TOWERS.
The supports and connections are simpler of desig^n and
easier of construction for tanks with conical bottoms than for
tanks with flat bottoms. As the bottom and floor system are
hidden from view, the style of bottom makes no difference in the
appearance. The flat bottoms are supported on systems of
parallel I-beams which rest upon an 8-inch stone coping". The
conical bottom is attached to the lowest ring- of the shell at such
a heig-ht as to gnve sufficient clearance of the wall, and to the
lower edg^e of the ring- are riveted one or more ang-les which rest
directly on the stone coping*.
The difficulty in desig-ning- a floor system for a flat bottom
is to distribute the pressure over the top of the tower. To the
additional masonry required to g-ive the necessary bearing- sur-
face is due the rapid increase in cost of flat-bottomed tanks, with
increase of size. For the larg-er tanks the space on top of the
wall, between the floor beams, is filled with concrete.
The costs of the different bottoms are shown graphically in
Fig-. 2. These results show that in all cases the tanks with
conical bottoms are cheaper, and that the cost of flat bottoms
increases much more rapidly with the size than does the cost of
conical bottoms.
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LAST WORDS TO THE CIVIL ENGINEERING SENIORS.
By Ika O. Baker. Professor of Civil Engineering.
When the program committee asked me if I would present
something- here this morning-, I immediate!}' thoug^ht that per-
haps I mig-ht use the opportunity for a few final words with our
g-raduating- members. Frequently the circumstances and con-
ditions under which anything- is said g-ives it an attention and
weig-ht which it would not otherwise have.
When the traveler throug-h an unknown country comes to
the brow of a hill, if he is wise he surveys the landscape, selects
an objective point ahead, decides upon his path throug-h the val-
ley below, and then proceeds step by step to find his way down
the hill throug-h the valley and up on the other side. Obviously
the time to decide upon the path throug-h the valley is when we
are upon the hill top, and we are more sure to reach the g-oal by
the shortest route if we keep our eye steadily fixed upon our
mark ahead.
You are upon a hill top this morning-. You are shortly to
break off old relations and enter upon new ones. Let us see if
we can find a worth^r objective point ahead, which shall serve as
a help and inspiration while you wend your way throug-h the
valley.
I am fully aware that this is the last time that I shall ever
address a'ou in the relations of teacher and taug-ht, and it is with
mixed feeling-s of reg-ret and pleasure, of solicitude and antici-
pation that I bid you adieu, and I fain would reveal to you some
of the feeling- that a teacher has when he sends his boys out into
the world to test their powers—and his. But the occasion de-
mands a hig^her motive than merely personal pleasure, so I ask
your kind indulg-ence while I try to teach one more lesson. I
make this attempt knowings that the occasion and your thoug-hts
will more clearly reveal to you the truth I wish to teach than
can my words.
It is not necessary to remind you that recitations are ended,
but I do want to urge upon you that you do not cease to be a
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student. Whatever the kind and stress of your occupation, keep
a little time for study and reading-. If your work here has been
well done, you have barely reached that point where you are
able to g-ain knowledg-e by self-directed effort. You will doubt-
less have many painful illustrations that you do not know it all,
but your daily work will compel study of the practical details of
your business. You will be compelled to g-et these matters or
you will not g-et work. I expect you to succeed reasonably well
in these particulars, but I desire to urg-e upon you that you con-
tinue to grow, to expand, to increase your powers. You oug-ht
always to have in hand some subject upon which you are doing-
thoroughly downrig-ht hard study. Such a course is absolutely
necessary for intellectual vig^or and activity. In the next few
years you oug-ht to study professional subjects as a matter of
course, but you ought also to broaden your education and extend
your horizon by the study of scientific and literary and historical
subjects. I have time only to assert this point, not to prove it.
Undoubtedly you will be tempted to say that you haven't
time for such study, but I say you must make the time. If I had
time I should like to illustrate this by g-iving- you some of the
particulars of the life of Gladstone, and Garfield, and Lincoln,
whose labors and cares were simply prodig-ious, and yet they
found time for an astonishing-ly wide rang-e of reading-
and study. To make this matter definite, let me urg-e that you
reg-ularly and conscientiously g-ive one half hour each day to the
study of some subject which will broaden your knowledg-e and
extend your horizon.
The world moves. New problems are continually arising-
which must be solved. The state and country has been very
liberal to you, and has a rig-ht to demand that you shall meet
these new oblig-ations when they arise. She expects you to find
new and better solutions to old problems, and to lead us into un-
explored and undiscovered fields. She has g-iven you five talents.
Will you lay them away in a napkin, or will you use them and
gain five other talents?
By all means do not fail to cultivate the ability to write and
speak your mother tong-ue correctly, forcibly, and even eleg-antly.
Kven an eng-ineer has frequent use for this power, and his ability
as an eng-ineer is continually being- judg-ed by his written and
spoken lang-uag-e. Eads is not infrequently ranked as the lead-
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ing- American eng-ineer, but his reputation as an engineer is due
as much to his ability in writing- and speaking as to his knowl-
edge of engineering.
One precaution. Do not become a man of books to the ex-
clusion of affairs. Society is all the time struggling with indus-
trial questions, social reforms, and political problems which you,
having received your education as a gift from the state, should
help to solve. I have only time to hint this.
In one respect your free education is liable to do you harm.
You have received information more cheaply in the past than
you ever can in the future. Do not be afraid to spend your
money in travel to see things and men. There is a wonderful
stimulus in whetting against other men, particularly those en-
gaged in the same business as 3'ourself . Do not fail to use travel
as a means of continuing your education. Remember that there
is a scattering abroad that increaseth and a withholding that
impoverisheth.
Allow me to offer a few hints to guide you in your inter-
course with your professional associates.
1. Be patient and don't try to get on too fast. You may be
overestimating your own abilities. It takes all summer to ripen
the best apples.
2. Be liberal in the measure of your work. Don't even
think of excusing- yourself from doing what you reasonably can,
by saying" that you are doing as much as you are paid for. As
long as you hold the position and accept the pay, do g^ood, honest,
faithful work. If the labor demanded is too great, make a cour-
teous, frank, straightforward protest, or offer your resignation.
3. Be courteous and g-enerous to your subordinates. In this
matter let the golden rule guide your action. One of the ways
in which this rule is violated is in passing- judgment upon the
works of others, in the way of fault-finding and belittling them,
picking flaws, making small criticisms of design and method.
Does any eng-ineer imag-ine he raises himself in the opinion of
others b}^ so doing, or in an}- way advances his own prospects of
success? Criticism for the purpose of sugg-esting improvement
is a good thing, but criticism for any other purpose is unworthy
a true man. The world on a whole is fair in its estimate of men;
it recognizes the generous everywhere, and is just as sure to con-
demn the opposite.
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4. Guard as carefully as life itself a hig-h standard of pro-
fessional honor and integ-rity—whatever the measure of your
professional success—whether wealth and reputation crown your
career, or disappointment and poverty be your constant and un-
welcome companions—let no taint of suspicion attach to any pro-
fessional act or utterance. As young- eng-ineers you are nearly
certain to have some severe trials in this matter. In his rela-
tions with contractors, in his recommendation of patented or
special devices, in preparing- reports that may influence the mar-
kets, the eng-ineer is liable to have his judg-ment warped by sub-
tle and corrupting- influences. You will save yourself much
annoyance and possibly some dang-er, if you will at all times
maintain a character of unquestionable integ-rity. It should not
be difficult for the conscientious eng-ineer, jealous of his profes-
sional honor, to decide what is rig-ht and what is wrong-.
Now I think I can show you an objective point ahead by
means of which you shall be able to find a way of safety and
honor throug-h the darkest valley of trial and temptation. I ask,
then, what is your hig-hest aim as eng-ineers? Is it to stemd at
the head of your profession, and secure wealth and honor? Or
is it to scrupulously, conscientiousl}^ and faithfully discharg-e
the duties of the positions in which you are placed? If it is the
former, then you have many chances of failure to one of success,
for such success will often depend upon circumstances entirely
beyond your control. If }/our hig-hest ambition is to conscien-
tiously and faithfully discharg-e the duties of your position, then
success depends upon yourself, for it is assured by simple and
constant attention to the requirements of each occasion as it
arises.
Ability, wealth, position, are all excellent thing-s to possess.
They mean, or may be made to mean, influence, weig-ht, and
power; but they are not the thing-s which determine the essen-
tial value of a man. The true worth is measured by his charac-
ter, not by his abilities, not by his positions, not by his successes,
but by what he himself is.
We may all reach this most perfect manhood by simply doing-
all our work under the fullest appreciation of the meaning- of that
one word duty. That you may all throug-h your life be actuated
by this hig-h motive, is my earnest petition.
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It is by no means true that because a boiler of a certain de-
sig-n and setting- works well in one place that its desig-n and set-
ting- can be followed at another. It is reasonable to suppose that
if exactly the same conditions existed at each place there would
be no difference in the working-s of the boilers. It seldom occurs
that exactly the same conditions do obtain. Important differ-
ences lie in feed water, draft, kind of fuel and the fireman.
What is true of boilers themselves is also true of the details
of the setting's and attachments.
Accidents and difficulties are continually occurring-, each of
which bring-s with it some sug-g-estion as to what should be done
to prevent its occurrence in the future. The following- are re-
ported for the first time to the profession, althoug-h it is probable
that they have been duplicated in the experiences of others be-
sides the writer.
AN EXPEKIENCK WITH A BLOW-OFF PIPE.
This plant consisted of six horizontal Tubular Boilers, two
being- 60" and four being- 48" in diameter. A steam pipe con-
nected each boiler to the main steam pipe, and in each of these
connecting- pipes was a g^lobe valve closing- ag-ainst the pressure
in its own boiler. Each boiler was tapped on the underside near
the back end for a 2" blow-off pipe.
The blow-off pipe from each boiler was connected to a com-
mon 2" pipe back of the battery. The connecting- pipes for the
48" boilers were 1)4" being- reduced to this size by means of a
bushing- in a 2" ell about 4" under the connection to the boiler.
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In eiuh of these pipes was a ly-z" globe valve. The common 2"
pipe back of boilers ran to the sewer. In it was a g"ate valve so
that when this was closed the full boiler pressure could be ob-
tained in the common pipe. When these boilers came into the
charg-e of the writer, the}' were found to contain consid-
erable scale, so much in fact that the space between some of
the tubes was entirely closed or bridged over by scale. The first
thing to be done was to get the scale out; the next was to pre-
vent as far as possible its further formation. One after another
of the boilers were attacked, first by scrapers and picks and after-
ward by using only distilled water (the returns from the heating
system) in the boiler under consideration.
The boilers were blown (?) down every morning as usual.
In a few daA's the engineer reported that one of his blow-off pipes
was leaking badly and that he had shut down the boiler. Ex-
amination showed that the elbow (2" bushed tolVo") and the
short pipe between it and boiler was lilled with scale and badl}'
burned. It was not possible to take down the entire line of blow-
off pipes at that time, but for the boiler that was shut down the
following method was adopted: A 2" pipe was put in in place,
of the former 1 ) i " and a gate valve in place of the 1% " globe
valve; the connection to the common pipe was made by means of
a cross in place of a Tee and a plug was put in the open side of
the cross. This same arrangement was adopted for all the boil-
ers as soon as an opportunity presented. In addition to the
above the following device was made in order to loosen any scale
which might again till into the blow-off.
The top of an old globe valve was threaded to fit the cross
mentioned above, and in place of the usual valve stem, a long rod
was inserted having a handle formed on one end and a slight
bend or hook on the other end.
This device proved to be of service. The large amount of
scale that came off the tubes would fall into the blow-off pipe and
almost prevent any flow outward, even when the valve was
opened. B}' screwing the "cleaner" into the cross and then open-
ing the gate valve the long rod could be run into the pipe to the
elbow and by a few turns the hook on the end loosened up the
scale and it was blown out clean. In the course of a few weeks
the scale in the boilers was reduced, so much that there was not
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any trouble from stoppage, and the "cleaner" was hung- on the
wall as useless.
Soon afterward a "Live Steam Feed Water Heater" (Hoopes)
was put in above the boilers and no more scale was allowed to
get into the boiler.
WATER COLUMN CONNECTIONS.
There is considerable difference of opinion as to the best way
of connecting- water columns to boilers. The following- state-
ment in connection with the method of attaching- a column to a
100 H. P. horizontal tubular boiler will show that in this case a
better method of attachment could have been devised.
The boiler under consideration consisted of a shell 66 inches
in diameter and 18 feet long". It had 105 three inch tubes. It
was set over a g-rate three feet long- by six feet wide. The dis-
tance from the boiler to the grate was twenty-seven inches. The
fuel used was anthracite culm. The draft was produced by a
steam jet blower, and in a test made a short time before the fol-
lowing accident happened, thirty-one pounds of coal were being
consumed to a square foot of grate surface, the evaporation be-
ing at the rate of nearly 3,400 pounds of water per hour. It was
customary to blow down the boiler twice each day, at 5 o'clock
in the morning and at 5 o'clock in the evening. The boiler was
running continuously, night and day, sometimes for a period ex-
tending over three months. The shell of the boiler was 7-16 of
an inch thick and the heads ^ya of an inch thick. It was made
of Speng steel of a tensile strength equal to 60,000 pounds per
square inch. The boiler was being blown down as usual at 5
o'clock in the morning, and the engineer, while watching the
water column, was to signal the fireman when to close the blow-
off. After blowing for some minutes without any perceptible
fall of the water in the glass gauge, the highest try-cock was
opened and water freely flowed from it. It was thought that the
boiler was pumped very full of water and the feed pump was
stopped, the blow-off cock closed, but steam was continually drawn
from the boiler as usual. The water in the glass gauge did not
fall very rapidly and again the blow-off cock was opened. All
of this occupied from twelve to fifteen minutes. Suddenly all of
the water in the glass gauge dropped rapidly and went out of
sight. This presented an entirely new feature of the case, be-
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cause it sug-g^ested that the water in the boiler was below the
top row of tubes, and perhaps lower. It was not deemed ad-
visable to start the feed pump, but the dampers of the boiler
were immediately closed and a thick la3^er of ashes thrown over
the fire. The steam valve leading- from the boiler was closed
and the boiler left to itself.
As soon as the steam pressure went down and the boiler
could be inspected, the following- was found to be its condition.
The front sheet over the fire was found to have drawn down at
points about ten inches from the side walls for a distance of
nearly one inch. The amount of water in the boiler was not
over two inches deep. The front and back heads were pushed
out by the expanded tubes for at least Ss of an inch.
The following- repairs were necessary in order to put the
boiler into shape. About one half of the tubes were safe-ended.
An entirely new sheet was put in over the fire extending- entire-
ly around the boiler. This boiler had been running- not over
thirty da^^s, and was one of a battery furnishing- steam to several
larg-e eng-ines. The internal condition of the boiler, as far as
scale was concerned, was clean. The following- conclusions were
drawn after a careful inspection of the boiler, as to the cause of
this accident. The water column was connected to the steam
space by a one inch pipe tapped directly into the top of the
boiler, back about ten inches from the front head. This led to
the top of the water column, and in this pipe was a g-lobe valve.
The bottom of the water column was connected by means of a
one-inch pipe to a hole tapped in the front of the boiler about
eig-ht inches from the bottom and to the rig-ht t)f the man-hole,
which was below the tubes. In this pipe there was also a globe
valve. During- the time that the boiler was being- blown off
there is no doubt but what the g-lobe valve in the pipe between
the steam space of the boiler and the water column was closed.
The valve in the pipe below the water column was open. Under
these conditions water showed in the g-lass g-aug-e up as hig-h as
the top try-cock, and also was blown out at this try-cock when-
ever it was open. As soon as the water level in the boiler fell
to a point at which the boiler was tapped for the bottom connec-
tion of the water column, that is about eig-ht inches from the
bottom, the water immediately ran out of the ^lass g-aug-e. It
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is evident that at least for five to seven minutes a larg^e portion
of the bottom of the boiler, as well as nearly all of the tubes
were exposed to the intense heat of the fire and escaping- g-ases
on one side with only steam on the other side.
The following- recommendations were made in this case, and
it has been the practice of the writer to always make correspond-
ing- recommendations for water column attachments: Tap the
boiler for bottom water column connections as near the level of
the top row of tubes as possible. Omit valves between water
column and boiler. If there had been no valves this accident
could not have occurred; also, if the lower connections had not
been so near the bottom of the boiler, it would also have been
prevented.
TWO BULORS.
Throug-h the thoug-htfulness of Mr. J. N. Chester (U. of I.,
'91), Assistant Eng-ineer of the "American Debenture Co.," the
Mechanical Eng-ineering- Department has recently received two
fine examples of bulg-es. As they both came from the same
place in the same boiler, they become more interesting- than
otherwise, the second bulg-e occurring^ in the patch put on where
the first bulg-e was cut out. The trouble occurred at the Ashta-
bula, O., water-works. The details which Mr. Chester sent the
writer are so complete that his statement of the case is g-iven
completely.
"When the 'bulg-e' came down the writer happened to be at
Ashtabula making some improvements, and my attention was
first called to it by the first eng-ineer at the pumping- station, but
he had first blowed and washed out the boiler. In answer to my
question as to what he found on the inside, over the bulg-e, he
stated, only a small handful of loose mud, such as would natur-
ally settle from a water turbid as Lake Erie's. The boiler is 16
ft. by 72" return tubular, containing- 72 4-inch flues, manholes
in front, above and below flues. The shell of boiler is composed
of 3 sheets, each one forming- an entire circumference of the
boiler.
"The 'bulge' occurred on the rear of the crown or fire sheet
in the lowest part, just forward the seam between the front and
middle sheets; (the rivet holes in the piece that you have being-
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a portion of that seam). The vital question was, what caused
the trouble?
"On lower half of the inside of the shell and the upper half
of the tubes was found a hard scale (of which samples have been
sent you ) varying- from one to three thirty-seconds of an inch in
thickness, and flaking- off in some places. It seemed probable
that currents or eddys in the boiler mig-ht have caused a deposit
over this place, but the eng-ineer's report destroyed this theory.
"A g-ood mechanic, owning- a machine shop at Ashtabula
Harbor, and one who has had a wide experience with marine
boilers, contended that it was g-rease, but as we use jet condensers
and our boiler feed suction extends 30" below the overflow of the
hot well, his theory could not be credited. A Mr. Calder, Chief
Mechanical Kng-ineer of the Monomone Boat Line, examined it
and said that the boiler had been flued too close to the shell,
causing- steam pockets, and cited cases in Chicag-o to prove his
arg-ument.
"The writer had entertained the idea of a flaw, but not very
strong-ly however; the matter was reported to our Mechanical
Eng-ineer, Mr. E. L. Street, who ordered the 'bulg-e' cut out and
a patch put on, which was done.
"As an excess of scale had been found, inquiries were made
as to the amount of compound used, and it was found insufficient
according- to the directions of the manufacturer, to remove or
even keep out the scale. The use of the amount prescribed for
the removal of scale from Lake Erie water was at once ordered.
"Four days after the patch was put on, while making- an
evaporative test to determine the relative values of coal used, it
was discovered that the patch was coming- down in the same
manner as the orig-inal sheet. On conclusion of the test, the
boiler was ordered shut down under brisk fire (patch showing-
burning-) and not to be molested until the writer himself should
do so. Two days later on coming- to the pump house to conclude
investig-ation, it was discovered that the boiler had been blown
ofl^ to a considerable extent after my having- ordered it shut down.
The eng-ineer was taken to task, but claimed that it was the
custom to blow off each day and saw no reason why he should
make an exception in this case. While he was forg-iven out-
wardly, after a severe reprimand, we still think it was his desig-n
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to defeat our purpose, as my theory was that the boiler being-
shut down under the conditions above stated and allowed to cool
off and the water run out, the cause could be discovered. As
blowing- off would tend to disturb the conditions we had expected
to find, the boiler was ordered fired up again and run to a con-
siderable length, and with the patch burning as before shut
down. After three days the blow-off was opened by myself, and
when the water was out, removed the lower man-head and over
the patch was just what had been predicted, only more so,
loose scale to the depth of Syz" over a space 12" long and 18"
wide. The current over the fire being up and dividing forward
and backward, and along the bottom toward the spot wliere the
bulge occurred.
"The scale stood on edge at about 30 "" from the vertical and
was arrang-ed in semi-circles on the horizontal (see specimens) it
was matted in and banked with mud. Some two-inch plank were
placed in the boiler on cross sticks, taking care not to disturb
the scale, the writer crawled in and spent an hour picking in
pieces and studying this phenomena. On further investigation,
the entire fire sheet was found to be bagged to the amount of one-
eighth of an inch, showing its elastic limit had been exceeded.
"When the second report reached Mr. Street, he ordered the
removal of the entire sheet and replaced it with a new one.
This necessitated the removal and replacing with new of thirty-
four flues at an entire expense of about four hundred dollars.
"Conclusion: The engineer certainly misrepresented in re-
gard to existing- conditions after the first 'bulg-e,' as no blowing
off could have removed conditions found in second case, it being
mudded and baked so hard that it required considerable effort
with my fingers and nails to remove. Had we understood the
situation correctly, the second calamity could have been averted
by removing the scale with hammers or the use of compound,
lig-ht fire and cleaning- after every 24 to 36 hours' run.
"As it is, the engineer has lost a job that paid seventy-five
dollars per month, with the allowance of house rent, lig-ht, fuel
and water. It might be stated further that his services for some
time have been unsatisfactory. We have ordered the patch re-
moved from the sheet and sent to the U. of I."
In answer to a later letter to Mr. Chester, the following facts
in addition to the above were sent.
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"Distance from grate to boiler 30".
"Distance from bridg-e wall to boiler 12".
"Bituminous coal used for fuel; mixtures of various sizes.
Feed water was fed in to boiler at the back end and throug-h the
blow-off pipe. Fires never banked.
"Boilers were g'enerally run two weeks and then shut down,
allowed to cool off, the water run out, and cleaned.
"On day of second occurrence temperature of feed direct from
mains was 38° F, and boiler developed for ten hours 160.6 H. P."
THE MOST ECONOMICAL LIFE AND EFFICIENCY OF
INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
liY VV. L. Abbott, '84. Mechanical Engineer, Chicago.
Before entering- into the discussion of this subject it should
be stated that the data here used relating- to the variation in the
condition of incandescent lamps under various pressures are taken
from published accounts of tests made by various parties, which
are, from the closeness which they check each other, presumably
correct. Also that the candle power of the lamps is taken as
the horizontal measurement perpendicular to the plane of the
filament.
Filaments made of the same material and under similar
treatment in various shops have the same characteristics, al-
thoug-h bearing- different factory names, and nearly all the real
difference will be found in their cross sections and leng-ths, and
lamps of different efficiency and of the same or different makes
may be made to have the same efficiency when each is run at a
certain voltag-e. For example: If a lamp be run at a pressure
of 110 volts and is found to g-ive 16 candle power at an efficiency
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of 3.6 watts per candle power, and the pressure is then raised to
114 volts, it will g-ive an illumination of 20 candle power at an
efficiency of 3.1 watts per candle power. Or if the pressure be
lowered to 108 volts, the lamp will g-ive only 13>^ candle power
at an efficiency of 4 watts.
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g-o during" their lives, from which may be observed that a lamp
if run at a very hig-h initial efficiency loses its candle power so
rapidly as to soon become worthless; whereas if it were run at a
low efficiency it would, after a few hundred hours' burning-,
reach a condition which it would maintain almost indefinitely,
but it would produce lig-ht only at gfreat expenditure of power.
If fuel cost nothing-, a low efficiency lamp would be the best to
use.
Viiriiitioii in cniciciicy of lamps having (ihimcnts idonticaily aiiko. hut
rnn at ditfero.nt pressuivs.
The object of this discussion is to determine the most eco-
nomical efficiency at which to run lamps in order to produce a
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g-iven illumination, taking- into consideration all the expenses
of operating- a lig-hting- plant.
If we use a lamp of hig-h efficiency, less power will be re-
quired and the entire operating- expenses, except for lamp re-
newals, will be small, and the lamp renewal bill will be larg-e.
If, on the other, we use lamps of low efficiency, the bill for lamp
renewals will be low, and the other operating- expenses hig-h.
Also, as the efficiency of all lamps diminish steadily after a few
hours' burning-, they will eventually reach a point beyond which
it will not be profitable to run them.
These are the two points to consider: First, the efficiency
of the lamp; and second, the life of the lamp. To settle the
problem distinctly:
—
For a definite amount of lig-ht required, the most economical
lamp life and lamp efficiency for which to provide in building- a
lighting- plant to furnish the desired illumination.
Let us take a practical case of a factory or store requiring-
an illumination of 40,000 candle power for ten hours a day and
26 days a month.
To g-enerate this amount of lig-ht we would usually provide
two hundred horse power, which could be installed complete,
with dynamos, circuits, etc., for about $20,000. The monthly
cost of laber to operate this plant mig-ht be as follows:
Superintendent $ 100 00
Eng-ineer 90 00
Electrician 75 00
Helper 50 00
Fireman 60 00
Total $ 375 00
To develop the 2,000 electrical horse-power hours required
for a day's run would require in the case of a non-condensing-
steam plant of this size and kind, 30 lbs. of water for each elec-
trical horse-power hour, or 60,000 lbs. of water for a day's run.
To this add 20% lost in friction of the machinery, making- a
total of 72,000 lbs. of water evaporated daily. Under moderately
g-ood conditions this can be done at a cost for fuel of 15 cents per
1,000 lbs. of water, or for the day's run, $10.80. To this add 5%
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for fuel used in g^etting- up steam and otherwise lost, and we will
have a daily coal bill of Sll.34, or for a month of 26 days, S295.
The fuel and other bills, which vary nearly with the load,
are as follows for a month:
Fuel S 207 00
( )il and waste 25 GO
Water 14 00
Carting- away ashes 25 00
Total for month S 361 00
There is another class of expenses which are sometimes
called g-eneral expenses. The}' are made up as follows:
Interest on $20,000 at 6% SI, 200 00
Taxes 400 00
Insurance 400 00
Repairs and depreciation 15 ^r 3,000 00
Rent, or value of space 800 00
Incidentals 200 00
Total annual general expenses .. .36,000 00
Or for a month 500 00
The monthly operating- expenses, exclusive of lamp renewals,
are thus made up of these items:
Labor S 375 00
Supplies 361 00
General expenses 500 00
Total SI, 236 00
Kach of these items will be greater or less depending upon
the work which is done and for which the plant is built, but the}'
will not vary in the same ratio. Should the capacity and work
of the plant be doubled the labor will be increased 3>3'^/( , the
fuel, etc., 80%, and the g-eneral expenses will be increased 55%.
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If the capacity and work be diminished one half, the various
operatino^ expenses will decrease according" to the same ratios.
The variations in these three sets of expenses are shown graphi-
cally in curves A. B. and C. of Fig-. 3, and the variation of the
total operating- expenses, lamps excepted, is shown in Curve D.,
which is derived by adding- the abscissae of curves A. B. and C.
These costs are for operating- 100 hours.
Table I.
1
100
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CoUtmn gives the averag-e number of kilowatts consumed
by the lamps of Column 5 in 100 hours. It is obtained by divid-
ing- the numbers of Column 8 by the number of hours the lamps
have run.
Column 10 g-ives the cost of everything but lamps for doing-
the work of Column 9 for 100 hours. This is derived from curve
D. of Fig-. 3.
Cohnini 11 is the costs lis g-iven in Column 10, multiplied by
the number of hundreds of hours which each is to run.
Column 12 is the total cost of lamps and power, and is ob-
tained by adding- the corresponding- numbers of Columns 6 and 11.
We have now determined the costs of maintaining- 40,000
candle power for one hundred hours with lamps having- an initial
efficiency of 3.1 watts, and run for various leng-ths of time. If
we will now divide the cost of producing- the lig-ht by the number
of candle hours produced we will be able at a g-lance to tell
which is the most economical leng-th of life for this particular
lamp. These quotients are g-iven in decimals of a cent in Column
13, and an inspection shows that with the cost of power and
lamps as assumed, by using a lamp having- an initial efficiency
of 3.1 watts, 40,000 candle power can be maintained the cheapest
by removing- the lamps from circuit at the end of 700 hours.
The numbers in columns 6, 12 and 13 are platted in curves
A. B. and C, respectively, of Fig-. 4. Curve A. shows the cost
of lamps. Curve B. is the total cost for power from the beg-inning
laid off above the cost of lamps. The abscissae of this curve at
any point show the cost of maintaining- 40,000 candle power for
the numbers of hours indicated, assuming- that all lamps are to
be removed from circuit at that ag-e.
Curve C. is the quotient obtained by dividing- the total num-
ber of candle power hours run by the cost of operating during-
that time. These quotients are multiplied by ten million so that
the variations of curve C can be seen on the same diag-ram with
curves A and B.
In the same way lamps of other initial efficiencies have been
investig-ated and the final results are shown in the curves of Fig-.
5, which are increased as curve C in Fig. 4, from which we find
that the most economical lamp to use, under the conditions we
have assumed, is a 3.1 watt lamp, and the most economical leng-th
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of time to run it is 7()() hours. We also see that with this lamp
there is very little difference in cost if the lamp is run 400 hours
or <)()() hours.
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which would increase the operating- expenses only 12 per cent.
No account is taken here of the loss of lamps by breakag-e, for
the reason that when lamps are run at the efficiencies g-iven the
breakag-e within 800 hours would be so small that it could be
neg-lected, except in the case of the 2.8 Watt lamp, and its curve
21S0
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l5oo
l2So loo 2.00 300 6oo /oo4-0 ^jToo
HOURS
rio.s.
Curvos sliowing the cost of prochiciiig ton million candle power iiours of
light using lamps of various initial cfticiencos and of various lengths of life.
in Fig-. 5 stops at 400 hours. As the lamps will not break dur-
ing the time of their useful life, it will be necessary for the
Station Superintendent to g-o around every day and remove lamps
which are still burning and g-iving- fairly g-ood service, and while
there is yet several hundred hours' life remaining- to them. A
Superintendent who will do this of his volition the world has
never seen,
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COST OF MACHINE TOOLS PER POUND.
By W. II. VanDekvuort, M. E., As.st. Prof. Mech. Eng.
The great improvements made during the past five years in
the manufacture of machine tools have been due, largely, to the
persistent efforts of our manufacturers to improve their tools in
points of design, material and workmanship. Experience, ex-
periments, introduction of the interchangeable system and use of
standard gauges, jig's and templets are the principal factors that
have brought about these marked improvements.
The reduction in price from time to time of the materieil used
in their construction, the use of this same improved machinery for
their manufacture and superior methods, together with the build-
ing" in larg-e quantities under efficient management, have with a
brisk competition brought about very marked reductions in prices
of machine tools. We can now purchase^ a superior tool for much
less money than a few years since. The machine tool that fifteen
years ag-o cost $1,000, can be replaced today at one half the price,
by a modern one of the same principal dimensions, and capable
of performing twice the amount of work with a greater degree
of accuracy.
The value of a machine tool of any class depends upon its
design, weight, and the accuracy with which it has been con-
structed. That these elements 'vary largely in similar tools
by different makers is evident The cost of production
depends not onl}- upon these factors, but also upon
the amount of labor expended in finishing parts for looks
only, as one-half the polished work on the average lathe adds
nothing- to its accuracy or efficiency, but does add quite sensibly
to its cost.
Since the weight, accuracy, g-eneral design and finish of these
tools vary so much, it would not be possible to establish a stan-
dard price for all. It would perhaps be within the limits of a
reasonable possibility, however, to say that the different classes
of machine tools should cost so much per pound of net weight,
inasmuch as the prices vary quite uniformly with the weights;
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and again, in order to arrive at approximate!}- accurate results it
mig-ht be necessary to subdivide the tools under say two, or even
three heads, g-raded according- to quality.
Throug-h the courtesy of many of our leading- machine-tool
builders, complete lists of tools with their net weig-hts and reg-u-
lar selling- prices have been received. On most of these tools
there would be a discount of from ten to twenty per cent., but in
all cases reg-ular selling- prices have been used.
In the accompanying- plates weig-hts are represented by the
horizontal co-ordinates, and prices per pound b}' the vertical.
Plate No. 1 shows the price curves of eng-ine lathes from ten
to thirty inch swing-, as built bv seven of our leading- builders.
The swing- in inches is indicated at ever}' point of each curve.
Five of these curves show a comparatively uniform decrease in
price per pound as the weig-ht increases. This is most clearly
shown in the lowest curve. Two curves show increase in price per
pound for increase in weig-ht, at two points, the most striking-
being- shown in curve, points of which are indicated by "o" at 18
inches swing- where the price is 13.25 cents per pound. For 20
inches swing- the price is 14.2 cents per pound, from which it
g-radually falls for 22, 24 and 28 inch swinges, being- 12.25 cents
per pound for the latter. The sudden increase in price at that
point is probabl}- due to one or both of two reasons; 1st, The
demand for the small swing- lathes of this make warrant the
building- in larg-er lots up to and including- the 18 inch swing-,
thus considerabh' lessening- the cost of manufacture; 2nd, The
lathes above the 18 inch swing- mig-ht be reg-ularly equipped with
what are commonly considered as extras, as compound rest, full
swing- rest, follow rest or taper attachment. It will be noticed
that six of these curves follow very approximately the same g"en-
eral curve, the prices varying- not to exceed two cents per pound
either side from the g-eneral curve. The upper price curve on
this plate is for a lathe which for accuracy has g-ained a world
wide reputation. Ever}- refinement in lathe building- is used in
its construction, which increases the cost of production and
throws the curve hig-h. The 13 inch swing- lathe of this make
costs 31.7 cents per pound.
Plate No. 2 shows four price curves on heavy lathes from 18
inch to 62 inch swing-. A.s most of these larg-e lathes are built
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to order, we should not expect to see marked uniformity in these
curves.
That the selling- price of a lathe is g-overned larg-ely by its
weight is shown by the following-: In six 30 inch swing- by 12
foot bed lathes, by six different makers, the weig-hts rang-e from
6,050 pounds for the lig-htest to 11,400 pounds for the heaviest.
The price of the former is $640. or 10.65 cents per pound, of the
latter $1560. or 13.68 cents per pound. Weig-hts and prices on
the other four fall within these limits. In g-eneral a 30 inch
swing- b}' 12 foot bed eng-ine lathe complete would list at ver}^
approximately 12 cents per pound, from which, if we take a
fifteen per cent, discount, leaves 10.2 cents as the approximate
cost per pound. The addition of a taper attachment to this same
lathe would increase its cost per pound about one cent.
The upper portion of plate No. 3 g-ives price curves on plain
radial drills by three makers. It should be noted how uniformly
the price falls as the weig-ht increases.
The lower portion of plate No. 3 g-ives six price curves on
planers by as many different makers. The upper curve g-ives
prices on the planers manufactured by the same company that
manufactures the super hig-h g-rade lathe, prices of which were
g-iven by the upper curve of plate No. 1. For the planers under
32x32x8 the prices decrease quite uniformly with the increased
weig-hts. At that point there is a sudden rise in price per
pound, due perhaps to one of the two reasons g-iven for the sud-
den rise in price for lathes of a certain swing-, or more probably
to the fact that comparatively few manufacturers are in position
to build such heavy tools, consequently competition is less and
prices are hig-her. On the curve, points of which are indicated
b}^ the small squares, the price increases uniformly from 7.75
cents per pound for the 60x60x12 planer to 10.9 cents per pound
for the 96x76x14.
The curve in the upper left-hand corner of plate No. 4, g-ives
the prices per pound on shapers from 12 to 32 inch stroke as
built by one of the leading- makers. The numbers at points indi-
cate stroke in inches.
The curves in lower left-hand corner are price curves on
plain milling machines of the column pattern by three different
makers.
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The curve on the rig-ht-hand side of this plate g-ives prices
per pound on the three sizes of horizontal boring- and drilling-
machines manufactured by one company.
Universal monitor lathes from 15 to 30 inch swing-, cost ap-
proximately from 35 to 18 cents per pound.
Screw machines of the best make, from tV to 1' inch, cost
from 70 to 33 cents per pound. An automatic screw machine, as
made by one of our best makers, for making- very small screws,
costs 83 cents per pound.
The averag-e cost per pound of four of the best cutter and
reamer g-rinders on the market, is 43 cents.
A 12x12 inch standard surface plate costs 70 cents, and a
24x24 inch costs 48 cents per pound.
A modern ten-wheel freig-ht locomotive, weighing- 130,000
pounds, costs 7.38 cents per pound.
THE GENERATION OF STEAM.
By a. C. Bkoucher, '94, and W. B. Brouchek, '95.
The primary object of this paper will be to mention briefly
a few g-eneral facts in reg-ard to every-day phenomena, and
afterwards to describe a practical application of observed facts
which will produce apparent results in the economical production
of steam.
The most remarkable phenomena that we observe in every-
day life, and with which we have become so familiar as to pass
them by as matters-of-course, are such as pertain to the action
of heat and pressure upon solids, liquids, and g-ases, and the
transformation of matter from one condition to another by means
of the addition or subtraction of heat or pressure.
Water is our most common and also most important sub-
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stance, inusmuch as it is our great store-house of heat and
power, and by its perfect adaptability to the various conditions
of our atmospheric temperature and pressure, the amount of sen-
sible heat in the atmosphere is reg^ulated within very comforta-
ble limits. The evaporation of water and the consequent ab-
sorption of the latent heat of evaporation keeps the temperature
down in summer, and the condensation of the vapor in the upper
reg-ions of the atmosphere disposes of the heat at a distance and
returns to us the cool and refreshing- rain. The condensation of
moisture and the formation of ice and snow g"ive to the atmos-
phere of winter the latent heat of evaporation and the latent
heat of fusion of ice and snow, thus keeping- the temperature at
or near the freezing- point as long" as there is moisture in the at-
mosphere to g-ive up its heat in the formation of ice and snow.
The water surface of our countr}^ is beings so g-reatly reduced by
drainag-e that the extremes of heat and cold will probably be
much greater in the future than in the past.
Gas or air under pressure at ordinary temperature will ab-
sorb heat rapidly upon being- allowed to escape into the atmos-
phere, or even into a compartment which is under less pressure
than the orig-inal. This absorption of heat is sufficient to pro-
duce freezing- in the case of air at a temperature of 60° and un-
der a pressure of 60 lbs. when exhausted into the atmosphere.
The same effect is produced in the natural g-as reg-ions, where
the initial pressure of the wells is very high and is reduced b}'
means of a reducing- valve; and also where a small quantity of
g-as is allowed to pass throug-h a valve for use as fuel, the pipe
between the valve and the furnace becomes covered with frost.
Steam escaping- under pressure absorbs its own heat by expansion
so rapidly that the hand may be held in the escaping- vapor at a
slig-ht distance from the point of issue without discomfort.
Melting- ice ordinarily absorbs all heat in the vicinity of an
intensity equal to or in excess of the freezing- point of water,
thus keeping- the temperature uniformly at or near the freezing-
point until all the ice is melted. If, however, the melting- of the
ice be forced artiliciall}' by the addition of salt or otherwise, care
being- taken to exclude the heat of exterior objects, the absorp-
tion of heat necessary to the rapid melting- will reduce the tem-
perature to a point near 0° F,or in other words the absorption of
heat will extend to and include heat of a lower deg-ree than the
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freezing- point in order to acquire heat sufficient to produce the
enforced melting".
Boiling water absorbs and stores up as latent all available
heat of an intensity greater than the degree at which the boiling
takes place, depending upon the. pressure to which the liquid is
subjected. A reduction of pressure will produce an enforced
evaporation and the heat necessary to accomplish that evapora-
tion will be absorbed with avidity from the surrounding surfaces
or from the body of liquid itself, depending" upon the relative
temperature of the two and also of the liquid in contact with the
heated surfaces. If that liquid is below the point of evaporation
due to the pressure, evaporation will not take place in contact
with the heated plates, and hence the enforced absorption of heat
from the heated surfaces will not take place.
Artificial refrigeration is produced by the rapid evaporation
which takes place when a liquified g"as under high pressure is
discharged into the atmosphere or into a partial vacuum, the re-
duction of temperature being caused by the absorption of all heat
above the boiling point of the liquid at the reduced pressure.
Thus, liquid ammonia at 80° F., exerts a pressure of about 150
lbs. per sq. in. The temperature is reduced by the absorption of
the latent heat of evaporation to 28° below zero, the temperature
at which evaporation takes place, upon reducing the pressure to
atmosphere. In like manner the temperature of water would be
reduced from about 365° to 212° in discharging- into the atmos-
phere from a pressure of 150 lbs. per sq. in., and could be frozen
by discharging the vapor into a vacuum maintained by the con-
densation of the vapor by means of a very low temperature.
It is the evaporation of water and the resulting rapid absorp-
tion of heat that makes it efficient in extinguishing fire. If the
water could not exaporate and could only absorb the heat by an
equivalent rise in temperature, the water would become red-hot
in a short time, and would be very little better in putting- out
fire than so much shot iron thrown upon it.
Cold water is a very poor conductor of heat, and can only be
heated by connection when the point of application of the heat
is below, as water may be boiled on the surface for hours by
heating from above and remain unaffected below, while ice will
not melt to exceed three inches below the surface with two hour's
boiling- at the surface.
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The accompanying- cut represents our invention, upon which
patent has been allowed, which consists in the application of a
heatin*!^ and purifying- chamber attached directly to the top shell
D~Scillvrici J^as'ip.
F~ Shell oj' J^olk^:
of the boiler, (/^'), b}- which the live steam under full boiler pres-
sure comes in direct contact with the feed-water as it enters the
chamber through the feed-pipe, (-J), and flows downward over
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the distributing- pans, (C); the impurities are deposited upon the
plates, (C), or settle or float in the settling and skimming basin,
{!)), while the purified overflowing water enters the boiler
through the opening- in the shell at the bottom of the chamber.
The floating impurities are held by the skimmer, (£'), until the
valve or cock in the blow-off pipe, (5), is opened, when they are
blown upward b}" the pressure of the steam through the blow-off
pipe and removed from the boiler together with the water and
settlings in the basin, (/)).
The full boiler pressure having access to the dome or cham-
ber will cause the water to be heated to the temperature of boil-
ing due to that pressure. The steam in contact with the feed-
water quickl}^ gives up its heat and condenses, tending to reduce
the pressure in the boiler. This reduction of pressure is imme-
diately met and counteracted by the more rapid evaporation of
the water in the boiler, all of which is maintained at the boiling
point due to the pressure in the boiler. This enforced evapora-
tion of water requires great quantities of heat, which will be
taken at the most available point, that is, the point of highest
temperature—the heating surface of the boiler. This reduces
tne temperature of the heating surface to that of the water in
contact with it, and as the water continues to evaporate as long
as steam is condensed in the heating of the feed-water, or used
for running the engine or an}' other purpose that tends to reduce
the pressure in the boiler, the plates or tubes are maintained iit
a uniform and much lower temperature than if water below the
boiling point were in contact with them, as is the case when the
water is fed into the water space of the boiler. We have dis-
covered that boiling water will absorb heat from the heating-
surface of the boiler more rapidly than water below the boiling
point, and this is especially true if the boiling is forced by re-
duction of pressure, by condensation or otherwise; hence more
heat will be taken from the fire and transmitted to the water
when acting upon a reducing pressure than when acting upon
an increasing pressure, if the water in contact with the heating-
surface is at the temperature of boiling under that pressure.
These facts were plainl}' indicated by the results of an ex-
periment in which steam was raised under different conditions
and results compared as follows: In raising steam first we noted
the pressure and time for each five pounds increase in pressure
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from 10 lbs. to 100 lbs. per sq. in., shown in columns A and B in
the accompanying- table. The lire was then drawn, the eng-ine
started and notes taken on time, pressure and number of revolu-
tions of eng-ine in reducing- the pressure each 5 lbs. in g-oing-
down from 100 lbs. to 10 lbs., as shown in columns C, A and D.
Then the steam was raised with the eng-ine running-, notes being-
taken as to time, pressure and number of revolutions of the en-
gine as shown in columns E, A and P\ In this way, by correct-
ing- for the amount of steam and consequent pressure used by the
eng-ine, we obtained the values in column G, which are to be
added to the pressures shown by the g-aug-e each time, g-iving-
the results as shown by column H as the pressure which would
have been shown by the g-aug-e had no steam been used.
Ag-ain, we arrang-ed a g-lass boiler so that water could be in-
troduced either into pans in the steam space or into the water
space in the ordinary way, and found that when cold water was
fed into the water space the boiling- ceased almost immediately,
while it was increased perceptibly when fed into the pans in the
steam space. The boiler could be removed entirely from the
source of heat and remain until it had ceased to boil for some
time, when it would boil rapidly ag-ain when feeding- cold water
into the pans in the steam space.
To more clearly show the increased amount of heat absorbed
by the water when it is maintained at the temperature of boil-
ing-, we have but to determine the amount of water a boiler will
evaporate per hour when the feed-water is introduced at the tem-
perature of the live steam, then calculate the amount of water
that would be raised from the freezing- to the boiling- point by
the latent heat of the steam thus produced. Now imag-ine a
boiler containing- water at the freezing- point equal in amount to
the above, and then calculate whether you could heat this body
of water to the boiling- point in one hour without damag-e to the
boiler by burning- or otherwise.
We will leave for future consideration several points relating-
to boiler explosions, bag-ged sheets, etc., and will conclude with
a brief summary of the benefits to be derived from the use of our
apparatus:
1. The feed-water is heated and purified and most of the
impurities are removed by blowing- off once or twice a day, thus
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avoiding" the necessity of cleaning- the heater as often as would
otherwise be necessary.
2. The temperature of the water in the boiler is maintained
at a uniform deg^ree, thus reducing the strains from overheating
and avoiding the expense of repairs.
3. The saving- of fuel which results from the increased ab-
sorbtion of heat and the increased steam production possible
with a given boiler are items that will assert themselves to all
steam users.
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ftRCHITeCTURftL DePftRTAieNT.
CLASSIFICATION OF ARCHITECTURAL STYLES.
Prepared for Class in History of Architecture by N. Clifford Richer,
Professor of Architecture.
Division I. Early or Ancient.
Group 1. Egyptian. Dates Approximate.
Section 1. Of Old King-dom. 3900 to 2340 B. C.
Section 2. Of Shepherd King-dom. 2340 to 1829 B. C.
Section 3. Of New King-dom. 1829 to 526 B. C.
Section 4. Of Ptolemaic King-dom. 323 to 30 B. C.
Section 5. Of Nubia. 700 B. C. to 100 A. D.
Group 2. Western Asiatic. Dates Approximate.
Section 1. Babylonian. 2000 to 538 B. C.
Section 2. Assyrian. 1500 to 606 B. C.
Section 3. Persian. 559 to 334 B. C.
Section 4. Sassanian. 226 to 641 A. D.
Group 3. Phoenician and Jewish. Dates Approximate.
Section 1. Phoenician. 1600 to 146 B. C.
Section 2. Jewish. 1312 B. C. to 70 A. D.
Group 4. Pelasg-ian. Dates Approximate.
Section 1. Of Greece. 1500 to 700 B. C.
Section 2. Of Asia Minor. 1500 to 550 B. C.
Section 3. Etruscan. 1000 to 280 B. C.
Group 5. Chinese and Japanese. Dates Approximate.
Section 1. Chinese. 2350 B. C. to present time.
Section 2. Japanese, 650 B. C. to present time.
?1
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Group 6. Of India.
Section 1. Buddhist. 623 B. C. to 600 A. D.
Section 2. Jaina. 1000 A. D. to present time.
Section 3. Himalayan. 600 to 1200 A. D.
Section 4. Dravidian. 500 A. D. to 1700 A. D.
Section 5. Chalukyan. 950 to 1300 A. D.
Section 6. Indo-Aryan. 700 A. D. to present time.
Section 7. Of Farther India. 500 A. D. to present time.
Group 7. Ancient American. Dates of origin unknown.
Section 1. Mexican. To 1520 A. D.
Section 2. Peruvian. To 1533 A. D.
Section 3. Pueblos and Cliff Dwelling-s. To present
time.
Division II. Ci^assic or Antique.
Group 1. Grecian.
Section 1. Archaic. 700 to 470 B. C.
Section 2. Best. 470 to 338 B. C.
Section 3. Decadence. 338 to 146 B. C.
Group 2. Roman.
Section 1. Archaic. 753 to 200 B. C.
Section 2. Imperial. 200 B. C. to 193 A. D.
Section 3. Decadence. 193 to 476 A. D.
Division III. Early Christian.
Group 1. Of Syria. 250 to 650 A. D.
Group 2. Of North Africa. 250 to 650 A. D.
Group 3. Italian. 200 to 1200 A. D.
Group 4. Of North Europe. 500 to 1000 A. D.
Division IV. Byzantine and Derivatives.
Group 1. Byzantine.
Section 1. Early. 328 to 622 A. D.
Section 2. Neo-Byzantine. 622 to 1453 A. D.
Group 2. Armenian. 622 to 1077 A. D.
Group 3. Bulg-arian, etc. 1200 to 1550 A. D.
Group 4. Russian. 964 to present time.
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Division V. Mohammedan.
Group 1. Saracenic.
Section 1. Of Syria. 622 to present time.
Section 2. Of Eg^ypt. 642 to present time.
Group 2. Moorish.
Section 1. Of Spain. 711 to 1492 A. D.
Section 2. Of N. Africa. 642 to present time.
Section 3. Of Sicily.
Group 3. Of India. 975 to present time.
Group 4 Oriental.
Section 1. Of Persia. 641 to present time.
Section 2. Of Turkey. 1200 to present time.
Division VI. Romanesque.
Group 1. Italian. 1000 to 1300 A. D.
Section 1. Of Central Italy.
Section 2. Of Lower Italy and Sicily.
Section 3. Of Venice.
Section 4. Of Northern Italy.
Group 2. French. 1000 to 1140 A. D.
Section 1. Of Southeast France.
Section 2. Of Southwest France.
Section 3. Of Western France.
Section 4. Of Northwest France.
Group 3. British. 1000 to 1177 A. D.
Section 1. Saxon. 1000 to 1066 A. D.
Section 2. Norman. 14)66 to 1177 A. D.
Section 3. Scotch. 1000 to 1200 A. D.
Section 4. Irish. 1000 to 1250 A. D.
Group 4. German. 1000 to 1250 A. D.
Section 1. Of Rhine Provinces.
Section 2. Of Northwest Germany and Netherlands.
Section 3, Of Remaining- Germany.
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Group 5. Scandinavian.
Section 1. Danish. 1025 to 1250 A. D.
Section 2. Swedish. 1100 to 1250 A. D.
Section 3. Norweg-ian. 1100 to 1250 A. D.
Group 6. Spanish and Portug-ese. 1060 to 1250 A. D.
Section 1. Spanish.
Section 2. Portug'ese.
Division VII. Gothic
Group 1. French. 1140 to 1510 A. D.
Section 1. Of Central France.
Section 2. Of Normandy.
Section 3. Of Southern France.
Group 2. Of Netherlands. 1200 to 1530 A. D.
Group 3. British.
Section 1. Early Eng-lish. 1177 to 1290 A. D.
Section 2. Decorated. 1290 to 1377 A. D.
Section 3. Perpendicular. 1377 to 1550 A. D.
Section 4. Scotch. 1225 to 1550 A. D.
Group 4. German. 1210 to 1550 A. D.
Section 1. Of Germany Proper.
Section 2. Of Austria.
Section 3. Of Northwest Germany.
,
Section 4. Of Scandinavia.
Group 5. Italian. 1228 to 1440 A. D.
Section 1. Of Northern Italy.
Section 2. Of Central Italy.
Section 3. Of Sicily and Southern Italy.
Section 4. Of Venice.
Group 6. Spanish and Portuguese.
Section 1. Early Spanish. 1220 to 1450 A. D.
Section 2. Late Spanish. 1450 to 1575 A. D,
Section 3. Moresco. 1085 to 1492 A. D.
Section 4. Portugese. 1250 to 1575 A. D.
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Division VIII. Renaissance.
Group 1. Italian.
Section 1. Early. 1420 to 1500 A. D.
Section 2. Best. 1500 to 1580 A. D.
Section 3. Late or Rococo. 1580 to 1780 A. D.
Group 2. Spanish and Portug-ese.
Section 1. Plateresque. 1490 to 1550 A. D.
Section 2. Pedantic. 1550 to 1650 A. D.
Section 3. Rococo. 1650 to 1750 A. D.
Section 4. Portug-ese. 1500 to 1750 A. D.
Group 3. French.
Section 1. Era of Francis I. 1500 to 1560 A. D,
Section 2. Era of Henry IV. 1560 to 1643 A. D.
Section 3. Era of Louis XIV. 1643 to 1792 A. D.
Group 4. English.
Section 1. Elizabethan. 1519 to 1600 A. D.
Section 3. 17th Century. 1600 to 1700 A. D.
Section 3. 18th Century. 1700 to 1800 A. D.
Group 5. German.
Section 1. Early or Best. 1515 to 1570 A. D.
Section 2. Rococo. 1570 to 1800 A. D.
Group 6. Netherlandish. 1530 to 1800 A. D.
Group 7. Scandinavian,
Section 1. Danish. 1600 to 1800 A. D.
Section 2. Swedish and Norwegian. 1550 to 1800 A. D.
Group 8. Russian. 1700 to 1800 A. D.
Group 9. American.
Section 1. English Colonieil. 1625 to 1812 A. D.
Section 2. Dutch Colonial. 1615 to 1800 A. D.
Section 3. Spanish Colonial. 1525 to present time.
Division IX. Modern.
Group 1. Italian Renaissance. 1780 A. D. to present time.
Group 2. Spanish Renaissance. 1750 A. D. to present time.
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Group 3. French.
Section 1. Empire, 1800 to 1870 A. D.
Section 2. Revived Classical. 1800 to 1850 A. D.
Section 3. Modern Renaissance. 1800 to present time.
Section 4. Modern Gothic. 1800 to present time.
Section 5. Neo-Grecian. 1850 to present time.
Group 4. Eng-lish.
Section 1. Revived Grecian. 1800 to 1850 A. D.
Section 2. Modern Gothic. 1825 to present time.
Section 3. Modern Renaissance. 1830 to present time.
Section 4. Queen Anne. 1870 to present time.
Section 5. Modern Jacobean, etc. 1885 to present time.
Group 5. German.
Section 1. Revived Grecian. 1800 to 1875 A. D.
Section 2. Modern Gothic. 1800 to present time.
Section 3. Modern Renaissance. 1800 to present time.
Group 6. Of Netherlands.
Section 1. Modern Renaissance. 1800 to present time.
Section 2. Modern Gothic. 1800 to present time.
Group 7. Scandinavian Renaissance. 1800 to present time.
Group 8. Russian.
Section 1. Modern Renaissance. 1800 to present time.
Section 2. Modern Russian. 1850 to present time.
Group 9. Jewish Synag-og"ues. 1450 to present time.
Group 10. Of Central and South America. 1525 to present
time.
Group 11. Of United States.
Section 1. Revived Grecian. 1800 to 1860 A. D.
Section 2. Modern Renaissance. 1800 to present time.
Section 3. Modern Gothic. 1825 to present time.
Section 4. Queen Anne. 1875 to present time.
Section 5. Modern Romanesque. 1872 to present time.
Section 6. Modern Colonial. 1885 to present time.
Section 7. Revived Jacobean. 1890 to present time.
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LIST OF ARCHITECTURAL MONUMENTS.
Comprising the Most Important Examples of the Differ-
ent Historical Styles.
Prepared for the Class in History of Architecture, by N. Clifford
RiCKER, Professor of Architecture,
Egyptian.
Daschour, Pyramid of.
Gizeh, Pyramid of Cheops.
The Sphynx.
Karnac, Great Temple at.
Karnac, Temple of Chensu or Khons at.
Karnac, Rhamession at.
Ipsambul, Temples at.
Edfou, Temple at.
Philas, Temple at.
Meroe, Pyramids at.
Babylonian and Assyrian.
Koyunjik, Palace at.
Khorsabad, City of.
Khorsabad, Palace at.
Khorsabad, Temple at.
Persian.
Pasag-ardae, tomb of Cyrus at.
Naksch-i-Rustam, Tomb of Darius at.
Persepolis, Palaces at.
Sassanian.
Firouzabad, Palace at.
Serbistan, Palace at.
Mashita, Palace at.
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Jewish.
Tabernacle, The.
Jerusalem, Temple of Solomon at.
Jerusalem, The Second Temple at.
Jerusalem, Temple of Herod at
Jerusalem, Tombs of the King-s at.
Jerusalem, Tomb of Absalom at.
Pelasgian,
Mycenae, Lions' Gate at.
Mycance, Treasury of Atreus at.
Etruscan.
Cervetri, Tomb of the Seats at.
Cervetere, Reg-ulini-Galeassi Tumulus at.
Grecian.
Ag-rig-entum, Temple of Olympian Zeus at.
Pa^stum, Temple of Poseidon or Neptune at.
Assos, Temple at.
Egina, Temple of Athene on Island of.
Athens. Temple of Athene or Parthenon at.
Athens, Temple of Theseus at.
Athens, The Propyleum at.
Eleusis, Temple of Demeter or Ceres at.
Bassai, Temple of Apollo at.
Olympia, Temple of Zeus at.
Athens, Temple of Nike Apteros at.
Athens, The Erechtheium at.
Halicarnassus, Mausoleum at.
Ephesus, Temple of Artemis or Diana at.
Athens, Chorag-ic Monument of Lysicrates at.
Athens, Tower of the Winds at.
Alexandria, City and Monuments at.
Roman.
Nimes, Temple at. [Maison carree].
Nimes, Temple of Diana at.
Rome, The Pantheon at.
Tivoli, Temple of Vesta at.
Rome, Flavian Ampitheatre or Coliseum at.
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Rome, Circus Maximus at.
Rome, Baths of Caracalla at.
Rome, Triumphal Arch of Titus at.
Rome, Column of Trajan at.
Rome, Tomb of Cecilia Metella near.
Rome, Mausoleum of Hadrian at.
Rome, Palace of Flavian Emperors at.
Pompeii, House of Panza at.
Baalbec, Temple of Helios or Sun-g-od at.
Rome, Basilica of Constantine or Maxentius at.
Rome, Triumphal Arch of Septimus Severus at.
Rome Triumphal Arch of Constantine- at.
Rome, Arch of the Goldsmiths at.
Spalato, Palace of Diocletian at.
Early Christian.
Kelat Seman, Church of St. Simon Stylites at.
Tourmanin, Church at.
Rome, Church of St Peter at.
Rome, Church of St. Maria Mag"g-iore at.
Rome, Church of St. Paul-without-the-walls near.
Rome, Church of St. Maria-in-Cosmedin at.
Rome, Church of St. Clement at.
Ravenna, Church of St Apollinare-in Classis at.
Ravenna, Tomb of Theodoric at.
Aix-la-Chapelle, Church at.
Byzantine.
Ravenna, Church of St. Vitale at.
Constantinople, Church of St. Sophia at. [Mosque]
Ani, Cathedral at.
Moscow, Church of St. Vasili Blanskenoy at.
Mohammedan.
Mecca, Great Mosque at.
Jerusalem, Sachra Mosque at. [Dome-of-the-Rock].
Cairo, Mosque of Ibn-Toulon at.
Cairo, Mosque of Hassan at.
Cairo, Mosque of Kait Beyat.
Cordova, Mosque at. [Cathedral].
Granada, The Alhambra at.
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Seville, Alcazar at.
Bijapur, Tomb of Mahmoud at.
Futtehpore Sikri, Mosque at.
Agra, the Taj Mehal at.
Sultanieh. Tomb at.
Constantinople, Mosque of Suleiman at.
Constantinople. Mosque of Ahmed at.
Romanesque.
Pisa, Cathedral at.
Pisa, Baptistery at
Pisa. Campanile or Leaning- To-^er at.
Florence. Baptistery near Cathedral at.
Florence. Church of St. Miniato at.
Palermo. Church of the Materano at.
Palermo, Palatine Chapel at.
Monreale, Cathedral at.
Venice. Church of St. Mark at.
Milan. Church of St. Ambrose at.
Parma. Cathedral at.
Chiaravalle, Church of the Cistercians at.
PaWa, Church of St. Maria del Carmine at.
Clermont, Cathedral of Notre Dame du Port at.
Issoire. Church at.
Tournus, Church of St. Philibert at.
Cluny, Abbey Church at.
Perig-ueux. Church of St. Frontinus at.
Fontevrault. Abbey Church at.
Poitiers, Church of Notre Dame at.
Poitiers, Cathedral at.
Ca^n. Church of St. Etienne or Stephen.
Canterbury, Cathedral at.
London, The Tower.
Durham, Cathedral at.
Cologne, Church of St. Maria-im-Capitol at.
Colog-ne, Church of the Apostles at.
Cologne. Church of St. Martin's at.
Mayence. Cathedral at.
Spires. Cathedral at.
"Worms. Cathedral at.
Schwartz-Rheindorf. Double Church at.
Gothic.
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Colog-ne, Church of St. Gereon at.
Naumburg-, Cathedral at.
Bamberg-, Cathedral at.
Vienna, Cathedral of St Stephen at.
Drontheim, Cathedral at.
Hitterdal, Church at.
Salamanca, Old Cathedral at.
Avila, Church of St. Vincent at.
Tarragona, Cathedral at.
St. Dennis, near Paris, Abbey Church at.
Paris, Cathedral of Notre Dame at.
Bourg-es,. Cathedral at.
Chartres, Cathedral at.
Rheims, Cathedral at.
Amiens, Cathedral at.
Beauvais, Cathedral at.
Paris, the Sainte Chapelle at.
Coutances, Cathedral at.
Rouen, Cathedral at.
Rouen, Abbey Church of St. Ouen at.
Rouen, Church of St. Maclou at.
Rouen, Palais de Justice at,
Alby, Cathedral at.
Mount St. Michel, Abbey and Church at.
Paris, the Old Louvre.
Bourg"es, House of Jacques Coeur at.
Paris, Hotel Cluny at.
Antwerp, Cathedral at.
Lieg-e, Church of St. Jacques at.
Ypres, Cloth Hall at.
Brussels, Town Hall at.
Canterbury, Cathedral at.
Salisbury, Cathedral at.
Lincoln, Cathedral at.
Ely, Cathedral at.
Westminster, Abbey Church at.
York, Cathedral at.
Westminster, Hall at.
Glasg"ow, Cathedral at.
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Freiberg--im-Breisg-au, Cathedral at.
Strasburg^, Cathedral at.
Colog-ne, Cathedral at.
Ulm, Cathedral at.
Vienna, Cathedral of St. Stephen at.
Brunswick, Town Hall at.
Assizi, Church of St. Francis at.
Bolog-na, Church of St. Petronio at.
Pavia, the Certosa near.
Florence, Cathedral at.
Siena, Cathedral at.
Orvieto, Cathedral at.
Milan, Cathedral at.
Venice, Dog-e's Palace at.
Venice, Ca d'Oro Palace at.
Burg-OS, Cathedral at.
Gerona, Cathedral at.
Seville, Cathedral at.
Salamanca, New Cathedral at.
Renaissance.
Florence, Cathedral dome at.
Florence, Riccardi Palace at.
Florence, Strozzi Palace at.
Pavia, Facade of Certosa near.
Crema, Church of Madonna della Croce near.
Venice, Court of Doge's Palace at.
Rome, Cancellaria Palace at.
Rome, Villa Farnesina at.
Florence, Pandolphini Palace at.
Rome, Farnese Palace at.
Venice, Librar}- of St. Mark at.
Rome, Basilica of St. Peter.
Vicenza, Basilica at.
Granada, Cathedral at
The Escurial, Palace of.
Sarag-ossa, Cathedral del Pilan at.
Mafra, Palace at.
Gaillon, Chateau at.
Blois, Chateau at.
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Chambord, Chateau at.
Paris, Chateau of Madrid near.
Fontainebleau, Chateau at.
St. Germain-en-Laye, Chateau at.
Chantilly, Chateau at.
Paris, House of Francis I.
Caen, Church of St. Peter or Pierre at.
Paris, Church of St. Eustache.
Paris, Church of St. Etienne du Mont.
Paris, The Louvre. [Old]
.
Ecouen, Chateau at.
Anet, Chateau at.
Paris, Palace of the Tuilleries at.
Paris, Palace of the Luxemburg- at.
Versailles, Palace at.
Paris, Church of the Invalids.
Paris, Church of St. Genevieve or the Pantheon.
Paris, Church of St. Sulpice.
London, Whitehall Palace at.
London, Cathedral of St. Paul at.
Blenheim Palace. -
London, Somerset House at.
Heidelberg-, Castle at.
Colog-ne, Portico of Town Hall at.
Stuttg-ardt, Neues Lusthaus at.
Munich, Church of St. Michael at.
Dresden, Liebfrauen Church at.
Vienna, Church of St. Carlo Borromeo at.
Berlin, Old Royal Palace at. [Alta Schloss],
Berlin, The Arsenal at.
Dresden, The Zwing-er Palace at.
Dresden, The Japanese Palace at.
Antwerp, The Town Hall at.
Amsterdam, The Town Hall at.
Fredericksborg- Castle.
Copenhag-en, The Exchang-e at.
Stockholm, Royal Palace at.
Petersburg-h, Winter Palace at.
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Paris, Arch de TEtoile.
Paris, Church of the Madelaine.
Paris, the Bourse.
Paris, Arch du Carroussel.
Paris, New Louvre.
Paris, Church St. Vincent de Paul.
Paris, Northern Railway Station.
Paris, Ecole des Beaux-Arts.
Paris, Library of St. Genevieve.
Paris, Hotel de Ville, Old and New.
Paris, Grand Opera House.
Paris, Palace of Justice.
Paris, Church of St. Clotilde.
Paris, the Exhibition Building^s.
Paris, Church on Montmartre.
Paris, Vendome Column.
Paris, July Column.
Paris, National Library.
Paris, Ecole de Medecine.
Lyons, the Bourse.
Marseilles, School of Art.
Brussels, Palace of Justice.
Brussels, the Bourse.
Amsterdam, the Museum.
Petersburg-, Cathedral of St. Isaac.
Petersburg-, the New Museum.
Milan, Gallery of Victor Emmanuel.
Florence, Cathedral facade.
Berlin, the Theatre.
Berlin, the Opera House.
Berlin, the Bauakademie.
Berlin, the Leg-islative Palace.
Berlin, the Potsdam Railway Station.
Berlin, the Museum of German Art.
Berlin, the New Synag^og-ue.
Berlin, the Monument of Victory.
Berlin, the Bourse.
Berlin, the Town Hall.
Berlin, the Kaiser Gallerie.
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Charlottenberg", the Technische Hochschule.
Munich, the Glyptothek.
Munich, the Pinacothek, Old and New,
Munich, the Ruhmeshalle near.
Munich, the Royal Library.
Munich, Church of St. Ludwig-.
Munich, the Polytechnic School.
Ratisbon, the Walhalla near.
Dresden, the Court Theatre, Old and New.
Vienna, the Arsenal.
Vienna, the Ring- Strasse.
Vienna, the Grand Opera House.
Vienna, the Votive Church.
Vienna, the Town Hall.
Vienna, the Heinrichshofe,
Vienna, the Legislative Palace.
Vienna, the Academy of Art.
Vienna, the Museum of Art and Industry.
Vienna, the University.
London, Bank of England.
London, Church of St. Pancras.
London, the British Museum.
London, Traveller's Club House.
London, Reform Club House.
London, the New Law Courts.
London, the Houses of Parliament.
London, Hyde Park Memorial.
London, the Albert Hall-
London, S. Kensington Museum.
Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum.
Oxford, the New Museum.
Liverpool, St. George's Hall.
Manchester, the Town Hall.
Manchester, the Assize Courts.
Washington, the National Capitol.
Washington, the Patent Office.
Washington, the Post Office.
Washington, the Treasury Department.
Washington, the Smithsonian Institution.
Washington, the National Museum.
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Washing-ton, the National Library.
Hartford, the State Capitol.
St. Augustine, Hotel Ponce de Leon.
Chicag-Q, Columbian Fair Buildings.
Chicag-o, the Auditorium.
Chicago, the W. C. T. U. Temple.
Indianapolis, the State Capitol.
Baltimore, the Johns Hopkins Hospital.
Boston, the State Capitol.
Boston, Trinity Church.
Boston, the Public Library.
Boston, the Museum of Fine Arts.
St. Louis, the Museum of Fine Arts.
New York, the Cathedral of St. Patrick.
New York, the Cathedral of St John.
New York, the Synagog-ue Emanuel.
New York, the National Academy of Desig^n.
New York, the City Hall.
New York, the Sun Building. (Projected).
New York, the Lenox Library.
New York, Trinity Church.
New York, Madison Square Garden.
Columbus, the State Capitol.
Philadelphia, Girard Colleg^e.
Pittsburgh, the Court House.
'Philadelphia, the Masonic Temple.
Charlottesville, the University of Virginia.
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THE MOLDINGS OF EARLY ARCHITECTURE.
By C. a. Gunn, Class of '93.
A knowledg-e and appreciation of rnolding-s is one of the es-
sential requirements of a g-ood draughtsman.
We mig-lit, perhaps, conceive of an arcJiitecf, whose knowl-
edg-e of molding-s was crude, and yet whose appreciation of out-
lines and proportions 'of masses, combined with skill in planning,
was such that he could originate many good ideas, trusting" to
others to carry them out successfully. We should, however, as
soon expect to find an illiterate man, unable even to spell out his
own name, and yet inspired by the grandest of thoughts.
But for the draughtsman, whose sole work consists of putting-
in definite and accurate form the ideas suggested by his superior,
a knowledge of the minor details, and ability to discriminate be-
tween the good and bad is indispensable.
It is in the hope of aiding- in some slight measure the ac-
complishment of this end, that the accompanying- collection of
moldings has been made. They have been collected from various
sources, chief among which are the U. of I. collection of archi-
tectural illustrations (described in Technograph No. 6) and the
works of Perrot and Chipiez.
The Egyptian moldings may be briefly summarized as fol-
lows:
1. The astrag-al or half-round used as the lower member of
the cornice.
2. The three-quarter-round, with which the exterior angles
of the building were finished, mitering at the top with the astra-
g-al of the cornice.
3. The cavetto.
4. The ogee, used on copings of dwarf walls between the
front columns of the halls of the Ptolemaic temples.
5. Rings or beads as annular bands encircling the shaft of
a clustered or single column.
All of the molding-s mentioned above, with the exception of
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the "og-ee," are shown in Plates I and II, tog-ether with most of
the forms of Eg'yptian capitals. The cavettos of the cornices
—
shown in Fig-ures 1 and 3, Plate II—is deep and almost invariably
starts at the bottom with a vertical line giving a strong and
graceful effect.
As might be expected of a nation which made such an ex-
tensive use of brick and clay, the Assyrians had few molding-s
and those few of no great interest. The capitals in Figures 9,
11 and 13, Plate II, might possibly suggest to our minds the
Corinthian and Ionic capitals of the Greek.
In the Persian style we find molding-s more extensively used,
the cornices being more varied than the Egyptian, as is shown
in Figures 4, 5, 6, 7, 10 and 11, Plate III. Most of the cornices,
however, were copies of the Egyptian Cavetto, many like 5 and 6
being- inferior in that they have not the vertical line at the base
of the curve. "Their bases were circular, either composed of a
larg-e torus, a cyma reversa decorated by inverted leaves above a
plain band, or a single great torus was used, ornamented by
shallow horizontal flutes, as in some examples of the Grecian
Ionic order.
"Two forms of capitals are found, the first consisting of two
bull's joined tog-ether at the middle, looking in opposite direc-
tions, and placed directly on top of the shaft, supporting the end
of a ceiling beam upon their joined backs. The other capital is
much taller (Fig*. 1, Plate III), and is composed of a row of
drooping leaves, an expanded bell or calyx, then four g-roups of
volutes, resembling those of the Ionic capital placed on end and
doubled, with an upper portion which is now doubtful, but may
have been a pair of joined bulls."*
The moldings may be briefly summarized as follows:
1. Shallow cavetto, decorated by leaves.
2. The apophyg-e between shaft and base of column.
3. The torus, or half-round.
4. The cyma reversa of the base.
5. The volutes of the capital.
6. The dentil band of the cornice.
7. The ogee.
The two extremes of curve of the common form of Persian
*From Prof. Ricker's blue prints on History of Architecture
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base are shown in Figures 13 and 14, Plate III,
The Phoenician style was larg-ely borrowed in later years
from the Greek and Roman, most of the cornices being- bad cop-
ies of the Egryptian cavetto. The molding-s may be briefly sum-
marized as follows:
1. Quarter-round.
2. Half-round, or astrag^al.
3. Og-ee.
4. Cavetto.
The capitals in Plate III strong-ly sug-g-est the Greek Ionic.
The Greek Pelasg-ian is chiefly interesting- on account of its
influence upon early Greek architecture. The section on Plate IV
is the column between the lions over the well-known "lion g-ate"
at Mycena?.
The Etruscan molding-s consisted of:
1. Half-round, used on cornices, bases, capitals, etc.
2. Quarter-round, elong-ated, used on cornices, bases, capi-
tals, etc.
3. Cove, used on cornices, capitals, etc.
4. Bands and fillets, used everywhere.
Columns were rarely employed, and were made of wood.
"From a few examples found in tombs, it seems that the column
was dimished considerably, without flutes, but with a bad imita-
tion of a Doric capital, and a very ug-ly base, composed of a g-reat
torus between two strong-ly projecting- fillets."*
While there are not, perhaps, many of these molding-s that
will help us in modern architecture, excepting- an occasional use
of Egyptian, it is an interesting- study to compare the different
styles, noting- the points of similarity in all.
*From Prof. Kicker's blue uriuts on History of Architecture.
t •
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TALL CHIMNEY CONSTRUCTION.
By J. W. Kennedy, "94.
One of the most important features in connection with a mill
or larg-e factory is the desig-n of a tall chimney for the purpose
of producing- the required draug"ht for the furnaces, and also for
conveying- the smoke and probably other noxious g^ases to such a
heig-ht that they shall not be injurious to the inhabitants of the
surrounding- locality.
This tall structure does not always present a very pleasing-
architectural feature, yet it is one of the parts of a factory design
that requires special skill and attention, and when neg-lected is
often the cause of an endless amount of trouble, which in many
cases is supposed to come from the boilers or furnace.
The designs of this structure is not such a difficult problem
as it is often supposed to be, although many of our architects
have to refer to some specialist in this line when confronted with
such a task, but this is probably from lack of practice as the
market is not overstocked with this kind of work. The location
of the chimney depends upon circumstances, but should be located
as conveniently as possible to all the furnaces. It should not be
a part of some other building, but should stand alone upon a
foundation of its own, so that when it settles it will not trouble
or damage the other building to which it may be attached.
It is quite necessary that the chimney have a good, well pro-
portioned foundation, best made of stone and cement mortar and
large enough to spread the load over a sufficient area, so that the
ground may not be overloaded. The amount of pressure that
can be allowed depends upon the nature of the ground. For
clay, about ly^ tons per square foot, and for good sand or gravel
as high as 3 tons per square foot may be allowed. A solid rock
foundation is to be preferred for a large chimney, when the rock
is within a reasonable distance of the surface, but where not,
piles may be driven to the rock, and the stone foundation built
on these. Concrete, made of broken stone and good cement mor-
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tar, is also excellent for foundations. Where bricks are to be
used for the foundation of a small chimney, they should be well
burnt, and no course, when laid, should project more than 1 inch
beyond the course above it.
For a circular chimney the band of the brick work above the
foundation, or pedestal, is another important point. The bricks
should all show headers on the face of the chimney. For chim-
neys of larg-e diameter this is done by laying- alternate courses of
whole and half bricks, but for smaller chimneys this cannot be
done, on account of leaving- too larg-e a mortar joint on the out-
side, and probably none inside. This may be obviated by using-
alternate courses of yi and 7/3 bricks, to that the bricks will lay
closer tog-ether and with the proper sized joint. The inside face
of the chimney may also be bonded in this same way, or, as ap-
pearance is no object, the ordinary stretcher and header bound
may be used.
In case the flame from the furnaces comes in contact with
the lower part of the chimney, it must be protected by a 4 or 8
inch fire-brick lining-, running- up about one-fifth the heig-ht of
the chimney.
The chimney g-enerally tapers upward, but this is mostly for
appearance, or, since the draug-ht is strong-er at the top, it does
not require as larg-e an area as at the bottom. The thickness of
the walls depends upon the heig-ht and diameter of the chimney.
For an ordinary size of about 100 feet hig-h, a wall tapering- from
17 inches at the bottom to 8 inches at the top, will suffice. A
few of the upper courses should be laid in cement mortar, or the
chimney may have a stone or cast-iron cap.
Having- g-iven the proposed heig-ht of a chimney and the
horse-power of the boilers for which it is intended, we wish to
find the area of the flue. First we must assume some value for
the velocity per second of the air in the chimney, or we may find
it approximately by thfe formula
-^-Y_. iHiT-T')
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in which V is the required velocity in feet per second.
H= heig-ht of the chimney in feet.
7^= temperature (Fah.) of air in chimney.
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7"^ temperature (Fah. ) of air outside of chimney.
This formula allows about 25 per cent, for retardation owing-
to friction ag-ainst the sides of the chimney. The volume of g^as
per second that is to pass throug-h the chimney may be easily
found by allowing 5 pounds of coal burned per horse-power per
hour, and 600 cubic feet of gas and smoke from each pound of
coal.
Q = iH.P.
Then, if Q ^ number of cubic feet of smoke to be dis-
posed of per second. At a temperature of about 500"^ F.,
volume increases with temperature. If ^ ^ area of chimney in
square feet, and V = velocity of smoke per second, then
A _ y
which is the required area of the flue.
The chimney should be hig-h enough to produce a velocity
of about 12 feet per second, in order that the draught may not
be checked by the winds. Accelerating coils, which may be sup-
plied with exhaust steam, are often placed at the bottom of the
chimney to increase the velocity of the air. When the area of
a chimney is too great for the furnace, there is not sufficient
heat in the smoke to warm the air enough to produce an upward
current or draug"ht, and smoky chimneys are the result.
Next, it is necessary to investig-ate the liability of the chim-
ney to be overturned by the wind. For a square chimney, the
maximum pressure equals the product of the wind pressure per
square feet, by the area of one side of the chimney in square
feet; for an octagonal chimney three-fourths of this amount, and
for a circular chimney one-half this amount, or half the diame-
tral section by the pressure. Then the force tending to over-
throw the chimney is equal to this total pressure into the dis-
tance that the centre of gravity, of that part considered isiibove
the joint under consideration. The resisting force is equal to
the weight in tons, into the distance from the vertical axis of
the chimney to the outside of the joint under consideration.
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Let P = wind pressure in pounds per square foot on vertical
surface.
Let X ^= distance from axis of chimney to outside of joint
considered.
Let Y = distance from joint to the resultant of wind pres-
sure.
Let A = area exposed to wind.
Let W = weig-ht of chimney above joint in tons. Then
A P YW X ^= resisting- moment in foot tons, and
^
= force
tending- to overthrow the chimney in foot tons' When the chim-
ney is about to overturn, these two forces must be equal and we
have
„, .. A P Y p W X 2000 , .W X = ^^^,— , or P = :r^ij = force necessary to over-2000 'AY -^
turn the chimney.
This formula should be applied to each joint, and should
any joint g-ive a result of about 50 pounds, the chimney is un-
safe, as the maximum wind pressure may sometimes exceed this
value, but for values of P equal to 90 or 100, the chimney may
be considered perfectly safe.
During- the construction of a chimney, g-reat care should be
taken to see that it is built up vertically. If the foundations
have not an equal bearing-, the chimney is apt to settle to one
side. It is always an excellent plan to complete the foundation
several months before the brick shaft is started, and when finally
started not more than five or six feet should be laid up per day,
in order to g-ive the mortar time to set. A chimney that is found
to lean from the vertical may be straig-htened by sawing- in at
several of the lower joints on the side from which the chimney
leans.
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APARTMENT HOUSES.
By Charles W. Noble, '95, Architectukal Course.
This title, or one very similar, has g"raced many articles in
various periodicals during- the past few years. These articles
have been of more or less merit and interest, varying- with the
purpose of the author and his particular view of the subject.
From an architect's standpoint, however, it may be said
that little of value is to be found in a condensed form, so
that a student is at quite a disadvantag^e in obtaining- accurate
or useful information concerning- this class of building-s. It be-
comes necessary, in studying- the subject, to examine many vol-
umes of both American and foreig-n works on Architecture, and
to take from each such material as relates to the subject; for, so
far as I know, there is not any complete work devoted to this
subject alone, thoug-h certainly it contains material enoug-h to
form one.
Many persons consider apartment houses as having- been de-
vised in recent years, but such is not the case, for the study of
Roman Architecture shows them to have been known to the Ro-
mans and used by them to such extent that laws were enacted
which related to them, and one of these laws g-overned the
height of such structures.
During- the Middle ag-es the majority of the people in all the
larg-e cities of Europe are said to have lived in such houses. The
fact that, for the most part, the common people were practically
enslaved,—the nobility owning- all land, and owners, then as now
building- for revenue—and, further, the extent of the city wall,
(an important thing- in the matter of its defense, and all cities
were then thus fortified), demanded a compact arrang-ement of
habitations.
No accurate description of the arrang-ement of Roman houses
has come down to us; but from such matter as is recorded, it may
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be inferred, without serious error, that the rooms were small,
low and ding-y.
The arrang-ement of the houses of the Middle Ag-es is better
known, for some few examples of this type are still to be found
in the dead cities of southern Europe, where six and seven story
building-s on narrow lots, and even narrower streets, are most
commonly met with.
To the architect, however, the plans of these structures are
of little interest, for they furnish no sug"g-estions or arrang-e-
ments which would be in any way applicable to modern build-
ing's; but they do, in a g-reat measure, explain the prevalence of
the plag-ues of this era, for they are simply dark and filthy
honey-combs for the habitation of man.
In many countries of Kurope at the present day the g^reater
part of the population in the cities lives in apartment houses,
and in this country they are taking- a prominent place as the res-
idence of the majority of people who find it necessary to live
close to the business districts of larg^e cities.
This type of building- met its earliest and g-reatest develop-
ment in France where, for many years, architects have studied
for its improvement more dilig-ently than has been done any-
where else. About the middle of the present century this devel-
opment became quite marked and has prog-ressed steadily since
until, at the present time, there are to be found no better
planned apartments in the world than are in Paris, and those of
equal merit are, for the mOst part, copies from French orig-inals,
of which there are many in this country.
These building-s are now, in all countries where used,
erected as investments; and to arrang-e the plan so as to obtain
the most favorable disposition of rooms at as low cost as is con-
sistent is a fundamental principle with all desig-ners.
National customs, local preferences, and varying- building-
laws, so materially affect the plans of different nations, however,
as to render comparison a matter of much difficulty.
Cosmopolitan American cities offer favorable opportunities
for the introduction of any of the g-ood features, or any combina-
tion of such, from foreig-n plans; and the appreciation of the
American people for well planned apartments is shown by the
g-reat number of such building-s in all the larg-er cities. The
popularity of these building-s is rapidly increasing-.
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Fkench Designs.
The Apartment Houses of Paris, especially those of late
date, are for various reasons the best examples for American
desig-ners to study; but the great irreg-ularity of many Paris
building" sites—made so by acute and obtuse intersection of
streets—renders many of the arrang^ements suitable for special
cases only.
The court yard is an interesting" and important part of a
French house. Architecturally it is always decorated as the
street front is, and the enclosed area is arrang^ed in walks, g-rass
plots, and flower beds, in the case of larg-er ones, and is decorated
with potted plants and shrubs in smaller ones.
These courts are in charg-e of the janitor, whose special duty
it is to keep the plants, g^rass, and walks, in g"ood condition.
A driveway or carriag^e entrance from the street is arrang-ed
in most of these courts, even in the smaller houses, for it is from
the court that entrance is had to the vestibules and to the stair-
ways leading- to the upper stories, this arrang-ement being- con-
sidered preferable to entrance from the street as is arrang-ed in
the building-s in most other countries.
Carriage stables have in some cases been provided at the rear
of the courtyard and, while this is no doubt a convenience, it can
hardl}" be favored for use in American houses of this class; thoug-h
it has been used with apparent success in some of the finer city
residences in Washing-ton and Chicag-o.
The plan of the upper stories of a small apartment house in
Paris is shown in Fig-ure 1. In this house there are two separate
apartments on each floor, each being- reached by a separate stair-
way leading- from a vestibule opening- into the court, which lat-
ter has a carriag-e driveway leading- to the street. In all cases of
enclosed courts this driveway aids in creating- a thoroug-h circu-
lation of air, the absence of which forms the principal objection
to the use of such courts.
The stairways, as may be seen, are well lig-hted—a charac-
teristic and a very g-ood feature of French houses.
An entrance hall or private vestibule—an almost indispensa-
ble part of a French apartment, opens off each stairway landing-
and serves as a means of access and connection to the various
rooms.
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Fig. 1. Plan of Upper Stories of an Apartment House in Paris.
From Calliats "Pandiele."
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The arrang"enient of the rooms with relation to each other
is quite favorable, thoug-h not entirely in accordance with modern
ideas. A small kitchen separated from the diningf room, and a
larg-e pantry in connection with it, is the French house-keeper's
ideal.
A service or servant's stairway has been omitted from this
plan, but such is usually provided and is g-enerally so disposed as
to serve two or more kitchens on each floor.
Fig-ure No. 2 is the plan of an earlier building-, this one hav-
ing" been erected in Paris in 1858, and is six stories in heig^ht. In
this case also, there are two apartments on each floor, and the
principal stairways, the vestibules, and the lig"ht courts are very
similar to these same features in the previous plan. A sing-le
service stairway, convenient to the kitchens, and having" a separ-
ate entrance from the court, is here added.
The stairway to the front apartment is lighted by a sky-
lig"ht, but, because of the heig"ht of the building", the lower stories
are quite dark, and this may also be said in reg"ard to the ser-
vant's stairway, which is lig-hted from the small enclosed court
that serves the rear kitchen.
All the other rooms, however, are well lighted and venti-
lated, with the exception of the water closets, which are supposed
to receive both light and air from chimney like light shafts with
which they are connected. The non-effectiveness of such arrange-
ment is now so fully realized that it is seldom employed in
modern work.
The plan of having rooms open into other living rooms, in-
stead, instead of into halls, is also seldom used now, but is found
in this and other buildings of the same period.
The closets, it will be noticed, in both cases, are not very
numerous or well located, and I do not know how serious a defect
Frenchmen consider this to be.
On the whole, however, these may be considered ver^' suc-
cessful plans, and fair examples of designs executed in 1860 and
I have never found any executed in other countries at about the
same time that in any way equal them; man}^ in fact, of later
designs of other countries are much their inferior.
The very best class of French people live in apartment
houses, and their being very much inclined to sociability has
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Fig. 2. Plan of Upper Stories of an Apartment House in Paris.
From Tralte d'Architecture, Vol. 2.
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caused the apartment house, in many cases, to develop into a
cooperative household or private hotel, such as have been used in
this country in late 3^ears.
Whole squares are often occupied by a sing-le apartment
house in Paris, and these houses are desig-ned and finished
throug-hout with a view to providing- for the comfort and con-
venience of the occupants, and that, in these respects, the designs
are successful is attested by the fact that they so often are, and
long have been, copied after.
The "Dakota" and "Vancolear" apartment houses in New
York, and the "Hotel Hamilton" in Boston, are g-ood examples
of American adaptations of French plans; the first one having-
even the inner court, the vestibules, and stairways arrang-ed just
as is found in France, except that an improvement in the way of
a sub-surface courtyard for the use of tradesmen's vehicles is
provided; and it is from this that all the freig-ht elevators and
service stairwa3'S lead to the upper stories. Thus the main court-
yard is reserved for the exclusive use of the tenants with their
fashionable equipag-es.
German Designs.
In a few points German apartment houses resemble, but in
no way do they equal, the same class of buildings in France.
This is strang-e too, for in most works of architecture the
Germans cannot be said to be behind, and in some cases they are
in the lead of other nations.
This style of desig-n is by no means new in Germany ; it has,
however, long- remained in an undeveloped state, but at present
may be said to be rapidh^ improving-.
In early building-s small and enclosed lig-ht courts and poorly
arrang-ed and incompletel}^ separated suites, having- dark stair-
ways, halls and rooms, are quite the rule; but in many houses
lately erected these defects have in a g-reat measure been avoided.
The houses of this class erected in Prussia have the suites
more poorly arrang-ed, as a rule, than is found in an}- other part
of the empire; for Prussian architects seem never to consider a
private hall or passag-e to the various rooms as being- a necessity,
and therefore a Prussian apartment is but a collection of rooms
of which each one, excepting- the last, forms a passag-e to the
succeeding-.
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• Pig-ure 3 is the plan of a house in Buda Pesth and, thoug-h
it is not a very recent desig-n, it is a g-ood example of how Ger-
mans arrang-e their building's with a central court.
The open g-allery, which extends entirely around the court
and is so sug-g-estive of the plan of a Florentine palace, furnishes
the only means of access to the various apartments, of which
there are nine in the plan here shown.
The living- rooms are lig-lited either from the street or court;
but in the case of the water closets and bath rooms the light and
Fig. 3. Plan of Upper Stories of an Apartment House in Buda Pesth.
Fi'om H((ndJ)uc}i der Architecture.
ventilation is insufficient, as the small courts are inadequate. In
the case of the rear apartments these closets are most inconveni-
ently arrang-ed, they being- g-rouped in a sing^le room and entirely
separated from the suite to which each belong-s.
This type of g-allery arrang-ement has been used in some
American hotels and in office building-s, in which cases the court
is roofed with g-lass, but it offers no advantag-es for apartment
houses.
An improved plan, having- bnt a sing-le apartment on each
floor, is shown in Fig-ure 4.
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The locations of the front bed room, the study, and the
kitchen, with relation to the other rooms, are not among- its best
features. The lig-hting- and ventilating- of all the rooms and
^H^g
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The kitchen and the study are each in better relation to the
other rooms, but the bed rooms remain the same. In this case
also every room and both stairways are well lig^hted. A ser-
vant's bed room and a small store room are arrang^ed in the space
T'uBLiaHni
~Pni//iTE' H«i.L
J^EcePTIONK.
IDiningT^.
'T*r5TUDY "pMT^uon Sed~R,.
Fig. 5. Plan of Upper Stories of an Apartment House in Breslau.
From Skizzen Buc7i.,-1883.
above the bath room, and this can be done in German houses, as
the ceiling-s are seldom less than fourteen, and usually from six-
teen to eig-hteen, feet in heig"ht.
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This seems an excessive hei<^ht and in America would tend
to make the rooms look very awkward, g^iving- many of them the
proportion of a brick set on end.
In each of the houses shown in Fig-ures 3, 4 and 5, there is
an open passag-eway leading- from the street to the courtyard,
and it is from this passag^e that the main stairway leads to the
upper stories—the rear stairway only leading- directly from the
courtyard.
In many German cities the building reg-ulations, which are
strictly enforced, g-overn the width of the passag^e, and some re-
quire that it be sufficiently larg-e to permit of the entrance of fire
eng-ines to the court. The area of the court is also reg-ulated,
and this fact, no doubt, accounts for the absence of small courts
from late German plans; but while it accomplishes a very g-ood
end in compelling- a well lig-hted suite, it is the cause, in a meas-
ure, of the awkwardness of the arrang-ement found in so many
examples.
In Fig-ure 6, a house which was erected a few years ago in
Colog-ne, there is no improvement shown. A small enclosed
court is supposed to light the public hall and stairway, and also
the private hall. The dining- room is here, as in Fig^ures 4 and
5, made to serve as a connecting- link between the front and rear
parts of the suite. The rear stairway leads from the courtyard,
which in this case is not provided with a passag-e to the street.
This stairway is much better lig-hted than is the main one.
The entire absence of closets from these plans is considered,
by American desig-ners, to be a most serious defect. And in many
cases not even a pantry or a store room is provided.
On the whole, a German apartment house may be said to
furnish but a poor subject for a student of architecture, for it
seldom has arrang-ements or sug-g-estions which are available in
modern American work.
English Designs.
The concluding- parag-raph on German examples, will also
apply to the Kng-lish with but slig-ht modification, if in fact any
is necessary.
Apartments have not been in favor in Eng-land as long- as
they have in other countries, and indeed at the present time
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there is said to be small demand for them; the English people
seeming-ly having a prejudice against living in houses common
to two or more families, and placing their trust preferably in
vertical walls. Whatever the case may be, however, it does not
matter much; though certainly such prejudice would aid much in
hindering the development of houses providing horizontal in
place of vertical diaphrams between the various occupants.
Fig. 6. Plan of Upper Stories of an Apartment House in Cologne.
From Bulletin de la Societe ties Architects et'Ingenieurs. Hanover.
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Such examples as do exist, and these are principally in Lon-
don, show no improvement over the work of other nations, with
the exception of a few cases where the "Duplex System" has
been used to g"ood advantag-e.
Light courts of small area and enclosed courts are not often
used, and, as a rule, all rooms in English apartments are well
lighted and ventilated, but the arrangement of the rooms with
relation to each other and their respective uses is seldom com-
mendable, though usually a corridor connecting these is pro-
vided.
Figure 7 is the one-third plan of a block of so-called "man-
sions" of the English type. This is a six story building and is
provided with an elevator, a luxury in England even in the best
of houses.
The public hall, containing the elevator and stairway, is
well arranged to serve two apartments on each floor and this
with the light and ventilation to all rooms are the only good
features of the plan.
A rear stairwa}^ finds a substitute and certainly a poor one
in a dumb waiter.
The corridor is too long and dark and the grouping of the
main rooms is not compact enough to warrant the arrangement
being considered a good one; the kitchen and dining room in
particular are on too distant terms for such closely related func-
tions as each has to perform. The location of the bath room is
however a good one, with regard to the others and especially
with regard to the bath rooms.
The sculleries and pantries are evidentl}^ ample, but the
lack of closets is very marked, especially in the bed rooms; and
such is generally the case in England as in other foreign coun-
tries.
Another example of what is found in England is shown b}'
Figure 8, the half-plan of another London house. This one is
five stories high, and though intended for the better class of
tenants, is without an elevator. It has but a single stairway
leading to the upper floors, and this, as well as every room, is
well lighted without the use of courts for the building, being
but two rooms in depth—an uncommon thing in this class of
houses—does not demand these.
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Fig. 7. Plan of Upper Stories of an Apartment House in London.
From The Builder.
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The arrang-ement of the rooms, and especially those in the
rig-ht-hand apartment, is no better than in the preceding- plan,
though they do not number as many nor are the corridors as
long, for the principal ones are too distant from the entrance to
the suite, thus making it necessary in reaching- these rooms to
pass by the doors opening- into all the others; especially is this
objectionable with regard to the water closet and bath room
doors, which two are the first ones met on entering the corridor.
Fig. 8. Plan of Upper Stories of an Apartment IIouso in London.
From Tlie Builder.
The dining rooms and kitchens are arranged in better con-
nection than in Figure 7, and the bed and bath rooms are in
close connection; but the latter, as before sugg-ested, is in the
worst position regarding publicity in which it could be arranged.
An Englishman who has written on the subject of apart-
ment houses, states that those of America are far superior to any
he has found elsewhere, but he gives no reasons for the usual
awkwardness of the English arrangement, nor does he speak of
advantages of any sort as being possessed by an English plan.
American Designs.
American apartments are in many respects peculiar to
America, while many of this class of buildings show arrange-
ments peculiar to certain foreign countries, and particularly is
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this noticeable when the arrang-ement is a poor one. These lat-
ter facts are explained by a reference to a directory of our archi-
tects, where it will be seen that many of them are foreigners
and, of course, as experience in the matter has often shown,
their desig^ns retain the peculiarities
—
good or bad—of the coun-
try in which they received their education. This is not invar-
iably the case, however, for I have seen French architects, here
in America, design houses which would disgrace a Tartar;
though, as a rule, French designs are good ones.
It does not require an old man to remember when this class
of building first attracted attention in this countr}', and, indeed,
the designer of the first one I have ever seen a record of is still a
practicing architect in New York, and bears a national reputa-
tion.*
Since their introduction these buildings have been rapidly
developed and are now in great favor in all large cities. The
introduction itself was the result of efforts to adapt our mode of
living to the requirements of the day; and it is certainly a great
reform in our domestic architecture, the necessity of which was
fully recognized throughout the Kast.
Before regularly planned apartments were erected in our
larger cities, it was customary for families of limited means to
take up residence in the abandoned city mansions of the richer
class, where each would occupy a few rooms. These buildings
were, of course, most unsuitable for such use, but there was lit-
tle or no choice in the matter; for a single dwelling house, at a
reasonable cost and in a convenient location, was not to be had.
An apartment house occupying the same ground as is re-
quired for a residence gives accommodation for many more
families, thus offering greater returns to investors; and it is
mainly this that accounts for the dark, unventilated rooms and
awkwark arrangement of early plans; for the number of rooms
and not their wholesomeness or arrangement was the thing con-
sidered.
The first successful designs on a large scale were those of
houses erected in Boston, and these were soon copied in New
York. These buildings were termed "French Flats"—and quite
appropriately so, for many of them were almost direct copies
from French originals.
*K.. M. Hunt, Architect. Building was erected in 1856.
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In a criticism of these early plans there is little of g-ood to
be found, when viewed in the lig-ht of the present day on the
matter of apartment desig-ning-. The absence of adequate pro-
vision for lighting- and ventilating the various rooms is the most
serious defect found, and this exists in many late as well as
early designs, even in cities where boards of health and building
regulations make pretense of providing against such abomina-
tions. Private halls or corridors are also too often omitted and
a single stairway is frequently made to answer as both main and
service stairway, without even so much as the addition of a dumb
waiter.
American designers have always recog"nized the necessity of
having- one or more of the main rooms of an apartment fronting
upon the street and, with the exception of France, this arrang-e-
ment is usually the one used in foreig^n houses; and even the
French use it when convenient, but do not insist upon having- it.
Entrance to the main stairway is almost invariably through
a vestibule or short hall leading from the street, there being, in
this country, but few examples of the French plan of entering-
houses from the court. The "Dakota," in New York, is, as be-
fore mentioned, a notable exception.
Fig-ure 9 shows the plan used for a block of four story apart-
ment building-s in New York City. The g-eneral arrangement is
such as is very common in all American cities. Small courts
—
much too small—are used as a means of lighting and ventilating-
the bed rooms, halls, and bath room, but, as the adjoining- build-
ing- transforms these into enclosed courts, the upper floor is the
only one which receives any benefit from them. These courts
are of brick work, as required by law in New York and in most
other cities.
A single stairway in each separate building- is all that is
provided, a dumb waiter—a very poor substitute being made to
serve the purpose of a service stairs. In building-s of this char-
acter it is usually best to have the main rooms
—
parlor and din-
ing room—in closer connection than these rooms are in this case,
though it is evidently for the purpose of securing lig-ht in each
that they are here planned at such distances from ea'ch other.
The bath room is well placed with reg-ard to the rear bed
rooms, but to reach it from the front bed room in privacy, is not
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Fig. 9. Plan of Upper Stories of an Apartment House in New York, N. Y.
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provided for. Closets are numerous but rather small and a niche
in the rear hall is provided for a refrig-erator, which provision
is too often neg^lected.
The connection between the front and rear rooms of the
apartment is very poorly made, it being- necessary to pass either
through a bed room or the public hall in g^oing from the parlor
to the rear part.
f
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The front stairway and hall show economy of space in arrang-e-
ment and are better lig^hted than in the last case, the first story
having- lig"ht throug-h a glazed doorway of the same width as the
stair hall. The rear stairway is on the outside of the building
and protected from the weather by a roof extending over the rear
porch.
The grouping of the rooms is quite satisfactory, all being in
connection with the private hallway with the exception of two
in the rear; of these, however, it is best not to have the kitchen
Fig. 11. Plan of Qpper Stories of an Apartment House in New York, N. Y.
SO connected when a rear stairway is provided, and the other be-
ing the servant's room it is the one in which inconveniences can
best be tolerated. Closets are provided in each bed room and
though rather small they are better than none.
Figure 11 is a good example of as poor planning as often
finds space in American architectural journals. This represents
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the arrang-ement used in a building- five stories high in a g-ood
neighborhood in New York.
This being" a corner phm it presented special advantag"es for
g-ood desig-ning-, but the way these advantag-es were disreg-arded
is a disg-race to the profession, as this is the work of one who
claims to be an architect. The first stor}' is arrang-ed in two
stores and the other floors are as here shown.
The enclosed courts, upon which man}- of the rooms depend
for lig-ht and ventilation, are much too small and the only stair-
way in the building- is placed in the most inconvenient position
imag-inable—at the extreme rear of each apartment.
To reach the parlors, from this stairway and from the pub-
lic hall, it is necessary to pass b}' kitchen, bath and bed room
doors, and throug-h the dining- room and, upon reaching- it, it is
found to be out of all proportion to the other rooms of the house.
The bath rooms could not have been located in more incon-
venient positions. The one opening- from the main hall is ar-
rang-ed in violation of common decenc}- and the other is placed
too close to the entrance to the private hall. The dumb waiters
ara not sufficient for all the purposes of a service stairway, and
therefore the main stairway must serve for man}' objectionable
uses. Closets, and pantries unworthy- of the name, are found in
the various rooms, but are too small to be of much account.
On the whole either apartment could hardly have been
worse and, were it not for the fact that man}- g-ood exam-
ples, which were erected in the same year,—1887—can be found,
one mig-ht think that American apartment desig-ning- was a lost
art at that time.
Fig-ure 12 shows plan of a corner apartment house in Min-
neapolis and, with reg-ard to the number of irreg-ularly shaped
rooms on a rectang-ular site, it is rare specimen.
In this there are five suites on a floor; that in the center
consisting- of but two rooms, and being- practically a bachelor
apartment; the rest being- fully equipped as six room flats.
Two of the lig-ht courts are upon the lot line, and so long- as
there is no building- on the adjoining- space these will be of ser-
vice; the rest are open to the street.
The main stairwa}^ which is reached throug-h a wide and
well lig-hted hallway from the street, and the public hallway are
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well arrang-ed to serve all apartments on each floor. The ser-
vice stairways, which have access to the street throug^h base-
ment hallways, are well connected with the kitchens but are
dark on the lower stories. The system here employed, of lig-ht-
FiG. 13. Plan of Upper Stories of an Apartment House in Minneapolis, Minn.
ing- the bath and bed rooms by means of what is practically the
well hole of the stairway, is hardly commendable thoug-h often
used. The skylig^hts at the roof, protecting- the stairways from
the weather, assures a poor circulation of air in the courts.
The parlors being" placed in such positions as to command a
view of the street necessitates, in these suites, too long- a pass-
ag-e between the public hall and these rooms. The dining- rooms
and kitchen are in close connection, but china closets and pan-
tries are lacking- in these—a few rows of shelving- on the kitchen
walls being- substituted. The positions of the bath rooms,
thoug-h these are accessible from the main bed rooms, are the
most disadvantag-eous to be found; for these rooms open directly
from the reception hall and close to the entrance door of the
apartment.
Fig"ure 13 shows the arrang-ement of a four story apartment
house in Chicag-o, erected in 1887. Lig-ht is well provided for in
all rooms, for this, too, is a corner building- and has only the
minor rooms arrang-ed around the court.
The main and service stairways are each well arrang-ed with
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relation to the suites, of which there are two on a floor and every
room of which is accessible from the private hall.
Bay Windows are not as numerous in desig-ns of the present
da}" as here shown, for the reg-ulations in most cities are averse
Fig. 13. Plan of Upper Stories of an Apartment House in Chicago, 111.
to them, even to prohibiting- their use entirely, in a few in-
stances.
With but one exception the building-s so far illustrated have
not been provided with elevators. The exception being- an
Eng-lish house shown in Fig-ure 7, which, by the wa}^ is pro-
vided with one of American desig-n and manufacture.
The heig-ht to which these building-s are now carried, how-
ever, renders these devices an actual necessity, but their location
and arrang-ement requires no g-reat chang-e to be made in the
plan.
Fig-ure 14 represents the arrang-ement of a floor in a ten
story house in New York. This one is situated on a corner,
with the main rooms rang-ed along^ the street fronts and the
lesser ones arrang-ed around the court; thus producing- a hollow
square as the block plan. The hollow being- separated into two
courts by the main stairway and elevator shaft,
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This building- has been very successful as an investment
and, with the exception of the inner rooms on the lower stories,
is quite a successful desig-n in g-eneral, thoug^h the parlors are
too distant and the bath rooms too close to the entrance from the
public hall in about one-half of the suites.
Fig. 14, Plan of Uppor Stories of an Apartment House in New York, N. Y.
The connections between the kitchens and dining- rooms and the
kitchens and service halls are worth}' of special attention, for
but few houses have them equally g-ood.
In building-s of as hig-h an order as this one is, closets are
seldom arrang-ed in the usual way, but china closets, refrig-era-
tors and wardrobes are fixed in place and correspond to the g-en-
eral finish used in the various rooms. There are advantag-es
worthy of notice in this provision.
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A separate water closet, for the use of servants, is arrangfed
in the rear hall; in this way a sing^le closet is made to serve two
apartments, and this effects a g^reat saving- in the plumbing-,
which is alweiys an expensive item in city houses.
Fig. 15. Plan of Upper Stories of an Apartment House in New York, N. Y.
Figure 15 shows the plan of another and much better ar-
rang-ed house of this same class. This is is also ten stories in
heig-ht and located in New York. In this case there are three
street fronts, g-iving- exceptional advantag-es for a favorable dis-
position of rooms, and the plan shows how fully these advan-
tag"es were appreciated.
The necessary ligfht court has been very ingfeniously ar-
rang-ed and the minor rooms so disposed about it as to assure
g-ood light and ventilation in each, throug-hout the entire heig-ht
of the building-.
The main stairs, elevators and public halls are also in veyr
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favorable locations and well lig-hted. The service stairs and ele-
vators are upon the outside of the building-, in very close connec-
tion with the kitchens of the several suites. This latter ar-
rang-ement is often used, for, by making the stairways of iron,
they answer the purpose of fire escapes, and have the advantag^e
of being in positions weir known and accessible to all the occu-
pants of the house.
The general arrang-ement of the rooms of each separate
apartment is excellent. A large reception hall in each opens
from the public corridor and is in direct connection with the
main rooms. Leading from this hall a private corridor gives
access to the bed and bath rooms of each suite; these are well
placed, regarding each other, and the former are well supplied
with clothes closets. The kitchens and dining- rooms are favor-
ably situated and have ample pantry and closet room.
In the central part of the building, where the available
space was not suitable for an apartment on each floor, an ar-
rangement in which part of two stories is devoted to each is in-
troduced; the main rooms are upon the lower floor and the bed
and both rooms upon the floor above. A private stairway in
each of these two suites connects these floors and completes the
arrangement^—which is admirably adopted, and formerly often
used upon cramped or shallow sites.
Fig. 16, Part plan showing 2nd story rooms in the "Two Story Apartments," in
central part of building shown in Fig. 15.
The upper floor of this part of the house is shown in Figure
16. The other apartments on this floor remain essentially as on
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the plan shown in the preceding- fig-ure. This two story arrange-
ment is of French origin and was introduced into Boston and
New York at about 1870. It is now but little used, though it
has advantages for such cases as the present one.
Figs. 17, IS and 19. Arrangements of Stories in the "Duplex System."
Figures 17, 18 and 19 show arrang-ements for increasing- the
number of rooms without increasing- the area devoted to an
apartment. This is known as the "Duplex S3^stem" and con-
sists of a multiplication of stories in that part of the house
allotted to the minor rooms; which increase in number is accom-
plished by decreasing- the height of each story.
The cuts show different dispositions of stories, but all on the
same principle. The upper one—Figure 17—shows two stories
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of minor rooms to one story for the principal uses, and this plan
can be used only where the main room ceiling-s are of a consider-
able heig-ht, as in foreign houses. In this country its only ap-
plication is in the case of a club house or hotel, as the usual
apartment house ceiling- is too low to permit of its use.
Fig-ure 18 shows three stories in rear to two in front. By
this arrang-ement the extra rooms may be connected with one or
both suites. The cut shows them connected by the stairway
with the upper one.
Fig-ure 19 is the same as 18 excepting- that the proportion is
as 4 to 3. This is more applicable in cases where the ceiling- of
the main room is of ordinary heig-ht.
Variations of this "system" are found in both this and for-
eig-n countries, but, at the present time, the ceiling-s of American
houses are too low to offer opportunity for its employment, ex-
cept in rare instances.
All the plans shown in this article are taken from architec-
tural works published in the country where the building-s were
desig-ned and erected, and with the exception of the French de-
sig-ns, they indicate the ability with which this class of work is
executed. The American plans are from such papers as ^^The
Building Budget,'' ''Inland Architect and Builder,'" "-North western
Architect," ''Inland Architect and News Record," and ''The American
Architect and Building News."
All of the American houses are heated by steam; the boiler
being- in charg-e of the janitor, whose duties include the keeping-
of the public halls, stairways, passag-es and walks in a clean and
neat condition. The use of steam as a means of heatingf, is in
part responsible for the smallness of the rooms in many apart-
ments, and if the tendency to decrease their size increases, it
may soon be advisable to use feather-weig-ht wall paper, so as
not to curtail their area to any very appreciable extent.
The following- statement is from the "American Architect"
of Jan. 10, 1891: "The planning- of apartment houses is, more-
over, almost a department by itself, requiring- special study and
experience; and architects, even of disting-uished skill, who
imag-ine that they can desig-n such building-s successfully by the
lig-ht of nature, without taking- the trouble to study what has
been done before them, often make lamentable failures."
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Cox 8 CoNTiNUOiTs Current Dynamos and Motors: Thoir TIk^oi-v, Design andTesting With sections on Indicator Diagnuns, Properties of SaturatedhteaiiK Heitinff Ca cu alions. .nc. An Eltnientary Treatise for Students
Ti*'-Tr ;Vq,.o L,"- '^ •'ol^i'^tV'i Company, Limited, 41 Park Row (TimesBuilding) 1893. 371 pages, 83 iilnstratioiis. Price, $3.00.
This work, intended for students, gives the theory and design of continuous
current dynamos and motors as understood and practiced in the designing room,
and the metliods of testing described are those of the factory testing room. The
practical side of various questions treated is always kept in view, discussions hav-
ing little bearing in this direction being excluded, as well as the descriptions of
sim^/aTtr^a'tfses"^^
systems which are so often used to pad out the pages of
The first four chapters consist of a brief review of the electrical units and thegenei^al principles of the machines, and may be considered as an introduct on tothe subsequent portions; the higher branches of mathematics hav" been avo^here, as elsewhere. Chapter V is on calculations pertaining to the magnetic cir-cuit Chapter VI treats of the theory of windings, losses, Itc, and Chapter VIIof the special points to be observed in motor designing. ^"d,pieivii
In Chapters VIII, IX and X, the application to the design of armatures fieldmagnets and motors of the principles developed in the preceding Spters is ex-plained by reference to numerical problems selected so as to coveT as broad a tilfd
SI=S^;.fS?^S,X::iS;jL^^""^^ ^^-^'^^ ^^^-'-^-^ compromlse^l.?.^;^
operation are very fully discu.ssed and illustrated bv numerous curves
ti^., f .
^^'^^^^^
^l
tlie steam engine is so closely allied to the testing'and opera-tion of dynamos and motors, the last two chapters are devoted to indicator dia-
^r«:^fl^Vi'*'^"' P°7,''' «^l«"laV°"'' ^^'^'^h are treated in the same eminentlyp actical manner as the purely electrical subjects.
t^u uenu
of ciL 'J^"'" ^liPendices are on tests of irons, ampere turntables, determinations
With nn!:^
^'"" ^I'Patures and field coils, and on the calculation of belting
won md a^n.n^t''^ft"tf ^' °^ "'"^ engravings were specially prepared foi- this
Kculal'commli-cialfes^sf
°^"''""' '"'^"^ "^^ reproductions of those obtained
^^"^f.?/^^ Tables FOR Electric Wiremen: With Instructions for Wiremen
C t AfT."ji^^"Fn'^?.''''i-.^"''t', ^"^ Vff"l Formulae and Data By
\v yf^'^i ^o"ith edition, thoroughly revised and edited bv W DWeaver. Flexible morocco. 128 pages. Price, $1.00. '^cu u^ w, u.
The third edition of this popular work was exhausted ^vithin a few months
after its issue and the fourth edition has becui delayed in order that it might con-
tain the latest revisions of the Insurance Rules of the Underwriter's International
Electric Association, now almost exclusively used in the United States In addi-
tion to tlie above rules there has been added to this edition an important sectionon the calculation of alternating current wiring which, for the Hrst time bringsthis subject within the reach of practical men. ' ^^
o,.H k""'"^^'''"^*'^ "i*^'^^ important tables were prepared expressly for this workand, being copyrighted, cannot be found elsewhere. Among thesr are the tabesof alternating current wiring coefticients, those on limiting cin\ents for exterior
^[le'tlfree'lt^l'n f f^i"'^'" ^'""T' "^' ^'•^•'^'"P^^' and the table enabling the ones orth h sta dard amp voltages to be used for any voltage or dron as well ns
S'of ss'^wati'lamp"'^ " '"'"P^"'' ''' ^^ ^"'""^ ^^^'^^ calculated Tn a uniform
on.vJii'^f'"^.'^^^"^
°^ determining the Sizes of conductors for incandescent wirin<^
fn.f?al? Jf^^T' '"ains and branches to be proportioned as nearly exact a,s desiredinstead of only approximated to as by other methods. The wi/ing formulae for
^ u ll M 'm"'*''
''^'•'
^"n^r'^'» ^
-^'/»Ple and most practical form so^as toT elsily
; ?\
any one The formulae for horse power of engines and boi^lers arepublislH.d here for the hrst time, and while they are based on rational pr nciplesthe different values of heating surfaces in boilers being considered tie resultsthey give are the actual commercial ratings and not the theoretical horse powe
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Grafton Quarry Co.,
DEALERS IN ALL KINDS OF
Qrafton * Stone,
Office; 415 South Locust St., Room 504,
SAINT LOUIS.
Quarries: Grafton, Jersey Co., Illinois.
Extract from the Report of Capt. Jas. B. Eads, Chief Engineer Illinois and
St. Louis Bridge Co., October 1870, in regard to a test made of a specimen of Stone
from the Grafton Quarries. He saj'S:
"It is remarkably strong. Many tests of its compressive strength have been
made in the company's testing machine, where its resistance has, in several in-
stances, exceeded 1T,6()0 pounds uer square inch, which is equal to tluit of granite.
"A curious fact has been developed by these tests, which is. tliat the modu-
lus of elasticity of this stone is about the same as that of wrought iron. That is,
a given weight placed upon a wrought iron column and on a column of the Graf-
ton stone of the same size, will produce an equal shortening in both: while the
elastic limit (or breaking point) of the stone is not far below tiie limit at which
the wrought iron would be permanently shortened. A column of the stone two
inches in diameter and eight inches long was shortened under compression in the
testing macliine nearly one quarter of an inch without fracturing it. When the
strain was removed the piece recovered its original length."
From tiie Geological .Survey of the State of Illinois. Mr. Peatteu's Analysis
of a specimen of Grafton Stone:
Insoluable Matter .5.60
Carbonate of Lime 47.79
Iron and Alumina 1.40
Carbonate of Magnesia 42.86
Water and Loss 3.35;=J00
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forms of field instrument-!, including a 12-inch altazimuth instrument, transits, levels,
plane tables, compasses, all apparatus being of the latest and most approved construc-
tion Bridge designing a specialty. Construction of railways, highways, streets, paving,
waterworks, sewerage, etc. Laboratory of Applied Mechanics, includes testing
machines and experimental apparatus for strength of materials and hydraulics. The
School of Architecture is one of the largest in the country, and its equipment and at-
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EVERY VITAL CLAIM EVER MADE FOR
The Stirling Water Tube Safety Boiler,
Cuiilinnctl by the, fullowiuu; World's Fair Award.
A UNITED STATES.
Department F —IVfachinery,
1647
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Furnishing steam for use of Exhibition. One of the
chief characteristics lies in the simplicity and consequent low
cost of constructioHo Boilerg consist merely of foup cylindrical
shells or drums, connected by tubes which form major portion of
heating surface. Tube& are expanded into drum, and practically
,
the only machine work required, upon entire structure is that
employed upon the manhole frame In the head of each drum, vjhioh is
of the simplest character. Tubes are located in a position slight-
ly inclined from a vertical and the tendency of sediment to col-
lect on either the exterior or interior surfaces is thereby
reduced to a minimum. The' large mud-drum, located below the
current produced by circulation, insures quiet water in which
mud, scale and other impurities may settle. Drioa favorably locat-
ed at bottom of rear bank of tubes for. receiving deposits which
require high temperature to be precipitated. Examination of these
boilers in operation where \rater used contained large quantities
of lime salts, demonstrated that a stDall amount of labor was
required to maintain them in a clean condition, and that they
operated with the highest efficiency in this most important
feature and possessed marked advantage.^' Arrangement of division
plates is such that exit for waste gases is over surfaces where
the cold Teed water is just entering, insuring low flue tismpera-
ture. Use of a fire-brick arch covering grate- enables high furnace
temperature to be maintained. These boilers are proportioned so
that the ratio of horse power to grate is about fifty to one,
ample for economical result. Boilers -exhibited show that they
gave practically dry steam. Inner and outer rowsof tubes slightly
curved. A chain scraper is passed through when deposits form on
surfaces. The tubes are accessible from outside. A single work-
man disconnected the four manhole plates and exposed- every tube
in the boiler within a period of five minutes.
Extreme simplicity and low cost of construction. of water
tube boilers. Excellence of design in features pertaining to
fuel economy, and singular adaptability to situations requiring
the use of impixre feed water.
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Union Akron Cement <^|5}||]|p,^ijykLUNo;s
SOI.E MANUFACTUREKS OF THE
Akron = Cement,
The Strongest Natural Hydraulic Cement Manufactured in America.
Especially Adapted for Bridge Abutments,
I'onerete, and Use Under Water.
Capacity of Works, 2,000 Barrels Daily.
Office, 141 Erie Street, Buflfalo. N. Y.
THE LAWRENCE CEMENT COMPANY.
The Oldest and Largest Establishment in the United States.
MANUFACTURERS OF THB
'HOFFMAN ' ROSENDALE CEMENT
Daily Capacity 6,000 Barrels,
Stands at the head of American cements for
TENSILE STRAIN,
UNIFORM QUALITY ,
INCREASING STRENGTH.
EXTENSIVELY USED BY THE U. S. GOVERNMENT
FOR PRICES AND OTHER INFORMATION APPLY TO
M. Albert Sctjll, i No. 1 BROADWAY, 1 ERNEST R. ACKERMAN,
MARION S. ACKERMAN, ' > PuveinpvT
aeu'i Sales Agta.
)
New York City. S i^rhs dent.
Li
H CEMENT
The Undersigned is Agent for the Following Works:
Hulme Mills, producing Star Brand.
Speed Mills, producing Star Brand.
Queen City Mills, producing Star Brand.
Black Diamond Mills (River), producing Diamond
Brand.
Black Diamond Mills (Railroad), producing Diamond
Brand
Falls City Mills, producing Anchor Brand.
Silver Creek Mills, jjroducing Acorn Brand.
Eagle Mills, producing Eagle Brand.
Fern Leaf Mills, producing Fern licaf Brand.
Peerless Mills, producing Crown Brand.
tiion Mills, producing Lion Brand.
Masons' Choice Mills, producing Hammer and Trowel
Brand.
United States Mills, producing Flag Brand.
These Works are the Largest and Best Equipped in the United
States. Orders for shipment to any part of the country will hare
prompt attention. Sales in 1H92—2,1-15,568 barrels.
WESTERN CEME/NT CO.,
247 West Main Street, LouisTille, Ky.
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